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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Many nucleic acid sequences have clinical relevance. For example, nucleic acid sequences associated with
infectious organisms provide indications of the presence of an infection by the organism. Nucleic acid sequences not
normally expressed in a patient sample may indicate activation of pathways associated with a disease or other conditions.
Still other nucleic acid sequences may indicate differences in a patient’s likely response to proposed therapies.
[0002] Determination of clinically relevant nucleic acids generally depends on controlled amplification of specific nucleic
acid sequences and detection of the amplification products. Amplification improves analytical sensitivity by generating
sufficient copies of nucleic acids found in the sample for ready determination. Amplification may also improve analytical
specificity by selectively generating only those nucleic acids of clinical interest. A problem with amplification-based
determinations, particularly when amplification generates large numbers of copies of a target nucleic acid sequence, is
the possibility that some of these copies from one sample might contaminate other samples to produce apparently
elevated results where none of the target nucleic acid sequence was originally present in the sample.
[0003] Other sources of contamination could affect nucleic acid determinations. Carryover between samples can
contribute contaminating material. An amplification mixture may receive contaminating materials from environmental
sources transferred on surfaces or by laboratory technicians or by aerosols. In some cases, unintended transfers of
reagents, such as inappropriate amplification primers, may contaminate mixtures and cause erroneous results. Ampli-
fication mixtures may also retain interfering substances originally present in the sample through incomplete purification
of target nucleic acids. Thus, there is a need for automation of nucleic acid analysis that avoids transfer and retention
of contaminating material from a variety of sources.
[0004] Clinical laboratory workflow is a consequence of medical care delivery and varies between institutions. A clinic
or large group practice may generate patient specimens throughout the course of a day at a relatively constant rate. In
contrast, a clinical reference laboratory may receive all of its specimens in one or two deliveries and a large hospital
may generate specimens through a large blood draw in the morning supplemented by an irregular stream of samples
throughout the day. Most nucleic acid analysis specimens arrive at a clinical laboratory in a sequence unrelated to the
type of requested assay. In some cases, selected specimens may be of high priority with immediate or critical treatment
decisions dependent on the outcome. Other specimens may be of more routine priority. Non-specimen samples such
as laboratory controls may be interspersed among the clinical specimens according to individual laboratory practice. In
some cases, exhaustion of reagents or of particular lots of reagents may dictate the insertion of controls and calibration
samples irrespective of other samples in queue.
[0005] Thus, there is a need for an analytical system having flexible and adjustable operating capabilities to match
the unpredictable demand of clinical laboratories.
[0006] Nucleic acid analysis determines multiple analytes from diverse source organisms using a mix of specimen
types. These inputs drive diverse processing requirements. For example, RNA and DNA have different chemical prop-
erties and stabilities; their preparation may use different processing regimens, different enzymes, and different thermal
conditions. Both the base sequence and the length of target analytes affect binding energy, and hence processing. The
length and sequence of complementary oligonucleotides used for amplification further affect amplification conditions.
[0007] Different source organisms for analytical targets may require different steps to release or isolate the nucleic
acid sequences. For example, release of DNA sequences from gram positive bacteria might use elevated temperatures
not used for release of DNA sequences from relatively labile white blood cells.
[0008] Thus, there is a need for an analytical system able to freely intermix a variety of processing protocols, each
composed of a variety of processing steps. Technologies exist that attempt to address some of the issues described above.
[0009] Russel/ Higuchi in US 5994056, Homogeneous Methods for Nucleic Acid Amplification and Detection, described
improved methods for nucleic acid detection using methods such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Higuchi
described methods for simultaneous amplification and detection to enhance the speed and accuracy of prior methods.
The methods provide means for monitoring the increase in product DNA during an amplification reaction. According to
the description, amplified nucleic acids are detected without opening the reaction vessel once the amplification reaction
is initiated and without any additional handling or manipulative steps subsequent to the reaction.
[0010] K. Rudi et al. described a Rapid, Universal Method to Isolate PCR-Ready DNA Using Magnetic Beads in
BioTechniques 22(3) 506-511, March 1997. Rudi et al. described application of a magnetic bead-based kit for rapid DNA
isolation (Dynabeads® DNA DIRECT™; Dynal A.S.) to diverse organisms and tissues to produce a general approach
for the purification of PCR-ready DNA. DNA suitable for PCR was prepared in less than 30 minutes.
[0011] Systems that automate nucleic acid analysis have a long history. Integrated platforms demonstrated the entire
range of automated analytical and preparative steps, including isolation of nucleic acid, amplification of the isolated
material, and detection of the amplification products.
[0012] For example, Bienhaus et al. in US 5746978, Device for Treating Nucleic Acids from a Sample, described a
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single device to link treatment steps that separate nucleic acids from other sample components with steps for amplification
of the nucleic acids. The device included reaction chambers for individual treatment steps with the outlet of one chamber
attached to inlet of another. A conventional pipetting instrument transferred both the nucleic acid-containing sample
liquid and all possibly necessary reagents from sample and reagent storage containers into the device. Bienhaus et al.
described magnetic separation, amplification by PCR or NASBA, and using a hybridization probe complementary to the
PCR amplificate in a detection reaction measured using an ES analyzer (manufactured by Boehringer Mannheim).
[0013] P. Belgrader, et al. described Automated DNA Purification and Amplification from Blood-Stained Cards Using
a Robotic Workstation in BioTechniques 19(3) 427-432 1995. Belgrader et al. introduced a prototype which could perform
coupled DNA purification and amplification that required no user participation once the process was initiated. The method
was implemented into a high throughput automated system using a Biomek® 1000 robotic workstation (Beckman Instru-
ments) using phenol and isopropanol to purify DNA on blood-stained cards. The Biomek® 1000 performed DNA purifi-
cation and amplification using an HCU (Biomek® on-board heater-cooler unit) as a thermal cycler. Belgrader et al.
described that the next objective was to integrate a detection step for a completely automated DNA typing system.
[0014] Patrick Merel et al. described Completely Automated Extraction of DNA from Whole Blood in Clinical Chemistry
42, No. 8, p 1285-6 1996. Merel et al. disclosed using the Biomek® 2000 (Beckman Instruments) and DNA DIRECT™
(Dynal France S.A.) in combination to fully automate the DNA extraction procedure using magnetic particle separation.
Merel et al. used several different PCR protocols to evaluate the quantity and quality of the DNA obtained. Merel et al.
routinely used the described materials for a 10-min automated DNA extraction procedure, a 10-min automated PCR
setup step for 96 tubes, PCR for 80 min, and a simple electrophoresis analysis of 15 min.
[0015] Ammann et al. US 6335166 Automated Process for Isolating and Amplifying a Target Nucleic Acid Sequence
described an automated analyzer including multiple stations, or modules, in which discrete aspects of the assay are
performed on fluid samples contained in reaction receptacles. The analyzer includes stations for automatically preparing
a specimen sample, incubating the sample at prescribed temperatures for prescribed periods, preforming an analyte
isolation procedure, and ascertaining the presence of a target analyte. An automated receptacle transporting system
moves the reaction receptacles from one station to the next. Ammann also describes a method for performing an
automated diagnostic assay includes an automated process for isolating and amplifying a target analyte. The process
is performed by automatically moving each of a plurality of reaction receptacles containing a solid support material and
a fluid sample between stations for incubating the contents of the reaction receptacle and for separating the target
analyte bound to the solid support from the fluid sample. An amplification reagent is added to the separated analyte
after the analyte separation step and before a final incubation step.
[0016] Even though such automated systems have been available, further improvements are desirable. In particular,
multiple sources of contamination continues to risk erroneous results. Further, complexities of multi-step processes
needed for complete nucleic acid analysis can produce processing bottlenecks and degrade repeatability, limiting answer
reporting turnaround and processing flexibility. Limited answer reporting turnaround may increase the time to institute
proper clinical treatment. Lack of processing flexibility limits support for variations in assay protocols for a broad and
expandable test menu. Lack of processing flexibility may also force laboratories to sequence or batch samples and
reagents in a manner at odds with clinical need.
[0017] Embodiments of the invention address these and other problems, individually and collectively.

SUMMARY

[0018] The invention is directed to an automated analyzer comprising a pipettor, a reagent pack comprising a well
containing a reagent, and a reagent storage unit. The reagent storage unit is configured to hold the reagent pack, and
includes a cavity containing the reagent pack, a latch arranged about the cavity, the latch configured to secure and align
the reagent pack within the cavity, the latch including a releasing feature, a cover disposed over the cavity and latch,
the cover including a first aperture and a second aperture, wherein the first aperture aligns over the well of the reagent
pack thereby providing the pipettor access to the reagent contained in the well. The second aperture aligns over the
releasing feature thereby providing the pipettor access to actuate the releasing feature to unsecure the reagent pack
from the latch. Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a method comprising aligning a consumable pack in
a storage unit. The consumable pack comprises consumables that are manipulated using a pipettor. The method also
includes securing the consumable pack within the storage unit by engaging a latch having a releasing feature with a
mating feature of the consumable pack, and releasing the consumable pack by aligning the pipettor with the releasing
feature, moving the pipettor towards the releasing feature, and contacting the releasing feature with the pipettor. This
causes the latch to disengage from the mating of the consumable pack.
[0019] One example is directed to a system for processing a sample. The system comprises a preparation location
suitable for processing the sample in an assay cartridge including a first compartment and a second compartment. The
system also includes a first pipettor configured to transfer liquids from the first compartment to the second compartment
of the assay cartridge. The system further comprises a materials storage location that is distinct from the preparation
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location. It also comprises a second pipettor disposed to travel between the materials storage location and the preparation
location. The system also comprises a controller configured to direct the first pipettor to transfer a first reagent from the
first compartment to the second compartment of the assay cartridge, and to direct the second pipettor to transfer a
second reagent from the materials storage location to the second compartment.
[0020] Another example is directed to a method comprising providing an assay cartridge comprising a first compartment
and a second compartment with a cartridge guide, transferring a first reagent from a first compartment to a second
compartment in an assay cartridge using a first pipettor at a preparation location, and transferring a second reagent
from a reagent pack in a reagent storage unit to the second compartment using a second pipettor.
[0021] Another example is directed to a sensor system comprising a mandrel and a sensing circuit. The sensing circuit
is configured to determine a characteristic of the mandrel or of an extension element on the mandrel. The sensing circuit
comprises one or more sensor channels, coupled to a processor configured to determine the characteristic of the
extension element based on the error signal.
[0022] Another example is directed to a system for processing a sample. The system comprises a first pipettor, a
second pipettor, and a controller operatively coupled to the first pipettor and to the second pipettor. The controller is
configured to direct the first pipettor to transfer a fluid from a first compartment in an assay cartridge or from a reagent
pack in a reagent storage unit to a reaction vessel in the assay cartridge, and to direct the second pipettor to remove
the reaction vessel from the assay cartridge.
[0023] Another example is directed to a method comprising: providing an assay cartridge comprising a first compartment
and a second compartment with a cartridge guide, transferring a first reagent from a first compartment or from a reagent
pack in a reagent storage unit to a reaction vessel in an assay cartridge using a first pipettor, and removing the reaction
vessel from the assay cartridge using the second pipettor.
[0024] Another example is directed to a sensor system configured to determine at least two properties associated with
a mandrel. The sensor system comprises a sensing circuit comprising a processor and a mandrel. The sensing circuit
is configured to generate a first signal and a second signal, each of the first signal and the second signal relating to at
least one of resistance, capacitance, and inductance of the mandrel. The processor is further configured to compare
the first signal to a first stored reference value to determine contact of an extension element with a liquid. The processor
is further configured to compare the second signal to a second stored reference value to determine one of the presence
of an extension element on the mandrel, the fill level of the extension element, or the proximity of the mandrel to a
conductive target.
[0025] Another example is directed to a system, which can be for determining the presence of a nucleic acid in a
sample. The system may comprise a cartridge loading unit to accept a plurality of assay cartridges. The cartridge loading
unit can include a storage location to support the plurality of assay cartridges, a loading lane coupled to the storage
location, and a loading transport coupled to the storage location and to the loading lane and configured to move an
assay cartridge from the storage location to the loading lane. The system can also include a plurality of processing lanes
to process an assay cartridge, each processing lane configured to operate on an assay cartridge, a shuttle to move the
assay cartridge among the loading lane and the plurality of processing lanes. The shuttle can be positionable in alignment
with the loading lane and in alignment with each of the plurality of processing lanes. A controller can be operatively
coupled to the loading transport, to the shuttle, and to the plurality of processing lanes.
[0026] Another example is directed to a method comprising loading a plurality of assay cartridges into a storage location
in a cartridge loading unit, wherein each assay cartridge includes a reaction well and a reagent well containing a reagent.
The method also includes moving an assay cartridge of the plurality of assay cartridges to a loading lane using a loading
transport, moving the assay cartridge to a shuttle, and moving the assay cartridge to one of a plurality of processing
lanes. Each processing lane can be configured to process the assay cartridge using a different process.
[0027] Another example is directed to a system comprising a first processing lane, a second processing lane, a third
processing lane, and a transfer shuttle operatively coupled to the first, second, and third processing lanes. The system
further comprises a controller operatively coupled to each of the first, second and third processing lanes and the transfer
shuttle. The controller can be configured to execute a first protocol and a second protocol. The controller in executing
the first protocol directs the transfer shuttle to move a first assay cartridge from the first processing lane to the second
processing lane. The controller in executing the second protocol directs the transfer shuttle to move a second assay
cartridge from the first processing lane to the third processing lane without moving the assay cartridge to the second
processing lane.
[0028] Another example is directed to a method comprising: executing a first protocol by a controller, wherein in the
first protocol, the controller directs a transfer shuttle to move a first assay cartridge from the first processing lane to the
second processing lane; and executing a second protocol by the controller, wherein in the second protocol, the controller
directs the transfer shuttle to move a second assay cartridge from the first processing lane to the third processing lane
without moving the assay cartridge to the second processing lane.
[0029] Another example is directed to a system comprising a preparation location for processing samples, a reaction
vessel for containing the processed sample, an analysis location for characterizing the processed sample, and a transport
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device for transferring the reaction vessel between the preparation location and the analysis location. The system may
also comprise a plurality of non-identical processing lanes in the preparation location, the processing lanes configured
to perform different processing functions, and a plurality of identical analytical units in the analysis location.
[0030] Another example is directed to a method comprising loading a sample into a system, and loading an assay
cartridge into a preparation location. The assay cartridge includes a reaction well and a compartment. A reaction vessel
is in the compartment. The method also includes extracting the nucleic acid in the reaction well, transferring the extracted
nucleic acid from the reaction well to the reaction vessel, moving the reaction vessel to a thermal cycler module, and
detecting the nucleic acid in the thermal cycler module.
[0031] Another example is directed to a system for determining the presence of a nucleic acid in a sample, the system
comprising a first processing lane configured to perform operations on a sample in an assay cartridge, a transfer shuttle
configured to move assay cartridges into and out of the first processing lane, and a controller to direct operation of the
system. The controller can be operatively coupled to the first processing lane and to the transfer shuttle, and can be
configured to execute a first protocol and a second protocol. The controller, in executing the first protocol, directs the
transfer shuttle to move a first assay cartridge into the first processing lane, and after a fixed interval, directs the transfer
shuttle to move the first assay cartridge out of the first processing lane, and within the fixed interval directs the first
processing lane to execute a first sequence of operations. The controller, in executing the second protocol, directs the
transfer shuttle to move a second assay cartridge into the first processing lane, after the fixed interval, directs the transfer
shuttle to move the second assay cartridge out of the first processing lane, and directs the first processing lane to execute
a second sequence of operations that differs from the first sequence of operations.
[0032] Another example is directed to a method comprising executing a first protocol by a controller, to direct a transfer
shuttle to move a first assay cartridge into a first processing lane, after a fixed interval, direct the transfer shuttle to move
the first assay cartridge out of the first processing lane, and within the fixed interval direct the first processing lane to
execute a first sequence of operations. The method also includes executing a second protocol by the controller, to direct
the transfer shuttle to move a second assay cartridge into the first processing lane, after the fixed interval, direct the
transfer shuttle to move the second assay cartridge out of the first processing lane, and direct the first processing lane
to execute a second sequence of operations that differs from the first sequence of operations.
[0033] Another example can be directed to a pipettor for transferring liquids on an automated instrument, comprising
a linear actuator and a piston enclosed within a barrel. The piston comprises a fluid tight seal with the inner wall of the
barrel, the piston and the barrel cooperatively configured to allow movement of the piston within the barrel. The pipettor
can comprise a compliant coupling interposed between the linear actuator and the piston, the compliant coupling having
a first connecting feature affixing the compliant coupling to the linear actuator, a second connecting feature affixing the
compliant coupling to the piston, and a compressible member interposed between the first connecting feature and the
second connecting feature.
[0034] Another example is directed to an assay cartridge comprising a reaction well including a first sidewall, a second
sidewall, a first endwall, a second endwall, and a well floor arranged to receive a reaction mixture. The first sidewall, the
second sidewall, the first endwall and the second endwall form an open end. The first endwall includes a first segment
and a second segment. The first and second segment are joined by a bend, and at least one of the first segment and
second segment is tapered so that the cross section of the reaction well decreases closer to the well floor.
[0035] Another example is directed to a method for mixing the contents of a well. The method comprises directing a
pipettor to a first location in an assay cartridge having a well with an endwall comprising a segment, a first sidewall, and
a second sidewall, where the segment of the endwall extends towards the center of the well at an angle relative to the
vertical axis and has a radius about a mid-plane to create a culvert, the mid-plane being defined by the first sidewall and
the second sidewall. The method also includes dispensing a liquid from the pipettor onto the culvert of the well, wherein
the radius of the culvert collects the dispensed liquid and directs the dispensed liquid towards the midline of the culvert
such that turbulence is induced in the flow of the dispensed liquid.
[0036] Another example is directed to a cartridge loading unit for loading assay cartridges onto an automated system.
It includes a presentation lane including a carriage to receive an assay cartridge, the presentation lane configured to
transport the assay cartridge into the automated system for processing. It also includes a first loading lane including a
cavity to receive a DNA assay cartridge and transfer the DNA assay cartridge to the carriage of the presentation lane.
The DNA assay cartridge includes a reaction well and a reagent compartment, the reagent compartment containing a
reagent used for DNA extraction from a sample.
[0037] Another example is directed to a reagent cartridge comprising a containment section that comprises a horizon-
tally planar containment floor and a containment wall that extends vertically from the periphery of the containment floor,
the floor including an access opening of a reagent receptacle. It also includes a gripping handle that is attached to an
isolation portion, the isolation portion attached to the containment section and thereby providing a separation between
gripping handle and the reagent receptacle, and a memory unit.
[0038] Another example is directed to a system comprising: a movable cartridge carriage configured to engage an
assay cartridge. The assay cartridge comprises a well containing a magnetically responsive particle, the well including
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a wall at an angle relative to the vertical axis. The system also includes a movable magnet trolley, the movable magnet
trolley comprising a separation magnet mounted at an angle complementary to the assay cartridge wall angle, and a
reversible coupling device configured to reversibly join the movable cartridge carriage and the movable magnet trolley.
The separation magnet is aligned in proximity to the assay cartridge wall when the movable cartridge carriage is coupled
to the movable magnet trolley.
[0039] Another example is directed to an assay cartridge including a reaction well, a pipette tip, and a reagent well in
a linear arrangement, wherein the pipette tip lies between the reaction well and the reagent well; and a processing lane
comprising a lane heater, wherein the lane heater comprises a plurality of heating zones that are in thermal communication
with the assay cartridge. The first heating zone is juxtaposed with the reaction well and a second heating zone is
juxtaposed with the reagent well.
[0040] Another example is directed to a system for processing an assay cartridge. The system comprises a first assay
cartridge comprising reagents for processing a first analyte, a second assay cartridge comprising reagents for processing
a second analyte, a first processing lane comprising a heating assembly configured to transfer heat to an assay cartridge
raise the temperature of an assay cartridge, and a second processing lane comprising a heating assembly configured
to transfer heat to an assay cartridge to maintain the temperature of an assay cartridge. The temperature of the first
assay cartridge may be raised to a first temperature in the first processing lane and the first temperature maintained in
the second processing lane and the second assay cartridge may be raised to a second temperature in the first processing
lane and the second temperature maintained in the second processing lane. The first and second temperatures are
different.
[0041] Another example can be directed to an assay cartridge comprising an elongated body comprising a distal end
and a proximal end, and a plurality of compartments arranged linearly between the distal end and the proximal end. At
least one of the compartments is a reaction well. The reaction well comprises first and second sidewalls, and first and
second endwalls, and a well floor joining at least the first and second endwalls. The first endwall comprises a plurality
of bends.
[0042] Another example is directed to a cartridge loading unit for loading assay cartridges onto an automated system.
The cartridge loading unit comprises a rail for supporting an assay cartridge. The assay cartridge comprises a keying
feature. The cartridge loading unit also comprises an identification bar, and a baseplate coupled to the rail and identification
bar. The identification bar is positioned on the baseplate to mate with the keying structure, thereby permitting the assay
cartridge to rest on the rail.
[0043] Another example is directed to a method comprising: placing an assay cartridge in the cartridge loading unit,
and mating a keying feature of the assay cartridge with the identification bar. The mating of the keying feature of the
assay cartridge with the configuration bar allows the assay cartridge to rest on a rail in the cartridge loading unit in
alignment with a pusher. The method also includes propelling the aligned cartridge towards a presentation lane using
the pusher.
[0044] Another example is directed to a method comprising: aligning a probe with an aperture in a storage unit that
holds consumable packs, inserting the probe through the aperture, and pushing a latch as the probe is inserted through
the aperture. This causes the latch to disengage from a latch pocket of a consumable pack held within the storage unit.
[0045] Another example is directed to a system comprising: a slidable cartridge carriage configured to engage an
assay cartridge, the cartridge carriage engaging a carriage track; a slidable magnet trolley, the slidable magnet trolley
engaging the carriage track and comprising a separation magnet; and a reversible coupling device configured to reversibly
couple slidable cartridge carriage and the slidable magnet trolley.
[0046] Another example is directed to a system comprising: an assay cartridge comprising a plurality of compartments;
and a lane heater, wherein the lane heater is cooperatively configured with the assay cartridge. The lane heater is in
thermal contact with a plurality of the compartments of the assay cartridge when the assay cartridge is engaged with
the lane heater.
[0047] Another example is directed to a system comprising a linear track, a pipetting arm coupled to the linear track,
and a slide lock manipulator coupled to the linear track and configured to extend away from the linear track and retract
towards the linear track.
[0048] Another example is directed to a method comprising: acquiring a reaction vessel with a pipetting arm, opening
an analytical unit with a slide lock manipulator, aligning the pipetting arm with the analytical unit; and releasing the
reaction vessel from the pipetting arm.
[0049] Another example is directed to a thermal cycler module for performing real time PCR within a PCR reaction
vessel. It may comprise a thermal block comprising a receptacle for receiving a PCR reaction vessel, and a slidable lid.
The lid overlaps with the thermal block and has an open position and a closed position. It is capable of moving between
the open and closed positions. It can also include an excitation optics assembly, the excitation optics assembly configured
to pass excitation light to the PCR reaction vessel when the PCR reaction vessel is located in the receptacle, and an
emission optics assembly, the emission optics assembly is configured to receive light from the PCR reaction vessel
when the PCR reaction vessel is located in the receptacle in the thermal block.
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[0050] Another example is directed to a plurality of thermal cycler modules. Each thermal cycler module includes a
thermal block having a top surface and a defined receptacle: The receptacle can be tapered to conform to a reaction
vessel. Each thermal cycler module also comprises a heater thermally coupled to the thermal block, a temperature
sensor thermally coupled to the thermal block, and a temperature controller electrically coupled to the heater and to the
temperature sensor and configured to cycle the thermal block between at least two temperatures independently of the
other thermal cycler modules. Each thermal cycler module also includes an excitation optics assembly. The excitation
optics assembly is configured to pass excitation light to the reaction vessel when the reaction vessel is located in the
receptacle in the thermal block. Each thermal cycler module may also include an emission optics assembly, wherein
the emission optics assembly is configured to receive light from the reaction vessel when the reaction vessel is located
in the receptacle in the thermal block.
[0051] Another example is directed to a method for conducting a PCR reaction process using a thermal cycler module,
the thermal cycler module comprising a thermal block, and the thermal block comprising a receptacle configured to
receive a PCR reaction vessel, and a slidable lid. The method comprises: inserting the PCR reaction vessel in the
receptacle; and sliding the slidable lid from the open position to the closed position.
[0052] Another example is directed to a vessel for real time PCR comprising: a radially symmetrical reaction base,
and a plug comprising a handling feature, the handling feature configured to receive a pipette mandrel, wherein the
reaction base comprises an upper cylindrical portion that receives the plug and a lower portion, and wherein the lower
portion opens into the upper cylindrical portion and comprises a frustum of a conical shape.
[0053] Another example is directed to a system comprising: a plurality of thermal cycler modules, each thermal cycler
module including a thermal block having a top surface and a receptacle, the receptacle tapered to conform to a reaction
vessel; a heater thermally coupled to the thermal block; a temperature sensor thermally coupled to the thermal block;
and, a temperature controller electrically coupled to the heater and to the temperature sensor and configured to cycle
the thermal block between at least two temperatures independently of other thermal blocks in other thermal cycler units;
an excitation optics assembly, the excitation optics assembly configured to pass excitation light to the reaction vessel
when the reaction vessel is located in the receptacle in the thermal block; and an emission optics assembly, the emission
optics assembly configured to receive light from the reaction vessel when the reaction vessel is located in the receptacle
in the thermal block.
[0054] Another example can be directed to a process for determining a nucleic acid in a sample using a system
including a processing area and a thermal cycler, the process comprising the steps of: providing in the processing area
a vessel plug with a gripping feature and a vessel base configured to lockably engage with the vessel plug; pipetting an
amplification reagent to the vessel base with a pipette tip held on a mandrel; pipetting the nucleic acid to the vessel
base; lifting the vessel plug using the mandrel to grip the gripping feature; engaging the vessel plug to the vessel base;
arid moving the engaged vessel plug and vessel base to the thermal cycler.
[0055] Another example is directed to vessel for real time PCR comprising: a radially symmetrical reaction base, and
a plug comprising a handling feature, the handling feature configured to receive a pipette mandrel.
[0056] Another example is directed to a method for operating a thermal cycler module, the method comprising: obtaining
a predetermined temperature vs. time profile associated with a selected thermal cycler module in an array of thermal
cycler modules, the array of thermal cycler modules comprising the selected thermal cycler module and a set of thermal
cycler modules; and controlling, by a processor, the thermal cycler modules in the set of thermal cycler modules so that
their performance matches the predetermined temperature vs. time profile, each of the thermal cycler modules in the
set of thermal cycler modules being controlled using a source of variation between the thermal cycler modules in the array.
[0057] Another example is directed to a method of driving a first thermal cycler in a predetermined thermal profile
(B(t)), the first thermal cycler including a thermal block, a heater thermally coupled to the thermal block, and a blower
to direct air to the thermal block, the method comprising: determining the rate of change of the thermal block temperature
with respect to time (dB/dt) as a function of heater output (ha), of blower heat transfer (k), and of ambient temperature
(Ta); measuring the thermal block temperature; measuring the ambient temperature at the thermal cycler; and adjusting
one of the heater output and the blower heat transfer according to a modeled relationship of: 

[0058] These and other examples are described in further detail below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0059]
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FIG. 1(a) shows a front perspective view of an instrument according to an example.

FIG. 1(b) shows a top plan view of the layout of the components of the instrument.

FIG. 1(c) is a top plan view of the instrument.

FIG. 1(d) shows a partial front view of the instrument.

FIG. 2(a) shows a front perspective view of a sample presentation unit according to an example.

FIG. 2(b) shows a front perspective view of a sample presentation unit pusher cartridge according to an example.

FIG. 3(a) shows a front, perspective view of a sample pipettor according to an example.

FIG. 3(b) shows a front perspective view of the sample pipettor in more detail.

FIG. 3(c) shows a perspective view of a compliant coupling.

FIG. 4(a)-1 shows a top perspective view of an assay cartridge according to one example.

FIG. 4(a)-2 shows a top perspective view of an assay cartridge according to another example.

FIG. 4(b) shows a side, cross-sectional view of a reaction well.

FIG. 4(c)-1 shows a top plan view of a reaction well according to one example.

FIG. 4(c)-2 shows a top plan view of a reaction well according to another example.

FIG. 4(d) shows an end of the assay cartridge with a support tab, which engages a propelling feature of a cartridge
carriage.

FIG. 4(e) shows a front perspective view of a film piercer according to an example.

FIG. 4(f) shows a side, cross-sectional view of the film piercer in FIG. 4(d) as it is used with an assay cartridge.

FIG. 4(g) shows a cross-sectional, perspective view of a cover on a portion of an assay cartridge.

FIG. 4(h) shows a top plan view of a cover on a portion of an assay cartridge.

FIG. 4(i) shows a bottom perspective view of a cover that can cover a portion of an assay cartridge.

FIG. 4(j) shows a number of side, cross-sectional views of reaction well embodiments. A microtip is shown with
each reaction well design.

FIG. 5(a) shows a top perspective view of a reaction vessel according to an example.

FIG. 5(b) shows an exploded view of a reaction vessel according to an example.

FIG. 5(c) shows a perspective cross-section view of an example.

FIG. 5(d) shows a perspective view of a reaction vessel according to another example.

FIG. 6(a) shows a perspective view of a millitip according to an example.

FIG. 6(b) shows cross-sectional view of a mounting aperture of a millitip.

FIG. 6(c) shows a portion of a millitip secured to a pipettor mandrel.
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FIG. 7(a) shows a top perspective view of a cartridge loading unit.

FIG. 7(b) shows a partial top perspective view of a cartridge loading unit.

FIG. 7(c) shows a perspective view of a cartridge loading unit presentation lane.

FIG. 8(a) shows a front perspective view of a reagent storage unit according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8(b) shows a front perspective view of a portion of the reagent storage unit.

FIG. 8(c) shows an interior of a distal wall 148 of a reagent storage unit.

FIG. 8(d) shows a front perspective view of a reagent storage unit according to another embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8(e) shows a portion of a front perspective view of a reagent storage unit according to another embodiment of
the invention.

FIG. 8(f) shows a side, perspective, cross-sectional view of a reagent storage unit.

FIG. 8(g) another side, perspective, cross-sectional view of a reagent storage unit.

FIG. 8(h) shows a perspective, cross-sectional view showing a rear portion of a reagent storage unit.

FIG. 8(i) shows a portion of a reagent storage unit cover as it interfaces with a containment feature of a reagent
pack 400.

FIG. 9(a) shows a top perspective view of a portion of a reagent pack.

FIG. 9(b) shows an exploded view of a reagent pack according to an example.

FIG. 9(c) shows an end portion of a reagent pack.

FIG. 9(d) shows a top perspective view of a barrier lid.

FIG. 9(e) shows a cross-sectional view of an end of a reagent pack.

FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b) disclose an assay cartridge in processing lane.

FIG. 10(c) discloses an assay cartridge in a heating lane.

FIGS. 10(d) and 10(e) show perspective view of a processing lane heater.

FIG. 10(e) shows a front view of a processing lane heater.

FIG. 11 shows a side view of another lane heater embodiment.

FIG. 12(a) shows a microtip on a pipettor mandrel.

FIG. 12(b) shows a perspective view of a microtip.

FIG. 12(c)-1 shows a perspective view of a microtip with venting features.

FIG. 12(c)-2 shows a side view of another microtip embodiment.

FIG. 13(a) shows a microtip storage unit.

FIG. 13(b) shows a portion of a microtip storage unit.
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FIG. 13(c) shows a plan view of a portion of a microtip storage unit.

FIG. 13(d) shows an exploded view of a microtip rack.

FIG. 13(e) shows a microtip rack.

FIG. 13(f) shows a rack clasp in a microtip storage unit.

FIG. 14(a) shows components in a waste lane.

FIG. 14(b) shows a hydropnuematic assembly.

FIG. 14(c) shows a perspective view of a waste lane.

FIG. 14(d) shows a perspective view of a transfer shuttle.

FIG. 14(e) shows a close up perspective view of a transfer shuttle.

FIG. 14(f) shows a front view of a processing lane.

FIG. 14(g) shows another transfer shuttle according to another example.

FIG. 15(a) shows an XYZ transport device.

FIG. 15(b) shows an XYZ transport device Y axis arm.

FIG. 15(c) shows a Z axis elevator for the XYZ transport device.

FIG. 15(d) shows an X’ axis.

FIG. 15(e) shows a sensor system according to an example.

FIG. 16(a) shows a side, perspective view of a thermal cycler module.

FIG. 16(b) shows a side, cross-sectional view of a thermal cycler module.

FIG. 16(c) shows a garage with a plurality of thermal cycling cells.

FIG. 16(d) shows a thermal cycling shutter.

FIG. 16(e) shows a perspective view of a portion of a thermal cycler module with the shutter in a closed position

FIG. 16(f) shows an internal side view of a portion of a thermal cycler module with the shutter in an open position
while a corresponding slidable lid is in a closed position.

FIG. 16(g) shows an internal side view of a portion of a thermal cycler module with the shutter in a closed position,
while the corresponding slidable lid is in an open position.

FIG. 16(h)-1 shows a partial internal perspective view of internal components of a slidable lid.

FIG. 16(h)-2 shows a side, perspective view of internal components of a slidable lid.

FIG. 16(i)-1 shows a side, cross-sectional view of a slidable lid in a thermal cycler module, where the slidable lid is
in a closed position.

FIG. 16(i)-2 shows a side, cross-sectional view of a slidable lid in a thermal cycler module, wherein the slidable lid
is in an open position.
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FIGS. 16(j)-16(m) show a gripping feature that is configured to manipulate a slidable lid.

FIG. 16(n) shows a side, cross-sectional view of an excitation optics assembly, in position beneath a thermal block.

FIG. 16(o) shows a side perspective view of a thermal block.

FIG. 16(p) shows a top view of a thermal block.

FIG. 16(q) shows a side, cross-sectional view of emission and excitation optics spring latches, as they can hold
emission and excitation optics assemblies.

FIG. 17(a) shows a block diagram of some components in a thermal cycler module.

FIG. 17(b) shows a graph of temperature signals vs. time from different thermal cyclers.

FIG. 17(c) shows another graph of temperature signals vs. time for different thermal cyclers.

FIG. 17(d) shows a flowchart illustrating a method according to an example.

FIG. 17(e) shows an example of temperature signals produced in response to calibrated voltage signals.

FIG. 18(a) shows a detection optics block diagram.

FIG. 18(b) shows a detection optics light path.

FIG. 18(c) shows a detection optics assembly.

FIG. 19 shows a process flow diagram illustrated methods according to embodiments of the invention.

FIG. 20(a) shows an embodiment of a cartridge heater.

FIG. 20(b) shows a section of an embodiment of a cartridge heater.

FIG. 20(c) shows an embodiment of a cartridge heater in an open position.

FIG. 20(d) shows an embodiment of a cartridge heater in a closed position.

FIG. 20(e) shows a section of an embodiment of a cartridge heater.

FIG. 20(f) shows components of a cartridge heater.

FIG. 20(g) shows an embodiment of an assay cartridge that may be used with a cartridge heater.

FIG. 20(h) shows a top plan view of a layout of the components of an instrument according to an example.

FIG. 20(i) shows an embodiment of a cartridge-swapping process.

FIG. 20(j) shows an embodiment of a lane with a lane heater.

FIG. 20(k) shows a section of an embodiment of a lane with a lane heater.

FIG. 21 shows a diagram illustrating parts of a general purpose computer apparatus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0060] PCR or "Polymerase Chain Reaction" refers to a method used to amplify DNA through repeated cycles of
enzymatic replication followed by denaturation of the DNA duplex and formation of new DNA duplexes. Denaturation
and renaturation of the DNA duplex may be performed by altering the temperature of the DNA amplification reaction
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mixture. Real time PCR refers to a PCR process in which a signal that is related to the amount of amplified DNA in the
reaction is monitored during the amplification process. This signal is often fluorescence. However, other detection meth-
ods are possible. In an example, a PCR subsystem takes a prepared and sealed reaction vessel and performs a complete
real-time polymerase chain reaction analysis, thermal cycling the sample multiple times and reporting the intensity of
emitted fluorescent light at each cycle.
[0061] A "preparation location" can include any suitable location or combination of locations which can prepare a
sample for analysis. Preparation locations can include one or more of a sample presentation unit, a sample pipettor,
and various processing lanes.
[0062] A "cartridge guide" can include any suitable structure for guiding an assay cartridge. In some cases, it can
include a generally linear structure to guide the assay cartridge in a linear path.
[0063] An "analysis location" can refer to any suitable location or combination of locations where samples are analyzed.
[0064] A "processing location" can be a location where samples are processed. A processing location can be within
a preparation location. For example, a processing location can have a plurality of processing lanes that can process a
sample.
[0065] A "reagent storage unit" may refer to a unit that is configured to store reagents.
[0066] A "reagent pack" may include any suitable container that can store a reagent. An example of a reagent pack
can include a generally rectangular elongated body formed to include multiple reagent receptacles including one or more
large reagent receptacles, and one or more relatively smaller reagent receptacles, as well as features to facilitate handling
and automation.
[0067] A "processor" may comprise any suitable data processing device that can be used to process data. Such
processors may include one or more microprocessor working together to process data and provide instructions.
[0068] A "controller" may also be a data processing device that can be used to process data or provide control functions.
A controller may include one or more microprocessor, or it could be a general purpose computer in some embodiments.

A. Overall System Layout

[0069] An automated instrument for the determination of nucleic acids according to an example is shown in FIG. 1(a),
designated by reference number 100. As shown in FIG. 1(a), one example of the instrument includes a generally
rectangular housing 102 with sides defining the front, back, left and right sides, top and bottom as illustrated. The
automated instrument can be a single, enclosed system, and can include a horizontal working deck that incorporates
readily accessible areas 110 for an operator to add samples for analysis and consumables for use in processing the
samples. It also includes a data entry device 106 and a display 108. Examples include a fully automated, random access
system for determining specific nucleic acid sequences in samples. The system includes consumables incorporating
necessary reagents for performance of a variety of assays, reaction sites, and transfer devices. Sufficient storage space
for consumables is provided on the system to permit it to run with minimal operator intervention for an extended time.
[0070] The system can combine two functions: sample preparation in the form of isolation of nucleic acids from the
sample matrix, and detection of specific sequences within these isolated nucleic acids. Towards this end, the system
can have at least two distinct functional areas: one including instrumentation to process samples using the consumables
and a second including the instrumentation and reagents for nucleic acid amplification and detection. The system also
includes holders for samples, containers for wastes, and connections for power and information. These are integrated
in a single unit to provide a system that performs major functions of sample handling, nucleic acid isolation, and ampli-
fication and detection, plus supporting functions of supply and consumable management, information management, and
maintenance. In some examples, to support sample throughput while retaining scheduling flexibility, the sample prep-
aration portion of the system processes samples in a sequential fashion as they enter the system while the detection
portion of the system performs amplification and detection in parallel.
[0071] Combining these functions into a single, highly automated, self contained system provides seamless integration
of molecular diagnostics into the workflow of the clinical laboratory. A further purpose is to perform all steps of nucleic
acid determination to produce clinically acceptable results without the need for user intervention. The system advanta-
geously allows users to load samples as they become available, and to perform determinations on those samples as
dictated by the needs of the patient and their physician, without constraints on sample or analyte order being imposed
by the system.
[0072] FIG. 1(b) shows a plan view of the example of FIG. 1(a) from above, with some components removed to clarify
the basic structural and functional modules. FIG. 1(b) also shows three distinct locations including an analysis location
96 where sample analysis can occur, and a preparation location 98 where the sample can be prepared for analysis.
FIG. 1(b) also shows three distinct locations including an analysis location 96 where sample analysis can occur, a
preparation location 98 where the sample can be prepared for analysis, and a material storage location 92 where
preparation and analysis materials can be stored. The three illustrated locations can be adjacent to each other.
[0073] The system shown in FIG. 1(b) can be used to perform a variety of methods, including a method comprising
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providing an assay cartridge comprising a first compartment and a second compartment with a cartridge guide, transferring
a first reagent from a first compartment to a second compartment in an assay cartridge using a first pipettor at a preparation
location, and transferring a second reagent from a reagent pack in a reagent storage unit or in a materials storage
location to the second compartment using a second pipettor.
[0074] The system may include an instrument, which may include a sample presentation unit 110 for loading samples,
a sample pipettor 70 for transferring samples, a cartridge loading unit 112 for loading disposable assay cartridges onto
the system, a reagent storage unit 10 for storing reagents, a set of processing lanes 116 for processing samples, a
transfer shuttle 50 for transferring assay cartridges, an XYZ transport device 40 for transferring materials, a microtip
storage unit 20 for storing disposable pipette tips, a collection of thermal cycler modules 30 for amplification, and an
optical detector (not shown) for detection of products from the detection reaction. The XYZ transport device 40 may
include an XYZ gantry, as well as an XYZ pipettor. The processing lanes may be present in the preparation location 98.
[0075] The gantry can perform a number of functions. For example, it can be configured to: position the mandrel to
remove the vessel plug from the second compartment; position the mandrel to mate the vessel plug to the vessel base
in the first compartment; position the actuator to move the lid from the closed position to the open position; position the
mandrel to seat the amplification vessel in the block; and position the actuator to move the lid from the open position to
the closed position.
[0076] The system can include processing lanes 116 that perform the operational steps needed for nucleic acid
extraction and purification from a biological or patient sample. Each processing lane 116 can accommodate an assay
cartridge 200. When the system uses a linearly arranged assay cartridge 200 each processing lane may extend linearly
relative to the long axis of the assay cartridge. Such processing lanes 116 may reflect the dimensions of the assay
cartridge 200, reducing the need to orient the assay cartridge and permitting the system to package multiple processing
lanes in a space-efficient parallel manner. In some examples, the system includes processing lanes that are physically
arranged in an order approximating their order of use in at least some protocols. This advantageously minimizes the
distance and time the system needs to transfer assay cartridges between processing lanes. Alternatively, the system
may include processing lanes with similar functions grouped together. This advantageously minimizes the time spent
performing repetitive functions, such as, for example, washing.
[0077] As shown in FIG. 1(b) the system may include different types of processing lanes that support functions ap-
propriate to different processing steps. In some examples, the system includes replicates of some lane types, allowing
processing of multiple assay cartridges 200 in parallel. Examples of processing lane types include a cartridge loading
lane 116(f), a transfer lane 50, a heated temperature stabilization lane 116(j), a wash lane 116(a) and 116(b), an elution
lane 116(e), an amplification preparation lane 116(g), and a waste lane 116(c). In some examples, the system includes
13 processing lanes in the following sequence:

The first lane position can be near the center of the instrument, with successive lanes numbered toward the right side
of the system as viewed from the front. Successive lane positions may be disposed adjacent the preceding lane position.
Alternatively, the system may incorporate one or more processing lanes that individually incorporate all of the processing
tools needed to perform each processing step.
[0078] In some examples, the instrument includes an area for connecting to a laboratory automation device 80 for
automated delivery of samples from a central location in the laboratory. A conventional instrument framework provides
physical and operational support to these modules. The framework provides support components, including electrical

LANE POSITION LANE TYPE

1 AMPLIFICATION PREPARATION LANE
2 CARTRIDGE LOADING LANE
3 ELUTION LANE
4 WASTELANE
5 HEATED TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION LANE
6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION LANE

7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION LANE
8 WASH LANE
9 WASH LANE

10 WASH LANE
11 WASH LANE
12 WASH LANE

13 WASH LANE
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power supplies; airflow control components such as fans, blowers, ducts for directing airflow, and air filters; and com-
munications and control components such as displays, one or more control computers, wiring, and other interconnects.
The sections below describe each of the basic structural and functional modules in more detail.
[0079] FIG. 1(c) shows a detailed top view of an example of the instrument, with some components removed for clarity.
The components shown in FIGS. 1(a)-1(c) are described in greater detail below.
[0080] The system according to an example can include a preparation location 98 to process a sample. The preparation
location 98 can be any suitable location where sample preparation may take place. In some examples, the preparation
location is found on the right side of the instrument when facing the front.
[0081] The preparation location 98 can include a sample presentation unit 110 where samples are loaded onto the
system, a set of processing lanes 116 where sample preparation takes place and a sample pipettor 70 for transfer of
sample to an assay cartridge for processing. The assay cartridge can be transferred in the system and the preparation
location 98 using a cartridge guide (which is described in further detail below). Samples are prepared for amplification
in a disposable assay cartridge that includes a first compartment and a second compartment. In some examples, the
second compartment may be a reaction well, while the first compartment may be a small, medium, or large reagent well.
The processing lanes 116 can include features to retain, warm, and guide the assay cartridge, and a first pipettor
configured to transfer liquids from at least the first compartment to the second compartment.
[0082] The system can also include a reagent storage unit 10 that is configured to store at least one reagent pack. In
some cases, the reagent storage unit comprises a plurality of reagent packs for storing reagents for performing a PCR
process. In some examples , the reagent storage unit 10 and microtip racks 120 can be in the materials storage location
92. A second pipettor (not shown) can be associated with the XYZ transport device 40 and can be disposed to travel
between the reagent storage unit 124 and the materials storage location 92 under the direction of a central controller
94 for the system.
[0083] The central controller 94 can direct the operation of any of the components described herein by providing
instructions to various sub-controllers within the system. The central controller 94 can include any of the components
shown in FIG. 20 (which describes a computer apparatus).
[0084] The central controller 94 can be operatively coupled to the first pipettor and to the second pipettor and is
configured to direct the first pipettor to transfer a first reagent from the first compartment (e.g., a small, medium, or large
reagent well) of the assay cartridge to the second compartment and to direct the second pipettor to transfer a second
reagent from the reagent pack to the second compartment (e.g., a reaction well). Suitable examples of first and second
reagents (e.g., wash fluids, buffers, etc.) are provided below. The use of a first pipettor and a second pipettor advanta-
geously permits the system to quickly and accurately dispense both large and small volumes to the assay cartridge, by
avoiding the risk of inaccuracy due to attempting to transfer small volumes using a large volume pipettor and the risk of
inaccuracy due to attempting to deliver large volumes through repeated dispenses using a small volume pipettor. This
operational flexibility supports both the processing or relatively large sample volumes and the use of compact reagent
packs that store concentrated reagents.
[0085] Following the completion of sample preparation, the treated sample, plus additional reagents, is transferred to
the detection and amplification portion of the system. The detection and amplification portion of the system maybe at
an analysis location 96. The analysis location 96 can contain a plurality of analysis or analytical units, such as thermal
cyclers, and may be positioned at any suitable location within the system. In some examples the analysis location 96 is
found on the left side of the system when facing the front. This location maximizes the distance between the preparation
portion and the amplification and detection portions of the system. This permits the introduction of barriers to reduce
contamination, including but not limited to directed airflow, ultraviolet light, and physical barriers such as partitions or
filters, while allowing easy access for servicing. In another example, the detection and amplification portion of the system
can be encased within the instrument housing, below the working deck.
[0086] In the example shown in FIG. 1(c), amplification and detection are provided by a bank of thermal cycler modules
30. The thermal cycler modules within bank 30 may process samples independently but simultaneously, with each
thermal cycler module processing a single sample at a time. Scheduling of processing in the thermal cycler modules in
bank 30 may be balanced to equalize the degree of wear between different thermal cyclers. One or more thermal cycler
modules may be reserved for use in circumstances where additional modules beyond those necessary for normal
operations are needed. Examples of such atypical circumstances include the failure of a thermal cycler module and the
processing of an urgent or STAT sample. The number of these thermal cycler modules can vary between different
examples , being optimized for the desired throughput of the system.
[0087] The need for random access processing and the possibility of contamination between amplification products
and samples makes the use of consumables central to system operation. In some examples, system consumables
include assay cartridges used for storage of selected reagents and isolation and purification of nucleic acids from samples;
reaction vessels for amplification and detection; reagent packs for storing selected reagents; millitips for large volume
pipetting operations; microtips for small volume pipetting operations; and microtip racks to retain microtips.
[0088] As shown in FIG. 1(d), the system provides storage areas for spent consumables. These storage areas may
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be below the working deck in order to reduce the chances for contamination from stored waste. As described in greater
detail below, waste liquids may be stored in a designated liquid waste container 94. Similarly, solid wastes may be
temporarily stored on the system in a designated solid waste container 92. Waste containers may be held within enclosed
cabinets in the lower portion of the system. These cabinets may be kept at negative pressure in order to prevent aerosols
and particulates from the waste containers from reaching the working deck of the system, and may be conveniently
accessed in order for the user to empty the waste containers. Waste storage areas may also include mechanisms to
inactivate contaminants following inadvertent release, including ultraviolet light sources.
[0089] Another example can be directed to a system comprising a first pipettor and a second pipettor, as well as a
controller operatively coupled to the first pipettor and to the second pipettor. The controller is configured to direct the
first pipettor to transfer a fluid from a first compartment in an assay cartridge or from a reagent pack in a reagent storage
unit to a reaction vessel in the assay cartridge, and to direct the second pipettor to remove the reaction vessel from the
assay cartridge. In the system, an assay cartridge comprising a first compartment and a second compartment can be
guided with a cartridge guide, and a fluid (such as a processed sample) is transferred from the first compartment (which
may be a reaction well) or from a reagent pack in a reagent storage unit to a reaction vessel in an assay cartridge using
a first pipettor. The reaction vessel is then removed from the assay cartridge, and then transferred to a thermal cycler
module using the second pipettor. The first pipettor can be a millitip pipettor and the second pipettor can be a microtip
pipettor. Other suitable details regarding such examples can be found below.
[0090] The second pipettor can advantageously have multiple uses including transferring fluids as well as moving
reaction vessels within the system. Since separate devices are not needed to perform these and other functions, the
system according to examples can be compact and less complex than other types of systems.
[0091] Yet another example is directed to a system, which can be for determining the presence of a nucleic acid in a
sample. The system may comprise a cartridge loading unit 112 to accept a plurality of assay cartridges. The cartridge
loading unit 112 can include a storage location to support the plurality of assay cartridges, a loading lane coupled to the
storage location, and a loading transport coupled to the storage location and to the loading lane and configured to move
an assay cartridge from the storage location to the loading lane. The system can also include a plurality of processing
lanes (e.g., 116(a), 116(b), 116(c), 116(e), 116(g), etc.) to process an assay cartridge, each processing lane configured
to operate on an assay cartridge, and a shuttle 50 to move the assay cartridge among the loading lane and the plurality
of processing lanes, the shuttle positionable in alignment with the loading lane 116(f) and in alignment with each of the
plurality of processing lanes; and a controller 94 operatively coupled to the loading transport, to the shuttle 50, and to
the plurality of processing lanes. As shown in FIG. 1(b), the processing lanes (e.g., 116(a), 116(b), 116(c), 116(e), 116(g),
etc.) and the loading lane 116(f) are parallel to each other, and they are all perpendicular to the travel paths of the transfer
shuttle 50.
[0092] In this example, a method for using the system may comprise loading a plurality of assay cartridges into a
storage location in a cartridge loading unit, moving an assay cartridge to a loading lane using a loading transport, moving
the assay cartridge to a shuttle, and moving the assay cartridge to one of a plurality of processing lanes, each processing
lane configured to process the assay cartridge using a different process.
[0093] The particular arrangement of a loading lane and various processing lanes with an assay cartridge transport
shuttle provides a number of advantages. In examples , assay cartridges can be provided to a transfer shuttle, which
can access various processing lanes as needed for particular protocols. This provides for flexibility in processing, while
providing for a compact system.
[0094] Yet another example can be directed to a system comprising a preparation location 98 for processing samples,
a reaction vessel for containing the processed sample, an analysis location 96 for characterizing the processed sample,
and a transport device for transferring the reaction vessel between the preparation location and the analysis location.
An example of a transport device can be the XYZ transport device 40. The system may also comprise a plurality of non-
identical processing lanes 116 in the preparation location 98, the processing lanes 116 configured to perform different
processing functions, and a plurality of identical analytical units in the analysis location. The analytical units may comprise
thermal cycler modules, which are described in further detail below.
[0095] This particular system arrangement can provide for flexibility in processing, while providing good throughput.
[0096] Yet another example is directed to a system for determining the presence of a nucleic acid in a sample, the
system comprising a first processing lane configured to perform operations on a sample in an assay cartridge, a transfer
shuttle 50 configured to move assay cartridges into and out of the first processing lane, and a controller 94 to direct
operation of the system. The first processing lane would be any of the described processing lanes 116 shown in FIG. 1
(b). The controller 94 can be operatively coupled to the first processing lane and to the transfer shuttle 50, and can be
configured to execute a first protocol and a second protocol. The first and second protocols can involve any suitable
number or type of processing steps, where the first processing lane is used in both protocols, where the two protocols
process different samples in different assay cartridges.
[0097] The controller 94, in executing the first protocol, directs the transfer shuttle 50 to move a first assay cartridge
into the first processing lane, and after a fixed interval, directs the transfer shuttle to move the first assay cartridge out
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of the first processing lane, and within the fixed interval directs the first processing lane to execute a first sequence of
operations. The fixed interval may comprise any suitable amount of time. The controller 94, in executing the second
protocol, directs the transfer shuttle 50 to move a second assay cartridge into the first processing lane, after the fixed
interval, directs the transfer shuttle to move the second assay cartridge out of the first processing lane, and directs the
first processing lane to execute a second sequence of operations.
[0098] The first sequence of operations can be different from the second sequence of operations. The first and second
protocols and their sequence of operations may differ in any suitable manner. For example, the first and second protocols
may include common processing steps, but may different according to the duration processing or the parameters used
for processing. For instance, in some examples, two different protocols may have similar processing steps, but the
processing steps may differ because they are performed at different temperatures and/or for different periods of time.
In another example, two protocols may have similar steps, but they may be performed in different orders. For example,
a first protocol may include steps A, B, and C performed in that order. A second protocol may include steps B, A, and
C performed in that order. Lastly, in yet another example, different protocols may include different sets of steps. For
example, a first protocol may comprise steps A, B, C, and D, while a second protocol may comprise steps B, D, E, F, and G.

B. Sample Presentation Unit

[0099] FIG. 2(a) shows a perspective view of an example of the sample presentation unit.
[0100] FIG. 2(b) shows an example of the pusher carriage.
[0101] As shown in FIG. 2(a) the sample presentation unit 110 can have multiple functions related to handling of
samples to be analyzed on the system. The sample presentation unit 110 may act as a buffer between the user and the
instrument, providing a holding area for storage of samples when they are not being actively processed by the instrument.
The sample presentation unit 110 may also provide a mechanism for presenting the samples or volumes taken from the
samples to processing portions of the instrument. A user may place samples onto the sample presentation unit 110 as
they become available in the laboratory; the instrument may subsequently access the loaded samples as its processes
require. This buffering mechanism advantageously incorporates the system into the laboratory workflow by integrating
the essentially random appearance of samples requiring testing with the system’s scheduled timing requirements.
[0102] One example of the sample presentation unit 110 processes samples presented in sample holders 616. The
sample presentation unit 110 may include, among other components, a sample base 602, an input queue 628, an output
queue 640, a presentation carriage 634, and a sample barcode reader 622. The sample presentation unit 110 may
include a sample return lane for routing samples from the output queue 640 back to the input queue 628. This arrangement
supports secondary testing of specific samples as designated by the system in response to the results of the initial test,
also known as reflex testing. Such a secondary test may be a repeat of the initial test (for example, in response to a
reported error condition) or a different test. In some examples, the sample presentation unit may include a barcode
reader for recording sample information prior to placing a sample on the system. Such a barcode reader may be a hand
held unit. In an alternative example, the sample presentation unit may have a vertical arrangement, with input and output
queues comprised of elevator assemblies that carry samples into the system for analysis and out of the system for
removal, respectively.
[0103] In some examples, the sample presentation unit 110 may accept samples in a variety of containers in the form
of sample tubes. Sample tubes may be of several different types that differ by size, by type of sample, or by some other
attribute or some combination of attributes. Examples of sample tubes are primary blood collection tubes, swab collection
tubes, swab culture tubes, secondary cups and tubes containing samples aliquoted from primary tubes. These samples
presented in these sample tubes may include but are not limited to blood, serum, plasma, spinal fluid, saliva, urine,
tissue samples, and fecal specimens. Samples may also include purified or partially purified materials generated by
processing of specimens prior to presentation to the system. In addition to samples, sample tubes may also contain
swabs and other sample collection devices that are utilized in taking surface samples from wounds and other test areas.
Such sample tubes may include a barcode or other machine-readable indicia that designates the patient from which the
sample originated, sample type, testing to be performed, or other information. This information may be entered into the
system via a suitable reader prior to or after loading the sample onto the system. In some examples , the user loads
samples onto the system as individual tubes. In other examples, the user may load samples onto the system as individual
tubes that are held in sample holders 616.
[0104] Sample holders 616 may accommodate a plurality of sample tubes. This advantageously reduces user effort
by reducing the number of loading and unloading operations required, since each operation may involve multiple samples.
The use of sample holders 616 additionally reduces the level of user attention required to operate the system as sample
holders 616 may be self-supporting, whereas individual sample tubes typically are not. This is useful to prevent accidental
spills, which reduces the chances of contamination and preserves sample integrity. In addition, some samples, such as
whole blood tubes treated to separate cells from plasma or serum, may generate erroneous results if tilting or dropping
re-mixes the contents.
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[0105] Sample holders 616 may be any of a variety of forms including disks, rings, sectors, or linear racks. In some
examples, the sample holders 616 are linear racks with support tabs at either end to maximize packing density. In some
examples the sample holders 616 are in the form of linear racks that hold four sample tubes, such as that shown in FIG.
2A. Users can easily manipulate these sample holders 616 with one hand, and specialized centrifuge rotors permit
centrifugation of sample tubes while held in such sample holders 616. In an alternative example, sample holders may
be loaded into the sample presentation unit while held in a rack that supports multiple sample holders. In yet another
example, sample holders may be loaded into the sample presentation unit while held in a device that joins multiple racks
together. In another example, the assay cartridge 200 may include a feature that supports a sample tube, thereby also
serving as a single position sample tube holder.
[0106] The sample base 602 may support and provide connection points for other components of the sample pres-
entation unit 110. In some examples, the sample base 602 is an essentially planar surface disposed horizontally beneath
the other components of the sample presentation unit 110. The sample base 602 can define the bottom of the sample
presentation unit 110. In some examples, the sample base 602 is "T-shaped," with a relatively narrow stem 626 joining
near the midpoint of and perpendicular to a broader crossbar 608. This stem 626 can support the presentation track
624 and the presentation carriage 634 that rides on the presentation track 624. The stem 626 may project in an inward
direction, toward the rear of the system.
[0107] The crossbar 608 can support the input queue 628 and the output queue 640. One terminus of the crossbar
608 defines both the entrance-point and the entrance direction for sample holders 616 onto the system. The opposite
terminus can define the exit point and the exit direction for the sample holders 616.
[0108] The input queue 628 can serve as a storage location for one or more sample holders 616 containing samples
that have not yet been processed. In some examples, the input queue 628 can hold up to 12 (or more) sample holders
616. The input queue 628 can support the sample holders 616 in an ordered arrangement such that the instrument
processes the sample holders 616 sequentially, as loaded by the user. This advantageously allows a user to determine
the order of processing by simply loading sample holders 616 onto the input queue 628 in the desired order. In some
cases, users may load samples of higher priority first. In some examples, the input queue 628 may have a temporary
holding area and an onload queue that feeds sample holders into the system. This arrangement permits the system to
alter the loading sequence of the sample holders by temporarily diverting one or more sample holders from the onload
queue into the temporary holding area, reinserting the diverted sample holders into the onload queue at a later time in
order to prioritize samples. In an alternative example, the input queue may include a dedicated position for onloading
of one or more high priority or STAT samples. In some examples, the input queue 628 includes an input support, an
input spill tray 620, and a pusher plate 617.
[0109] The input support can be a portion of the crossbar 608 of the sample base 602 that extends from near the
entrance end of the sample presentation unit 110 to near the junction of the stem 626 and crossbar 608. The input
support can include a pair of support rails arranged parallel to one another at a separation distance corresponding to
the distance between support tabs disposed at opposite ends of sample holders 616. The support rails can define the
boundaries of the active region of the input queue 628 and can connect to the sample base 602. In operation, sample
holders 616 can rest on the support rails, and may be free to slide along the support rails with sample holders 616 loaded
earlier in the process pushed along the support rails by adjacent sample holders 616 loaded later. In alternative examples,
sample holders 616 may be moved by resting the sample holders upon a moving belt or a set of drive wheels.
[0110] The input spill tray 620 may lie between and beneath the support rails, and serves to control contamination by
containing any spills, drips, or leakage from sample tubes. The input spill tray 620 can be an oblong or essentially
rectangular structure, and can include a floor with containment walls on two sides and the entrance end. The input spill
tray 620 may be open at the top and at the exit end of the input queue 628. In some examples, the floor includes a
deeper sump region near the entrance end. The floor may slope towards this sump region to provide collection and
containment of spilled liquids at one location for easy removal. The input spill tray 620 can be removable, and may rest
on other sample presentation components including the sample base 602.
[0111] The queue pusher may include a pusher carriage 612 that includes a pusher plate 617 to push against the
sample holder 616 closest to the entrance end of the input queue 628, a queue track 654 to guide the movement of the
pusher carriage 612, and a queue drive 614 to move the pusher carriage 612 along the queue track 654. The system
may include a function whereby the user can signal the system to move the queue pusher away from the terminal sample
holder, allowing the user manipulate the sample holder queue to load a sample holder including sample tubes containing
STAT or urgent samples at the front of the sample holder queue, for early presentation to the system on reengagement
of the queue pusher. In one example, the input queue may include a STAT queue pusher that manipulates that sample
holder queue to permit a user to load a sample holder that includes sample tubes containing STAT or urgent samples.
In an alternative example, the queue pusher can include grippers that clasp the terminal sample holder, allowing the
queue pusher to manipulate the sample holder queue to permit a user to load a sample holder that includes sample
tubes containing STAT or urgent samples.
[0112] The pusher carriage 612 may include one or more bearings 650 to engage the queue track 654, and a pusher
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plate 617 to engage the flat side of the last sample holder within the input queue 628, and a bracket 652 to connect the
pusher plate 617 to the bearing 650. The pusher plate 617 pushes against the last sample holder in the queue, which
in turn pushes successive sample holders 616, if any are present, to move all loaded sample holders 616 toward the
exit end of the input queue 628.
[0113] As shown in FIG. 2(a) and FIG. 2(b), the pusher plate 617 may be a planar sheet oriented vertically within the
input spill tray 620, and can extend across most of the width of the input spill tray 620. The bracket 652 may include an
upper horizontal member 646, a vertical member 648, and a lower horizontal member 649. The upper horizontal member
646 extends from the pusher plate 617 above the closed end wall of the input spill tray 620. The vertical member 648
extends from an edge of the upper horizontal member 646 to below the level of the input spill tray 620. The lower
horizontal member extends from the lower edge of the vertical member 648 toward the queue track 654 and couples to
the bearing 650. A portion of the bracket 652 may ride within a gap between the input spill tray 620 and one of the
support rails. This arrangement advantageously allows the pusher plate 617 to move within the inner spill tray without
requiring an opening in the inner spill tray. An absence of openings in the inner spill tray helps in the containment of
spills and reduces possible contamination.
[0114] The queue track 654 may extend under the input queue 628 along the crossbar 608 of the sample base 602.
The queue track 654 is fixed to the sample base 602 and guides the motion of the pusher carriage 612 along the pusher
motion path. The queue track 654 connects to the pusher carriage 612 through complementary bearings 650. In some
examples, the queue track 654 is a linear guide rail and the bearings 650 are caged ball bearing blocks or caged roller
bearing blocks.
[0115] The queue drive 614 may move the pusher carriage 612 along the queue track 654 by any of a number of drive
methods, including the use of a lead screw and nut, a linear motor, or a pneumatic actuator. In some examples, the
instrument uses a motor that is attached to the sample base 602 near an end of the queue track 654, and is coupled to
a drive pulley. An idler pulley may be attached to the sample base 602, or alternatively to the support rails, near the
opposite end of the queue track 654 by an attachment that permits adjustment of the separation between the idler pulley
and the drive pulley. A timing belt substantially parallel to the queue track 654 runs from the drive pulley to the idler
pulley and couples to the pusher carriage 612. Adjustment of the separation between the idler and drive pulleys permits
adjustment of the force applied to the sample holders 616 via the pusher plate 617. Rotation of the motor drives the
timing belt and moves the pusher carriage 612 along the queue track 654.
[0116] As noted above, in some examples , sample tubes may be transported onto the system through an input queue
individually, without the use of a sample holder. In such an example, the input queue can utilize individual pucks that
each support one sample tube; such pucks may be impelled using a magnetic drive. Alternatively, individual tubes may
be transported using a belt drive or a set of drive wheels. In other examples, the input queue may include a storage
location for holding individual sample tubes, which are transported onto the system using a pick and place device. Such
an example advantageously simplifies prioritization of sample testing by the system by permitting it to select sample
tubes independent of order in which they are loaded by the user.
[0117] The output queue 640 is a storage location for sample tubes following removal of an aliquot that is utilized for
testing purposes. The output queue may also serve as a site for the offloading of sample aliquots that have been
processed by the system, for retrieval by the user for further testing. In some examples, the output queue 640 supports
the sample holders 616 in an ordered arrangement similar to that of the input queue 628. The output queue 640 may
include an output support 638 and an output spill tray 604.
[0118] The output support 638 extends from near the area where the stem 626 and crossbar 608 of the sample base
602 join to near the exit end of the sample presentation unit 110. The output support 638 may be similar in structure
and function to the input support. In some examples, the output support 638 includes parallel support rails, one of which
may be contiguous with one of the support rails of the input support. In some examples, sensors mounted to one of the
parallel support rails may indicate when the output queue 640 has reached a predetermined fill level. These sensors
may be optical sensors.
[0119] The output spill tray 604 may be similar in form to the input spill tray 620 and performs a similar function.
However, it is supported by the output support 638. The output spill tray 604 rests within the output support 638 in an
approximately reverse orientation to that of the input spill tray 620, with the end vertical wall oriented towards the exit
end of the sample presentation unit 110. The sump of the output spill tray 604 may therefore be near the exit end, with
the open end of the output spill oriented towards the entrance end. This advantageously creates an open path for sample
holders 616 to travel either directly or indirectly from the input queue 628 to the output queue 640. The manufacturing
process may employ any of a variety of methods to form the input and output spill trays 604. In some examples, the spill
trays are vacuum formed plastic.
[0120] The input queue 628 and the output queue 640 may be aligned with one another, separated by a gap that is
approximately the width of a sample holder. A presentation shuttle 656 can intrude within this gap and extend toward
the inboard end of the sample base 602.
[0121] The presentation shuttle 656 transports sample holders 616 along a sample motion path that extends over
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several operative positions. This sample motion path may be oriented transverse to the path of the sample pipettor 700.
Operative positions may include a transfer position 642, a sample identification position 644, and an aspiration position
632. The sample identification position 644 may be disposed between the transfer position 642 and the aspiration position
632.
[0122] The transfer position 642 can be disposed within the aforementioned gap between the input queue 628 and
the output queue 640. The aspiration position 632 can be disposed near the inboard end of the sample motion path,
where the sample motion path intersects the path of the sample pipettor. The sample identification position 644 may be
disposed between the transfer position 642 and the aspiration position 632 and is aligned with a sample reader 622.
[0123] The presentation shuttle 656 may include a presentation carriage 634 to engage the sample holder 616, a
presentation track 624 to guide motion of the presentation carriage 634, a presentation drive to move the presentation
carriage 634 along the presentation track 624, an aspiration channel 630 to support the sample holder during aspiration,
a sample gate 606 to prevent unintended movement of sample holders 616, and a faring 636 to protect the sample
holders 616 and reduce contamination.
[0124] The presentation carriage 634 engages a controlled surface of a sample holder in order to move the sample
holder within the cartridge guide. In some examples, the controlled surface is an essentially vertical edge of the sample
holder that is disposed inward of one of the support tabs. In some examples, the presentation carriage 634 is a narrow
"U-shaped" body that includes a pair of vertical members and a connecting base member. The base member may include
one or more bearings (not shown) to connect the presentation carriage 634 to the presentation track 624. The vertical
members may rise from either end of the base member and terminate in short vertical protrusions that engage the
support tabs of the sample holders 616. The U-shaped body may have a width approximating that of a sample holder.
When positioned within the transfer position 642 between the input queue 628 and the output queue 640, the presentation
carriage 634 effectively joins the input support to the output support 638 as one continuous path. The gaps between the
presentation carriage 634 and the input support between the presentation carriage 634 and the output support 638 may
be narrower than the width of a sample holder. As a result, when the presentation carriage 634 is within this transfer
position 642, motion of the sample pusher (617) may propel a sample holder smoothly from the input queue 628 to the
presentation carriage 634 while simultaneously propelling a different sample holder held within the presentation carriage
634 to the output queue 640. Cooperative motion between the sample pusher and the presentation carriage 634 serves
to load and unload sample holders 616 onto the presentation carriage 634 and may also serve to transfer sample holders
616 directly from the input queue 628 to the output queue 640 without intervening movement along a sample motion
path associated with processing and analysis of the sample. In an alternative example, the output queue may have a
dedicated drive mechanism for offloading sample racks from the transfer position.
[0125] The presentation track 624 may extend along the stem 626 of the sample base 602 and defines the sample
motion path. The presentation track 624 may be fixed to the stem 626 of the sample base 602, and guides motion of
the presentation carriage 634 along the sample motion path. The presentation track 624 may connect to the presentation
carriage 634 through complementary bearings 650. In some examples, the presentation track 624 is a linear guide rail
and the bearings are caged ball bearing blocks or caged roller bearing blocks.
[0126] The presentation drive moves the presentation carriage 634 along the presentation track 624, and may do so
by any of a number of drive methods. Such drive methods include but are not limited to a lead screw and nut, a linear
motor, or a pneumatic actuator. In some examples, the instrument uses a motor attached to the sample base 602 near
one end of the presentation track 624 and coupled to a drive pulley. An idler pulley may be attached to the sample base
602 near the opposite end of the presentation track 624, by an attachment that allows adjustment of the separation
between idler pulley and drive pulley. A timing belt substantially parallel to the presentation track 624 may run from the
drive pulley to the idler pulley couple to the presentation carriage 634. The tension of this timing belt may be altered by
adjusting the separation between the idler pulley and the drive pulley. Rotation of the motor drives the timing belt and
impels the presentation carriage 634 along the presentation track 624.
[0127] In some examples, the aspiration channel 630 may be a rectangular tunnel. The length of the aspiration channel
630 can approximate the length of a sample holder with a width slightly greater than the width of the sample holder. The
aspiration channel 630 lies along the sample motion path and may extend beyond the aspiration position 632. An opening
in the upper surface of the aspiration channel 630 at the aspiration position 632 gives access to the sample pipettor (not
shown in FIG. 2(a)). This arrangement of the aspiration channel 630 advantageously supports a sample holder in a
defined position that is consistent for each sample tube in the sample holder and necessary for accurate pipetting.
[0128] The aspiration channel 630 may include one or more sample springs to impel a sample holder that is within
the aspiration channel 630 against an internal aspect of the aspiration channel 630 in order to better control lateral and
vertical position. Sample springs may be strips of a relatively stiff but elastic material, such as spring steel, mounted to
an aspiration channel 630 wall. Alternatively, sample springs mounted within the presentation lane at the aspiration
position may be used to stabilize lateral and vertical position of the assay cartridge without an aspiration channel.
[0129] The sample gate 606 may be a generally "L-shaped" member approximately the same width as the presentation
carriage 634, and may have a rounded free end. The opposite arm of the L may mount to the sample base 602 near
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the transfer position 642. The mounting may connect the member to the sample base 602 through a pivot near the end
of the arm. This pivot may include a spring. When the presentation carriage 634 is outside of the transfer position 642,
the sample gate 606 pivots to occupy at least a portion of the transfer area, thereby preventing movement of a sample
holder into the transfer area. The presentation carriage 634, upon returning to the transfer position 642, impacts the
rounded free end of the sample gate 606 to push the sample gate 606 out of the transfer position 642. This arrangement
advantageously allows loading of the input queue 628 while the presentation carriage 634 is engaged in sample transfer
operations. This has the beneficial effect of further decoupling scheduled instrument operations from user action, freeing
the user to load and unload samples without concern for instrument timing.
[0130] In some examples, the shape of the sample gate 606 can be an approximately rectangular shape, oriented
with the long axis vertical. A large crescent-shaped section can be removed that extends from the top right corner to the
middle of the lower short edge. It may be characterized as a modified "C," rather than an "L" shape as shown in FIG. 2(a).
[0131] In some examples, a protective faring 636 may cover the sample motion path to prevent contamination of the
sample tubes. The faring 636 may be a plastic or sheet metal shield formed to extend above and on the sides of sample
holders 616 as they pass along the sample motion path. The faring 636 may include openings to allow access to the
sample pipettor and to the sample reader 622.
[0132] The sample presentation unit 110 may also have of a sample reader 622 to identify individual sample tubes as
they enter the system by reading a unique sample identification associated with each sample tubes. Sample identification
typically includes a form of machine readable information, such as a barcode or other graphical code. Well-established
practice surrounds use of such codes in clinical laboratories.
[0133] In some examples, the sample reader 622 is an image-based or scanning barcode reader positioned along the
sample motion path at the sample identification position 644. The sample reader 622 is oriented so that the scanner has
a view of any sample identification labels affixed to sample tubes or sample holders 616 as the sample holders 616 are
transported on the presentation shuttle 656. The sample reader 622 may connect to the instrument controller in order
to pass sample identification information to the instrument controller. The instrument controller, in turn, may query off-
board computer systems or an on-board database to determine which assay or assays are to be performed on the
identified sample.
[0134] The sample presentation unit 110 may include a sample cover. The sample cover controls user access to the
input queue 628 and the output queue 640, and may also serve to reduce contamination and sample evaporation. The
sample cover may include a mechanized latch and at least one control switch. The sample cover may be at least partly
transparent in order to allow users to gauge the extent of work in progress and occupancy of the input and output queues
640.
[0135] The sample presentation unit 110 may also include one or more covers. In one example, the sample presentation
unit 110 may have a hinged or sliding cover to protect the sample tubes. Further, the cover could be latched when the
sample presentation unit 110 is in operation.
[0136] In some examples, the sample cover is a substantially flat lid hinged to the inboard edges of the input queue
628 and the output queue 640. The sample cover may be disposed in either an open or a closed position. When the
sample cover is closed, the instrument operates normally and users may not access the sample presentation unit 110.
When the sample cover is open, the instrument may continue to process assays, but does not transfer any sample
holders 616 into or out of either queue. In some examples, the sample cover extends across the entirety of the input
queue 628 and the output queue 640. In other examples, a fixed top may cover parts of the input queue 628 and the
output queue 640 close to the transfer position 642, and the sample cover in the open position reveals only a limited
portion of the queues.
[0137] The mechanized latch may include an actuator mounted to the sample base 602, one or more latching hooks
mounted to the outboard support rails, and a linkage connecting the actuator to the latching hooks. The actuator may
be any of a number of linear or rotary actuators, including as solenoids, linear motors, stepping motors, or pneumatic
actuators. The latching hooks may align with catches incorporated into the sample cover when the sample cover is in
the closed position. The purpose of the mechanized latch is to prevent the user from accessing to the sample presentation
unit 110 while the sample holders 616 are in motion. In operation, the user requests access by activating a control switch.
The control switch may be implemented utilizing a user interface displayed on a system monitor. The system may respond
by completing any sample holder transfers in progress, reversing the sample pusher to provide room to add new sample
holders 616, cutting power to mechanisms in the input queue 628, and releasing the mechanized latch. The user may
then open the sample cover in order to load, unload, or reorganize sample holders 616. Operations may resume on
closing the sample cover.
[0138] In an alternative example, the input queue, the output queue or both the input and output queues may support
sample holders in a radial or circular arrangement. An example of such a circular arrangement is a turntable. In another
example a single radial or circular queue may serve as a combined input and output queue, storing both samples that
have been accessed by the system and unaccessed samples.
[0139] In some examples, a feature has been added to support the use of secure covered tubes during pipetting.
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These tubes can have a valve assemblies that serve to protect sample tube contents, which are typically pushed open
by the pipette tip during a pipetting operation. These tubes may also have a cap, below which can be a circumferential
ridge that is affixed to the exterior wall of the tube. There can be a tube stabilizer that inserts into the gap between the
cap and the circumferential ridge to hold covered tubes in place during pipetting. Yet in some examples, a sample tube
may have a piercable cover or film to protect sample tube contents. In such an arrangement, the sample presentation
unit 110 may utilize a pipette tip as a dedicated piercing tool to penetrate through the piercable cover or film to facilitate
accessing the sample contained in the sample tube.
[0140] Examples can also include sample holder sensors in the output queue 640 and the input queue 628. The
sensors may include a vision system, a barcode reader, etc. Such sensors may also verify that the sample holder is
properly oriented. The sample presentation unit may also include features that support the use of sample tubes with
closures. Such features include sensors that detect the presence of sample tube caps, and devices for removal or
piercing of sample tube caps in order to provide access to sample tube contents by a sample pipettor. In some examples,
the sample presentation unit includes features that enhance the stability of sample, tube contents. Sample tube tem-
perature can be controlled by incorporating one or more temperature controlled zones, which may be set to different
temperatures. The sample presentation unit may also include devices, such as infrared sensors, for determining the
temperature of the sample tubes held therein. The sample presentation unit can also include devices for mixing the
contents of sample tubes, such as rocking mechanisms.

C. Sample Pipettor and Pipette Pumps

[0141] FIG. 3(a) shows a perspective view of a gantry with a pipette pump assembly
[0142] FIG. 3(b) shows another perspective view of the pipette pump in greater detail.
[0143] FIG. 3(c) shows details of a compliant coupling used in pipette pumps
[0144] A pipette pump or pipettor can be used to transfer liquids from one location to another throughout the system.
A sample pipettor may transfer liquids that include patient samples stored in sample tubes, which may include serum,
plasma, whole blood, urine, feces, cerebrospinal fluid, saliva, tissue suspensions, and wound secretions. Transferred
liquids may also include liquid reagents. Such sample tubes may be supplied by a user via placement in the SPU 110
described above. Alternatively, sample tubes may be directed to a sample pipettor by a laboratory automation system
80 or by both the SPU and a laboratory automation system. The sample pipettor can also interact with the reaction
vessel plug 222 and piercer 262 (which are described in further detail below).
[0145] Pipettors can also include obstruction detectors (not shown) for detection of clots in samples and other ob-
structions. Obstruction detectors can use a pressure sensor that monitors the pressure profile within the pipettor during
pipetting events. Certain pressure profiles may be associated with specific pipettor conditions, including obstructions
and the presence of items attached to the pipettor. Items that may be attached to pipettors include pipette tips, reaction
vessel plugs 222, and sealed reaction vessels. Obstruction detectors can also detect if a filter is present in a pipette tip,
if pipette tips have molding defects.
[0146] Pipettors can also have sensing circuits, such as liquid level sensor circuits, that can be used to detect contact
with a liquid surface. Liquid level sensors can also be used to determine available sample volume when used in conjunction
with encoder information from the elevator motor 730. They can also be used to determine if there is sufficient sample
volume to perform a test, and one can be used to verify that the correct sample volume was removed from the tube.
[0147] In order to reduce contamination, such pipette pumps typically use disposable pipette tips to contact fluids. A
pipette mandrel 728 may act as the point for the attachment of disposable pipette tips to the pipettor. Attachment can
be held in place actively by a gripper or held in place passively by friction between the inner surface of the pipette tip
and the outer surface of the pipettor mandrel. The pipette mandrel 728 also allows pipette pump assemblies to attach
to and subsequently transport other consumables that have appropriate interfaces, such as a reaction vessel plug or a
film piercer, between different locations on the system. The sensing circuit noted above and described in greater detail
below can be used to detect the presence of disposable pipette tips, and other consumables that have appropriate
interfaces, on the pipettor mandrel. Alternatively, pipette pumps with fixed fluid transfer probes may be used for fluid
handling, in conjunction with probe washing mechanisms.
[0148] A pipette pump according to an example may be specifically constructed to accurately aspirate and dispense
fluids within a defined range of volumes. Different pipette pumps may be of substantially identical design, with specific
components having different dimensions in order to accurately aspirate and dispense within different volume ranges. In
one example, a millitip pipette pump or pipettor can be constructed to accurately aspirate and dispense fluid volumes
ranging from about 50mL to about 1,200mL (1.2mL), and a microtip pipette pump or pipettor can be constructed to
accurately aspirate and dispense fluid volumes ranging from about 5mL to about 200mL. In some examples, the system
may utilize dual resolution pipette pumps, which are capable of accurately aspirating and dispensing across a wide
range of volumes, in place of one or more conventional pipette pumps. In an alternative example, liquids may be
transferred using a pipette pump with a fixed probe or fixed tip, in combination with a wash station for removal of residual
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liquids following transfer.
[0149] One example of a pipette pump assembly is the sample pipettor 700 shown in FIG. 3(a). Reference is also
made to certain components in FIGS. 4(a)-4(f). The sample pipettor 700 can be used to transfer aliquots of samples
from sample tubes to assay cartridges 200. The sample pipettor 700 may also serve to transfer fluids from well to well
within the assay cartridge 200, add reagents to a sample tube prior to transferring an aliquot from a sample tube to an
assay cartridge, mix fluids within the assay cartridge 200 (or tubes), puncture holes through a barrier film 205 using a
piercer 262, and dispose of a piercer 262. The sample pipettor 700 can be located within the system so that it can access
samples in the sample presentation unit 110 at the aspiration position 632 (see FIG. 2(a)) and can reach assay cartridges
in the cartridge loading unit at the sample dispense position. In some examples, the sample pipettor 700 can access a
waste chute to facilitate safe disposal of solid waste, including but not restricted to a piercer 262.
[0150] The sample pipettor 700 may include a sample gantry 718, a pipettor carriage 712 that supports a millitip
pipettor 704, and a liquid sensor 702. The liquid sensor 702 may be capacitance based, and may detect both proximity
and contact with liquids and solids that are conductive. In some examples, the sample gantry 718 includes a pipettor
carriage 712 that carries a sample elevator 710 and is disposed to reach sample tubes and the cartridge loading lane.
The sample elevator 710 raises and lowers the millitip pipettor 704 as required for pipetting, mixing, resuspension, and
millitip transfer. Alternatively, the sample gantry 718 may be any suitable structure capable of reaching the sample tube
and the reaction well such as a rotary transport, a guided track transport, an XYZ Cartesian transport, or an articulated
arm. A liquid sensor 702 may be incorporated into the sample gantry 718, connecting to the millitip pipettor 704 and to
extensions thereof. Such extensions include disposable pipette tips, reaction vessel plugs, and film piercers, which may
be constructed of conductive materials. The sample gantry 718 positions the millitip pipettor 704 adjacent each operative
location, the sample elevator 710 raises and lowers the millitip pipettor 704, and the millitip pipettor 704 aspirates,
dispenses, or ejects the millitip.
[0151] An example of the pipettor carriage 712 is shown in FIG. 3(b). The pipettor carriage can include a pipettor track
715, and a pipettor drive 714. The pipettor track 715 can be a section of linear guide rail attached to the sample gantry
718 in the direction of travel of the pipettor carriage 712. The pipettor carriage 712 supports the sample elevator 710
and moves along the pipettor track 715 in response to operation of the pipettor drive 714. The pipettor track 715 connects
to the pipettor carriage 712 through complementary bearings. In some examples, the bearings are caged ball bearing
blocks or caged roller bearing blocks. Although shown with a single pipettor carriage 712 in some examples, the sample
gantry 718, can support multiple pipettor carriages, which may in turn carry pipettors with different volume ranges.
[0152] Referring to FIGS. 3 (a) and 3(b), the pipettor drive 714 may move the pipettor carriage 712 along the pipettor
track 715 by any of a number of drive methods. Exemplary drive methods include a lead screw and nut, a linear motor,
or a pneumatic actuator. In an example shown in FIG. 3(a), the instrument uses a motor attached to the sample gantry
718 near one terminus of the pipettor track, the motor being coupled to a drive pulley. An idler pulley may be attached
to the sample gantry 718 near the opposite terminus of the pipettor track 715, by an attachment that allows adjustment
of the separation distance between idler pulley and drive pulley. A timing belt substantially parallel to the pipettor track
may connect the drive pulley to the idler pulley couple to the pipettor carriage 712. The tension of this timing belt may
be altered by adjusting the separation between the idler pulley and the drive pulley. Rotation of the motor drives the
timing belt and moves the pipettor carriage 712 along the pipettor track 715.
[0153] The sample elevator 710 can be a linear transport that includes an elevator track 708, an elevator carriage
706, and an elevator drive 720. The elevator track 708 can be a section of linear guide rail affixed to the sample elevator
710 in the direction of travel of the elevator carriage 706. The sample elevator 710 can move in a vertical direction in
order to move the millitip pipettor 704 into position to access sample tubes; the elevator track 708 is similarly disposed.
[0154] In one example , the elevator carriage 706 supports the millitip pipettor 704, and moves along the elevator track
708 in response to operation of the elevator drive 720. The elevator drive 720 may move the elevator carriage 706 along
the elevator track 708 by any of a number of drive methods. Exemplary methods include the use of a lead screw and
nut, a linear motor, or a pneumatic actuator. In some examples, the instrument uses a motor attached to the sample
elevator 710 near one end of the elevator track 708 and coupled to a drive pulley. An idler pulley 734 may be attached
to the sample elevator 710 near the opposite end of the elevator track 708, by an attachment that allows adjustment of
the separation distance between idler pulley 734 and drive pulley. A timing belt 732 substantially parallel to the elevator
track 708 runs from the drive pulley to the idler pulley 734 and couples to the elevator carriage 706. The tension of this
timing belt 732 may be altered by adjusting the separation between the idler pulley 732 and the drive pulley. Rotation
of the motor 730 drives the timing belt 732 and moves the elevator carriage 706 along the elevator track 708, resulting
in vertical movement of the pipettor. The elevator motor 730 drives the mandrel 728 into the opening of the disposable
tip, forming an air tight seal. The tip is held in place by friction, and detachment may be passive or active.
[0155] The sample pipettor 700 may include additional features that support sample handling functions. The sample
pipettor 700 can include a reusable film piercing device, configured to pierce the protective film that covers a portion of
the assay cartridge 200 in one or more locations in order to provide access to contents. In some examples, the sample
pipettor 700 includes mixing devices, such as mixing paddles or ultrasonic probes, that can serve to mix the contents
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of sample tubes or the assay cartridge 200. The sample pipettor may also include areas for the storage of reagent bottles.
[0156] As shown in FIG. 3(b), the millitip pipettor 704 may include a linear step motor 722 that is connected to linear
actuator 723, which is in turn coupled to a piston 726. The piston 726 lies partially within a barrel 727 that serves as a
pressure chamber. A seal lies between the piston 726 and an inner wall of the barrel 727. The barrel 727 can be
cooperatively configured to allow movement of the piston within the barrel. The pipettor 704 may also comprise a mandrel
728 that is in fluid connection with the barrel 727. Movement of the piston 726 via the linear step motor 722 generates
pressure changes within the barrel 727. These pressure changes are communicated to the mandrel 728 and subsequently
to a pipette tip affixed to the mandrel 728, resulting in the uptake of fluids into the pipette tip or the dispensing of fluids
previously held therein. After use the pipette tip can be removed from the mandrel 728 by a pneumatically pressurized
ejector, which applies pressure to an upper surface of the pipette tip. Alternatively, a stripper plate that is driven by the
elevator motor 730 may be used to remove the pipette tip. A pipette tip held in place by a gripper may be removed from
the mandrel by releasing the gripping device. The force of pipette tip ejection can be controllable; for example, the
pressure applied to a mounted pipette tip by an ejector or stripper plate may be varied, This advantageously permits
both slow tip ejections that minimize the potential for droplet formation and subsequent contamination and rapid tip
ejections that facilitate throughput.
[0157] In some examples, the connection between the linear step motor 722 and the piston 726 incorporates a compliant
coupling 724 that connects these features. The compliant coupling 724 advantageously simplifies replacement of the
linear step motor 722, piston 726, housing, and other components of a pipettor, permitting mechanical coupling of the
drive and fluid handling components of the device without the need for precise alignment and build tolerances.
[0158] FIG. 3(c) shows one example of the compliant coupling 724, where the compliant coupling 724 can deform
slightly along the axis of the linear step motor 722 and the piston 726 and restricts movement lateral to this axis. The
compliant coupling 724 may have an upper plate 736 (which is an example of a first connecting feature) and a lower
plate 740 (which is an example of a second connecting feature), these plates being separated by a gap, and connectable
by an intermediate member 725. The upper plate 736 can be affixed to the linear step motor 722. In some examples,
the lower plate 740 has a channel, and the upper portion of the piston 726 narrows to pass through this channel, and
then flares to a diameter greater than the width of the channel once within the gap. The lower plate 740 is at least partially
disposed around the piston 726. Compliance is provided by a spring mechanism 738 (or other type of compressible
member) that lies between the flared portion of the piston 726 and the lower plate 740 of the compliant coupling 724.
Compliance may also be provided by a spring mechanism 738 that is located outside of this interface and on periphery
of the coupling. In an alternative example, compliance is provided by an elastomeric polymer rather than a spring
mechanism 738. This compliance provides the force desired for a firm connection between the linear step motor 722
and the piston 726, which is desirable for accurate fluid dispensing, while reducing the need to build these components
to tight tolerances. Additionally, this compliance simplifies replacement of the linear step motor 722 or the piston 726 as
it reduces the need for careful alignment of these components. Use of the compliant coupling 724 may not be restricted
to the sample millitip pipettor 704, but may be used on pipetting mechanisms throughout the system, or even in systems
that are different than the systems described herein.
[0159] The millitip pipettor 704 in the sample pipettor 700 may use a millitip disposable pipette tip associated with
each assay cartridge 200 to transfer sample from the sample tube to the assay cartridge reaction well 202. This advan-
tageously reduces the possibility of contamination, as a different millitip is used in each sample processing instance.
The use of the relatively large volume millitip allows transfer of a large sample volume. In some examples, the sample
pipettor 700 picks up the millitip carried within an assay cartridge, transfers the sample aliquot to the reaction well 202
of that assay cartridge, mixes the sample with other materials present in the reaction well 202, and then returns the
millitip to a storage position of the assay cartridge 200.
[0160] In some examples, a pipettor used on the system may use a sensing circuit, such as a liquid sensor 702, to
detect contact with liquid during pipetting operations. The liquid may be sample held within a sample tube or liquid
reagents held within an assay cartridge 200 or a reagent pack. This detection may be combined with information related
to the position of the pipettor to determine the height of the liquid. The liquid sensor 702 may incorporate a capacitance-
based circuit. Liquid sensing may take place via a conductive pipette tip, such as a millitip or microtip, held on the mandrel
728 of the pipettor. In operation, the pipette tip may be submerged slightly below the liquid surface in order to limit
contamination of the exterior. In some examples, the pipettor descends during aspiration to maintain the pipette tip at
a relatively constant depth below the sample surface. A sensing apparatus is described in further detail below.

D. Assay Cartridge

[0161] Assay cartridges can be one-time use consumables, or may be reusable. There can be many different assay
cartridge examples. In one example, the assay cartridge comprises an elongated body comprising a distal end and a
proximal end, and a plurality of compartments arranged linearly between the distal end and the proximal end, wherein
at least one of the compartments is a reaction well. The reaction well comprises first and second sidewalls, and first and
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second endwalls, and a well floor joining at least the first and second endwalls. The first endwall comprises a plurality
of bends, which can form a faceted shape.
[0162] The various compartments in the assay cartridge can include DNA reagent compartments for storing reagents
for DNA extraction from a sample, or RNA reagent compartments for storing reagents for RNA extraction from a sample.
[0163] In a specific example, the assay cartridge comprises a reaction well including a first sidewall, a second sidewall,
a first endwall, a second endwall, and a well floor arranged to receive a reaction mixture. The first sidewall, the second
sidewall, the first endwall and the second endwall form an open end The first endwall includes a first segment and a
second segment. The first and second segment are joined by a bend, and at least one of the first segment arid second
segment is tapered so that the cross section of the reaction well decreases closer to the well floor.
[0164] FIG. 4(a)-1 shows one example of an assay cartridge 200. The assay cartridge 200 comprises an elongated
body 201 formed to include multiple compartments, which may hold fluids (e.g., reagents) and devices (e.g., millitips)
needed to perform various analyses. Examples of compartments may include one or more reaction wells 202, one or
more millitip holders 203, one or more large reagent wells 204, one or more medium reagent wells 208, and one or more
small reagent wells 209. In some examples, the assay cartridge 200 can be in the form of a monolithic body, and may
be formed of plastic (or any other suitable material). In some cases, a plastic injection molding process can be used to
form the assay cartridge 200. Alternatively, the assay cartridge 200 may be constructed by fitting individual components
into a rigid framework.
[0165] Each assay cartridge may also include a containment region 212, a cover (e.g., a barrier film 205) which is
disposed around various compartments, features to facilitate handling and automation (e.g., a detection feature 210),
selected reagents, labeling, and removable components that can be used during processing. The assay cartridge 200
can have a proximal end 230 and a distal end 232 at opposite ends of the elongated body 201. The orientation of the
compartments defines the top and bottom portions of the assay cartridge 200. In some examples, compartments can
be open at the top and closed on the bottom and sides.
[0166] As shown in FIG. 4(a)-1, compartments within an assay cartridge can align in a single file. This linear layout
allows simple linear motion to align each compartment of the assay cartridge with operative locations in linear processing
lanes. Alternatively, assay cartridges may take other shapes such as an arc, a multi-row grid, or a circle, among others.
The choice of shape for an assay cartridge can depend on the overall system design, such as on the number and
sequence of operative locations that need access to the individual compartments within an assay cartridge. The described
linear assay cartridge design is advantageous, because it supports compact storage of assay cartridges, compact layout
of processing lanes that operate on the assay cartridges, and easy user handling of multiple assay cartridges. It is also
relatively simple to manufacture.
[0167] In some examples, the top ends of compartments within an assay cartridge form openings that align at a
common height. In some cases, compartment bottom ends generally do not align because compartments differ in depth
and because the compartment bottoms may have different shapes. The common height facilitates use of shared closures
to reduce contamination risk at lower cost. It also reduces the effect of assay cartridge tolerance stackup on system
alignment, since the system may support assay cartridges during processing from a controlled surface close to the assay
cartridge top.
[0168] In some examples, assay cartridges have a skirted containment region 212 surrounding the openings of each
compartment. The containment region 212 can be defined by a first longitudinal wall 206, a second longitudinal wall 207
substantially parallel to the first longitudinal wall 206, a first transverse wall 213, and a second transverse wall 214. Walls
206, 207, 213, and 214 may be referred to as "skirting walls" in some examples. In some examples, the assay cartridge
200 may have multiple skirting walls that serve to contain assay well contents that might otherwise be sources of
contamination. The first and second transverse walls 213, 214 may be substantially perpendicular to the first and second
longitudinal walls 206, 207, such that the containment region 212 is defined by a rectangle in this example. The longitudinal
walls 206, 207, and the transverse walls 213, 214 can extend above the upper openings of the various compartments.
The transverse walls 213, 214 help to contain any drips or spills that may occur during assay cartridge processing. The
transverse walls 213, 214 surround the openings of the compartments to create an extended cavity open at the top and
contiguous with the interior of one or more compartments. The containment region 212 may further be defined by a
horizontal web 228, which may connect between the compartment openings and the transverse walls 213, 214. The
horizontal web 228 forms a floor for the containment region 212 and a support for the compartment walls 206, 207, 213,
214. The bottom surface of the horizontal web 228 can be a controlled surface that the system uses to support each
assay cartridge during processing.
[0169] Compartments within the assay cartridge can perform a variety of functions. For example, component storage
compartments can store removable components such as millitips. Reagent wells can store reagents. A reaction well
can provide a reaction site. In addition, some compartments may perform more than one function. For example, reagent
wells initially contain reagents used in processing the assay cartridge, and some reagent wells may later hold wastes
produced during assay cartridge processing. Used compartments can hold discarded components (microtips, piercer,
and vessel cover) in addition to discarded fluids.
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[0170] Generally, compartments in some examples lack common walls to prevent the creeping of liquids between
compartments. This has the benefit of reducing the possibility of contamination between compartments. Lack of common
wells also supports leak testing of reagent wells during assay cartridge manufacture. In some examples, the external
profile of each compartment closely tracks the cavity internal profile. That is, the walls can be of relatively constant
thickness and can be thin with respect to the size of the compartment. This has the benefit of reducing the amount of
material used and hence reduces the manufacturing cost of the assay cartridge. An additional benefit of thin compartment
walls and constant thickness is more efficient and consistent heat transfer, which can be desirable for temperature
control. Relatively constant cross-sections also contribute to more consistent parts with injection molded assay cartridges.
The walls that define each compartment may extend as rims above the horizontal web both to prevent the incursion of
fluids dripped or spilled in the containment region, and to act as energy directors to attach closures to the compartments.
These rims may also support leak testing of reagent wells during assay cartridge manufacturing. The walls of the
compartments may extend slightly above the horizontal web to act as energy directors for attachment of closures. They
can also act as heat sealing contacts.
[0171] In some example, a vertical web 226 disposed generally along the longitudinal axis of the assay cartridge may
connect the compartment walls. The vertical web 226 may extend beyond the compartments to at least partially define
the external profile of the assay cartridge 200. This has benefits of conferring rigidity to the assay cartridge, of controlling
the fit of assay cartridges in the instrument loading area, and of providing space for labels and other indicia. An additional
benefit of the vertical web 226 is to assist in the flow of plastic through the mold during the injection molding process.
The vertical web 226 may also provide a location for keying features used to designate cartridge type and prevent
insertion into the wrong lane of the cartridge loading unit. It can also be a support for human and machine readable
information such as machine readable one and two dimensional barcodes. The assay cartridge 200 may also include
other vertical extensions that provide lateral stability and allow it to be free standing.
[0172] Component storage compartments within assay cartridges may hold discrete components used in the extraction
and purification process or in the amplification process. In some examples, one compartment can be a millitip holder
203, which supports a millitip pipette tip 220. Other compartments can include reaction vessel component holders 219,
which can hold components of a reaction vessel. Components of a reaction vessel may comprise a vessel base 246
and a vessel plug 222, which can fit within the vessel base 246.
[0173] In some examples, each storage compartment supports its associated discrete component at a common op-
erating height. The operating height is the height at which the discrete component interacts with instrument tools. In
some example, one or more walls 213 extend between at least some of the storage compartments and connect to the
longitudinal walls 206, 207 to segregate at least some of the discrete components.
[0174] Reagent wells within assay cartridges may be of several types. Among these may be small reagent wells 209
that hold small volumes of reagents, medium reagent wells 208 to hold solid phase microparticles or to contain inter-
mediate volumes of reagents, and large reagent wells 204 that may hold wash fluids, buffers, other reagents, or sample.
Reagents stored in reagent wells may be in the form of liquids or particles suspended in liquid. In some examples,
reagents stored in reagent wells are in the form of lyophilized solids, lyophilized pellets, or dry films adhered to the interior
walls of the reagent wells. Some reagent wells may be empty. A barrier film 205 can close the tops of the reagent wells.
[0175] Small reagent wells 209 may hold materials used in small amounts. Small reagent wells 209 may be cylindrical
with conically tapered bottoms. This shape minimizes dead volume and allows a pipettor to collect all, or nearly all, of
the contained reagent. In some examples, each assay cartridge 200 has one small reagent well 209 with a fill volume
of about 200 microliters (or more) with a headspace allowance of about 7.6 mm (or more). Small reagent wells may also
be rectangular with pyramidal bottoms to (a) direct liquid volumes to the bottom of the well and (b) improve conductive
heat transfer when a heating element is applied to the external walls. Small reagent wells may also have a rectangular
cross-section in some examples. Bottoms may be have a central deepest point, and may be rounded, conical, pyramidal.
A benefit of well with a rectangular cross-section is that flat contact areas provide for improved thermal contact/temper-
ature control.
[0176] Medium reagent wells 204 hold reagents needed in relatively small volumes or reagents that may need mixing
during use. For example, medium reagent wells 204 may hold the solid phase microparticles. In some examples, the
system stores solid phase microparticles in suspension, but dry storage may extend shelf-life. In either case, solid phase
microparticles may require mixing before use either to resuspend microparticles that settle in storage or to disperse a
rehydrated suspension. Other medium reagent wells may hold reagents not requiring mixing or another mixture, such
as a mixture of sample and a diluent, which the system may form preparatory to transfer into the reaction well. In some
examples, each assay cartridge 200 has two medium reagent wells, each with a fill volume of about 350 microliters (or
more) with a headspace allowance of about 7.6 mm (or more). Medium reagent wells may also have a rectangular cross-
section in some examples. Bottoms may be have a central deepest point, and may be rounded, conical, or pyramidal.
A benefit of well with a rectangular cross-section is that flat contact areas provide for improved thermal contact/temper-
ature control.
[0177] Medium reagent wells 208 may have a rectangular cross-section, with pyramidal bottoms. This conformation
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advantageously directs liquid volumes to the bottom of the well and improves conductive heat transfer when a heating
element is applied to the external walls. In other examples, the medium reagent wells can be cylindrical with rounded
bottoms, and in some cases with hemispherical bottoms. In some examples, the system mixes medium reagent well
contents using tip mixing. Tip mixing can include one or more cycles of aspiration and redispense of the contents. For
example, the tip could be a millitip and aspiration and redispense of the contents may be performed using the millitip.
Tip mixing agitates the contents so that different elements of the fluid interact on a small scale. The pyramidal or
hemispherical bottoms of the medium reagent wells 208 support agitation and limited rotation of the redispensed contents
with a minimum of uninvolved volume. The redispense process uses the kinetic energy of the redispensed fluid to impel
fluid agitation. The medium reagent well 208 has a diameter that is a relatively large fraction of the width of the assay
cartridge to reduce the effects of capillary forces on mixing. The medium reagent well 208 has a depth greater than its
diameter to better contain any splashing. In some examples, the depth of the medium reagent well is at least twice its
diameter; the diameter may be at least about 1 mm (e.g., between about 1 and 10 mm) and in some cases at least about
5 mm.
[0178] The system may use any of a number of other methods to mix reagent well contents. For example, the system
may accelerate the assay cartridge 200 in one or more dimensions to agitate contents, or it may use a pipette tip or
other device disposed in the fluid as a mixing tool. Other mixing methods may include magnetic mixing, ultrasound, and
rotating paddles or similar devices that are inserted into the wells.
[0179] Large reagent wells 204 may hold wash fluids, buffers, other reagents, wastes, or sample. Generally the system
uses large reagent wells 204 to accommodate relatively large volumes of reagents or to accommodate reagents that
are sufficiently homogeneous as not to require mixing. Even so, the system may mix materials in large reagent wells
by, for example, the tip mixing process described above. Large reagent wells 204 can taper to minimize dead volume
and hence allow a pipettor to collect all, or nearly all, of the contained reagent. In some examples, the taper is at least
a two part taper to allow a relatively large volume pipette tip with a shallow taper to reach the bottom of the large reagent
well 204. The taper has the added benefit of acting as a draft that eases ejection of the assay cartridge 200 during
fabrication. In some examples, assay cartridges have seven large reagent wells, each with a fill volume of about 2000
microliters with a headspace allowance of about 7.6 mm. Large reagent wells may also have a rectangular cross-section
in some examples. Bottoms may be have a central deepest point, and may be rounded, conical, pyramidal. A benefit of
well with a rectangular cross-section is that flat contact areas provide for improved thermal contact/temperature control.
The flat exterior walls of the large reagent wells may be used to support labels, barcodes, and other indicia.
[0180] A barrier film 205 may seal the reagent wells individually to preserve the reagents and to prevent reagent cross-
contamination. In some examples, a single barrier film 205 may cover all reagent wells. In another example, the reagent
wells of the assay cartridge 200 may have individual seals. The barrier film 205 may be a multilayer composite of polymer
and foils, and can include metallic foils. In some examples, the barrier film 205 includes at least one foil component that
has both a low piercing force and sufficient stiffness to maintain an opening in the barrier film 205 once the piercing
device is removed. Additionally, the barrier film 205 may be constructed such that no fragments of the foil component
are released from the barrier film upon piercing. A suitable material for the barrier film may be Part No. AB-00559 supplied
by Thermo Scientific, Inc. of Epsom, UK. The barrier film 205 can be a continuous piece spanning all of the reagent
wells. In operation, a pipette tip pierces the barrier film to access reagent well contents. The manufacturing process may
prescore the barrier film so that any tearing upon piercing occurs in predictable locations. In some examples, the man-
ufacturing process laser welds the barrier film to the rims of each reagent well. Alternatively, the manufacturing process
may use other attachment methods to fix the barrier film to the reagent wells. Other suitable processes may include heat
sealing, ultrasonic welding, induction welding, or adhesive bonding.
[0181] FIG. 4(a)-2 shows a top perspective view of another assay cartridge according to another examples . The assay
cartridge 200 shown in FIG. 4(a)-2 is similar to the assay cartridge 200 in FIG. 4(a)-1, except that the side walls of the
medium reagent wells 208’ are substantially flat and the openings of the regent wells 208’ are substantially parallelepipeds
(e.g., squares). The side walls of the regent wells 208’ and 209’ are substantially curved and the openings of the regent
wells 208 and 209 are substantially round in the assay cartridge 200 in FIG. 2. The flat side walls of the reagent wells
208’can advantageously be in better thermal contact with a heater compared to the curved side walls of the reagent
wells 208 thereby providing better heat transfer to reagents in the reagent wells 208’.
[0182] FIG. 4(b) shows a side cross-section view and a top plan view of a reaction well 202 in the assay cartridge 200.
[0183] Referring to both FIGS. 4(a) and 4(b), the assay cartridge 200 includes at least one reaction well 202 that
contains reaction mixtures during the extraction and purification process. While the system operates on other assay
cartridge compartments primarily from the top, the reaction well 202 can also interact with tools such as magnets and
heaters through its sides and edges. For this reason, in one example, the reaction well 202 can reside near one end
(the proximal end) of the assay cartridge 200. This end positioning advantageously allows tool operation by moving the
assay cartridge 200 to place the reaction well 202 close to the tools. The end positioning has the further benefit of
reducing the possibility of contamination by avoiding transporting the reaction well under an active pipette tip, except
while pipetting to or from the reaction well 202. Placement of reaction well at one end also reduces risk of contamination
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entering the reaction vessel during mixing activities.
[0184] The reaction well 202 has a faceted shape (which may be formed by rectangular segments) designed to contain
a relatively large reaction volume, to permit effective mixing of its contents, to permit aspiration with minimal dead volume,
to assure good thermal contact with external heaters, and to interact with external magnets at either high or low fill
volumes. The reaction well 202 can have a capacity of about 4500 microliters with a headspace allowance of about 7.6
mm. This relatively large capacity supports the processing of sample volumes in the milliliter range. The ability to process
large sample volumes reduces sampling error and improves detection of rare sequences that may be present at only a
few copies per milliliter of sample. In other examples, the reaction well can have a gradual transition design instead of
a faceted shape. In some examples, the combination of reaction well volume and its faceted shape permits both the
processing of large sample volumes and the recovery of small volumes, allowing it to be used for sample concentration
and hence detection of rare sequences.
[0185] As shown in FIG. 4(c)-1, the reaction well 202 can have a generally rectangular cross-section (in the plane of
the horizontal web) with the long axis of the rectangle aligned with the long axis of the assay cartridge 202. The reaction
well 202 can be at least wide enough to accommodate the millitip pipette tip 220. The reaction well 202 tapers with depth
both from its sidewalls (generally parallel to the assay cartridge axis), which may include first and second sidewalls
202(c), 202(d), and from its endwalls (generally perpendicular to the assay cartridge axis), which may include first and
second endwalls 202(a), 202(b). The first and second sidewalls 202(c), 202(d) have a dual taper with a shallow draft
(closer to vertical) for most of the height and a steeper draft (closer to horizontal) near the reaction well floor 240 (shown
in FIG. 4(b)). The first and second sidewalls 202(c), 202(d) converge in the steeper draft portion to narrow the reaction
well near its floor 240.
[0186] In the longitudinal section along the assay cartridge axis, the reaction well 202 can be asymmetric, with a
deepest portion aligned relatively close to that endwall 202(b) distal from the assay cartridge proximal end 230 (see FIG.
4(a)-1). As shown in FIG. 4(b), this deepest portion fits a millitip pipette tip 220 so that the millitip 220 can reach the
deepest portion without touching the sidewalls when the millitip is in an aspirate position 236 (which can correspond to
a second location in some cases). The longitudinal section profile of the reaction well can be polygonal, and the bottom
can rise in a piecewise linear fashion to join the endwall proximal to the proximal end 230 of the assay cartridge 200.
Each successive segment (beginning at reaction well floor 240 and respectively bounded by first bend 202(a)-1, by
second bend 202(a)-2, and by third bend 202(a)-3), aligns closer to the vertical. The angles of these successive segments
may be obtuse relative to the vertical axis. In one example the angle of the internal surface of the first segment (extending
from reaction well floor 240 to bend 202(a)-1) ranges from 100° to 120° relative to the vertical axis, the angle of the
internal surface of the second segment ranges from 135° to 155° relative to the vertical axis, and the angle of the internal
surface of the third segment ranges from 150° to 170° relative to the vertical axis. The segment extending beyond third
bend 202(a)-3 may be approximately parallel to the vertical axis. In another example, the angle of the internal surface
of the first segment is about 110° relative to the vertical axis, the angle of the second segment is about 145° relative to
the vertical axis, and the angle of the third segment is about 160° relative to the vertical axis. In some examples, the
reaction well longitudinal section profile along the assay cartridge axis plane includes four linear segments (defined by
the first, second, and third bends 202(a)-1, 202(a)-2, 202(a)-3) between the deepest point and the reaction well top at
the proximal end. Two linear segments can connect the deepest point and the reaction well top at the distal end. The
previously described bends may be rounded transitions that link successive linear segments. However, the transitions
that link successive segments may be angular where it is desirable to confine standing liquids.
[0187] In examples, a first segment (above bend 202(a)-3) is closer to the open end of the reaction well and has a
first taper, the second segment (e.g., below bend 202(a)-2) is farther from the open end and has a second taper. The
second taper can be being greater than the first taper so as to decrease the cross-section of the reaction well at a greater
rate.
[0188] The proximal endwall (i.e., the first endwall 202(a)) tapers towards the proximal end of the end of the assay
cartridge and towards the bottom of the reaction well. As proximal endwall 202(a) approaches reaction well floor 240,
sidewalls 202(c) and 202(d) converge toward the reaction well mid-line (or mid-plane). The cross-section of the reaction
well can decrease towards the well floor 240. The lower segments of proximal endwall 202(a) and converging sidewalls
202(c) and 202(d) may intersect in a smooth curve. The radius of this curve decreases towards reaction well floor 240,
thereby forming a segment of a frusto-conical surface defining culvert 211. The smooth walls of culvert 211 serve to
funnel fluid towards reaction well floor 240. The culvert 211 directs fluid added from above the culvert toward the reaction
well midline so as to engulf and induces turbulence to scour any materials localized on the lower proximal endwall. In
some examples materials localized on the lower proximal endwall include magnetically responsive particles. The culvert
211 may also enhance mixing of reaction mixtures.
[0189] The faceted geometry of the reaction well 202 can permit effective mixing of reaction well contents using a
modified tip mixing protocol. The system can mix by aspirating reaction well contents with the millitip 220 in or near the
deepest portion of the reaction well 220. The system then redispenses the aspirated material with the millitip 220 nearer
the proximal sidewall in a dispense position 234 (which may correspond to a first location in some cases), roiling and
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mixing the fluid. In some examples, the system redispenses the aspirated material with the millitip 220 onto the culvert
211, inducing turbulence while roiling and mixing the liquid. Particulates, such as microparticles, that have been deposited
on the culvert may be suspended by such mixing. Such mixing actions may be repeated by re-aspirating the dispensed
liquid and re-dispensing it. The system can aspirate from the reaction well using either a millitip or a microtip.
[0190] Aspirating with the millitip 220 at or near the deepest point minimizes dead volume. The angled floor of the
reaction well 202 in this region prevents formation of a seal between millitip 220 and reaction well floor 240 that might
otherwise block the millitip during aspiration. The intersections that define the bends between linear segments of the
facets can serve to segregate volumes of liquid from materials localized within the culvert 211.
[0191] The culvert 211 also advantageously amplifies the scouring effect of added fluid to wet and resuspend solid
phase materials. The narrowing and incurving shape of the culvert directs even small volumes of fluid with increased
velocity to help resuspend magnetic materials previously pulled to the culvert’s lower portion. The proximal first endwall
202(a) may curve outwards proximally in order to give the culvert an oval cross-section. This acts to contain materials
localized against this portion of the proximal endwall in a defined area along the midline, enhancing the scouring action
of added fluid and physically isolating such contained materials from small eluent volumes. This is particularly advan-
tageous in the late steps of nucleic acid isolation when a small eluent volume is desirable.
[0192] FIG. 4(c)-2 shows a top plan view of another reaction well according to another example. In FIGS. 4(c)-1 and
4(c)-2, like numerals designate like elements. In FIG. 4(c)-2, the culvert 211 is formed by relatively straight side boundaries,
whereas the culvert 211 in FIG. 4(c)-1 has curved side boundaries.
[0193] In some examples, the external profile of the reaction well 202 closely tracks the cavity internal profile. That is,
the walls 202(a)-202(d) are of relatively constant thickness and thin with respect to the size of the reaction well 202. In
addition to the benefits discussed above, this advantageously improves thermal conduction between external heaters
and reaction well contents. Better thermal conduction reduces the time for reaction well contents to reach desired
temperatures, decreasing the length of processing and assuring more uniform conditions within the reaction well. More
uniform conditions contribute to better repeatability in nucleic acid isolation and hence to more precise answers. Alter-
natively, the reaction well 202 may have walls of relatively uniform thickness but of reduced thickness in regions of
contact with external heaters.
[0194] The faceted shape of the reaction well 202 also supports interaction with external magnets at either high or
low fill volumes by providing an extended region for magnetic coupling. The extended region may be a facet of the
reaction well 202 forming a segment of the proximal first endwall. The external surface of an endwall segment can be
disposed at an acute angle with respect to the vertical axis of the reaction well. In some examples, the acute angle can
be between about 20 degrees and about 70 degrees and in some cases about 35 degrees. This acute angle advanta-
geously allows juxtaposition of either a relatively large magnet or a smaller magnet proximate the facet. Either size
magnet so disposed sets up a magnetic field that collects and pellets magnetically responsive microparticles adjacent
the interior reaction well first endwall 202(a) in the culvert 211. A smaller magnet can collect the magnetically responsive
microparticles along the culvert surface near the bottom of the reaction well 202. A large magnet also collects the
magnetically responsive microparticles along the culvert 211 but distributes them over a larger portion of the interior
surface. The larger magnet may collect the magnetically responsive microparticles more rapidly, and the system can
more readily resuspend the distributed pellet. Both of these attributes reduce processing time. The smaller magnet
spatially limits the distribution of magnetically responsive microparticles so that addition of a small volume of fluid reaches
essentially all of the smaller pellet. This is advantageous when the subsequent processing step adds only a small volume
of fluid. This may occur, for example, immediately prior to elution of the nucleic acid where a minimal elution volume is
desirable.
[0195] FIG. 4(j) shows a number of side cross-sectional views of alternative reaction well examples 202-1, 202-2,
202-3, 202-4, 202-5. Each design has a different endwall configuration. A millitip 220 is shown with each reaction well
design. Reaction well example 202-1 has a configuration that is somewhat similar to the reaction well shown in FIG.
4(b). Reaction well examples 202-2, 202-3 have fewer angled portions in the endwall leading to the bottom than the
reaction well example 202-1. Reaction well examples 202-4, 202-5 show examples where endwall portions of the reaction
wells are curved. Reaction well example 202-4 is shorter and has less volume than reaction well 202-5.
[0196] The assay cartridge 200 may be made of any suitable material. For example, the assay cartridge 200 may
comprise of a hydrophobic polymer, such as polypropylene. If this is the case, the interface between aqueous buffers
and the assay cartridge can have a high angle of incidence. This high angle of incidence can localize the air/liquid
interface of an appropriate volume of buffer along the line defined by an angular intersection between the culvert facet
and an adjacent facet. This volume may be between about 1 microliter and about 100 microliters, and in a preferred
example is about 25 microliters. The assay cartridge 200 could alternatively comprise polyethylene, fluoropolymers,
polystyrene, silicone, and copolymers thereof, and these and other materials could be applied as films or layers over
other materials
[0197] Assay cartridges may include a removable cartridge cover (not shown) to protect contents prior to use. Covers
may be made of plastic, paper or cardboard that fit on or near the top of a containment wall of the assay cartridge. The
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cover advantageously reduces the possibility of contamination during storage and handling. In some examples, the user
removes the cartridge cover at about the time she loads assay cartridges into the system. Alternatively, assay cartridge
packaging may integrate the cartridge cover such that removal of the assay cartridge from the packaging also removes
the cartridge cover. The cartridge cover may adhere to the assay cartridge by a snap fit or similar method but in some
cases, the cartridge cover forms a "tear-off" strip adhered to the top of the skirting walls. A flexible barrier material such
as paper, Tyvek®; or a polymer film can form the body of the tear-off strip. Adhesion of the tear-off strip to the skirting
walls may be by any of a variety of techniques such as adhesive bonding or ultrasonic welding, and is in some cases
thermal bonding. In use, a user may simply peel the tear-off strip from the assay cartridge. Optionally, the cartridge cover
may include preprinted instructions or other information.
[0198] Referring to FIG. 4(d), the assay cartridge 200 includes features to facilitate handling and automation. These
features include surfaces controlled during manufacture to establish one or more positioning references, support tabs
218 to support the assay cartridge 200 during storage and to position an assay cartridge during processing, a cartridge
flange to retain the assay cartridge during withdrawal of a pipette tip, a detection feature (see element 210 in FIG. 4(a)-
1) to discriminate adjacent assay cartridges, asymmetric features to prevent inverted loading of assay cartridges, keying
features to distinguish types of assay cartridges, and marking elements to transfer information related to assay cartridges.
[0199] Controlled surfaces facilitate assay cartridge position by providing reference locations that the manufacturing
process holds to tight tolerances. In some examples, one controlled surface is the vertically disposed edge of the vertical
web at the distal end of the assay cartridge. The bottom surface of the horizontal web may be a controlled surface.
[0200] FIG. 4(d) shows an end of the assay cartridge 200 with a support tab 218, which engages a propelling feature
303 of a cartridge carriage.
[0201] In examples, a pair of support tabs 218 may support the assay cartridge 200 on the system. Support tabs 218
protrude from either end of the assay cartridge, and each support tab 218 includes a horizontal element and a vertical
element. Parallel fails within the system (e.g., within a cartridge loading unit) may retain the assay cartridges by providing
support for the horizontal elements from below. The vertical elements extend downward from the horizontal elements.
Similar spacing of the vertical elements and of the parallel rails aligns the assay cartridges on the parallel rails. In some
examples, the vertical elements are further from the assay cartridge midpoint than are the horizontal elements. That is,
the horizontal elements extend peripherally from the assay cartridge and terminate in the vertical elements. This has
the benefit of preventing a misaligned assay cartridge from falling between the parallel rails.
[0202] The support tabs 218 may also position the assay cartridge during processing within the processing lanes.
While the system may push or pull assay cartridges from either end, avoidance of tolerance stackup favors pushing or
pulling consistently from a single end. Accordingly, assay cartridges may have a more robust support tab at one end to
provide greater rigidity for this more demanding use. In some examples, this more robust support tab integrates a vertical
I-beam structure into the vertical element and connects it to the bottom of the most distal compartment. The support tab
218 on the distal end of the assay cartridge 200 depends from the assay cartridge a small distance distal to the controlled
surface defining a gap. Support tabs 218 on the assay cartridge may also be used to support the assay cartridges when
held within packaging. The gap between the support tab 218 and the distal surface of the assay cartridge 200 may also
be tapered to facilitate transfers of the assay cartridge within the system.
[0203] The assay cartridge 200 can also include features to retain the assay cartridge during withdrawal of a pipette
tip. Such features may be of particular benefit when the system removes a pipette tip 220 from a reagent well covered
by a barrier film 205. Assay cartridge retention features are also useful when using the piercer to penetrate the seal over
the compartments. As discussed above, the barrier film 205 may include components that exert friction on a pipette tip
220 as the system withdraws the pipette tip from the reaction well. Without features to retain the assay cartridge 200,
the pipette tip 220 may lift the entire assay cartridge 200 from its support, displacing it or causing splashing and subsequent
spills when the assay cartridge 200 drops back down to the support. The barrier film 205 may also contains brittle or
rigid components, such as foils, that hold the hole in the film open after piercing so as to not interfere with subsequent
pipetting operations.
[0204] In some examples, the assay cartridge 200 includes a cartridge flange disposed on at least one edge of the
assay cartridge 200. Such a cartridge flange may be an extension of the horizontal web extending beyond the skirting
wall for at least a portion of the length of the assay cartridge. The cartridge flange may protrude at a height slightly lower
than the horizontal web to support closer packing of assay cartridges when disposed side by side. In some examples,
the cartridge flange extends substantially the entire length of the assay cartridge. The system may also or alternatively
use some other feature, such as the top of the skirting wall, to retain the assay cartridge. The presence of the cartridge
flange also supports manual handling of multiple assay cartridges.
[0205] Assay cartridges may include detection features 210 to discriminate adjacent assay cartridges when the in-
strument stores multiple assay cartridges together. The purpose of such detection features 210 is to permit the instrument
to sense the presence of loaded assay cartridges within the loading area. For example, the first and second longitudinal
walls 206, 207 can extend around the entirety of the assay cartridge 200 above the horizontal web 228. The first and
second longitudinal walls 206, 207 may determine the separation distance between assay cartridges when disposed
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side by side such that an external sensor responsive to the longitudinal wall at one end of the assay cartridges might
not readily distinguish one assay cartridge from another. In some examples, the longitudinal wall at the distal end has
reduced extent compared to the distance between longitudinal walls along the assay cartridge sides. The distal end
portion of the longitudinal wall may include two or more segments, where one segment is disposed at or near the distal
end of the assay cartridge and other segments are disposed inward of the distal end. The segments can connect to
each other by short transverse segments of longitudinal wall disposed generally parallel to the assay cartridge axis. This
segmented geometry retains the complete containment of the longitudinal wall and allows an external sensor placed
near the distal end to discriminate the segment disposed near the distal end from the rest of the assay cartridge.
[0206] Assay cartridges may include asymmetric features to prevent a user from inadvertently loading assay cartridges
backwards, i.e. end-for-end reversed. The system may include features in the assay cartridge loading area complemen-
tary to these asymmetric features but not complementary to a reversed assay cartridge. Thus, the assay cartridges may
only fit in one orientation in the loading area. Assay cartridge asymmetric features may be a natural consequence of the
distribution of differently sized and shaped compartments. For example, the millitip pipette tip has sufficient capacity to
transfer the content of a reagent well in a single aspiration, but the millitip diameter can be less than the reagent well
diameter in order to reach the reagent well contents. The millitip can therefore be longer than the depth of the reagent
well, and the compartment within the assay cartridge that supports the millitip is thus deeper than the reagent well. Since
each assay cartridge includes a single millitip pipette tip, and since the millitip may be adjacent the reaction well near
the proximal end of the assay cartridge, the assay cartridge may have greater height near its proximal end than near its
distal end. Alternatively, the vertical web of the assay cartridge may have an asymmetrical shape.
[0207] Assay cartridges may include keying features 224 to distinguish types of assay cartridges during user loading
of assay cartridges within the loading area. The purpose of this keying is to avoid inadvertent misloading of different
assay cartridge types. The keying prevents assay cartridges of one type from fitting into a portion of the loading area
designated for a second type. In some examples, the keying features are rectangular cutouts at the bottom of the vertical
web. The position of the cutouts along the length of the assay cartridge may be unique for each assay cartridge type.
[0208] Assay cartridges may include marking elements to transfer information. Marking may include machine readable
information in any of a variety of forms such as a barcodes, dot codes, radio frequency identification tags (RFID) or
direct-reading electronic memory. In addition, human readable information such as text or illustrations may also be
present. In some examples, each assay cartridge includes a barcode on the vertical web and text on the vertical web,
on the longitudinal walls, and on the removable cover. The marking may include information about assay cartridge type,
manufacturing information, serial numbers, expiration dates, use directions, and similar information.
[0209] Assay cartridges can contain at least some reagents used in isolation and purification of nucleic acids. Assay
cartridges may also contain some reagents used in amplification and detection. Among the reagents may be wash fluids,
buffers, diluents, eluents, microparticles, enzymes, cofactors, or other reagents. In some examples, the system first
uses materials from reagent wells nearest the reaction well. When removing wastes, the system first deposits, waste
material in empty wells closest to the reaction well. This advantageously reduces the possibility of contamination, as
droplets falling from a pipette tip can only fall into wells that the system has already used.
[0210] During processing, assay cartridge compartments contain in-process materials. Although most in-process ma-
terials reside in the reaction well, others, such as neat or diluted samples, reconstituted reagents, eluted nucleic acids,
wastes, or others, may reside in other compartments at various times during processing. Among the wastes retained
may be liquid wastes such as expended reactants and solid wastes such as expended pipette tips. Placement of the
millitip holder next to the reaction well reduces the chances of contamination of open reagent wells by the millitip, as it
is placed in the millitip holder after processing contents of the reaction well potentially contaminating drips fall into bottom
of millitip holder on ejection of the millitip.
[0211] In some examples, the system uses materials from reagent wells in a sequence that is roughly based on the
position of the reagent wells in the assay cartridge. The system may limit transfers (other than tip mixing) to a single
aspiration from each reagent well in order to avoid use of material possibly contaminated by an earlier aspiration. The
system may first use materials from reagent wells nearest the reaction well. When removing wastes, the system first
deposits waste materials in empty wells closest to the reaction well. This sequencing of well usage advantageously
reduces the possibility of contamination. Any drips falling from the pipettor can only fall in wells that the system has
already used.
[0212] Prior to loading on the system, assay cartridges may be stored in transport boxes. A transport box retains
several assay cartridges in common orientation, grouped for easy grasping of several at a time to load. In some examples,
transport boxes include a supporting base, labeling, and a clamshell lid to protect the assay cartridges during handling.
Storage slots in the supporting base may group assay cartridges as two sets of three to five with a gap in between the
sets. Manufacturing processes useful for producing transport boxes include at least plastics thermoforming and plastics
injection molding.
[0213] Some examples are also directed to a disposable film piercer. As noted above, the assay cartridge 200 has a
barrier film 205 that lies over and seals the reagent wells 204, 208, 209 prior to use. The millitip 220 pipette tip can be
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used to penetrate the film. The millitip 220 can have features incorporated into the tip to equalize the air pressure as it
pushes through the barrier film 205. In some instances, this could cause contamination problems. For example, in
protocols where the millitip first draws patient sample; some residual sample may be retained on the exterior surface of
the millitip and in pressure equalizing features. When the film 205 is subsequently penetrated by the millitip the initial
stretching of the film pressurizes the interior of the sealed well. This may generate a small burst of air that exits around
the exterior of the millitip on actual penetration , which may atomize such residual sample. It is possible that the patient
sample could be spread beyond its intended area. To help solve this problem, some examples can use a separate film
piercer.
[0214] FIG. 4(e) shows a perspective view of a film piercer 262 according to an example. As shown, the film piercer
262 comprises a linear piercing element 266 comprising a piercing element end 266(a), which is sharp, and a pipette
mandrel interface 267. The pipette mandrel interface 267 can define an aperture that can receive a pipette mandrel. A
skirt 264 may be coupled to the piercing element 266. The pipette mandrel interface, piercing element 266, and the skirt
264 may be a single unitary piece. In some examples, the piercer 262 may comprise an injection molded plastic material
or the like. The skirt 264 of the film piercer 262 can also act as a contamination cover for the reaction well.
[0215] The film piercer 262 can include a pyramidal blade, with sharp edges that slice through the film as it is moved
vertically. Other possible configurations, such as a square cross-section or overall conical shape with a sharp tip are
possible. Suitable materials for the film piercer 262 may be similar to those noted above for the pipette tips, and can
include conductive polymers that permit detection by a liquid sensing circuit. It can also include a handling feature, which
is configured to interface with a pipetting device that is normally used with the millitip.
[0216] FIG. 4(f) shows a film piercer 262 as it is used with an assay cartridge 200. As shown therein, the film piercer
262 can pierce a barrier film, and the piercing element can be sized to fit within a reagent well. The skirt 262 may have
bottom lateral dimensions that are larger than the area defining the top of the reaction well. As shown in FIG. 4(f), the
skirt 262 may allow the piercer to sit on top of the reaction well. In some examples, the film piercer 262 can have features
that retain it in the assay cartridge 200 during handling, including mechanical features that provide an interference fit,
snap fit, or friction fit. The film piercer 262 may also be retained in the assay cartridge 200 using an adhesive.
[0217] In use, the film piercer 262 can be manipulated using a pipette mandrel, which is inserted into the pipette
mandrel interface 267. In a preferred example, the sample millitip pipettor 704 is used to manipulate the film piercer 262.
Following acquisition by the pipette mandrel, the film piercer is directed downwards at a controlled rate to bring the
piercing element 266 into contact with the barrier film 205 that overlies at least one of the reagent wells of the assay
cartridge 200. In one example, the barrier film 205 overlaying each reagent well is pierced in one series of operations.
In alternative examples, the barrier film 205 over a portion of the reagent wells may be pierced in one series operations
and the assay cartridge 200 returned following intervening steps for piercing of additional portions of the barrier film 205.
[0218] The film piercer 262 may be disposed of by ejecting it in a manner similar to a pipette tip, as described above.
In one example, the film piercer 262 is ejected into a position on the assay cartridge 200, and is eventually disposed of
on disposal of the spent assay cartridge 200 following sample processing. In another example, the film piercer 262 is
disposed of by moving the pipettor carrying the film piercer 262 to a designated waste disposal chute that leads to a
solid waste container 92. Such a waste chute maybe located within the path of the sample pipettor 700. The film piercer
262 may be ejected into this waste disposal chute by moving a pipette mandrel carrying it through a passive stripping
device oriented to direct the film piercer 262 to a waste disposal chute. This advantageously permits slow and gradual
removal of the film piercer 262, minimizing the chance of accidental uncontrolled release of this sharp device.
[0219] FIG. 4(g) shows a portion of an assay cartridge 200 with a vessel base 246 and a vessel plug 246 disposed
within reaction vessel component holders 219. FIG. 4(h) shows a top plan view of a cartridge cover 229 that is on the
assay cartridge 200. FIG. 4(i) is a bottom perspective view of the cartridge cover 229. In this example, a cartridge cover
229 is present and may be configured to fit on top of the portion of the assay cartridge 200. The cartridge cover 229
may comprise a cover main portion 229 which may be substantially planar. It may also comprise a cover protrusion
229(a) that fits within the vessel base 246 when it is on the assay cartridge 200. As shown, the cartridge cover 229 may
extend to the first transverse wall 213 of the assay cartridge 200 to an end of the assay cartridge 200, while being laterally
coextensive with the longitudinal walls of the assay cartridge 200. In some examples, a similar cover may be used to
protect the reaction well 202 without incorporating the piercing function of the film piercer 262.
[0220] Referring to FIG. 4(h), the cover protrusion 229(b) can define a hollow recess 229(b)-1 at the top of the cover
229. The hollow recess 229(b)-1 may serve as a handling feature, which can allow a device, such as a pipettor or other
device to manipulate the cover 229.
[0221] Referring to FIGS. 4(g) and 4(i), four corner fitting elements 229(c) can be positioned around the cover protrusion
229(b). This corner fitting elements 229(c) can be used to position the cover in a vessel component region 231, which
may merge into the reaction vessel component holders 219.
[0222] The cartridge cover 229 may be made of any suitable material and may have any suitable configuration. For
example, it may include any suitable molded plastic material. It may also include any suitable number of protrusions
(e.g., two or more), and may have any suitable lateral and longitudinal dimensions.
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[0223] The cartridge cover 229 may be advantageously used to cover the vessel base 246 and the vessel plug 246
during processing, so that they are protected from potential sources of contamination.
[0224] Examples may also comprise a pre-cut plastic retention film that surrounds the edges of the compartments
holding the reaction vessel base and reaction vessel plug, which provides enough friction to hold these items in place
during handling while permitting them to be removed easily using a pipettor mandrel.

E. Reaction Vessel

[0225] FIG. 5 shows one example, which can be directed to a reaction vessel 221 for real time PCR. In some examples,
the reaction vessel 221 can be an amplification vessel, a PCR reaction vessel, or a PCR vessel. The reaction vessel
221 may be sealed or unsealed. Specifically, FIG. 5(a) shows a top perspective view of a reaction vessel 221 according
to an example. FIG. 5(b) shows an exploded view of a reaction vessel according to an example. FIG. 5(c) shows a
perspective, cross-sectional view of a reaction vessel according to an example.
[0226] As shown in FIG. 5(a), the reaction vessel 221 can be a two-part container used to contain the amplification
mixture during nucleic acid amplification and detection. Each part resides in a separate compartment within the assay
cartridge (see FIG. 4(a)-1). Alternatively, reaction vessel bases 246 and plugs 222 may be provided in racks similar to
the microtip racks 550 described below. The reaction vessel 221 includes a vessel base 246 and a vessel plug 222. The
system loads the vessel base 246 with amplification mixture and then seats the vessel plug 222 onto the vessel base
246. The amplification mixture may comprise a mixture of processed sample and enzymes, primers, probes, and other
materials needed for nucleic acid amplification. Once the vessel plug is seated, the vessel plug 222 locks to the vessel
base 246 and seals the amplification mixture within the assembled reaction vessels 221. The reaction vessel 221 can
remain sealed and locked through completion of the assay to reduce the risk of contamination. In an alternative example,
the vessel base 246 and the vessel plug 222 may be provided as a single unit, with the two portions joined by a flexible
tether.
[0227] Referring to FIGS. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), the reaction vessel 221 can include a radially symmetrical reaction base
246, and a vessel plug 222. The reaction base 246 can comprise an upper vessel base portion 246(a) that receives the
vessel plug 222 and a lower vessel base portion 246(b), which can be a lower portion of the vessel base. The lower
vessel base portion 246(b) opens into the upper (cylindrical) vessel base portion 246(a) and comprises a frustum of a
conical shape. The terms "lower" and "upper" can refer to the relative positions of the portions of the vessel base, when
the vessel base is used in the system. The vessel plug 222 may also include a handling feature 222(f). The handling
feature 222(f) can comprise a cylindrical enclosure configured to receive a pipette mandrel (not shown).
[0228] The syminetrical nature of the base 246 can allow the system to place the reaction vessel in an arbitrary
orientation about the axis of the reservoir region. That is, when a radially symmetric vessel is placed into a complementarily
shaped cavity, unlike a vessel with a rectangular cross-section, it does riot matter how the vessel is oriented, as long
as the primary axes of the reaction vessel and the cavity are aligned.
[0229] The reaction vessel 221 may include any suitable number or types of distinct features or materials. For example,
the material forming the base 246 and/or plug 222 may include a material that has the following characteristics: a thermal
conductivity greater than about 0.1 W/m·K; a Young’s modulus of about 1.5GPa to about 2 GPa; and a frictional coefficient
of less than about 0.25. The material may comprise a polymer such as polypropylene and it may have elastomeric
properties with a hardness ranging from 20 to 50 durometer (Shore) A, and it may also be conductive. In one example,
the polymer has a hardness of about 30 durometer (Shore) A. Suitable materials for the vessel base can be transparent
as well as translucent. Other suitable alternative materials for the vessel base may include polyethylene, polystyrene,
polyacrylate, polycarbonate, silicone, and copolymers and blends thereof.
[0230] The base 246 may also include any suitable geometry or features. For example, in some examples, the lower
vessel base portion 246(b) of the vessel base 246 has a geometry where the walls (in a radial cross-sectional view)
form an angle between about 4 degrees and about 8 degrees, or about 6 degrees. Further, the lower vessel base portion
246(b) may include a volume of about 10mL to about 70mL, and a terminus of the lower portion 246(b) of the reaction
vessel base 246 can have an optical window. A wall thickness of the lower portion 246(b) may be about 0.0005 inches
to about 0.02 inches.
[0231] In some cases, the upper vessel base portion 246(a) comprises a latching feature 24.6(a)’, that engages the
plug 222 on insertion, so that the latching feature 246(a)’ irreversibly secures the plug 222. In this example, the latching
feature 246(a)’ may be the latching portion. The plug 222 can form a seal that is resistant to a pressure of at least about
50 psi when the plug 222 is engaged in the upper vessel base portion 246(a) of the reaction vessel base 246. The
latching feature 246(a)’ of the upper cylindrical portion can comprise one or a plurality of flexible locking tabs, which may
be in the form of ridges, where the flexible locking tabs project downwards and centrally, displace outwards on initial
insertion of the plug 222, move centrally on seating of the plug 222 in the reaction vessel base 246, and engage the
plug 222 on moving centrally.
[0232] The latching feature 246(a)’ of the upper cylindrical portion 246 can comprise a circumferential ridge, where it
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projects centrally. It may also expand radially on initial insertion of the.plug 222. It may also contract radially on seating
of the plug 222 in the reaction vessel base 246. The circumferential ridge engages the plug on radial contraction of the
upper cylindrical portion of the reaction vessel base 246. The latching feature 246(a)’ of the upper vessel base portion
246(a) can also comprise a plurality of arcuate ridges, wherein the arcuate ridges project centrally. The upper vessel
base portion 246(a) of the reaction vessel base 246 can expand radially on initial insertion of the plug 222, can contract
radially on seating of the plug 222(f) in the reaction vessel base 246, and can engage the plug 222 on radial contraction
of the upper vessel base portion 246(a) of the reaction vessel 221.
[0233] In some examples, plug 222 comprises a block of elastomer with a diameter greater than that of the opening
of the lower portion of the reaction base. It may also include a handling feature 222(f), which may comprise an inner
surface, an outer surface, and a longitudinal groove 222(e). A cylindrical enclosure of the handling feature 222(f) can
have an internal diameter of about 0.125 to about 0.4 inches in some examples, and the inner surface of the cylindrical
enclosure can comprise a plurality of projections 222(d) (such as protrusions), which can be hemispherical.
[0234] The vessel base 246 can be further characterized to include a reservoir region and a locking region. The locking
region may correspond to the upper vessel base portion 246(a), while the reservoir region may correspond to the lower
vessel base portion 246(b). The reservoir region holds the amplification mixture, and the locking region cooperates to
lock and retain the vessel plug 222 once seated.
[0235] The vessel base 246 may be made of any suitable material. A suitable material for the vessel base 246 is a
translucent polymer capable of withstanding the elevated temperatures and pressures of the amplification process and
compatible with its chemical conditions. Suitable materials include PD702 polypropylene homopolymer manufactured
by LyondellBasell Industries of Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
[0236] The reservoir region corresponding to the lower vessel base portion 246(b) may include a thin-walled, truncated
cone that holds up to about 50 microliters of amplification mixture. In some examples, the reservoir region is a frustum
of a cone, a shape that serves to improve thermal contact between the reservoir region and a thermal cycler heat block.
The conical shape improves thermal contact with a complementarity formed region of the heat block both at the mac-
roscopic scale and at the microscopic scale. At the macroscopic scale, the conical shape reduces tolerance requirements
by using a single extended surface for alignment. At the microscopic scale, the conical shape permits simple downward
pressure to increase asperity contact over the full surface. Improved thermal contact decreases the response time to
temperature changes and hence decreases the length of each thermal cycle. Shorter thermal cycle length may have a
beneficial effect on the total time to produce results, as the thermal cycle may repeat many times during each assay.
[0237] The reservoir region’s conical shape may have a small opening angle. That is, the sides are close to parallel
with the axis of the reservoir region. A small opening angle provides a conical volume where each element of volume
along the axis is relatively equidistant from the neatest wall. Since the elements of volume along the axis are the most
distant from the walls, and since thermal transfer decreases with distance, these elements are the last to reach target
temperature. A small opening angle improves temperatures uniformities along the axis by assuring that each axial fluid
element has about the same thermal distance from the wall as each other axial fluid element. Improved temperature
uniformity may directly contribute to assay precision by reducing variations between regions in the amplification mixture.
In some examples, the opening angle is less than about 15 degrees and in some cases is about 6 degrees.
[0238] In some examples, a substantially flat bottom surface truncates the conical portion of the reservoir region. The
flat bottom portion of the reservoir region can be an optical window that can be used for monitoring or characterizing
vessel contents. For example, the flat bottom may be an optical window for excited or emitted light to enter the reaction
vessel or for emitted light to leave the reaction vessel 221. In some examples, the circumferential edge of the bottom of
the reservoir region extends slightly beyond the exterior surface of the flat bottom to recess the bottom surface. The
recessed surface may reduce the likelihood of damage to the optical window in handling. Alternatively, the bottom surface
may curve to act as the bounding surface of a lens. Such a lens may focus light in a desired pattern within the reaction
vessel 221 or may enhance collection of light from within the reaction vessel in examples where the optical window
collects emitted light from the reaction vessel 221.
[0239] The reservoir region can be thin-walled to support intimate thermal contact between the reservoir region contents
and external heaters. Like the bottom portion of the reservoir region, the side walls of the reservoir region can also be
an optical window that can be used for monitoring or characterizing vessel contents. In some examples, the reservoir
region wall thickness is as thin as practical based on strength of the materials used, on production process considerations,
and on uniform clarity. The wall material can be strong enough to withstand elevated pressures and temperatures during
amplification. The wall may soften and deform during amplification, possibly causing it to conform to and adhere to the
thermal cycler heat block. The wall material can have sufficient strength such that, once so deformed, the system may
detach the reaction vessel from the heat block without rupturing the reaction vessel 221.
[0240] As noted above, since the system samples emitted light through the wall of the reservoir region, any portion of
the wall in a band at the light sampling height may act as an optical windows. The production process controls mold
filling to maintain optical uniformity throughout this band. Using injection molded polypropylene, the reservoir region wall
thickness can be less than about 0.50 mm and in some cases about 0.10 mm, or less.
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[0241] In some examples, amplification monitoring involves providing excitation light illuminating the amplification
mixture and detecting emitted light that the amplification mixture produces in response to the excitation light. At least
the vessel base 246 is at least partially transparent or translucent to both excitation light and emitted light in order to
allow monitoring of amplification progress. Both excitation and emitted light need to traverse the vessel base wall; the
translucent nature of the vessel base 246 wall makes this possible. Any other suitable part of the reaction vessel may
also be transparent or translucent.
[0242] Additional considerations relevant to wall material selection include chemical compatibility, cleanliness, com-
pliance, and cost. Wall materials can be chemically compatible with reaction conditions. In some examples, wall materials
have at least some compliance to improve thermal contact when pressed into the thermal cycler. Such compliance may
also help in locking the vessel base to the vessel plug. A variety of polymers, including polyolefins, polystyrene, PEEK,
fluorocarbon polymers, and other polymers may be suitable. In a preferred example, the wall material is polypropylene.
Reaction vessel materials can be free of contaminants that might interfere with amplification or detection reactions. This
may be accomplished by using only virgin materials in the manufacture of the reaction vessel, by eliminating unprotected
handling of either reaction vessel components or of equipment used in their production, and by treatment of equipment
with materials that destroy potential contaminants. In some examples, the vessel may comprise a polymer such as
PD702, which is a high flow, controlled rheology polypropylene homopolymer resin.
[0243] Other examples are directed to the process of making the reaction vessel. In some examples, the reaction
vessel base is made by injection molding. This is usually performed by injecting the plastic at a position where the
thickness of the molded part is greatest and allowing it to flow to where the thickness is least, however, the thin sections
may produce high resistance to molten polymer flow in plastics injection molding. Such high flow resistance may contribute
to incomplete filling, particularly when parts mix thick and thin sections. The reaction vessel can be formed by injecting
the fluid plastic through a gate corresponding to the lower terminus of the vessel, where the walls are thinnest. This
avoids problems often seen in conventional injection molding methods, where thin sheets of rapidly cooling plastic fail
to blend completely and form partially opaque or mechanically weak areas.
[0244] The locking region of the vessel base 246 connects to the reservoir region and is annularly disposed upward
and outward of the reservoir opening. In some examples, the locking region and the reservoir region form a single
integrated part made of a single material in a single forming process. The locking region may include a plug receiving
portion 251, a sealing portion 252, and a latching portion 250.
[0245] The sealing portion 252 extends upward and outward from the reservoir region, connecting the reservoir region
to the plug receiving portion 251 of the locking region. The sealing portion 252 acts as a transition to the larger diameter
plug receiving portion 251 and provides a sealing surface for the vessel plug 222 to seal against. The sealing portion
252 may form a conical annulus flaring out from the reservoir region and continuing as the walls of the plug receiving
portion. The internal angle of the conical annulus is greater than 90 degrees and in some cases about 120 degrees. In
some examples, the sealing portion 252 has thicker walls than the reservoir region to resist deformation while sealed.
In some cases, the sealing portion walls are about twice the thickness of the reservoir region walls. The sealing portion
252 merges into the reservoir portion in a smooth transition, including a slight overhang so that the diameter of the
opening in the sealing portion annulus is smaller than the diameter of the upper portion of the reservoir portion. The
overhang can be sufficiently small such that the production process may "bump" the parts from the mold. In some
examples, the overhang is less than about 0.1 mm and in some cases about 0.06 mm. This overhang advantageously
deforms the elastomeric seal of the vessel plug 222 to more tightly seal the reaction vessel.
[0246] The seal made by the plug 222 when it is inserted into the vessel 221 can be characterized as a hybrid seal,
having characteristics of both a radial seal (such as an O-ring) and a face-to-face seal (where a seal is simply pressed
against a surface).
[0247] The plug receiving portion 251 of the locking region may extend upwards from the sealing portion 252 to form
a roughly cylindrical segment coaxial with the reservoir region and with the sealing portion 252. The segment may taper
outward towards the top for easy mold release. The purpose of the plug receiving portion 251 is to connect the sealing
portion 252 to the latching features and to retain the plug body portion of the vessel plug 222. The distance between the
portion of the vessel plug 222 that engages the latching portion 250 and the vessel plug’s elastomeric seal determines
the length of the plug receiving portion 251; the plug receiving portion 251 can be long enough to allow the vessel plug
to engage into the locked position with sufficient compression of the elastomeric seal to adequately seal the reaction
vessel 221. The plug receiving portion 221 couples at its top to the latching portion.
[0248] The latching portion 250 cooperates with engagement features on the vessel plug 222 to lock and retain the
vessel plug 222 to the vessel base 246. The latching portion 250 may extend outward and upward from near the top of
the plug receiving portion 251 as a base flange connecting to a substantially cylindrical side wall. The side wall may
extend slightly below the base flange. Vertical cuts may divide the cylindrical side wall into two or more sections to
increase radial flexibility. In some examples, three vertical cuts divide the cylindrical side wall into three symmetrical
sections. Each section may include a circumferentially disposed medial portion flanked by symmetrical lateral portions.
Each medial portion may include a latching feature 246(a)’ projecting inward from the cylindrical side wall. The upper
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surface of the latching feature 246(a)’ can slope downward towards the part center to allow the vessel plug 222, as it
enters, to deflect the cylindrical side wall outward. The lower surface of the latching feature 246(a)’ is substantially
perpendicular to the axis of the vessel base 246. Once the engagement feature (corresponding to the vessel third plug
portion 222(c)) of the vessel plug 222 descends below the lower surface of the latching feature 246(a), the cylindrical
side wall recovers by snapping back towards the centerline. This snap back action traps the engagement feature of the
vessel plug 222 beneath the lower surface of each latching feature 246(a)’. In an alternative example, the cylindrical
side wall of the latching portion 250 is not divided by vertical cuts, and a circumferential ridge extends medially to form
an annular latching feature. In a second alternative example, the cylindrical side wall of the latching portion 250 is divided
into a plurality of symmetrical sections, each section having a latching feature 246(a)’ that is continuous with the upper
rim of the cylindrical side wall and that extends both medially and towards the vessel base 246. These latching features
246(a)’ are deflected outwards as the vessel plug descends through the latching portion, and recover by snapping back
towards the center line as the vessel plug descends below the lower surface of the latching feature. This snap back
action traps the engagement feature of the vessel plug 222 beneath the lower surfaces of the latching features 246(a)’.
[0249] Relief openings can pierce the flange connecting the side wall to the plug receiving portion 261. The relief
openings underlie each latching feature 246(a)’ to prevent undercuts in the vessel base and avoid more complex mold
operations. The remainder of the flange connects to the side wall and may continue as the lateral portions of the side
wall sections. These lateral portions provide stiffness to produce the snap back action that engages the vessel base
246 to the vessel plug 222.
[0250] In some examples, the upper opening of the latching portion 250 includes an inward and downward facing
chamfer contiguous with the upper surface of the latching feature. This chamfer helps to center the vessel plug 222.
[0251] The vessel plug 222 closes and seals to the vessel base to retain reaction vessel contents. This seal may be
resistant to pressures of up to 50 pounds per square inch. Retention is desirable both to prevent evaporative loss that
might alter concentrations during amplification and to prevent amplified nucleic acid from contaminating other assays.
In an example, the vessel plug 222 includes an elastomeric seal and a plug body that supports the elastomeric seal. In
an alternative example, the sealing surface of the reaction vessel base 246 incorporates an elastomeric O-ring and the
seal is formed by closure of the vessel plug 222 against this O-ring. In another example, the sealing surface of the
reaction vessel base 246 and the vessel plug 222 have a friction fit on insertion of the vessel plug 222, the friction fit
forming a seal. In another example, the reaction vessel base 246 and the vessel plug 222 incorporate collapsible seal
regions that form a seal on insertion of the vessel plug 222 into the reaction vessel base 246. Vessel plugs 222 may be
at least partly opaque to exclude interfering light during processing.
[0252] In some examples, the plug body is electrically conductive. This has the benefit of supporting measurements
by a sensing circuit, such as a liquid sensor. Such a sensing circuit may be associated with a pipettor that is used to
transport a vessel plug 222, advantageously providing a means to verify acquisition of the vessel plug 222 or signal loss
during transport. A preferred method of producing electrical conductivity in the plug body is admixture of a base polymer
with a conductive material such as carbon or metallic particles.
[0253] For some examples, the elastomeric seal can be a thermoplastic elastomer with hardness of 30-40 durometer
(Shore) A. In other examples, the hardness can be 20-50 (Shore) A, or about 30 (Shore) A. Elastomers deform sufficiently
to form a tight seal with the vessel base. Thermoplastic elastomers are advantageous because of their compatibility with
plastics injection molding processes.
[0254] The vessel, plugs 222 can be formed in any suitable manner. In some examples, the forming process for vessel
plugs is two-part plastics injection molding. The process overmolds the elastomeric seal about the pre-formed plug body.
The polymer for the elastomeric seal can be injected into the same mold while the polymer for the plug body is still in
place and warm, allowing the two polymers to flow into each other and for chemical bonds that hold the elastomeric seal
firmly in place without adhesive. This has the advantage of producing high quality parts at relatively low expense. In
some examples, the molding process forms the plug body of a carbon-loaded polypropylene such as RTP 199 X 106053A
produced by RTP Company of Winona, Minnesota. The preferred material for the elastomeric seal is Dynaflex™
G7930-1001 produced by PolyOne Corporation of McHenry, Illinois.
[0255] In some examples, the elastomeric seal may be substantially cylindrical with a chamfered lower end. The upper
end may extend into a retaining aperture at the bottom of the plug body, such that the upper end infiltrates into the
retaining aperture, capturing the elastomeric seal to the plug body. In some examples, the retaining aperture is coun-
terbored with the larger diameter distal from the bulk of the elastomeric seal so that the elastomer may expand into the
counterbore for better Retention. Alternatively, the manufacturing process may form the elastomeric seal as a separate
piece from the plug body and may bond the elastomeric seal to the plug body through another method such as a friction
fit or an adhesive.
[0256] The elastomeric seal can be large enough to provide adequate compression without bottoming on the sealing
portion of vessel base 246. The hardness and dimensions can cooperate to allow the elastomeric seal to the sealing
portion with reasonable sealing force. In some examples, the elastomeric seal diameter is small enough so that, when
compressed by engagement of the vessel plug to the vessel base, it conforms to the sealing portion without contacting
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the internal wall of the plug receiving portion. This advantageously concentrates sealing force to the sealing portion of
vessel base and distributes sealing force evenly to prevent leaks. In some examples, the sealing force is about 44
newtons (about 9.9 lbs) and produces a pressure on the sealing surface of about 300 (about 43.5 pounds per square
inch) to about 1000 kPa (145.0 pounds per square inch).
[0257] The vessel plug 222 has functions of supporting the elastomeric seal, engaging with the latching features
246(a)’ of the vessel base 246, transmitting the engagement forces from the latching features 246(a)’ to the elastomeric
seal, mating to a pipettor mandrel for handling, and indicating successful mating. The vessel plug 222 may comprise a
substantially cylindrical tube supporting the elastomeric seal at the tube’s bottom. A portion of the vessel plug 222 may
extend above the top of the reaction vessel 221 when it is engaged, in order to ensure that seating forces applied by
the compression head 1342 of the slidable lid 1315 (see FIG. 16(i)) are transmitted through the vessel plug and further
securing the elastomeric seal during thermal cycling. In some examples, two or more vertical plug slots split the plug
body for a fraction of the plug body length to provide radial flexibility. The tube terminates at the top end in one or more
engagement features. The engagement features may correspond to parts of a vessel plug third portion 222(c). As shown
in FIG. 5(c), the vessel plug third portion 222(c) may be coupled to a vessel plug first portion 222(a), and a vessel plug
second portion 222(b). The first, second, and third vessel plug portions 222(a), 222(b), 222(c) may all be integrally
formed with respect to each other.
[0258] The engagement features engage the latching features 246(a)’ on the vessel base 246 to seat the vessel plug
222 to the vessel base 246. Once seated, in some examples, the system does not remove the vessel.plug 222, nor is
the plug 222 designed to be removable by a user. The intent is to join the parts together and seal the reservoir region
for at least as long as the parts remain in the system and as long as the parts remain anywhere within the laboratory.
This advantageously prevents escape of any amplified nucleic acids that might otherwise contaminate assays or samples.
In some examples, the engagement features are segments of a locking flange extending outward from the top end of
the plug body. The height of the locking flange is slightly less than the gap distance of the vessel base 246 between the
upper surface of the base flange and the lower surface of the latching feature. The locking flange thus fits within the gap
distance. Compliance of the parts, particularly the compliance of the elastomeric seal, may take up variations within the
component production tolerances.
[0259] The plug body may also include a circular locating wall 222(g) extending upward from the upper surface of the
locking flange with outer diameter complementary to the inner diameter of the latching features 246(a)’ of the vessel
base 246. The locating wall advantageously limits relative motion of the vessel plug and the vessel base to maintain the
seal. Two or more vertical flange slots may segment the locking flange and the locating wall. These flange slots continue
as the plug slots that segment a portion of the plug body and provide flexibility to the part. The vessel plug 222 may also
include a counterbored aperture as described above.
[0260] The engagement features lock to the complementary latching features 246(a)’ on the vessel base 246 and
dispose the elastomeric seal in sealing contact with the vessel base sealing surface. As noted above, the engagement
features may correspond to parts of a vessel plug third portion 222(c). Compliance of the elastomeric seal pushes the
vessel plug upwards so that the upper surface of the locking flange on the vessel plug 222 contacts the lower surface
of the latching feature on the vessel base 246. The efficacy of the sealing contact depends on cooperation of several
dimensions and material properties, but a wide variety of dimensions may still achieve acceptable sealing contact. Some
dimensions may change together without affecting the seal. For example, a longer plug body matched with a longer
plug receiving portion would have only minor effect on the seal efficacy. Similarly, a softer elastomeric seal might
compensate for a longer plug body or a stiffer body plug material might work with a shorter plug body. In some examples,
interaction with other parts at least partly determines the length of the plug body, and this length in turn may determine
the size of the plug receiving portion. Commercial availability of useful thermoplastic elastomers at least partly determines
the elastomeric seal hardness. The primary determinant of the dimensions and material property combination is that the
combination provides the required sealing efficacy.
[0261] The plug body interior can accept and grip a pipettor mandrel to allow the system to move the vessel plug or
the closed reaction vessel. The plug body inside diameter may be slightly smaller than the mandrel outside diameter,
but the plug slots permit the plug body to flex and expand radially as the mandrel enters. The plug body length, material
stiffness, and plug slot length cooperate to open the plug body with reasonable downward force of the mandrel and to
provide adequate gripping strength. The restoring force of the flexed plug body serves to grip the mandrel. Additional
geometry within the plug body may serve to enhance gripping. In some examples, four hemispherical protrusions of the
tube wall material into the lumen of the plug body help to grip the pipettor mandrel. These protrusions advantageously
concentrate the restoring force to produce a high pressure contact with the mandrel. High pressure contact increases
the friction between mandrel and plug body to better retain the plug body on the mandrel. The plug 222 may be made
of conductive plastic, allowing the plug to be detected by the pipettor with a suitable sensing circuit, such as a liquid
sensor. Alternatively a pipettor may detect the presence of a vessel plug 222 using a pressure sensor that measures
pressure within the pipettor, generating a pressure profile that is characteristic of the presence of a vessel plug 222 on
the pipette mandrel. In some examples both a liquid sensor and a pressure sensor are used to detect the presence of
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a vessel plug 222 on a pipettor.
[0262] FIG. 5(d) shows a perspective view of a reaction vessel 221 according to another example. The configuration
of the reaction vessel 221 shown in FIG. 5(d) is generally similar to the configuration of the reaction vessel shown in
FIGS. 5(a)-5(c). In the example shown in FIG. 5(d), the plug 222 now has a rim that extends up over the edge of the
vessel base 246 when inserted. This ensures that when the slidable lid of a thermal cycler module is closed, it presses
down on the plug 222, securing it tightly. The upper surface of the plug 222 may extend any suitable distance (e.g., at
least about 1 mm) above the top surface of the vessel base 245 when the plug 222 is inserted into the vessel base 245.
[0263] Alternative reaction vessel examples include a vessel that is made of a flexible material that conforms to the
shape of the heating block, rather than a pliant material that only bends slightly. In yet other examples, the vessel can
have a non-circular cross-section, having configurations that are wedge shaped, rectangular, or polygonal.
[0264] The above-described reaction vessel can be used in a process for determining a nucleic acid in a sample using
a system including a preparation location and a thermal cycler module. The process can include providing in the prep-
aration location a vessel plug with a handling feature and a vessel base configured to lockably engage with the vessel
plug; pipetting an amplification reagent to the vessel base with a pipette tip held on a mandrel; pipetting the nucleic acid
to the vessel base; lifting the vessel plug using the mandrel to grip the handling feature; engaging the vessel plug to the
vessel base; and moving the engaged vessel plug and vessel base to the thermal cycler module. Each of the features
of this process is described in further detail above and below. This and other processes described herein can provide
for efficient processing of nucleic acids, since a pipette mandrel can be used to perform multiple functions.

F. Millitip

[0265] Examples can also include the use of millitips.
[0266] FIG. 6(a) shows a millitip according to an example. FIG. 6(b) shows a mounting aperture of a millitip. FIG. 6(c)
shows a millitip on a mandrel.
[0267] In examples, a millitip 220 can be a relatively large capacity pipette tip carried within each assay cartridge and
used during the isolation phase. Multiple processes within the system may use the millitips, but the system can use each
millitip for transfers involving a single assay cartridge. In some cases, each millitip is only used for transfers involving a
single assay cartridge. This reduces the possibility of inter-sample contamination. In some examples, the millitip has a
capacity of at least one milliliter and tapers to a pipetting orifice. Millitips may couple to pipettors through a compliant
coupling taper that supports repeated remove and replace operations. Length of the millitip may be sufficient to reach
the depth of a 100 mm tube or other sample containers used on the system when mounted on a suitable pipette mandrel.
Millitips may incorporate barrier and venting features. Preferred materials are electrically conductive non-reactive poly-
mers.
[0268] As shown in FIGS. 6(a)-6(c), the millitip 220 can be a generally conical hollow body open at both ends with
axial symmetry. The central lumen opens into a pipettirig orifice 220(b) at the millitips apex and into a mounting aperture
220(f) at the millitip base. The mounting aperture 220(f) couples to a pipettor mandrel during use; pipetted fluids enter
and leave through the pipetting orifice 220(b).
[0269] In some examples, the walls forming the millitip 220 are thin and tapered; the walls may be about 0.8 mm thick
near the base and about. 0.5 mm thick at the apex. The wall thickness can be sufficient to give the millitip 220 mechanical
strength sufficient for penetrating barrier films on containers, or to open valves (e.g., a "duckbill" valve of a covered tube).
The conical body may taper in several segments. Segmented tapering advantageously permits a narrow pipetting orifice
to couple to a large capacity pipette tip. The large capacity pipette tip supports single step transfer of reagents, saving
time and improving transfer precision. The narrow pipetting orifice supports good transfer precision, which directly
improves assay precision. The intermediate tapers permit both high capacity and good precision in a pipette tip of
practical length.
[0270] In some examples, a coupling taper 220(a) extends from the mounting aperture 220(f) to a lower diametral
step forming a seating surface 220(a)-2. In other examples, the seating surface can be ribs or other protrusions that
extend slightly from the end of the tip. The millitip 220 continues below the seating surface as an upper taper that extends
for the majority of the part length. A lower taper 220(c) forms the apical end of part that in some examples terminates
in a 1.3 mm diameter flat annulus surrounding a 0.8 mm pipetting orifice. The annulus is disposed perpendicular to the
long axis of the imillitip 220. A middle taper 220(d) connects the lower taper 220(c) and upper taper 220(e). The millitip
walls can be of constant thickness (about 0.8 mm) through the entire part, except for the lower taper 220(c) and the
mounting aperture 220(f). Walls of the lower taper 220(c) may thin out towards the apex. The interior taper angles defining
the lumen may increase in steps towards the apex. The angles can be about 0.8 degrees in the coupling taper, about
2.8 degrees in the upper taper 220(e), about 3.2 degrees in the middle taper, and about 6.0 degrees in the lower taper
220(c) (all measured with respect to the millitip axis).
[0271] The coupling taper 220(a) may be a compliant taper with a smooth interior surface and without supporting ribs.
The absence of ribs increases compliance and contributes to a smooth inner surface in plastic injection molded parts
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by eliminating sink marks associated with variable thickness sections. Thinner walls (about 0.45 mm) contribute to
increased compliancy in the coupling taper. Compliancy in the coupling taper 220(a) has the benefit of allowing a millitip
to elastically deform with minimal resistance when coupling to a pipetting mandrel. Elastic deformation advantageously
permits recovery to near the original shape, permitting the system to load and unload the millitip from several different
pipettor mandrels while preserving a fluid tight seal on each use.
[0272] In some examples, the coupling taper 220(a) may abruptly change diameter at the top of the upper taper forming
a seating surface perpendicular to the axis of the millitip 220. This seating surface may rest on a complementary surface
in the assay cartridge and support the millitip 220 at a controlled height and within a controlled locus. In some examples,
interaction of the millitip 220 at the height of the seating surface and the assay cartridge control the location sufficiently
to permit lead in features on the descending pipettor mandrel to align the millitip 220 with the mandrel during millitip
pickup. In some examples, the seating surface forms a flat annulus about 0.7 mm wide surrounding a 7 mm core.
[0273] The open end of the coupling taper 220(a) forming the mounting aperture ends in a stopping annulus 220(a)-
1 disposed perpendicularly to the axis off the millitip 220. The stopping annulus may interact with features on a pipettor
mandrel to provide a fixed relationship between the height of the mandrel and the height of the millitip 220. This advan-
tageously locates the pipetting orifice with respect to the controlled height of the pipettor to more precisely aspirate,
dispense, and mix liquids.
[0274] Millitips may incorporate an aerosol barrier 220(h). In some examples, the upper taper 220(e) section of the
millitip 220 includes an abrupt internal diametral decrease slightly below the seating surface (with the millitip oriented in
the normal operating position with the pipetting orifice at the bottom). This diametral decreases forms a step that may
retain a self-supporting porous substrate as an aerosol barrier. The aerosol barrier reduces the likelihood of contamination
during pipetting by preventing any aerosols or splashes escaping the top of the millitip 220.
[0275] Millitips can incorporate venting features. Venting features may serve to equalize pressure in a reagent well
as a millitip aspirates or dispense the contents of a reagent well through a compliant barrier seal. Since such a barrier
film may effectively seal around a millitip, the pipetting operation may change the pressure in the reagent well. A change
in reagent well pressure may affect pipetting precision or generate aerosols that are a potential source of contamination.
Venting features advantageously maintain a patent air flow path through the barrier film while the millitip is in the well.
This patent air flow path allows more rapid pressure equalization across the barrier film, which reduces the effect of
barrier film interference with pipetting precision. Improved pipetting precision may directly improve assay precision. In
some examples, venting features include abrupt deviations from the millitip’s otherwise smooth conical outside wall.
Such deviations can extend in the vertical direction so as to at least overlap the location of the barrier film during pipetting.
Venting features may include sharp corners on the outside diameter, protruding ribs, incised channels, or similar features.
In addition, the exterior of the millitip pipette orifice may be an annulus, the plane of which is at right angles to the central
axis of the millitip. Such a configuration prevents a tight seal from forming when the lower terminus of the millitip is in
contact with the bottom of an angled well, such as the reaction well of the assay cartridge, thus improving pipetting
accuracy.
[0276] In some examples, millitips are electrically conductive. This has the benefits of dispelling the effects of static
electricity and supporting measurements by a sensing circuit, such as a liquid sensor, as described in more detail below.
Static electricity may cause lightweight parts without a discharge path to accumulate charge causing unfavorable inter-
actions with other structures. For example, a pipette tip that acquires a charge (as by sliding engagement with a pipettor
mandrel) may repel other charged pipette tips to such an extent that charged tips are displaced from known locations.
The displaced tips may become unavailable for use and may interfere with other mechanisms. A preferred method of
producing electrical conductivity in millitips is admixture of the base polymer with a conductive material such as carbon
or metallic particles.
[0277] It is also noted that measurements by a sensing circuit associated with a pipette mandrel can be used to indicate
successful attachment of the conductive tip to the mandrel, and detachment of the conductive tip from the mandrel. It
can also permit liquid sensing via the mandrel through the conductive pipette tip, and provide an indication of the fill
level of a conductive pipette tip that is carrying liquid. A sensing circuit is described in further detail below.
[0278] The preferred forming process for millitips is plastics injection molding. This has the advantage of producing
high quality parts at low expense. In some examples, the molding process forms each millitip of a carbon-loaded poly-
propylene such as RTP 199 X 106053A produced by RTP Company of Winona, Minnesota.

G. Cartridge Loading Unit

[0279] FIG. 7(a) shows a top perspective view of an assay cartridge loading unit.
[0280] FIG. 7(b) shows a partial top perspective view of an assay cartridge loading unit.
[0281] FIG. 7(c) shows a perspective view of an assay cartridge presentation lane of an assay cartridge loading unit.
[0282] The assay cartridge loading unit 112 serves as an area for loading and temporary storage of assay cartridges
200 on the system. In operation, the operator may load fresh assay cartridges 200 into the system at the cartridge loading
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unit 112, also called the CLU 112, without interrupting normal instrument operation. After loading, the CLU 112 may
read identifying indicia, such as a barcode, that are attached to the loaded assay cartridges. The assay cartridge 200
may then be transported to allow addition of sample from the sample pipettor 700 and processing by an XYZ transport
device (described in further detail below). The CLU 112 may then transfer the assay cartridge 200 to the transfer shuttle
898 (shown in FIG. 14) for further processing.
[0283] As shown in FIG. 7(a), the CLU 112 can include two subassemblies: an onload module 119 and a presentation
lane 113. In some examples, the CLU 112 can have a movable gate (not shown) that can selectively prevent cartridges
from moving from an onload lane of the onload module 119 to the presentation lane 113. This gate can be pneumatically
actuated. An access door (not shown) can also be provided to provide other access to the CLU 112. Power to the onload
lane motors of the CLU can be cut when the access door is opened, as a safety feature.
[0284] These two subassemblies may be separate until assembled onto the main system. The onload module 119
may be coupled to and oriented perpendicular to the presentation lane 113. The presentation lane may be an example
of a loading lane. Assay cartridges 200 can be loaded into the onload module 119. In one example, the onload module
119 can include a storage location comprising a cavity configured to hold assay cartridge 200. This cavity may be
embodied as the interior space of a cartridge lane. In some examples, the storage location comprises two onload cartridge
lanes (112(b) and 112(c)) that hold one or more assay cartridges each, an interlocked cover 112(a) (which may be a
hinged or slidable cover), a touch pad for operator interaction, and a barcode reader (not shown). Although the storage
location comprises two cartridge lanes in this example, in other examples, the storage location may comprise only one,
or even three or more cartridge lanes. In examples, the sliding cover of the CLU is locked unless the onload lanes are
idle and the movable gate is closed to prevent the operator from accidentally forcing assay cartridges into the presentation
lane while loading. Examples can also prevent jamming.
[0285] Each lane can include a CLU baseplate 118 for supporting and aligning components of the cartridge loading
unit 112, CLU rails 122 that the assay cartridges rest upon, a loading transport such as a pusher 112(d) mounted to a
linear rail, and sensors that detect the presence of the assay cartridges 200. These sensors may be optical, electrical,
magnetic, or electromagnetic sensors. Although the loading transport in this example is a pusher, in other examples,
the loading transport could be a device that pulls the assay cartridges towards the cartridge presentation lane.
[0286] The pushers 112(d) can be driven by a stepper motor and belt in a manner similar to the previously described
pusher plate 617 of the sample presentation unit 110, and may have a home position within the onload module 119.
The stepper motor may have an encoder. The system can determine the number of assay cartridges loaded by packing
the cartridges using the pusher and using the encoder position. Any suitable type of encoder may be used
[0287] In one example, the onload module 119 may be temperature controlled. Temperature control of the onload
module 119 may be achieved by the inclusion of thin film heaters, infrared emitters, thermoelectric devices, a flow of
heated or refrigerated air through the unit, or other means. Temperature control devices may be incorporated into or
affixed to a portion of the CLU baseplate 118 that is adjacent to the onload lanes (112(b) and 112(c)). Different portions
of the CLU may be maintained at different temperatures. Although two onload lanes 112(b), 112(c) are shown, it is
understood that examples may include any suitable number of onload lanes.
[0288] The onload module 119 can also include a cover sensor and latch. The latch locks the cover 112(a) and is
unlocked when the pusher 112(d) moves past a designated position. Alternatively, the latch may be moved to the locked
and unlocked position using a linear actuator, pneumatic cylinder, or solenoid. In one example, as a safety feature when
the cover (112(a)) is opened the cartridge sensors lose power.
[0289] In operation, the user may load assay cartridges 200 into the CLU (112) as follows:

(a) The user signals their intention to add assay cartridges 200 to the CLU 112 by pressing a "load" button (physical
or virtual).

(b) The system waits for the onload lanes to become idle.

(c) The movable gate between the onload and presentation lanes closes.

(d) The CLU pushers 112(d) move to their home positions.

(e) The CLU pusher 112(d) in the front cartridge lane 112(c) moves to a designated Open Cover position to unlock
the cover 112(a).

(f) The user opens the cover 112(a), adds assay cartridges 200 to one or more cartridge lanes (112(b) and 112(c)),
and closes the cover 112(a).

(g) CLU pusher 112(d) in the front cartridge lane 112(c) returns to the home position to re-lock the cover 112(a).
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(h) The pusher (112(d)) moves to the assay cartridges 200 forward until, they stall against the movable gate.

[0290] In some examples, each lane (112(b) and 112(c)) of the cartridge loading unit 112 can hold up to 50 assay
cartridges 200. In other examples, more the number of assay cartridges held by each lane can be more or less than 50.
In some examples assay cartridges can be loaded into a cartridge lane by using a magazine of cartridges, rather than
individually.
[0291] As shown in FIG. 7(b) each cartridge lane (112(b) and 112(c)) can be configured to hold specific types of assay
cartridges 200. In one example, one type of assay cartridge 200 is used for DNA isolation and a second type of assay
cartridge 200 is used for RNA isolation. This configuration can be added for changed by a user. For example, if the
operator generally studies only DNA samples, both cartridge lanes (112(b) and 112(c)) can be configured for DNA assay
cartridges 200. Configuration can be performed by attaching an identification bar 112(f) to the cartridge lane (112(b)
and 112(c)) at one of two locations. For example, attaching the identification bar 112(f) towards the front of the system
may configure that cartridge lane (112(b) or 112(c)) for RNA assay cartridges; attaching the identification bar 112(f)
towards the back of the system may configure that cartridge lane (112(b) or 112(c)) for DNA assay cartridges. Alternatively,
cartridge lanes (112(b) and 112(c)) may be configured without an identification bar 112(f) or with identification bars 112(f)
at both positions in order to designate additional assay cartridge types. In some examples, identification bars 112(f) can
have a square cross-section, however other configurations, including asymmetric cross-sections, are possible. There
may also be a sensor under each identification bar 112(f) position for each cartridge lane (112(b) and 112(c)) that can
detect the specified configuration. Each identification bar 112(f) can also include indicia to alert the operator to the
configuration.
[0292] Although identification bars are described in detail, it is understood that examples are not limited to the use of
identification bars and that any suitable cartridge identification device can be used. For example, instead of identification
bars, each cartridge could have an RF ID tag (or other identification device) that could be detected by a sensor in each
cartridge lane 112(b), 112(c). Such identification mechanism may be mechanical in nature, or may use some electrical,
optical, or magnetic mode of operation.
[0293] As shown in FIG. 4(a)-1 an assay cartridge 200 can be designed to have a keying feature 224, which may be
placed at different locations on the vertical web 226 or other suitable locations of the assay cartridge 200 to interface
with the identification bar 112(f) and designate different assay cartridge 200 types. When an assay cartridge 200 is
placed in a correctly configured cartridge lane (112(b) and 112(c)) of the CLU 112 the identification bar 112(f) enters
this keying feature. Failure of an assay cartridge 200 to seat properly within the cartridge lane (112(b) and 112(c))) may
alert the operator to the use of an incorrect assay cartridge. Other assay cartridge 200 types may be designated by
incorporating a keying feature 224 that includes a wide notch that accommodates multiple identification bars 112(f) within
a cartridge lane (112(b) and 112(c)). Assay cartridges 200 may also be designed without a keying feature, for occupation
of cartridge lane (112(b) and 112(c)) configured without an identification bar 112(f).
[0294] The use of the above-described keying features and identification bar has a number of advantages. Because
the keying features and identification bar are visible to the user, the user cannot make a mistake by putting the wrong
cartridge in the wrong cartridge lane. Further, if an assay cartridge is placed in the wrong position, then it may not be
possible to close the cover of the CLU. Examples thus reduce the chance of operator error.
[0295] As seen in FIG. 7(a), the CLU presentation lane 113 may be placed adjacent to the onload module 119. An
example of the CLU presentation lane 113 is shown in more detail in FIG. 7(c). The presentation lane 113 may include
a presentation carriage 1113(b) that moves along a CLU presentation rail 113(c), a CLU presentation guide 113(a) that
provides accurate location of the assay cartridge 200 in the X and Z direction, and a CLU presentation vertical support
113(d) that is coupled to and provides support for the aforementioned structures. The CLU presentation carriage 113(b)
may be driven by a stepper motor and timing belt in a manner similar to that used by the presentation carriage of the
sample presentation unit 110. In one example, the CLU presentation lane 113 accepts an assay cartridge 200 from
either of the two cartridge lane (112(b) and 112(c)) and then transports the assay cartridge 200 into the system for
processing. The cartridge presentation lane 113 may be in the motion path of the sample pipettor 700. In such an
example, the cartridge presentation lane 113 may include an orifice or gap 111 (shown also in FIG. 7(a)) in the presentation
guide 113(a) through which the millitip pipettor 704 of the sample pipettor 700 can access the assay cartridge 200.
Another gap 113(f) may also be present in the presentation guide 113(a) to allow access to an XYZ transport device.
The CLU presentation lane 113 may include multiple interface points with an external device, such as the XYZ gantry
130, in order to address scheduling needs and reduce contamination issues. In some examples, the system may have
cartridge presentation lanes arranged at both ends of the onload lanes.
[0296] A drive assembly 113(e) may be coupled to the vertical support 113(a). It can be used to drive the cartridge
carriage 113(b) along the CLU presentation lane 113. It may include components such as a drive pulley, a spring
tensioner, and a drive belt.
[0297] In some examples, the presentation lane 113 may be temperature controlled. Temperature control of the
presentation lane 113 be may be achieved by the inclusion of thin film heaters, infrared emitters, thermoelectric devices,
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a flow of heated air through the unit, or other means. Such devices may be attached to the CLU presentation vertical
support 113(d). Alternatively, the CLU presentation guide 113(a) may include one or more skirts that are proximate to
the assay cartridge 200 and permit incorporation of temperature control devices by similar means. The presentation
lane 113 may also include a device for measuring the temperature of the reagent pack. Suitable temperature sensing
devices include infrared temperature sensors.
[0298] Examples may include other variations. For example, although two onload lanes are shown in the examples
that are described above, other examples may include one to three or more onload lanes for different cartridge types.
Further, other examples may comprise a dedicated bypass lane or a loading position for a "one off’ cartridge. For example,
if the system is normally only loaded with DNA cartridges and there is an unanticipated need to run an RNA assay; a
single RNA cartridge could be loaded into a bypass onload lane (or other separate, designated position) rather than
having to unload and re-key one of the onload lances. In yet another example, there could be a dedicated STAT (short
turnaround time) position or lane for an assay cartridge designated for use with a STAT sample. In still another example,
the cartridge loading unit may hold assay cartridges 200 in a radial or circular arrangement such as, for example,
supported by a turntable.
[0299] Yet other examples can relate to the use of a nonspecific onload lane holding mixed cartridge types, where the
system utilizes a pick-and-place-device to select and transfer individual cartridges into the presentation lane. A vision
system can also be used to distinguish different assay cartridge types.
[0300] Other functional features may be included in the CLU. For example, it can be desirable to incorporate a mixing
device into the CLU to suspend cartridge contents. For example, an orbital mixer or ultrasonic mixer could be used in
some examples.

H. Reagent Storage Unit

[0301] FIG. 8(a) shows a top perspective view of a reagent storage unit
FIG. 8(b) shows an enlarged view of the front of a reagent storage unit
FIG. 8(c) shows an interior wall of a reagent storage unit
The reagent storage unit 124, or RSU, may be used as a repository for reagent packs 400 on the system. The reagent
storage unit 124 can facilitate on-system storage of reagent packs 400, advantageously improving the stability of reagents
on the system and reducing the need to store reagents in a separate device when the system is not in use. The RSU
may have a pressure sensor (not shown) for sensing ambient air pressure.
[0302] In one embodiment of the invention, the reagent storage unit 124 has a baseplate 132, a proximal wall 130 of
a body disposed on the baseplate 132, a distal wall 148 opposite the proximal wall 130, and a cover 128. The baseplate
132, distal wall 148, and the proximal wall 130 may define a cavity. The cover may include a dampening spring to control
the rate of opening. The interior surface of the reagent storage unit 124 may incorporate guide features 136 that align
the assay reagent packs on insertion.
[0303] The unit may be temperature controlled in order to maintain the integrity of the reagents. Different areas of the
reagent storage unit 124 may be maintained at different temperatures. Temperature control may be provided by one or
more thermal electric units 134 that are in thermal communication with the baseplate 132 of the reagent storage unit
124. Other means of providing temperature control include the use of channels within the baseplate 132 that conduct
fluids, direction of chilled gases into the interior of the reagent storage unit 124 or against a surface in thermal contact
with the unit, and positioning a mechanical refrigeration unit in thermal contact with the reagent storage unit 124. Such
temperature control devices may further incorporate heat exchangers and fans or similar devices in order more efficiently
remove heat from the reagent storage unit 124. Other features to maintain reagent integrity during storage, such as
mixing devices to keep reagent pack 400 contents mixed and in suspension, may be incorporated into the reagent
storage unit 124. Such mixing devices include rockers, orbital mixers, and ultrasonic devices.
[0304] The cover 128 of the reagent storage unit 124 may include one or more access doors 126, as shown in FIG.
8(a). These can be opened in order to add or remove reagent packs and closed during normal operation. In one em-
bodiment, the access door 126 of the reagent storage unit 124 is constructed in one or more sections that are attached
to cover 128 by a hinge. Alternatively, the access door 126 may move along a track incorporated into the reagent storage
unit 124. This door 126 serves to reduce contamination, control evaporation, and to help control the temperature within
the reagent storage unit 124. In some embodiments, the access doors 126 can be opaque to protect light sensitive
reagents.
[0305] As shown in FIG. 8(b) the proximal wall 130 of the reagent storage unit 124 may also include one or more
status indicators 140 that indicate the condition of assay reagent packs held within the unit. These status indicators 140
may indicate the presence or absence of an assay reagent pack at a particular location within the reagent storage unit
124, indicate that an assay reagent pack 400 needs to be replaced, or otherwise provide the user with cues to the
operation of the unit. In one embodiment, the status indicators 140 are color-encoded LEDs; alternative embodiments
include but are not limited to incandescent lamps, an LCD display, or other suitable visual indicators. In another embod-
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iment, the reagent storage unit 124 may incorporate audibly alarms to indicate the status of reagent packs 400 stored
therein. In yet another embodiment, the reagent storage unit 124 may provide information to the system controller related
to the status of reagent packs 400 stored therein. In yet another embodiment, the status indicators 140 may be replaced
with user notifications on the system monitor or on a remote device (e.g., a mobile device).
[0306] The distal wall 148 may include mechanisms that secure the reagent packs within the reagent storage unit 124
and means for addressing read/write memory devices incorporated into the reagent packs 400, as shown in FIG. 8(c).
The interior of the distal wall 148 of the reagent storage unit 124 can include one or more latch assemblies 144 for
securing the reagent pack 400, which may include a mechanical latch. The RSU latch assembly 144 may be similar in
design to the rack clasp 554 of the microtip storage unit 120 shown in FIG. 13(d). In one embodiment, upon contact with
the reagent pack 400, the latch assembly 144 is biased against it, and pressure is provided by a pliant member such as
a spring. The spring may also act as a ground path for other components of the reagent storage unit 124, such as a
thermal electric unit 134. The reagent pack 400 can be released from this latch assembly 144 when pressure is applied
to the latching mechanism by the XYZ gantry pipettor, using a disposable microtip 542. In an alternative embodiment,
the distal wall may include apertures positioned such that addition of a new reagent pack 400 to a position occupied by
a spent reagent pack pushes the spent reagent pack through the aperture associated with that storage position. In such
an embodiment, the spent reagent pack would be directed to a waste container.
[0307] In one example, the distal wall 148 of the reagent storage unit 124 may also include a reagent pack reader
146, which includes a device for interrogating addressable memory units 426 incorporated into the assay reagent packs
400, as shown in FIG. 9(c). Addressable memory units 426 may include RFID chips, contact memory devices such as
1-Wire devices, and iButton devices. These may store information related to specific lots of reagent, information related
to the cartridge to the memory unit is attached, or both. The distal wall 148 of the reagent storage unit 124 may also
include devices for detecting the presence of an assay reagent pack 400, including but not limited to a Hall effect sensor,
an optical sensor, or a gravimetric sensor.
[0308] Reduced temperatures within the reagent unit can lead to the formation of condensation on the interior surface
of the cover 128, particularly in humid environment. Since this condensation may be a source of contamination should
it fall into a reagent pack 400, the reagent storage unit cover 128 may be in thermal contact with one or more heating
devices. Such heating devices warm the cover 128, advantageously preventing the buildup of condensation without
overwhelming the capacity of cooling devices that are in thermal contact with the baseplate 132. Suitable heating devices
may include resistance heaters, thin film heaters, and infrared emitters. The interior temperature of the reagent storage
unit 124 may be maintained through the use of one or more temperature sensors that form part of a temperature feedback
loop.
[0309] In one embodiment, the reagent storage unit cover 128 also includes holes, piercings, channels, or similar
entry means for a pipetting device to access the contents of assay reagent packs 400 held within the reagent storage
unit 124 without the need for opening the unit and exposing its contents to the environment. Such openings may also
be provided in order for the XYZ gantry to release a latch assembly 144 that secures a reagent pack 400 within the RSU
124, as noted above. In some examples, the reagent storage unit cover 128 is protected by a set of actuated doors,
which cover the piercings or other entry means when the reagent storage unit 124 is not being accessed.
[0310] FIG. 8(d) shows a front perspective view of a reagent storage unit according to another embodiment of the
invention. FIG. 8(e) shows a portion of a front perspective view of a reagent storage unit according to another embodiment
of the invention. In FIGS. 8(d) and 8(e), the RSU cover 128, the RSU distal wall 148, the access door 126, the baseplate
132, the cold plate 138, the guide feature 136, and the proximal wall 130 in the reagent storage unit 124, as well as the
reagent pack 400 and the reagent pack handle 406, are described above, and the descriptions above are incorporated
herein.
[0311] FIG. 8(d) additionally shows an acoustic noise barrier 166 art a front of the reagent storage unit 124, and
alignment pins 164 at a rear of the reagent storage unit 124. The acoustic noise barrier 166 can comprise any suitable
sound insulating materials (e.g., a noise reducing foam), to reduce the noise generated by internal components (e.g., a
fan) of the reagent storage unit 124.
[0312] FIG. 8(f) shows a side, perspective, cross-sectional view of a reagent storage unit. FIG. 8(g) another side,
perspective, cross-sectional view of a reagent storage unit. As shown therein, the reagent storage unit 124 can have a
heat source at a top region of the reagent storage unit 124, and a cold source at a bottom region. As shown in FIG. 8(f),
the top can include a heater 172, which can serve to reduce condensation that may be a source of contamination. It can
use any suitable heat device including an electrical heating coil, heating coils with hot fluids passing through them, and
one or more thin film heaters The reagent storage unit 124 can include a tapered floor 170 that serves to guide condensate
away from the unit, and can be operatively coupled to a finned heat sink 174 and a fan 180. The fan 180 may be controlled
by a controller (e.g., on a data board 168) that utilizes data provided by sensors to modulate fan speed and thereby
minimize noise, and it may be coupled to an intake manifold 186 (shown in FIG. 8(g)), and an exhaust manifold 188.
Such sensors may monitor ambient temperature, ambient humidity, and internal temperature of the reagent storage unit
124. A seal 184 can prevent mixing of ingoing and outgoing air. Referring again to FIG. 8(f), a condensate trough 173,
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a condensate port 176, and a condensate tray 178 may be used to remove condensate from the tapered floor 170 of
the cold plate 130.
[0313] In examples of the invention, an algorithm can utilize information on ambient air pressure, ambient temperature,
and heat sink temperature to control fan speed. This can advantageously reduce noise and power consumption. The
logic for the algorithm may reside in a memory unit (e.g., a memory chip) on a data board 168 in the reagent storage
unit 124 or remote from it.
[0314] FIG. 8(h) shows a perspective, cross-sectional view showing a rear portion of a reagent storage unit. As shown,
the previously described latch assembly 144 may comprise a latch 144(a), which can be biased into a forward position
by a latch spring 144(b). The latch spring 144(b) could be a flexible strip of metal, a torsion spring, or other biassing
element. FIG. 8(h) also shows a pack pressure sensor 192, as well as an electrical contact 190. These elements can
sense the presence of the reagent pack 400. The electrical contact 190 can also be used to read information from a
memory element attached to the reagent pack 400.
[0315] FIG. 8(h) also shows a first aperture 128(a) and a second aperture 128(b) in the cover 128. The first aperture
128(a) is disposed above a well 400(a) of the reagent pack 400. A pipettor (not shown) can access a reagent in the
reagent well 400(a).
[0316] The second aperture 128(b) provides access to one end of the latch 144(a), so that a probe (such as a pipette
tip) can be inserted into the second aperture 128(b) and can provide downward force, thereby causing a rear releasing
feature 144(a)-2 of the latch 144(a) to move down while the front fastener 144(a)-1 of the latch 144(a) pivots up. A pivot
portion 144(a)-3 is between the fastener 144(a)-1 and the releasing feature 144(a)-2. Once this happens, the latch 144(a)
disengages from the latch pocket 430 (which maybe an example of a mating feature) of the reagent pack 400. The
reagent pack 400 is pushed outward (ejected) and toward the front of the reagent storage unit 124 by the spring ejection
plate 194 secured to a rear wall 149 of the reagent storage unit 124. This advantageously distinguishes the reagent
pack 400 to be removed from the reagent storage unit, simplifying this task for the user. The sprint ejection plate 194
could be any other suitable resilient member (e.g., a spring).
[0317] Thus, one embodiment of the invention is directed to a method comprising aligning a probe with an aperture
in a storage unit. The storage unit could be a reagent storage unit. Then, the method includes inserting the probe through
an aperture in the storage unit and pushing a latch as the probe is inserted through the aperture, thereby causing the
latch to disengage from a latch pocket of a consumable pack held within the storage unit. The consumable pack may
be a reagent pack or a pack of pipette tips, etc. Such embodiments advantageously use a probe (e.g., a pipette) that
may have other uses including pipetting or moving components within the system.
[0318] In an alternative example, a latch 144(a) could be pivoted out of the latch pocket 430 of a reagent pack 400 by
applying pressure using a linear actuator. Such linear actuators can include a solenoid, motor drive, hydraulic or pneumatic
ram, or other suitable actuator.
[0319] In some embodiments, as shown above, the reagent pack further comprises a second well, and the cover
further includes a third aperture, and the third aperture of the cover aligns over the second well thereby providing the
pipettor access to the second well. The first, the second, and the third apertures are arranged linearly in such embodiments
(e.g., as shown in FIG. 8(h), the apertures in the cover 128 above the reagent wells including reagent well 400(a) and
the releasing feature 144(a)-2 are aligned in a linear fashion).
[0320] FIG. 8(i) shows a portion of a reagent storage unit cover as it interfaces with a containment feature 197 of a
reagent pack 400. Both sides of the reagent pack 400 may include L-shaped (or other shaped) containment features
that can conform to an internal cover wall 128(b). As shown, there can be multiple parallel walls 128(b) expending
downward from a major horizontal portion of the cover 128. These features can help to ensure that the reagent pack
400 is property situated in its corresponding slot in the reagent storage unit 124.
[0321] As an alternative to reagent storage units that hold the reagent pack in a fixed position, other examples include
a reagent storage unit in which reagent packs are stored in a temperature controlled storage unit, such as a refrigerator,
and moved to a reagent pipetting area as needed. In still another embodiment of the invention, the reagent storage unit
may hold reagent packs 400 in a radial or circular arrangement such as, for examples, supported by a turntable. In still
another embodiment of the invention, the reagent storage unit may hold reagent packs 400 in a radial or circular ar-
rangement such as, for example, supported by a turntable. In such an embodiment, the reagent packs 400 may be
stored in a rotary carrier that spins on its central axis to present a specific reagent pack to a pipetting device. Alternatively,
reagent packs 400 may be stored in fixed locations and accessed by transfer devices with multiple degrees of freedom.
Transfer devices for such an embodiment include an XYZ manipulator or articulated arm with a suitable gripping or
support feature.

I. Reagent Pack

[0322] FIG. 9(a) shows a top perspective view of a portion of a reagent pack
FIG. 9(b) shows a cutaway view of a reagent pack
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FIG. 9(c) shows an exploded view of a reagent pack
FIG. 9(d) shows a barrier lid of a reagent pack
FIG. 9(e) shows an end portion of a reagent pack
The system may store reagents in the form of a reagent pack 400. In some examples, as shown in FIG. 9(a), a reagent
pack 400 can be a multi-use consumable that contains reagents useful for performing an assay type multiple times. The
reagent pack 400 may store sufficient reagents to support the performance of 20 to 100 individual assays of a specified
type. In one example, the reagent pack 400 stores sufficient reagent to support the performance of 50 (or more or less
than this) individual assays of a specified type. The system dedicates each reagent pack to a single assay type and
requires only a single reagent pack 400, in combination with an assay cartridge 200, to supply all reagents needed for
an assay. In some examples, reagent packs 400 store reagents used for multiple assay types. Reagents stored in the
reagent pack 400 may be stable at ambient temperatures. Alternatively, reagents stored in the reagent pack 400 may
use refrigerated storage for stability.
[0323] The system design can allocate reagent storage between reagent packs 400 and assay cartridges 200, based
on assay specificity and storage condition needs. In some examples, reagents stored in assay cartridges 200 can be
determined by specimen type. For example, a DNA assay cartridge can store reagents related to DNA extraction and
purification regardless of whether the system uses that assay cartridge to perform a Chlamydia trachomatis ("CT") and
Neisseria gonorrhoeae ("NG") assay or a cytomegalovirus ("CMV") assay. In one example, reagent packs 400 store
reagents that are specific for a particular analyte. In another example, reagent packs 400 store reagents that require
refrigerated storage. In yet another example, reagent packs 400 store both reagents that are specific for a particular
analyte and reagents that require refrigerated storage. Examples include but are not limited to: (1) a CMV reagent pack
storing amplification primers specific for a CMV assay, (2) a reagent pack storing achromopeptidase or proteinase K
enzymes that are used for multiple assay types and require refrigerated storage, and (3) a reagent pack storing both
(a) amplification primers for a CT and NG assay and (b) achromopeptidase or proteinase K enzymes that are used for
multiple assay types. Other types of reagents may be used in other examples. Materials may be transferred between
reagent receptacles (408, 414) of a given reagent pack 400 while it is stored in the reagent storage unit 124. In some
examples materials may be transferred between reagent receptacles (408, 414) of different reagent packs 400 while
the reagent packs are stored in the reagent storage unit 124.
[0324] As shown in FIG. 9(a), the reagent pack 400 can include a generally rectangular elongated body formed to
include multiple reagent receptacles including one or more large reagent receptacles 408, and one or more relatively
smaller reagent receptacles 414, as well as features to facilitate handling and automation. The large and small receptacles
408, 414 are aligned in a linear array in this example.
[0325] In some examples, the reagent pack 400 may be manufactured by injection molding. Alternatively, the reagent
pack 400 may be manufactured by assembling individual reagent receptacles 408, 414. In such an example individual
reagent receptacles 408, 414 may be joined using adhesives, by welding, or by fixing to a framework.
[0326] The reagent pack can have a proximal end 450 and a distal end 404 at opposite termini of the elongated body.
The orientation of the reagent receptacles defines the top and bottom of the reagent pack; reagent receptacles are open
at the top and closed on the bottom and sides. The reagent pack 400 may be opaque to protect photosensitive reagents
from light. In one example, the reagent pack 400 is made from a carbon-filled plastic, which may be conductive or have
antistatic properties.
[0327] In some examples, the reagent receptacles (408, 414) align in a single row (or be in a linear array) along the
reagent pack long axis. This advantageously provides for compact storage, and additionally allows heat transfer surfaces
to flank two sides of each reagent receptacle during storage. This two-sided proximity helps maintain reagents at the
desired storage temperature, improving reagent stability and helping to assure reagent quality. Reagent receptacles
408, 414 can be open top containers of generally rectangular cross-section, oriented parallel to the major axis of the
reagent pack 400. This arrangement produces good thermal contact with fixed heat transfer surfaces when a user slides
the reagent packs into the reagent storage unit 124.
[0328] Reagent receptacles 408, 414 may be defined by relatively thin walls to allow for rapid heat exchange. A vertical
wall 447 may separate adjacent reagent receptacles 408, 414. In one example, individual reagent receptacles 408, 414
do not share walls with other reagent receptacles 408, 414. Separate walls advantageously prevent fluid creep between
adjacent reagent receptacles 408, 414 reducing the possibility of reagent contamination. The reagent receptacle walls
may extend below the bottoms to form standing features 444 that terminate at a common height and support the reagent
pack on flat working surfaces.
[0329] Reagent receptacles 408, 414 may taper towards the bottom for easier molding. As shown in FIG. 9(b), the
bottom of each reagent receptacle 408, 414 may also angle downwards centrally to minimize dead volume during
pipetting. In some examples, the bottom portion 446 of each receptacle has an inverse pyramidal configuration.
[0330] A reagent pack 400 according to an example may accommodate sufficient volumes of reagents for multiple
instances of an assay. In some examples, each reagent pack 400 includes reagents for about 20 to about 100 instances
of an assay and in some cases about 50 instances. In some examples a reagent pack 400 may supplied with empty or
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partially filled reagent receptacles (408, 414), to which reagents are subsequently transferred from bulk containers, such
as bottles. Individual reagent receptacles may differ in dimension to accommodate the requirements of an assay type.
Factors that can determine the size of a reagent receptacle include the number of uses desired for the reagent pack
type, concentration dependent stability issues with reagent components, and the need to minimize the volume of the
final reaction mixture. As noted above, in some examples, each reagent pack can include a large reagent receptacle
408 and a plurality of small reagent receptacles 414. In one example a reagent pack 400 has six or more small reagent
receptacles 414. Each reagent receptacle 408, 414 can be large enough to accommodate a microtip 542 used to remove
a volume of reagent for use in an assay. In a preferred example, large reagent receptacles 408 have the capacity to
store about 3.0 mL of fluid and small reagent receptacles 414 have the capacity to store about 1.2 mL of fluid. Each
reagent receptacle 408,414 can includes additional capacity to maintain at least a 7 mm headspace 452 between the
liquid surface of a reagent 448 and a barrier lid 418 that overlies the reagent receptacle 408, 414 when filled with the
reagent 448. The headspace 452 (which may be filled with air) may serve to insulate the stored reagent from heat applied
to the top of the reagent pack 400 when held within the reagent storage unit 124.
[0331] As shown in FIG. 9(a) and 9(c), the reagent pack 400 may include features to facilitate handling and automation,
including a containment section 412 (which includes the receptacles 408, 414), a gripping handle 406, a barrier lid 418,
a storage cover 416, an electronic memory 426, labeling, features to engage the reagent storage unit 124, and selected
reagents. In some examples, the body of the reagent back 400 may be made by a manufacturing process that includes
injection molding.
[0332] A reagent pack 400 according to an example may include a containment section 412. The containment section
412 may be defined at least in part by containment walls 422 defining parts of the sides of the reagent pack 400. The
containment walls 422 may also be adjacent to or coincide with the distal end 404 and the proximal end 450, and may
surround the upper openings of the reagent receptacles 408, 414. Further, a containment floor 410 may also connect
the containment wall 422 to the openings of each reagent receptacle. In one example, the containment floor 410 is a
horizontal web that is contiguous with both the openings of the reagent receptacles 408, 414 and the containment walls
422. The containment section 412 can serve to prevent contamination through containment of drips or spills of liquids
that may occur during processing or handling. A centrally disposed vertical web may connect reagent receptacle walls
below the containment floor to add rigidity. The walls that define each reagent receptacle 408, 414 may extend vertically
as rims above the containment floor 410 to prevent the incursion of fluids dripped or spilled in the containment region
into the reagent receptacles 408, 414. In some examples, these rims may also be energy directors 428 (see FIGS. 9(b)
and 9(e)) used during the attachment of closures, such as the barrier lid 418, to one or more reagent receptacles 408,
414. These rims may also support leak testing of the sealed reagent receptacles 408, 414 during reagent pack 400
manufacturing.
[0333] The barrier lid 418 may individually seal the reagent receptacles to protect the reagents from environmental
factors and to prevent reagent cross-contamination. The barrier lid 418 can be a single part spanning all of the reagent
receptacle openings 408, 414. Alternatively, the barrier lid 418 may be a series of individual sealing members that cover
individual reagent receptacle 408, 414 openings. In another example, the barrier lid 418 may be a combination of a
single part that spans multiple reagent receptacle 408, 414 openings and individual sealing members that cover individual
reagent receptacle 408, 414 openings or an individual sealing member that covers a single reagent receptacle 408, 414.
In yet another example, the barrier lid 418 may be a multilayer composite of polymer foils and a formed polymer support.
The polymer support may confer rigidity to the barrier lid 418, may provide features to align the barrier lid 418 with the
reagent receptacles 408, 414, and may provide further isolation features, such as raised lips 418(b) around each reagent
receptacle location in the barrier lid, as shown in FIG. 9(d). Such raised lips 418(b) can help keep the user’s fingers from
touching and contaminating the portion of the barrier lid 418 immediately atop the reagent receptacles 408, 414. In some
examples, the barrier lid 418 includes at least one compliant elastomeric component that permits the barrier lid 418 to
at least partially reseal after piercing. The compliant elastomeric component may be in the form of a strip of preformed
caps 418(a) joined by gates and runners (see FIG. 9(d)).
[0334] FIG. 9(d) shows that the barrier lid 418 can include an orientation tab 418(c) projecting asymmetrically from
one end prevent the lid from being placed on the reagent pack in the wrong orientation during manufacturing. In one
example, the manufacturing process is over-molding of the formed polymer support to the elastomeric component.
Suitable materials for the polymer support include polypropylene, such as natural PURELL X50109 manufactured by
LyondellBasell Industries of Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Other suitable materials for the polymer support include, but
are not limited to, polyethylene, nylon, polystyrene, and other polymers with suitable stiffness. Suitable materials for the
elastomeric component may be a thermoplastic elastomer such as DYNAFLEX® G7930, GLS grade G7930-1001-00
manufactured by GLS Corporation of McHenry, Illinois. Other suitable materials for the elastomeric component of the
barrier lid 418 include, but are not limited to, silicone elastomer, latex, and natural rubber.
[0335] In operation, a pipette tip (not shown) pierces a barrier lid 418 (e.g., a preformed cap 418(a) of the barrier lid
418) to access a reagent receptacle’s 408, 414 contents. The manufacturing process may pre-score the barrier lid 418
so that tearing during piercing occurs in predictable locations. In some examples, the manufacturing process laser welds
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the barrier lid 418 to the rims of each reagent well 408, 414. Alternatively, the manufacturing process may use other
suitable processes attachment methods to fix the barrier lid 418 to the reagent receptacles 408, 414, including but not
limited to heat sealing, ultrasonic welding, induction welding, or adhesive bonding.
[0336] Reagents packs may include a storage cover 416 designed to protect reagent pack contents during shipping,
off-system storage, or handling, as shown in FIG. 9(c). The storage cover 416 may be a single use "tear-off" cover
loosely affixed to the upper surface of the containment walls 422. In some examples, the storage cover is a replaceable
cover that is held in place by friction or by an interference "snap fit" to the containment walls 422. This advantageously
allows a user to replace the storage cover if the reagent pack 400 is removed from the system. The storage cover 416
may include identifying or instructional labeling.
[0337] FIG. 9(a) additionally shows that the gripping handle 406 may extend from the proximal end 450 of the reagent
pack 400 to simplify insertion and removal from the system. Placement of the gripping handle 406 at one end advanta-
geously allows a user to slide the reagent pack 400 into the reagent storage unit 124 through a relatively small opening,
reducing temperature fluctuations in the reagent storage unit 124 during insertion. Further, the end placement helps
keep user hands, a possible source of nucleic acid contamination, distant from the reagents. The gripping handle may
include an extension along the reagent pack axis with a recess along the lower surface to serve as a finger hold. In one
example, this extension is hollow, which advantageously reduces the weight of the reagent pack 400. The design of the
gripping handle 406, coupled with the low weight of the reagent pack 400, permits the user to securely grip the reagent
pack 400. The gripping handle 406 may include a label surface that remains visible when the reagent pack 400 is installed
in the reagent storage unit 124. This label location permits a user to identify individual reagent packs by simple inspection
without disrupting system operation.
[0338] In some examples, an isolation portion 420, shown in FIG. 9(c), further separates the gripping handle from
reagent receptacles (408, 414) within the reagent pack 400. The isolation portion 420 may be an extended hollow
segment with a top wall and parallel side walls, with the side walls arranged parallel to the axis of the reagent pack. The
isolation portion 420 can serve to separate the gripping handle 406 from the reagent receptacles (408, 414) to reduce
the likelihood of reagent contamination from user handling. The isolation portion may be from 0.5 inches to 1.5 inches
in length. In one example, the isolation portion is about 1 inch in length. The isolation portion 420 may also serve to
stabilize the reagent pack 400 when it is placed on a flat surface. The isolation portion may be from 0.5 inches to 1.5
inches in length. In one example the isolation portion is about 1 inch in length. The isolation portion 420 may also serve
to stabilize the reagent pack 400 when it is placed on a flat surface. A secondary purpose may be to provide surfaces
to support reagent pack labeling.
[0339] The reagent pack 400 may also include electronic memory 426 to store information related to the reagent pack
400 and to transfer information about the reagent pack 400 to and from the system, as shown in FIG. 9(c). The electronic
memory 426 may communicate by electrical contact or wirelessly. In some examples, the electronic memory 426 is a
contact memory device utilizing the 1-wire® protocol manufactured by Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. of Sunnyvale,
California. In other examples, the electronic memory 426 may be an RFID device, an iButton (registered trademark of
Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. of Sunnyvale, California) device, or another electronic memory device of suitable di-
mensions. The electronic memory may be mounted anywhere on the reagent pack. In one example, the electronic
memory 426 is affixed to a locating feature 432, shown in FIG. 9(e) near the distal end 404 of the reagent pack 400.
Upon loading into the reagent storage unit 124, the recess may be disposed proximate to a reagent pack reader 146
(FIG. 8(c)) that provides power and information. The memory device 426 may include information entered during reagent
pack 400 manufacturing and information transferred during use. Information stored in the memory device 426 entered
during manufacturing may include: assay type, reagent cartridge serial number, lot number, and reagent expiration, and
information related to the stability of the contents of the reagent pack once it has been accessed by the system. Information
entered during manufacturing may also be encoded in a one dimensional barcode, a two dimensional barcode, or through
similar labeling. Information transferred during use may include: the date that the reagent pack was first loaded onto the
system, the amount of time the reagent pack has been stored on the system, the number of tests run from the reagent
pack, and the number of tests remaining in the reagent pack, and a history of which individual systems that the reagent
pack has been loaded onto. In some examples, the system writes new information to the electronic memory 426 after
each access of the reagent pack 400 and reads information whenever a user loads a reagent pack.
[0340] FIG. 9(e) shows that the reagent pack 400 may include features to engage the reagent storage unit 124 including
tapered lead-in features 438 to guide the reagent pack during insertion, a pack shoulder 440 to support the reagent pack
within the reagent storage unit 124, a latch pocket 430 to lock the reagent pack into the reagent storage unit 124, a
spring engager 434 to help eject the reagent pack once the system releases the reagent pack 400 from the reagent
storage unit 124, and a sensor flag 466 to indicate the presence of a reagent pack 400 in a reagent slot.
[0341] Lead-in features 438 may extend from the side walls of the reagent receptacle closest to the distal end of the
reagent pack 404. In one example, the lead-in features 438 are extensions of the side walls that angle toward the midline
of the reagent pack, forming a taper that aids the user in centering the reagent pack during insertion into the reagent
storage unit 124 reagent storage unit 124.
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[0342] The containment floor 410 of the reagent pack may extend beyond the side containment walls 422 as a pack
shoulder 440. In some examples, the pack shoulder 440 is a controlled surface. The pack shoulder 440 may extend
laterally approximately 1-2 mm from either side of the containment walls 422 and can serve to locate the reagent pack
400 vertically within the reagent storage unit 124 reagent storage unit 124. The lower surface of the pack shoulder 440
may support the reagent pack 440 on the RSU cold plate 138 in the reagent storage unit 124 (see FIG. 8(b)). This
advantageously reduces the effect of tolerance stack-up by locating the reagent pack 400 with respect to the RSU cold
plate 138 based on a controlled surface. The upper surface of the pack shoulder 440 secures the reagent pack 400
during pipetting operations, when the compliant portion of the barrier lid 418 may grip an ascending microtip 542. An
end of the pack shoulder 440 may also include tapered lead-in features.
[0343] As described in more detail above, the system may secure reagent packs 400 within the reagent storage unit
124 using a spring-loaded latch assembly 144 (see FIG. 8(c)). The reagent pack 400 can include a mating feature, such
as a latch pocket 430 that is complimentary to a latching portion of the RSU latch assembly 144. As shown in FIG. 9(e)
the latch pocket 430 may be an open rectangular cavity near the distal end 404 of the reagent pack 400. In one example,
a portion of the containment wall 422 surrounds the latch pocket; a front portion of the containment wall joined to extended
side portions of the containment wall can define a rectangular opening perpendicular to the axis of the reagent pack,
defining a latch pocket 430 that is complementary to the latching portion of the RSU latch assembly 144. The latch
pocket 430 maybe covered by the storage cover 416 prior to use, preventing the user from successfully loading a reagent
pack 400 onto the system without first removing the storage cover 416.
[0344] As described in more detail above, the system may eject released reagent packs. FIG. 9(e) shows an extension
of the vertical wall 424 at the distal end of the reagent pack 404 that can act as a spring engager 434 which interacts
with an ejection spring. In one example, the spring engager 434 is located proximate to the lower surface of the reagent
pack near the midline. The upper portion of this extension of the vertical wall may also incorporate a sensor flag 46 that
interacts with a reagent pack sensor within the reagent storage unit 124 to indicate the presence of a reagent pack within
the reagent storage unit 124.
[0345] There can also be a number of other alternative examples. For example, common reagents used in all assays
or sample processes could be held outside of the reagent packs in bulk bottles, or reagent packs could be single use.

J. Processing Lanes

[0346]

FIG. 10(a) shows a perspective view of a processing lane with an engaged assay cartridge.

FIG. 10(b) shows a side view of a processing lane with an engaged assay cartridge.

FIG. 10(c) shows a perspective view of a processing lane that has thermal control with an engaged assay cartridge.

FIG. 10(d) and 10(e) show different perspective views of an example of a processing lane heater.

FIG. 11 shows a side, cross-sectional view of a processing lane of a processing lane heater according to an alternative
example.

[0347] The assay cartridges 200 described above are processed by the system in one or more processing areas,
which incorporate mechanisms for performing specific steps necessary for processing a patient sample. Such mecha-
nisms may include fluid transfer devices suited to a volume of about 1mL, or fluid transfer devices suited to a volume of
100mL to 200mL, or even down to 10mL or less, temperature control devices, magnetic devices, and devices for performing
other necessary functions. A processing area may include one or more of these devices. These processing areas may
include one or more lanes that process the assay cartridge 200 in a linear fashion. In some examples lanes that process
the assay cartridge 200 may be arranged in a radial or circular fashion. In other examples, processing areas may include
rotating carousels, areas where the assay cartridge is immobile and accessed by processing mechanisms on a gantry
system or articulated arm, or other configurations that permit access to the assay cartridge by processing mechanisms
in a controlled manner.
[0348] Referring again to FIG. 1(b), FIG. 1(b) shows an example of the system that includes a number of processing
lanes 116 for processing assay cartridges 200. The system may include a first, second, third, etc. processing lanes
configured to process a sample in an assay cartridge 200. It can also include a transfer shuttle 50, which moves assay
cartridges 200 between the processing lanes 116.
[0349] In some examples, a controller 94 directs operations of the processing lanes 116 and the transfer shuttle 50.
In one example, the controller can store and execute one or more protocols for directing assay cartridges 200 through
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a series of specified processing lanes 116 in a specified order using the transfer shuttle 50. For example, the controller
94 may be configured to execute a first protocol and a second protocol. In one example, the controller 94, in executing
the first protocol, directs the transfer shuttle 50 to move an assay cartridge 200 from a first processing lane (e.g., a
cartridge loading lane) to a second processing lane (e.g., a heating lane). In executing the second protocol, the controller
may direct the transfer shuttle 50 to move an assay cartridge 200 from the first processing lane (e.g., the cartridge
loading lane) to a third processing lane (e.g., a wash lane) without moving the assay cartridge to the second processing
lane (e.g., the heating lane). Thus, in examples, cartridges can be transferred between adjacent or non-adjacent lanes
in any suitable manner. Non-limiting examples of first, second, and third processing lanes can be selected from the
group consisting of a heating lane configured to warm an assay cartridge, an amplification preparation lane, a temperature
stabilization heating lane configured to maintain the temperature of an assay cartridge, an elution lane, and a wash lane.
[0350] In other examples, the system includes a first processing lane configured to perform operations on a sample
in an assay cartridge 200, a transfer shuttle 50 to move assay cartridges into and out from the first processing lane, and
a controller 771 to direct operation of the system. The controller 94 maybe configured to control operations in the first
processing lane and the transfer shuttle 50. Such a controller may be configured to execute a first protocol and a second
protocol. The controller, in executing the first protocol, directs the transfer shuttle to move a first assay cartridge 200
into the first processing lane. After a fixed interval, the controller directs the transfer shuttle 50 to move the first assay
cartridge 200 out of the first processing lane. Within the fixed interval, the controller directs the first processing lane to
execute a first sequence of operations. The controller, in executing the second protocol, directs the transfer shuttle 50
to move a second assay cartridge 200 into the first processing lane. After the fixed interval, the controller 94 directs the
transfer shuttle 50 to move the second assay cartridge out of the first processing lane and directs the first processing
lane to execute a second sequence of operations. This sequence of operations of the first protocol may be different from
the sequence of operations of the second protocol.
[0351] Flexibility in both the routing of assay cartridges 200 between individual processing lanes 116 and in the
operations performed within a given processing lane gives the system a high degree of operational adaptability.
[0352] The system can include processing lanes 116 that perform the operational steps needed for nucleic acid
extraction and purification from a biological or patient sample. Each processing lane 116 can accommodate an assay
cartridge 200. When the system uses a linearly arranged assay cartridge 200 each processing lane may extend linearly
relative to the long axis of the assay cartridge. Such processing lanes 116 may mirror the dimensions of the assay
cartridge 200, reducing the need to orient the assay cartridge and permitting the system to package multiple processing
lanes in a space-efficient parallel manner. In some examples, the system includes processing lanes that are physically
arranged in an order approximating their order of use in at least some protocols. This advantageously minimizes the
distance and time the system needs to transfer assay cartridges between processing lanes. Alternatively, the system
may include processing lanes with similar functions grouped together. This advantageously minimizes the time spent
performing repetitive functions, such as, for example, washing.
[0353] As show in FIG. 1(b) the system may include different types of processing lanes that support functions appro-
priate to different processing steps. In some examples, the system includes multiple replicates of some lane types,
allowing processing of multiple assay cartridges 200 in parallel. Examples of processing lane types include a cartridge
loading lane 116(f), a transfer lane 50, a heated temperature stabilization lane 116(j), a wash lane 116(a) and 116(b),
an elution lane 116(e), an amplification preparation lane 116(g), and a waste lane 116(c). In some examples, the system
includes 13 processing lanes in the following sequence:

LANE POSITION LANE TYPE

1 AMPLIFICATION PREPARATION LANE
2 CARTRIDGE LOADING LANE
3 ELUTION LANE
4 WASTE LANE

5 HEATED TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION LANE
6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION LANE
7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION LANE
8 WASH LANE
9 WASH LANE

10 WASH LANE

11 WASH LANE
12 WASH LANE
13 WASH LANE
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The first lane position can be near the center of the instrument, with successive lanes numbered toward the right side
of the system as viewed from the front. Successive lane positions may be disposed adjacent the preceding lane position.
Alternatively, the system may incorporate one or more processing lanes that individually incorporate all of the processing
tools needed to perform every processing step.
[0354] Another example of a system with different types of processing lanes configured to perform different steps is
shown in FIG. 20(h). In this example, the system includes a cartridge warming lane, which serves to rapidly bring the
temperature of the cartridge and its contents to the temperature required for consistent sample processing. In such an
example, the system may have 10 processing lanes, some of which are replicates, in the following sequence:

Examples may use one or more of the above described lanes, in any suitable combination.
[0355] Referring to FIGS. 10(a)-10(c), a processing lane may include a lane support 834 to retain processing lane
components, a cartridge guide 800 to support and guide an assay cartridge 200, a cartridge carriage 816 to move an
assay cartridge 200 along a lane motion path within the processing lane, and a transfer position to interact with the
transport shuttle 898 (shown in FIG. 14(e)).
[0356] The lane support 834 (see FIG. 20(j)) provides attachment points and holds processing lane components in
relationship to one another. In some examples, the lane support forms a vertical wall disposed generally parallel to the
axis of an assay cartridge 200 in the processing lane 116. The configuration of the lane support 834 may be different in
different processing lanes 116, conforming to the shape of other processing lane components. The lane support 834
may include mounting locations for at least some of these components.
[0357] The cartridge guide 800 supports an assay cartridge 200 while in a processing lane. Its purpose can be to
retain the assay cartridge 200 during movement. It may also serve to consistently locate the assay cartridge 200 for
interaction with processing tools. In some examples, the cartridge guide 800 supports a controlled surface that is part
of the assay cartridge 200. In one example, the controlled surface of the assay cartridge 200 is the bottom surface of
the horizontal web 228 as discussed above. The cartridge guide 800 may support the assay cartridge 200 by providing
a running surface within a guide channel 862 (see FIG. 10(c)), such a guide channel having a cross-section that is
approximately complementary to the cross-section of at least portion of the assay cartridge 200.
[0358] In some examples, the cross-section of the guide channel 862 is slightly larger than the nominal size of an
assay cartridge 200 in order to reduce friction, prevent jamming, or both. In some examples, the guide channel 862 of
the cartridge guide 800 is the approximate shape of an inverted "U", fixed to the lane support with the open portion of
the U facing downwards. Such an inverted U-shape includes a closed top wall, closed side walls depending at about
right angles from the top wall, and an open bottom wall connected at about a right angle to the side walls. The open
bottom wall may include two horizontal wall segments separated by a gap, with each segment connected to one of the
side walls. This gap forms a channel opening. The various assay cartridge compartments and its vertical web may project
through the channel opening.
[0359] FIG. 14(f) shows the inside of a shuttle channel 892 and the features therein may be similar to those in the
guide channel 862. The upper aspect of the bottom wall forms a running surface. The assay cartridge rides upon the
running surface, which may support the assay cartridge horizontal web 228 on one side and the bottom surface of a
cartridge flange 906 on the other side. Since the running surface supports assay cartridge features that may be at two
different heights, the two horizontal wall segments may also be at different heights.
[0360] As shown in FIG. 14(f), an indexing wall 893 can be placed below the top rim of the assay cartridge 200 to
minimize contamination by fluid transfer. The cartridge guide 800 can cover the assay cartridge wherever possible to
minimize contamination. The cartridge guide 800 can have a secondary anti-rotation feature 891 to prevent upwards
rotation of the assay cartridge during pipetting operation.
[0361] In some examples, the cartridge guide 800 includes a retention recess formed within the interior of the U-

LANE POSITION LANE TYPE

1 AMPLIFICATION PREPARATION LANE

2. CARTRIDGE LOADING LANE
3 ELUTION LANE
4 CARTRIDGE WARMING LANE
5 WASH LANE (SMALL MAGNET)
6 WASTE LANE
7 WASH LANE (LARGE MAGNET)

8 WASH LANE (LARGE MAGNET)
9 WASH LANE (LARGE MAGNET)

10 TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION LANE WITH PIPETTE PUMP
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shaped guide channel 862 as shown in FIG. 10(c). An external view of the cartridge guide 800 is also shown in FIG.
14(e). The retention recess extends along one wall of the U-shaped channel and is roughly complementary in shape to
the cartridge flange 906: The retention recess can act to constrain vertical movement of the assay cartridge 200 during
pipetting operations. As discussed above, such vertical movement may occur due to friction between a pipette tip and
a barrier film 205; such movement adversely affects the accuracy of pipetting operations and may lead to spillage with
subsequent contamination of the system.
[0362] The cartridge guide 800 may extend along less than the entire motion path of a processing lane. In a preferred
example, the cartridge guide 800 does not reach into the transfer position. In other examples, such as the waste lane
shown in FIG. 14(a), the cartridge guide does not extend into other operative locations. The transfer shuttle 50 may
perform the cartridge guide 800 function when an assay cartridge 200 is in the transfer position as described in more
detail below. The cartridge guide 800 may terminate adjacent certain operative locations, such as lane heaters 840 (FIG.
10(c)) and 1104 (FIG. 11), where intimate contact between a portion of the assay cartridge 200 and the operative location
is desirable for operation. The extended length of the linear-style assay cartridge allows the cartridge guide 800 to
support the assay cartridge 200 when only a portion of the assay cartridge is engaged within the cartridge guide.
[0363] The cartridge guide 800 may include index springs to press the assay cartridge 200 against an internal aspect
of one of the side walls of the guide channel 862 in order to better control lateral position of the assay cartridge. Index
springs may be strips of a relatively stiff but elastic material, such as spring steel; mounted to a cartridge guide 862 side
wall. In some examples, the index springs mount in openings within the cartridge guide 862 side wall.
[0364] Any of the walls of the guide channel 800 may include openings or piercings in one or more locations. In some
examples openings in the guide channel top wall, give processing tools access to assay cartridge 200 compartments.
Other openings, such as those described above for index spring mounting, may serve other functions.
[0365] A cartridge pusher (which may be an example of a loading transport) may be used to position an assay cartridge
in any of several operative positions within a processing lane. The cartridge pusher can include a cartridge carriage 816
to engage the assay cartridge 200, a carriage track 818 to guide the motion of the cartridge carriage, and a carriage
drive (not shown) to move the cartridge carriage along the carriage track.
[0366] In one example, the cartridge carriage 816 engages a controlled surface of an assay cartridge 200 to move
the assay cartridge within the cartridge guide 800. The cartridge carriage 816 may also unload the assay cartridge from
the transfer shuttle 898 (see FIG. 14(d)), and return it. In some examples, the controlled surface utilized by the cartridge
carriage 816 is a vertically disposed edge of the vertical web 226 at the distal end of the assay cartridge 200. A support
tab feature 218 may be provided on the distal end of the assay cartridge, depending from the assay cartridge a small
distance distal to the aforementioned controlled surface and thereby defining a gap. The cartridge carriage 816 can
include a propelling feature 304 (see FIGS. 4(d) and 10(b)) that fits within this gap. In this configuration, movement of
the cartridge carriage 816 toward the proximal end of the assay cartridge 200 drives the propelling feature 304 against
the controlled surface. Alternatively; movement of the cartridge carriage 816 away from the proximal end of the assay
cartridge 200 drives against the propelling feature 304 against the proximal aspect of the support tab 218.
[0367] In some examples, the cartridge carriage 816 positions an assay cartridge 200 at an operative location by
driving from a single direction, by driving the propelling feature 304 against the controlled surface. This has the benefit
of compensating for backlash in the lane motion path and of reducing the effect of tolerance stack up in the assay
cartridge; improving the system’s ability to position the assay cartridge 200 within a processing lane 116 consistently.
[0368] In some examples, the cartridge carriage 816 may engage an assay cartridge 200 using support tabs 218 near
both ends. In other examples, the cartridge carriage 816 may engage an assay cartridge 200 using a support tab 218
located near only one end. This example advantageously permits the use of processing lanes 116 that include tools
which operate on the external surface of the assay cartridge 200. Such an arrangement can minimize interference
between processing lane tools and the cartridge carriage 816. For example, a waste lane 116(c) or a processing lane
incorporating a lane heater 116(j) may engage an assay cartridge from only one end.
[0369] The cartridge carriage 816 may connect to the carriage track 818 through a moving connection such as a track
bearing. In some examples, the cartridge carriage 816 includes a magnetically responsive strike plate 814 at its proximal
end to couple to a magnet trolley 808, as described in greater detail below. In at least some processing lanes, the
cartridge carriage 816 may include a microtip holder to store one or more microtips 542. The microtip holder can be a
shelf that extends from the cartridge carriage 816, and includes at least one microtip holding feature. In some examples,
this microtip holding feature is a hole or piercing through the shelf. The microtip holder may be disposed on the lane
motion path so that the cartridge pusher may position a microtip 542 (see FIG. 13(f)) under a pipettor in a processing
lane. Towards that end the microtip holder may located near the distal terminus of the cartridge carriage 816. Alternatively,
microtip holding features may be placed at other positions within a processing lane in which they are accessible by a
suitable pipettor. Such locations include but are not limited to the cartridge guide 800 and portions of the lane support 834.
[0370] The cartridge carriage 816 can also serve as a grounding plane to improve the accuracy of a liquid sensor.
Portions of the cartridge carriage 816 may be extended to come into close proximity to the wells of the assay cartridge
200. In examples , liquid sensors can be capacitance based; in such examples, bringing a metal object close to the
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bottom of a liquid filled well may provide a greater change in capacitance that would be observed with liquid alone. A
sensing circuit that can include liquid sensing capability is described in further detail below.
[0371] The cartridge carriage 816 may be disposed beneath the cartridge guide 800 to engage and drive from the
underside of an assay cartridge 200. This arrangement facilitates processing of the assay cartridge 200 using processing
tools located above the cartridge. The cartridge guide 800 and cartridge carriage 816 both need access to the assay
cartridge. While some examples include a cartridge guide 800 that is generally disposed above an assay cartridge 200
and a cartridge carriage 816 that is disposed below an assay cartridge, this is merely one of a number of arrangements
that may accomplish a similar result. In alternative examples, the system may include a cartridge guide 800 that is
disposed below an assay cartridge 200 and a cartridge carriage 816 that is disposed above the assay cartridge, a
cartridge guide and a cartridge carriage that oppose each other on either side of an assay cartridge, a cartridge guide
and a cartridge carriage in an intercalated arrangement, or some combination of these. An arrangement in which the
cartridge carriage 816 is disposed beneath the cartridge guide 800 to engage and drive an assay cartridge 200 from the
underside advantageously limits the width of processing lanes 116, subsequently decreasing the distance between
processing lanes and decreasing the size of an assembly of processing lanes. In arrangements where a large number
of processing lanes 116 are present in response to a need for high system throughput, for example, a small decrease
in processing lane width can produce a considerable reduction in system size. Further, since some processing tools,
such as pipettors, require access to the assay cartridge 200 from above the disposition of the cartridge carriage 816
beneath the cartridge guide 800 avoids potential interference with processing tools.
[0372] In some examples, in at least some processing lanes 116, the assay cartridge does not rest fully on the cartridge
carriage 816 during movement. In such examples, the cartridge guide 800 supports the assay cartridge 200 and the
cartridge, carriage 816 provides motive force to move it along the motion path. Such an arrangement can simplify release
of the assay cartridge 200 from a processing lane configured in this fashion, for example, for transfer to a waste container
following use.
[0373] A carriage track 818 may be used to guide the motion of the cartridge carriage 816, and, in some processing
lanes, may guide motion of other components such as magnet trolleys 808. In some examples, the carriage track 818
attaches to the lane support 834, oriented parallel to the direction of and extending along at least a portion of the motion
path within the processing lane. The carriage track 818 can link to moving components such as the cartridge carriage
816 through complementary bearings. In some examples, the carriage track 816 is a linear guide rail and the bearings
may be caged ball bearing blocks, caged roller bearing blocks, or equivalent devices.
[0374] The carriage drive may move the cartridge carriage 816 along the carriage track 818 by any of a number of
drive methods such as a lead screw and nut, a linear motor, or a pneumatic actuator. In some examples, the system
uses a drive motor 801 attached to the lane support 834 near one end of the carriage track 818 and coupled to a drive
pulley. An idler pulley 810 may be attached to the lane support 834 near the opposing end of the carriage track 818, by
an attachment that allows adjustment of the separation distance between idler pulley 810 and drive pulley. In such an
example, a timing belt 868 may connect the drive pulley to the idler pulley and connect to the cartridge carriage 864 via
a coupling device 864. Rotation of the motor 800 drives the timing belt 868, resulting in movement the cartridge carriage
816 along the carriage track 818.
[0375] Specific types of processing lanes, including transfer lanes 116(h), heating lanes 116(j), and wash lanes 116(b)
may include a millitip pipettor assembly 704. This serves to transfer fluids among compartments of the assay cartridge
200 while in the processing lane. This millitip pipettor assembly 704 can include a millitip pipettor that is similar to the
millitip pipettor used for transferring samples, as described above. The millitip pipettor assembly may include a liquid,
sensor a pressure sensor for sensing pressure within the millitip pipettor, or both types of sensors. In some examples,
the millitip pipettor assembly 704 is disposed above the cartridge guide 800 at a fixed position along the lane motion
path. Thus, in some examples, the cartridge guide can be positioned to align an assay cartridge with a first pipettor such
as a millitip pipettor (or alternatively or additionally, a second pipettor such as a microtip pipettor). The guide channel
862 top wall may include a piercing at the fixed position to allow the millitip pipettor to access the assay cartridge.
Alternatively, the guide channel may be discontinuous, having a gap at a fixed position to allow the millitip pipettor access
to the assay cartridge 200. Other components of the millitip pipettor assembly 704 may include a lane elevator 832 that
serves to raise and lower the millitip pipettor with respect to the cartridge guide 800, a millitip mandrel to engage a millitip
220 from the assay cartridge, a millitip aspirator to drive pipetting action, a millitip ejector to disengage a millitip 220 from
a mandrel after use, a liquid sensor 702 to detect fluids, millitips, and alignment features. A description of each of these
other components of a millitip pipettor assembly is provided in more detail below.
[0376] Some processing lanes 116 may include a microtip pipettor assembly to transfer fluids among compartments
of the assay cartridge in the processing lane. The microtip pipettor assembly may include a liquid sensor, a pressure
sensor for sensing pressure within the microtip pipettor, or both types of sensors. In some examples, the microtip pipettor
assembly is substantially similar to the millitip pipettor assembly 704 and disposed in the same fashion. However, the
microtip pipettor assembly includes a microtip pipettor 1142 similar to that utilized on the XYZ transport device 1100
described below. Features of the microtip pipettor may be substantially similar to those of the millitip pipettor 704 used
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for aspiration of samples. The microtip pipettor assembly can include a lane elevator, a fluid level sensor, a microtip
mandrel for engaging a microtip 542, a microtip aspirator to drive pipetting action, and a microtip ejector to release
microtips from the microtip pipettor assembly. In some examples, the microtip pipettor assembly can access microtips
542 held in a microtip holder on the cartridge carriage 816, and may return microtips 542 to the cartridge carriage after
use. A microtip pipettor assembly may be used to transfer a reaction vessel plug 222 to a reaction vessel base 246. In
such an example, the microtip pipettor assembly may also remove a plugged reaction vessel from the assay cartridge,
and transport a plugged reaction vessel between different areas of the system. Processing lanes 116 that incorporate
a microtip pipettor assembly may include an elution lane 116(e) or other processing lanes where transfer of small volumes
of liquid is necessary.
[0377] In an alternative example, processing lanes 116 may incorporate dual resolution pipette pumps, which are
capable of accurate aspiration and dispensing of a wide range of volumes. In some examples, pipetting functions may
be provided by a gantry system that supports one or more pipettor carriages, similar to the pipettor carriage 712 of the
sample pipettor 700 that positions a pipettor over a processing lane when needed.
[0378] FIG. 10(b) shows an example of a processing lane 116 that includes a magnetic separation mechanism that
incorporates a separation magnet 804 to selectively apply a magnetic field to the contents of a well of the assay cartridge
200, permitting the system to remove liquid contents without removing a magnetically responsive solid or particulate
phase. Examples of such processing lanes can include an ambient temperature lane 116(h), a wash lane 116(b), an
elution lane 116(e), or other processing lane where manipulation of a magnetically responsive solid or particulate phase
is needed. The applied magnetic field draws the magnetically responsive solid or particulate phase to an internal surface
of the assay cartridge 200 near the region where the magnetic field 804 is applied. In some examples, this region is
within the culvert 211 at the lower proximal aspect of the reaction well 202. This permits a pipettor to enter the reaction
well 202 and withdraw liquid contents at a point distant from the culvert 211, at the point of greatest reaction well depth.
This relative positioning of a pipettor and the separation magnet 804 advantageously permits the removal of a large a
fraction of the fluid held in the reaction well with minimal risk of unintended aspiration of the magnetically responsive
solid or particulate phase. Removing a large fraction of fluid is beneficial because residual fluid degrades wash efficacy.
Retention of a significant portion of residual fluid within a well may require the use of additional processing steps in order
to sufficiently reduce contamination. This in turn requires additional processing time and the consumption of additional
reagents. Separation magnets 804 of different processing lanes 116 may be of different shapes and sizes, advantageously
permitting the system to generate "pellets" of magnetically responsive solid or particulate phase materials with different
sizes and geometries when the field of the separation magnet is applied to an assay cartridge 200, advantageously
allowing optimization of pellet dimensions for specific processing steps. A separation magnet may include a backing
device that helps shape and focus the magnetic field. Such backing devices can be made with magnetic stainless steel.
[0379] Some examples can be directed to a system comprising a slidable cartridge carriage configured to engage an
assay cartridge, the cartridge carriage engaging a carriage track. It can also include a slidable magnet trolley, the slidable
magnet trolley engaging the carriage track and comprising a separation magnet, and a reversible coupling device (e.g.,
a magnet) configured to reversibly couple slidable cartridge carriage and the slidable magnet trolley. In an alternative
example, a magnet may be brought into proximity to an assay cartridge using a pivoting mechanism that rotates the
magnet into position. In another example a magnet may be moved vertically to be brought into proximity to an assay
cartridge. In such an example, the magnet may be coupled to a vertically mounted linear actuator, a rail system, or other
suitable vertical transport.
[0380] Illustratively, in some examples, each processing lane 116 that incorporates a separation magnet 804 includes
a movable magnet trolley 808 disposed to travel parallel to or, along the carriage track 818. An example of a magnet
trolley is shown in FIG. 10(b). By disposing the magnet trolley 808 at different distances from the assay cartridge 200,
the system may selectively apply a magnetic field to the contents of the assay cartridge. The magnet trolley 808 may
be placed at an end of the processing lane that gives it access to the reaction well 202 of an assay cartridge 200 held
within that processing lane. Alternatively, the system may selectively apply magnetic fields using a controllable electro-
magnet proximate the reaction well. In another example, the system may selectively apply magnetic fields by moving a
magnetic shield between a magnetic field source and the assay cartridge.
[0381] In one example, the magnet trolley 808 uses movement of the same carriage drive used to move the cartridge
carriage 816 to apply a magnetic field to the assay cartridge 200. Alternatively, the system may move the magnet trolley
independently of the carriage drive. In some examples, the magnet trolley 808 includes a secondary latching magnet
812 that couples the magnet trolley 808 to the cartridge carriage 816. The latching magnet 812 is an example of a
reversible coupling. Other suitable reversible couplings may include mechanical devices such as latches that can be
mechanically actuated.
[0382] In operation, the system moves the cartridge carriage 816 to a first position adjacent the magnet trolley 808,
activates a latching mechanism, and then withdraws the cartridge carriage to the next operative location with the magnet
trolley in tow. In order to disengage the magnet trolley 808, the cartridge carriage 816 may be moved to a second position
that aligns the magnet trolley with a locking mechanism that, when activated, prevents the magnet trolley from moving.
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Subsequently, moving the cartridge carriage 816 releases the latching magnet 812 and removes the assay cartridge
200 from the field of the separation magnet 804. The first position and the second position may be substantially identical
in some examples.
[0383] In some examples, the latching mechanism includes a latching magnet 812 and a magnetically responsive
strike plate 814. One of the latching magnet 812 and the strike plate 814 may disposed on the magnet trolley 808 and
the other on the cartridge carriage 816. In some examples, the latching magnet 812 is disposed on the magnet trolley
808 to reduce the influence of the magnetic field from the latching magnet on the assay cartridge 200 contents. Alter-
natively, the cartridge carriage or a portion thereof may be composed of a magnetically responsive material. In some
examples, the locking mechanism may include a locking actuator 806, positioned on the lane support 834 so that it can
be aligned with the magnet trolley 808. Such a locking actuator 806 may be activated to fix the magnet trolley 808 to
the lane support 834 or deactivated to permit the magnet trolley to move with the cartridge carriage 816.
[0384] In one example of the operation of the magnetic reparation mechanism, the magnet trolley 808 may normally
reside in a home position near one terminus of the carriage track 818. The cartridge pusher may position the cartridge
carriage 816 adjacent the magnet trolley 808, allowing the latching magnet 812 to engage the strike plate 814 and
thereby attaching the magnet trolley 808 to the cartridge carriage 816. When attached to the cartridge carriage 816, the
magnet trolley 808 may align the separation magnet 804 immediately adjacent the reaction well 202, thereby applying
a magnetic field to the reaction well contents. The separation may be held at an angle that is complementary to that of
a wall of the reaction well. Subsequent motion by the cartridge pusher moves the cartridge carriage 816 and the attached
magnet trolley 808 as a substantially single unit, maintaining proximity of the separation magnet 804 to the assay cartridge
200 during subsequent processing steps. Such processing steps may include the removal of liquid from a well of the
assay cartridge 200 or dispensing of fluid into a well of the assay cartridge.
[0385] To detach the magnet trolley 808, the cartridge pusher positions the cartridge carriage 816 such that the magnet
trolley returns to its home position. The locking actuator 806 may then be activated to engage a feature that prevents
the magnet trolley 808 from moving. The cartridge pusher then moves the cartridge carriage 816 away from the home
position. By arranging the locking actuator 806 to exert a greater force on the magnet trolley 808 than that of the latching
magnet 812 on the strike plate 814, the motion causes the cartridge carriage 816 to separate from the magnet trolley.
In some examples, the locking actuator 806 is a linear actuator such as a pneumatic cylinder or solenoid disposed on
the lane support 834. The feature that engages the locking actuator 806 can be a hole or piercing in the magnet trolley
808 disposed to align with the locking actuator when the magnet trolley is in its home position.
[0386] A consequence of this arrangement of the magnet trolley 808 and cartridge carriage 816 is that the separation
magnet 804 can only approach the assay cartridge 200 at the reaction well 202. This advantageously prevents unwanted
interactions between the separation magnet and other assay cartridge compartments, in particular reagent wells utilized
for storage of magnetically responsive solid phase or microparticles.
[0387] As noted above, different processing lanes 116 may utilize separation magnets 804 with different dimensions.
Magnets may be found in temperature stablization lanes, wash lanes, elution lanes, PCR prep lanes, transfer lanes, etc.
For example, ambient temperature lanes 116(h), wash lanes 116(a), and elution lanes 116(e) may use a relatively large
separation magnet 804. A large separation magnet 804 may apply a stronger magnetic field to more rapidly collect
magnetically responsive solid phase or microparticles dispersed throughout a liquid volume, thus reducing time required
for processing. A large separation magnet 804 may apply a magnetic field to collect magnetically responsive solid phase
or microparticles from the reaction well contents onto a relatively a large area of the reaction well 202 inner surface.
This large area advantageously disperses the magnetically responsive solid phase or microparticles, reducing the op-
portunities for interaction between them so that subsequent resuspension of the magnetically responsive solid phase
or microparticles may be less vigorous and more complete. This in turn reduces the time required for processing and
reduces the chances of contamination resulting from fluids that might remain trapped within clumps of aggregated
material.
[0388] Other processing lanes 116, such as certain wash lanes 116(b), may use a relatively small separation magnet
804. A small separation magnet 804 concentrates the magnetic field on a relatively small area of surface of the assay
cartridge. In some examples, the small area may overlap the area of the reaction well 202 that is affected by a large
separation magnet 804 and is disposed close to the bottom of the reaction well. A small separation magnet 804 advan-
tageously supports processing steps where it is desirable to collect magnetically responsive microparticles in a small
area. Such processing steps include resuspension of the magnetically responsive solid phase or microparticles in a
relatively small volume of fluid. For example, elution of nucleic acids from the magnetically responsive solid phase or
microparticles using a very small volume of fluid allows the system to effectively concentrate the resulting eluted nucleic
acid as described below. Processing in a wash lane 116(b) may precede elution in many protocols so that the relatively
small eluent volume may more readily re-suspend the collected microparticles.
[0389] Processing lanes 116 may also include features used to confirm the alignment of various lane components.
Such features may include alignment flags. In FIG. 10(c), a first alignment flag 900 attached to the cartridge guide 800
and a second alignment flag 897 attached to the attached to the cartridge carriage 816 are shown. These alignment
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flags are described in further detail below.
[0390] Consistent processing of samples can necessitate control of the temperature of assay cartridge 200 contents
during processing. To accomplish this, processing lane 116 may include a heating assembly, for example, a lane heater,
of varying configuration. With reference to FIGS. 10(d)-11, some processing lanes 116 may include a lane heater 840,
1103 that heats at least a portion of the assay cartridge 200. The lane heater 840, 1103 may heat the reaction well 202,
as shown in FIGS. 4(a) and 10(b), wells used for storing assay reagents 204, 208, 209, or a combination of these, as
shown in FIG. 10(d). This advantageously permits the performance of specific processing steps at elevated temperatures,
if desired, and may allow preheating of reagents prior to addition to the reaction well 202 in order to tightly control reaction
temperature. In some examples, the reaction well 202 and the large reagent wells 204 are heated. The lane heater 840,
1103 may be disposed at the proximal end of the lane motion path and configured so that the cartridge carriage 816
can drive the assay cartridge 200 into the lane heater 840, 1103. In one example, the lane heater 840 or a portion thereof
may be of floating clamshell construction, with two independent sides configured to fit snugly around an end of the assay
cartridge 200, and an open end to permit entry of the assay cartridge. The lane heater 840, 1103 may have an open top
850 to accommodate the reaction well 202. In some examples, the two independent sides each contain a heat block
854 to provide heat, at least one temperature sensor 860 to control the heater temperature, an insulated cover 856 on
the external aspect to contain heat, and a spring to couple the independent sides against the assay cartridge 200. The
two heat blocks 854 may couple to one another in a pivoting connection 858 at the end opposite the open end 852. The
cavity between the heat blocks 854 may be slightly narrower than the width of the reaction well 202 so that the spring
drives the two heat blocks 854 into tighter thermal contact with the assay cartridge 200 walls.
[0391] In an example shown in FIG. 11, the lane heater 1103 has two heating devices 1104 and 1106, with one heating
device 1104 that applies heat to the reaction well 202 and a second heating device 1106 that applies heat to reagent
storage wells 204 of an inserted assay cartridge 200. The heating devices 1104 and 1106 maybe configured so that the
heating surfaces do not contact the assay cartridge but are in close proximity, providing heat via radiation and convection.
Alternatively, the reaction well heating device 1104 may be configured similarly to the lane heater 840 shown in FIG.
10(c), which contacts the exterior wall of the reaction well 202 and is described in detail below. These heating devices
may act in concert or be controlled independently:
[0392] The lane heater 840 may mount to the lane support 834 by a floating connection so that slight misalignment
or flexure of the assay cartridge 200 does not impede insertion into the lane heater. The tapered shape of the reaction
well 202, which may be mirrored by an internal contour of the lane heater 840, further serves to guide insertion. The
cartridge guide 800 terminates distal to the lane heater 840 so as not to interfere with insertion.
[0393] In some examples, in operation, the cartridge pusher moves the cartridge carriage 816 towards the lane heater
840 so that the leading edge of the reaction well 202 engages the corresponding taper in the heat block 854. As the
reaction well enters further, the side walls of the reaction well 202 engage the internal walls of the heat block 854,
enlarging the cavity by pivoting the heat blocks about their connection point 858. The heat block 854 position adjusts to
press inward on the external walls of the reaction 202 when the assay cartridge 200 is completely inserted. The lane
heater 840, 1102 may maintain temperature by any of a number of methods, but the temperature may be maintained
by controlling the heaters with a PID loop connected to the temperature sensors 860. The cartridge pusher may disengage
the assay cartridge 200 from the lane heater 840 by simply repositioning the cartridge carriage 816 in the distal direction.
[0394] The efficiency of an instrument process may be affected by the temperature of the testing environment. The
testing environment may impact both the temperature of the contents of the assay cartridge 200 (held in storage prior
to use) and the temperature of the samples being processed. For example, the efficiency or reproducibility of chemistry
processes may be negatively impacted if the samples that are being processed are too cold. Heaters may be integrated
into lane designs that require access to assay cartridge 200 contents (as discussed above), but while such heaters may
be adequate to maintain the temperature of an assay cartridge, they may not be sufficient to bring assay cartridge
contents from ambient to processing temperature within a single pitch interval. Thus, in some examples, an instrument
or process disclosed herein further includes one or more direct and dedicated heating components or steps for this
purpose. For example, an instrument may include one or both of a cartridge heater coupled to an assay cartridge to
raise the temperature of an assay cartridge and its contents and one or more lane heaters integrated into processing
lanes to maintain the temperature of an assay cartridge and its contents.
[0395] An instrument disclosed herein may include one or more cartridge heaters, configured to transfer heat to an
assay cartridge 200, thereby transferring heat to a sample and other liquid components contained in an assay cartridge.
The cartridge heater may be under active control, such that heat applied to an assay cartridge is controlled by a controller
running computer software. For example, the controller may access a protocol specifying, for one, some or all assay
cartridges: a desired sample or reagent temperature or temperature range, a desired sample or reagent temperature
profile (e.g., that the sample be warmed from a first temperature to a second temperature over a given period of time
or during a certain processing stage), or an output of a cartridge heater, advantageously allowing the system to perform
a broad range of temperature dependent processes.. For example, a protocol may require that a first step be performed
at an elevated temperature, for example the lysis of gram positive bacteria, that is incompatible with processes performed
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at other steps. Such protocols may perform the first step in a first processing lane and the second step in a second
processing lane. In one example of such a protocol a first step may be performed at 60°C to 80°C and a second step
at 30°C to 50°C. In another example of such a protocol a first step may be performed at 65°C to 75°C and a second
step at 35°C to 45°C. In still another example of such a protocol a first step may be performed at about 70°C and a
second step at about 37°C. If a protocol requires a certain temperature, the controller, using the computer software,
may determine a voltage or a voltage temporal profile to be provided to one or more cartridge heaters. Such a determination
may be based, e.g., upon measured temperatures of an assay cartridge or sample or reagents therein, physical char-
acteristics of an assay cartridge (e.g., a size, shape or material), a specific heat of a reagent or sample, a starting
temperature of a reagent or sample, and/or an ambient temperature.
[0396] FIG. 20(a) shows an example of a cartridge heater 3005. The cartridge heater may be an example of a heating
assembly. The cartridge heater 3005 may be configured to apply heat to one or more sides of an assay cartridge 200.
The cartridge heater 3005 may comprise a front wall 3007(a) and a back wall 3007(b), as shown in FIG. 20(b). The front
wall 3007(a) may be positioned adjacent to a first side of the assay cartridge 200, and the back wall 3007(b) may be
positioned adjacent to a second side of the assay cartridge 200 opposite the first side. The first and second walls 3007(a)
and 3007(b) may be connected, e.g., by a top wall 3007(c). As shown in FIG. 20(a), the top wall may include a hinge
that permits the front wall 3007(a) to pivot relative to the heater back wall 3007(b). The cartridge heater 3005 may also
include mount elements 3010 in FIG. 20(a), which include spring mounts that can be seen protruding through the wall
3007(a) of the heater in FIG. 20(b). These serve to press the right hand interior heater component 3027 against the
outer wall of the assay cartridge 200, and therefore to press the assay cartridge 200 against the left hand interior heater
component.
[0397] The cartridge heater 3005 may be moved between open and closed positions by heater actuator 3015, as
shown in FIGS. 20(c) and 20(d). The heater actuator 3015 may be a linear actuator. The cartridge heater’s back wall
3007(b) may be substantially fixed in position. The instrument may determine that a cartridge 200 has been moved into
a heating position between the front and back walls 3007(a) and 3007(b). For example, the controller may sense the
assay cartridge 200 (e.g., via an optical detector or a movement detector) or it may receive a signal indicating the
cartridge’s new presence. The controller may determine whether the cartridge heater 3005 is in an open position or a
closed position (e.g., using a sensor). The front wall 3007(a) is further from the cartridge 200 and the back wall 3007(b)
in the open position as compared to the closed position. If the cartridge heater 3005 is in an open position, the heater
actuator 3015 may move a portion of the cartridge heater 3005 (e.g., the front wall 3007(a)) to a closed position closer
to the assay cartridge heater. In some instances, the front surface 3007(a) is in contact with the assay cartridge in a
closed position but not in an open position.
[0398] FIGS. 20(c) and 20(d) show an example in which the actuator 3015 moves the front wall 3007(a) angularly to
reduce an angle between the front and back walls 3007(a) and 3007(b). Thus, the front wall 3007(a) moves closer
towards the lane’s center and clamps onto the cartridge 200. The heater 3005 may then be in close thermal contact with
the assay cartridge 200 and heat the assay cartridge 200 using both the front and back walls 3007(a) and 3007(b). Since
the walls 3007(a), 3007(b) can be in physical contact with the assay cartridge 200, heat can be quickly transferred to
liquids in the cartridge 200 by thermal conduction. In some examples, the actuator 3015 moves the front wall 3007(a)
horizontally and/or vertically.
[0399] FIG. 20(e) shows a section of an example of a cartridge heater 3005. As shown, the cartridge heater 3005 may
include a plurality of heater zones. The heater zones may correspond to different portions of an assay cartridge 200.
For example, the cartridge heater 3005 may include a first heater zone 3005(a) configured to heat large reagent wells
204 and a second heater zone 3005(b) configured to heat medium reagent wells 209 of the assay cartridge 200. By
including different zones, samples and reagents deposited into different wells of a cartridge can be raised to different
temperatures. Additionally, the zones may permit the wells to be raised to the same temperature (e.g., by accounting
for well shapes and/or relative locations of wells within the cartridge). A zone may be configured to provide substantially
uniform heat throughout the zone, to provide varying heat across the zone (e.g., to apply more heat to outer zone portions
than middle portions), or to provide heat in discrete regions.
[0400] The cartridge heater 3005 may comprise a plurality of heating elements 3020. Each heating element 3020 may
be sized and position to heat one or more wells in the cartridge 3200. Each heating element 3020 may be under separate
control, such that it can produce independent heating output.
[0401] FIG. 20(f) shows components of a cartridge heater 3005. As described above, the cartridge heater 200 may
include a front wall 3007a and a back wall 3007b. Each wall may include a heater casing 3025. The heater casing 3025
may partly encapsulate an interior heater component 3027. The interior heater component 3027 may be connected to
a heater casing 3025 using one or more connectors 3010, as shown in FIG. 20(e). The interior heater component 3027
may include one or more heating elements 3020. The casing 3025 may prevent heat from the heating elements 3020
from escaping in a direction not in the direction of the cartridge 200. It may also reflect heat to improve the efficiency of
the cartridge heater 3005.
[0402] The heating elements 3020 may be partly covered by an insulator 3017, such as a foam insulator. The insulator
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3017 may comprise holes, in which may reside a thermal cut off element 3012 (see below). The holes can provide
access for other system components or to allow heat produced by the heating elements 3020 to be disbursed primarily
in discrete and targeted locations. One or both of the interior heater components may include one or more thermistors
(not shown). The thermistors may monitor the temperature of the interior heater component 3027, and an output of the
heating element 3020 may be adjusted based on the monitored temperature. The thermal cut off element 3012 can be
a temperature sensitive switch that acts as a local safety feature by stopping power to the heating element should the
temperature exceed a pre-set limit.
[0403] FIG. 20(g) shows a portion of an example of an assay cartridge 200 that may be used with the cartridge heater
3005. The assay cartridge 200 includes large reagent wells 204 and medium reagent wells 208 but no small reagent
wells. The assay cartridge also includes reaction vessel component holders 219. The wells 204 and 208 may have a
cross-section with a substantially flat and vertical side along the long side of the assay cartridge 200. For example, the
wells 3204 and 3208 may have a substantially rectangular cross-section. This may increase the surface area facing the
cartridge heater 3005 and thereby increase heating efficiency. The interior heater components 3027 may be configured
to contact a flat external surface of the large and medium reagent wells 204 and 208. In some instances, the reaction
vessel component holders 219 do not include a side that is substantially flat and vertical. Thus, there may be nominal
clearance between the reaction vessel component holders 219 and the cartridge heater 3005 during heating.
[0404] All wells corresponding to a particular heating zone may have a substantially similar size, shape and/or heater-
adjacent surface profiles. This may allow the wells to be evenly heated by a uniform heat output by a heating zone. For
example, an assay cartridge 200 may include a plurality of large reagent wells 204, and a cartridge heater 3005 may
include a first heating zone 3005a with an area and position complementary to a side-surface area of a large-well portion
of the cartridge 200. The first heating zone can be juxtaposed with the reaction well in the assay cartridge in some
examples. Similarly, an assay cartridge 200 may include a plurality of medium reagent wells 208, and a cartridge heater
3005 may include a second heating zone 3005b with an area and position complementary to a side-surface area of a
medium-well portion of the cartridge 200. The second heating zone can be juxtaposed with a reagent well in the assay
cartridge.
[0405] The cartridge heater 3005 in FIG. 20(a) and 20(b) is in a relatively fixed position within an instrument, only
moving relatively small distances towards and away from the center of a lane. In some examples, a cartridge heater
3005 moves along with an assay cartridge 200 as the assay cartridge 200 progresses through different lanes and
processing stages. For example, a cartridge heater 3005 may be positioned on a top surface of the assay cartridge 200
after samples and/or reagents have been added to the wells.
[0406] FIG. 20(h) shows a top plan view of a layout of the components of an instrument according to an example, with
some components removed clarify the basic structural and functional modules. Many of the instrument’s lanes, units
and components parallel those in above-described examples and like numerals can refer to like features. Thus, above-
described details of similar components may also pertain to the lanes, units and components depicted in FIG. 20(h).
[0407] The layout shown in FIG. 20(h) includes a cartridge warming lane 3116(i). In this lane, one or more assay
cartridges 200 may be warmed by one or more cartridge heaters 3005, as described above. The heating lane 3116(i)
may include a pump to transfer fluids (e.g., samples) from one well to another.
[0408] In some examples, one or more lane heaters 3040 (distinct from the cartridge heater 3005) are integrated into
one or more processing lanes and cartridge loading lanes. Lane heaters 3040 maybe configured to primarily maintain
a temperature of an assay cartridge and/or its contents and/or to regulate the temperature within a small range relative
to the cartridge heater’s range of regulation. Thus, a cartridge heater 3005, which may contact or be very close to a
large surface area of the assay cartridge 200, may quickly and reliably initially heat the assay cartridge 200. Lane heaters
3040, which may be positioned further from the assay cartridge 200, may then be tasked with temperature regulation
within a smaller range of temperatures. In some instances, a cartridge heater 3005 is configured to heat an assay
cartridge 200 primarily by conduction, while a lane heater 3040 is configured to heat an assay cartridge 200 primarily
by convection and/or radiation. Thus, the cartridge heater 3005 may heat the assay cartridge 200 faster, more efficiently
and more reliably than a lane heater 3040 can. Despite the structural and efficiency advantages of using a cartridge
heater 3005, in other examples, an instrument includes only lane heaters 3040 and no cartridge heater 3050.
[0409] Lane heaters 3040 may be included in one, more or all of the lanes (e.g., shown in FIG. 1(b) or FIG. 20(g)). In
some examples, elution lane 116(e), wash lanes 50, 116(a) and 116(a)’, and temperature stabilization lane 116(j) include
a lane heater 3040. Lane heaters 3040 may be structurally the same or similar across lanes. In some instances, lane
heaters 3040 differ across lanes, e.g., based on prior, current or subsequent processing. For example, the size, number
of position of a lane heater’s heating elements 3020 may vary depending on which wells are likely to have contents in
the lane. Such heating-element specificity may reduce system noise and improve system power efficiency.
[0410] FIGS. 20(j) and 20(k) show examples of an instrument with a lane heater 3040. The lane heater 3040 may
comprise structural parts and /or characteristics similar to or the same as those described with respect to the cartridge
heater 3005. As shown in FIG. 20(j), the lane heater 3040 may be positioned substantially under the cartridge guide
800, such that the interior heater components 3027 may heat the wells of the assay cartridge 200. In some examples,
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interior heater component 3027 is fixed and positioned to straddle the sides of the cartridge 200. Therefore, unlike the
cartridge heater 3005, the lane heater 3040 - in some instances - may not include an actuator 3015 to move one of the
lane heater’s walls. Rather than clamping onto an assay cartridge 200, the lane heater 3040 may be positioned and
configured to be near the sides of the assay cartridge 200. In some examples, the lane heater 3040 is not in direct
contact with the assay cartridge 200 (i.e., a gap exists between the interior heater components 3027 and the cartridge 200).
[0411] Though the heat transfer to the assay cartridge 200 may be less efficient, this configuration eliminates the need
to have a moving heater part, thereby reducing potential mechanical difficulties, space requirements and processing
time. Thus, an assay cartridge 200 may move along the cartridge guide 800 down the lane until it is positioned between
walls of the lane heater 3040. The lane heater 3040 may adjust or maintain the assay cartridge’s temperature to or within
a desired range while or before the appropriate processing is occurring.
[0412] In some examples, the above-described cartridge heater 3005 and/or lane heater 3040 may be configured to
cool a cartridge and/or its contents. For example, the heating elements 3005 may be replaced with cooling elements
that may cool a nearby or in-contact cartridge 200 using cycled chilled fluid and/or thermoelectric cooling
[0413] While the above describes several heater designs based on resistance heaters, other examples may incorporate
alternative heating methods to accomplish the same ends. Such heating methods include infrared heaters, convection
or forced air heaters, Peltier devices, and flexible heaters that conform to the surface of the assay cartridge 200. Alter-
natively, liquids may be heated within pipette tips prior to being dispensed.
[0414] Processing lanes 116 may provide access for processing tools on the system that are external to the processing
lanes so that they may operate on assay cartridges 200. For example, as shown in FIG. 1(b) the cartridge loading lane
116(f) may receive assay cartridges 200 from the cartridge loading unit 112 and may present the received assay cartridge
to the sample pipettor 70 for addition of sample, and to the XYZ pipettor on the XYZ transport device 40 for addition of
reagents from reagent packs 400. The elution lane 116(e) may exchange microtips 542 with the XYZ pipettor on the
XYZ transport device 40. The amplification preparation lane 116(g) may present the assay cartridge 200 to the XYZ
pipettor on the XYZ transport device 40 for transfer of materials between compartments, for addition of reagents from
reagent packs 400, for plugging of reaction vessels 221, and for removal of reaction vessels. The waste lane 116(c)
may transfer liquid contents of the assay cartridge 200 to liquid waste storage 94 and may move the expended assay
cartridge to solid waste storage 92 as shown in FIG. 1(d).
[0415] Processing lanes 116 may perform any available operation on an assay cartridge 200 present in the processing
lane during a fixed or specified operational interval, or "pitch". An operation is available if the processing lane 116 has
access to processing tools needed for the operation. Some operations, such as simply storing an assay cartridge 200
during an extended reaction, require no processing tools. Others, such as transfer of materials between compartments
of an assay cartridge 200, may need access to processing tools that may be resident in the processing lane 116. Still
other operations, such as transfer of reagents from outside of the assay cartridge 200, may require access to processing
tools external to the processing lane 116. Since such external processing tools may be otherwise engaged such operations
may introduce constraints on the flexibility of processing lane operation scheduling; a processing lane 116 has access
to an external processing tool only while that tool is not being utilized for other tasks. In some examples, different types
of processing lanes 116 may have access to processing tools as described below.
[0416] The cartridge loading lane 116(f) may have access to the cartridge loading unit 112, to the sample pipettor 70,
to the XYZ pipettor on the XYZ transport device 40, and to the transfer shuttle 50. Available functions of the cartridge
loading lane 116(f) can include loading assay cartridges 200 from the cartridge loading unit 112 and presenting those
cartridges for resuspension of solid phase, microparticle or lyophilized reagents, fluid addition, piercing of the barrier
film 205, and mixing by the sample pipettor 70 and the XYZ pipettor on the XYZ transport device 40. Either the sample
pipettor 70 or the XYZ pipetter on the XYZ transport device 40 may transfer a fluid to, from, or within an assay cartridge
200 in the cartridge loading lane 116(f). The cartridge loading lane 116(f) may share an extended cartridge pusher with
the cartridge loading unit 112. At the intersection of the sample pipettor 70 motion path, the cartridge guide 800 in the
cartridge loading lane 116(f) may have an opening or gap to admit the sample pipettor 70. At a position accessible to
the XYZ pipettor on the XYZ transport device 40, the cartridge guide 800 in the cartridge loading lane 116(f) may have
an opening or gap to admit the XYZ pipettor.
[0417] A high temperature stabilization lane 116(j) may have access to a lane heater (840, 1103), to a millitip pipettor
704, and to the transfer shuttle 50. Available functions of a temperature stabilization lane include heating assay cartridge
200 contents, microparticle or solid phase resuspension, mixing, and transfer of materials among compartments of an
assay cartridge.
[0418] A low temperature stabilization lane 116(h), which may provide heat at a lower temperature than the high
temperature stabilization lane 116(j), may have access to a millitip pipettor 704, to a separation magnet 804, and to the
transfer shuttle 50. Available functions of a low temperature stabilization lane (e.g., an ambient temperature lane) 116(h)
include re-suspension of microparticles or solid phase reagents, mixing, and transfer of materials among compartments
of an assay cartridge 200. Additionally, the low temperature stabilization lane (e.g., an ambient temperature lane) 116(h)
may apply a magnetic field to the assay cartridge 200 to facilitate separation and washing of magnetically responsive
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solid phases or microparticles.
[0419] A wash lane 116(b) may have access to a millitip pipettor 704, to a separation magnet 804, and to the transfer
shuttle 50. The separation magnet 804 of a wash lane 116(b) may be smaller than the separation magnet of a low
temperature stabilization lane 116(h). Available functions of the wash lane 116(b) include re-suspension of microparticles
or solid phase reagents, mixing, and transfer of materials among compartments of an assay cartridge 200. Additionally,
the wash lane may apply a magnetic field to the reaction well to facilitate separation and washing of magnetic micropar-
ticles. Wash lanes in general may include large or small magnets.
[0420] An elution lane 116(e) may have access to a microtip pipettor 1142 similar to that utilized by the XYZ transport
device 1100 of FIGS. 15(a)-15(c), to a separation magnet 804, to an XYZ pipettor on an XYZ transport device 40, and
to a transfer shuttle 50. It can also dispose of microtips within used wells of the assay cartridge. Available functions of
the elution lane include re-suspension of microparticles, mixing, and transfer of materials among compartments of an
assay cartridge. Additionally, an elution lane 116(e) may apply a magnetic field to the assay cartridge 200 to facilitate
collection of suspended magnetically responsive solid phases or microparticles. The elution lane 116(e) can also have
the capability to pick up, drop off, and seat the vessel plug 222 to close the reaction vessel 221. Because it provides
access to the XYZ pipettor 40, the elution lane 116(e) may transfer materials between the assay cartridge 200 and the
reagent storage unit 124 and transfer materials between the assay cartridge and any of the thermal cycler modules 1300
(see FIG. 16(a)). The elution lane 116(e) can have a source of and disposal method for microtips 542. In some examples,
microtips are disposed of by ejection into a well of an assay cartridge 200. In other examples, the XYZ pipettor on the
XYZ transport device 40, which has access to both source and disposal site for microtips 542, delivers one or more
microtips 542 to the elution lane. After the microtip pipettor in the elution lane uses the microtips 542, the XYZ pipettor
on the XYZ transport device 40 may pick up and then discard the expended microtips 542.
[0421] An amplification preparation lane 116(g) may have access to the XYZ pipettor of the XYZ transport device 40
and the transfer shuttle 50. Available functions of the amplification preparation lane 116(g) may include re-suspension
of microparticles or solid phases, mixing, and transfer of materials among compartments of an assay cartridge 200,
transfer of materials between the assay cartridge and the reagent storage unit 124, and transfer of materials between
the assay cartridge and any of the thermal cycler modules 1300. Additionally, the XYZ pipettor of the XYZ transport
device 40 may pick up, drop off, and seat the vessel plug 222 to close the reaction vessel 221 and to transport the
reaction vessel. The cartridge guide 800 of the amplification preparation lane may have an opening or gap at a location
within the reach of the XYZ pipettor of the XYZ transport device 40 in order to admit the XYZ pipettor. The amplification
preparation lane 116(g) may have a vessel detection sensor, which can sense the conductive plug of a sealed reaction
vessel. Such a vessel detection sensor may utilize a liquid level sensing circuit to detect the presence of a conductive
plug. Alternatively, the vessel detection sensor may utilize a pressure sensor that monitors the internal pressure of the
pipette pump. As another alternative, the vessel detection sensor may utilize both a liquid level sensing circuit and a
pressure sensor to detect the presence of a sealed reaction vessel on a pipette mandrel. The amplification preparation
lane 116(g) can also have a connection to the waste chute- utilized to collect microtips and used (i.e. after thermal
cycling) reaction vessels. The XYZ gantry can utilize a "soft eject" routine that slowly eases these items off of the pipette
mandrel so that they drop in a controlled manner.
[0422] The waste lane 116(c) can includes access to an aspiration probe 986, to a solid waste ejector 874, and to a
transfer shuttle 50 as shown in FIG. 14(a) and 14(c). Available functions of the waste lane 116(c) include draining liquids
from assay cartridge 200 compartments and disposal of assay cartridges.
[0423] Subject to the conflict constraints on the use of external tools, and to the timing constraints of the pitch interval
and transfer windows as discussed below, a processing lane may perform any available operation in any sequence. A
first protocol and a second protocol may specify that the same operations are performed in a given processing lane 116,
or the first protocol may specify operations in a given lane that differ from those specified by a second protocol. This
processing lane concept provides capabilities for flexible protocol execution by a combination of this selectable operation
sequence within a processing lane and by the ability to route an assay cartridge through selectable sequence of processing
lanes.
[0424] Other examples can include a number of other features, in addition to or as alternatives to the features described
above. For example, examples of the inveniton may one or more multifunctional lanes, each lane capable of performing
all sample processing steps on an inserted cartridge. Such a processing lane may include a thermal cycler module.

K. Microtips

[0425] FIG. 12(a) shows a side, cross-sectional view of a pipettor mandrel 460 engaged with a collar 490(a) of a
microtip 490. FIG. 12(b) shows a perspective view of the microtip 490 shown in FIG. 12(a).
[0426] In examples, a microtip 490 can be a relatively small-capacity pipette tip, e.g., having a capacity no greater
than about 100 or 200mL. The microtip 490 may be used for one or more the uses described above with respect to
millitip 220, such as for use during the isolation phase.
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[0427] The microtip 490 may share any or all of the physical characteristics described above with respect to millitip
220. For example, the microtip 490 may taper to a pipetting orifice and may couple to a pipettor through a compliant
coupling taper supporting remove-and-replace operations. A length of the microtip 490 may be sufficient to reach the
depth of a 100mm tube or other sample containers used on the system when mounted on a suitable pipette mandrel.
In some examples, the length of the microtip 490 is about 30-80 mm, e.g., about 50 mm.
[0428] As shown in FIGS. 12(a) and 12(b), the microtip 490 can include a mounting aperture that couples to a pipettor
mandrel 460 during use. The microtip 490 may be tapered, e.g., in a plurality of segments. Thus, a coupling taper 490(a)
may extend from a mounting aperture to a lower diametral step forming a seating surface 490(a)-2. As with the millitip
220, the microtip 490 may include an upper taper 490(e), a middle taper 490(d), and a lower taper 490(c). These taper
segments may have one or more described above with respect to the millitips’ respective segments. In some examples,
for the microtip 490, the middle taper 490(d) (not the upper taper 490(e)) extends for the majority of the part length, as
shown in FIG. 12(b). In some examples, the coupling taper 490(a) extends about 5-15 mm (e.g., about 7.5 mm) from
the top of the microtip, the upper taper 490(e) extends about 5-15 mm (e.g., about 7.2 mm) from the end of the coupling
taper, the middle taper 490(d) extends about 15-45 mm (e.g., about 28.8 mm) from the end of the upper taper, and the
lower taper 490(c) extends about 3-10 mm (e.g., about 6.3 mm) from the end of the middle taper.
[0429] The lower taper 490(c) may form the apical end of part that in terminates in an annulus (e.g., a flat annulus
with a diameter of about 0.5 mm to about 1 mm) surrounding a pipetting orifice (e.g., with a diameter of about 0.1 mm
to about 0.5 mm). In some examples, the diameter of the annulus is about 0.8 mm and the diameter of the orifice is
about 0.3 mm.
[0430] As with the millitip 220, the coupling taper 490(a) of the microtip 490 may be a compliant taper with a smooth
interior surface and without supporting ribs. Walls of the coupling taper 490(a) may have a thickness of about 0.1-1.0
mm (e.g., about 0.5 mm).
[0431] As with the millitip 220, the microtip’s coupling taper 490(a) may abruptly change diameter at the top of the
upper taper forming a seating surface perpendicular to the axis of the microtip 490. The seating surface may form a flat
annulus having a width of about 0.05-0.5 mm (e.g., about 0.10 mm) surrounding a core having a having a diameter of
about 1 mm-5mm (e.g., about 3 mm).
[0432] The open end of the coupling taper 490(a) forming the mounting aperture may end in a stopping annulus, as
described above for the millitip 220. The microtip 490 may include an aerosol barrier and/or an abrupt internal diametral
decrease in the upper taper 490(a), as described above with respect to the millitip 220.
[0433] As shown in FIG. 12(c)-1, the microtip may also include one or more venting features 491 at a lower taper
490(c). FIG. 12(c)-2 shows a side view of a portion of the lower taper 490(c). The dimensions shown in FIG. 12(c)-2 are
in inches, but the dimensions can vary in other examples. In examples , the venting features may comprise abrupt
deviations from the microtip’s otherwise smooth outside wall. The deviations may extend in the vertical direction along
a major axis of the microtip, and may include sharp corners on the outside diameter, protruding ribs, incised channels,
or similar features. In addition, the exterior of the microtip pipette orifice may be an annulus, the plane of which is at right
angles to the central axis of the microtip. In some examples, one or more ventilation features or channels do not extend
to the distal tip of the microtip. For example, a ventilation channel may end between about 0.1-0.5 mm (e.g., about 0.25
mm) from the end of the tip.
[0434] The microtip 490 may comprise one or more materials (e.g., an admixture of a base polymer with a conductive
material) or properties (being electrically conductive) as described above with respect to the millitip 220. The microtip
490 may be manufactured using a forming process as described above with respect to the millitip’s formation.

L. Microtip Storage

[0435] FIG. 13(a) shows a front perspective view of a microtips storage unit according to an example, with an access
cover in an open configuration.
[0436] FIG. 13(b) shows a portion of a microtip storage unit according to an example.
[0437] FIG. 13(c) shows a top plan view of a portion of a microtip storage unit.
[0438] FIG. 13(d) shows a rack clasp in a microtip storage unit according to an example.
[0439] FIG. 13(e) shows a perspective view of a microtip rack according to an example.
[0440] FIG. 13(f) shows an exploded view of a microtip rack according to an example.
[0441] As shown in FIG. 13(f), microtips 542 may be provided in the form of a plurality of tips held in a microtip rack
550. Microtip racks 550 may, in turn, be stored on the system in a microtip storage unit 120. In some examples, the
microtips rack 550 and the microtip storage unit 120 have structural similarities to the reagent pack 400 and the reagent
storage unit 124 (see FIG. 9(a)-9(e) and FIG. 8(a)-8(c), respectively).
[0442] Referring to FIG. 13(a), the microtip storage unit 120 may include a platform accommodating one or more
microtip racks 550. Storage of multiple microtip racks 550 advantageously permits replacement of spent microtip racks
550 without interrupting system operations. In one example, the microtip storage unit 120 accommodates up to four
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microtip racks 550. This advantageously allows the system to use all of the microtips 542 in a single microtip rack 550
without concern that insufficient microtips 542 will remain for assays in progress. The microtip storage unit 120 may
include a conductive path between system ground and any loaded microtips racks 550. This advantageously dissipates
static charges that might otherwise accumulate and displace microtips 542 from the microtip racks 550. To support this
function, at least a portion of the microtip rack 550 may be made of a conductive or antistatic plastic. Such conductive
or antistatic plastics include carbon-filled polypropylene, polyacetylene, polypurrole, polyaniline, and polymers mixed or
treated with antistatic agents such as aliphatic amines, aliphatic amides, quaternary ammonium salts, phosphoric acid
esters, polyols, polyol esters, PEDOT:PSS, and polyaniline nanofibers.
[0443] Each rack 550 may hold any suitable number of microtips. In some examples, each rack may hold a 6x20 array
of microtips. The racks may hold more or less microtips in other examples. In some examples, microtips held in a microtip
rack 550 may be nested within one another.
[0444] As shown in FIG. 13(a) and FIG. 13(b), in some examples, the microtip storage unit 120 can include three or
more (e.g., four or more) parallel slots defined by slot walls 520, a rear wall 558, a finger guide 532, and an access cover
556. Each of the parallel slots accommodates a microtip rack 550. A dampening spring may be added to the access
cover 556 to control the movement of the access cover 556.
[0445] The microtip storage unit may also include a base plate 522 perpendicular to and connecting the parallel slot
walls 520 and the rear wall 558. Each slot may include rack guides 530 extending from the slot walls 520 to support the
lower aspect of the microtip rack flange 560. Rack guides 530 on either side may thus support each microtip rack 550.
One or more bias springs 528 (or other type of biasing element) on one side of each slot may force the microtip rack
550 against the opposite slot wall 520 to stabilize the microtip rack 550 and assure positional accuracy. The front edge
of the rack guides may include lead-in features 526 that serve to direct microtip racks 550 to compensate for misalignments
during the loading process. An exterior wall of the microtip storage unit may serve as a mounting point for a waste chute
leading to a waste disposal area.
[0446] Referring to FIG. 13(c), the rear wall 558 may include a centering pin 534 that engages a centering slot 536
on the microtip rack 550 upon insertion. This centering pin 534 can serve to fix the location of the microtip rack 550
within the microtip storage unit. 120. The microtip storage unit 120 may further secure each loaded microtip rack in place
using a spring-loaded rack clasp 554 (FLG.13(d)), which is similar to the RSU latch assembly as shown in FIG. 8(c). In
some examples, the rack clasp 554 pivots on a clasp pivot 570 and may engage a complementary clasp recess 552 in
the microtip rack 550 (FIG. 13(e)). The rear wall 558 may also include an ejection spring (or other biasing element) so
that the microtip rack 550 can be ejected when the clasp 554 does not secure the microtip rack 550.
[0447] A single latch pivot 570 may extend across the rear wall 558 to mount a plurality of rack latches 554 within the
microtip storage unit 120. The rack latch 554 may operate in substantially identical fashion to the reagent storage unit
124, seating within a mating feature, such as latch recess 552, upon loading the microtip rack 550 and holding the
microtip rack 550 in place until released. The microtip rack 550 may be released from the microtip storage unit 120 by
the application of downwards pressure on the rack latch tab 568, which causes the rack latch 554 to rotate around the
axis defined by the latch pivot 570 thereby withdrawing the rack latch 554 from the clasp recess 552 of the microtip rack
550. In one example, the downwards pressure is supplied by the XYZ elevator 1120 (shown in FIG. 15(c)), as applied
through a microtip 542. As described for the reagent storage unit 124 above, the rear wall of the microtip storage unit
120 may include apertures that align with the stored microtip racks 550, which would permit spent microtip racks to be
displaced out through the rear of the microtip storage unit upon loading of a new microtip rack into the same slot.
[0448] The microtip storage unit 120 may include sensors that detect the presence of microtip racks 550. Suitable
sensors include but are not limited to Hall effect sensors, optical sensors, or gravimetric sensors, and may be affixed to
the rear wall 558 of the microtip storage unit 120. In one example, the sensor is an optical sensor, such as the Opto slot
sensor, from Optek of Carrollton, Texas. Alternatively, the system may detect the presence of a microtip rack 550 by
confirming successful loading of a microtip 542 to an XYZ pipettor (e.g., elements 136 shown in FIG. 15(a)).
[0449] As shown in FIG. 13(b), a finger guide 532 may extend across the upper aspect of the front portion of the
microtip storage unit 120. This can act as a guide and as a physical limit during the loading process. In one example,
in order to load a microtip rack 550 into the microtip storage unit 120, the user slides a microtip rack 550 into a parallel
slot by aligning the distal end 566 of the microtip rack 550 above the rack guide 530 but below the finger guide 532. As
shown in FIG. 13(a), an access cover 556 may shield the front portion of the microtip storage unit 120. In one example,
the access cover 556 can be affixed to the finger guide 532 with hinges, to allow opening for user loading and unloading
of microtip racks 550. The access cover 556 may include a set of indicators associated with each slot that inform the
user of the status of loaded microtip racks 550. In some examples, these indicators are a set of LEDs, the color of which
indicates the presence and status of loaded miciotip racks. In other examples, the status of the loaded microtip racks
550 can be indicated on a system display as part of the system’s user interface. Alternative examples include but are
not limited to incandescent lamps, an LCD display, or other suitable visual indicators
[0450] In some examples, an XYZ pipettor may be accessible to the microtip storage unit 120. In some examples, the
microtip storage unit 120 resides near the front of the system to permit an operator to easily load and unload microtip racks.
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[0451] In a preferred example microtips, 542 stored in the microtip storage unit 120 are held in microtip racks 550.
FIG. 13(e) shows a microtip rack 550 that has a proximal end 562 and a distal end 566. The proximal end 562 may
include a handle assembly 564, which provides the user with a gripping point for insertion and removal of the rack. The
distal end 566 may include a clasp recess 552, which interfaces with the rack clasp 554 of the microtip storage unit 120
on insertion of the microtip rack 550. The microtip rack 550 may also include a barcode, RFID chip, one wire device, or
other devices that convey information related to the microtip rack 550 to the system. Each microtip rack 550 holds a
plurality of microtips 542. In one example, a microtips rack 550 holds 161 microtips 542 in a 7 X 23 matrix. A microtip
rack 550 may be formed by snapping components together (e.g., as in FIG. 13(f)), or they may be friction fit, welded, or
glued together.
[0452] In order to dissipate static charges accumulated on the microtips 542, portions the microtip rack 550 that contact
the microtips 542, may be constructed of a conductive or antistatic materials, at least in part. Such conductive or antistatic
plastics include carbon-filled polypropylene, polyacetylene, polypurrole, polyaniline, and polymers mixed or treated with
antistatic agents such as aliphatic amines, aliphatic amides, quaternary ammonium salts, phosphoric acid esters, polyols,
polyol esters, PEDOT:PSS, and polyaniline nanofibers. In some example only tip support 546 is made from conductive
or antistatic materials. The rack base 538 of the microtip rack 550 is designed enclose the microtips 542 in order to
prevent contamination. In one example, the rack base 538 includes a clasp recess 552 to secure the microtip rack 550
within the microtip storage unit 120. The rack base 538 may also be made of conductive or antistatic materials. The
relationship between the microtip support 546, microtips 542, and microtip rack base 538 is also shown in the exploded
view of the microtip rack 550 shown in FIG. 13(f). Microtips 542 may be further protected from contamination by placement
of a rack cover 544 over the microtips 542. The rack cover 544 is attached to the microtip rack 550; in one example, the
rack cover 544 is affixed to the upper periphery of the microtip rack 550 using an adhesive. The rack cover 544 may be
composed of multiple layers, and may be held in place using adhesive.
[0453] A microtip rack 550 may serve to store items other than microtips. Such items include reaction vessel bases
246, reaction vessel plugs 222, sealed reaction vessels awaiting further processing, and testing devices for use in
characterizing thermal cycler performance. In some examples microtips may be returned to the microtip rack 550 after
use, for re-use or eventual disposal.

M. Waste Processing: Waste Processing Lane

[0454] FIG. 14(a) shows a perspective view of a waste processing lane according to an example.
[0455] FIG. 14(b) shows a perspective view of a liquid waste storage assembly according to an example.
[0456] FIG. 14 (c) shows a perspective view of a waste processing lane in association with a solid waste container
according to an example.
[0457] Following processing of a sample, it may be desirable for the system to have a device for discarding the used
assay cartridge 200 and its contents, along with other consumables, in a manner that minimizes the risk of contamination
and that assures the safety of the user. As explained above, with reference to FIG. 1(b), at least one of the processing
lanes 116 can be used for disposal of used assay cartridges 200 following processing of the sample. The waste lane
116(c) has access to or includes tools for the disposal of both solid and liquid waste.
[0458] FIG. 14(a) shows an example a waste lane 870 that includes access to an aspiration probe 986, to a solid
waste garage 874, and to a waste cartridge carriage 872. Functions of a waste lane 870 can include removal of liquids
from assay cartridges 200 and disposal of assay cartridges 200. Alternatively, a waste lane 870 may dispose of assay
cartridges 200 without prior removal of waste fluids.
[0459] As shown in FIG. 14(a), a waste lane 870 may include an aspiration probe 986 that removes accessible liquid
waste from an assay cartridge 200. In some examples an aspiration probe 986 is disposed above a waste cartridge
guide 990 at a fixed position along the lane motion path. The aspiration probe 986 may be mounted on a probe elevator
988 that facilitates vertical movement of the aspiration probe 986. The upper wall of the waste cartridge guide 990 can
include an opening or gap at the fixed position that is in alignment with a probe elevator 988 to allow the aspiration probe
986 access to the assay cartridge 200.
[0460] Some components of the waste lane 870 may be located within the processing area of the system while others
may be located elsewhere on the system, both for design convenience and to minimize the risk of contamination. For
example, the risk of contamination from waste materials is reduced by placing a waste container in a compartment that
is at least partially isolated from the portion of the system dedicated to sample processing and analysis.
[0461] In an example shown in FIG. 14(b), components of a waste lane 870 include a peristaltic pump 909, a liquid
waste container 908, and a fill sensor 907. These are functionally part of the waste lane, but as shown in FIG. 1(d),
these may be stored in an enclosed cabinet in the base of the system.
[0462] In operation, the aspiration probe 986 enters and drains the assay cartridge 200 of waste or residual liquids.
The aspiration probe 986 can include a hollow tube that is fluidically connected to a peristaltic pump 909, which provides
suction. Alternatively, suction may provided via connection to a negative pressure source, such as a vacuum pump. In
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some examples, the hollow tube of the aspiration probe is spring loaded. This arrangement impels the aspiration probe
986 downward until the hollow tube either reaches a pre-set vertical stop or collides with the bottom of an assay cartridge
200 compartment, assuring that all fluid contents are removed while minimizing damage to the aspiration probe 986. In
some examples, the hollow tube of the aspiration probe 986 is conductive and in communication with a liquid level
sensing circuit. This permits the system to verify that the aspiration probe has contacted liquid waste and to verify its
successful removal. In an alternative example, the waste lane 870 may include a millitips pipettor 704, and utilize a
millitip 220 to transfer waste fluids from an assay cartridge 200.
[0463] As shown in FIG. 14(b), the peristaltic pump 909 can drive draining action by transferring fluid through the
aspiration probe 986 into a liquid waste container 908. In some examples, the liquid waste container 908 may be
connected to the aspiration probe 986 and include a connection to a source of negative pressure, thereby avoiding the
use of an active pumping mechanism. The liquid waste container 908 serves to stores waste fluids and connects by
tubing to the peristaltic pump 909. In some examples, the liquid waste container 908 includes a fill sensor 907 that
monitors the level of liquid stored therein. This fill sensor 907 may be any of a number of sensor types, including a float
valve, a scale to monitor the weight of the liquid waste container 908, or a capacitive sensor. In one example, the fill
sensor 907 is a through-beam optical sensor. Alternatively, the system may estimate the fill level of the liquid waste
container 908 by aggregating the known fill volume of each assay cartridge 200 compartment that has been drained.
The peristaltic pump 909 and liquid waste container 908 are functionally part of the waste lane 870 but may reside
outside the waste lane. In an alternative example liquid waste may be transferred from the assay cartridge 200 to an
external drain, avoiding the need to store liquid waste on the system.
[0464] In one example, the waste lane 870 functions by moving the spent assay cartridge 200 so that the aspiration
probe 986 drains successive compartments of the assay cartridge 200, transferring the drained fluids to a liquid waste
container 908. The waste cartridge carriage 816 in the waste lane 870 may advance to move a compartment to a position
under the aspiration probe 986 and causes the probe elevator 988 to lower the aspiration probe into the compartment.
The probe elevator 988 lowers the aspiration probe 986 into a compartment to a depth sufficient to reach the bottom of
the deepest compartment. Spring-loadirig may stop the aspiration probe 986 at the compartment bottom irrespective of
the actual depth. This advantageously accommodates tolerance stack up that may contribute uncertainties related to
compartment depth. Alternatively, the probe elevator 988 may selectively lower the aspiration probe 986 to depths
appropriate for specific compartments. As the probe elevator 988 lowers the aspiration probe 986, the system may
monitor a liquid level sensor to determine the fill level of the compartment, and activate a peristaltic pump 909 or other
negative pressure source to begin draining once the aspiration probe contacts fluid. Once the aspiration probe assembly
870 drains a compartment, the liquid level sensor may confirm the efficacy of the draining process by sensing the
decreased fill level. After draining, the probe elevator 988 raises the aspiration probe 986 and the cartridge carriage 816
advances to reposition assay cartridge 200 so that the aspiration probe is aligned with the next compartment.
[0465] As shown in FIG. 14(c), a waste lane 870 can include a solid waste ejector, which serves to dispose of the
assay cartridge 200. The solid waste ejector is aligned with the waste cartridge guide 800 and may be disposed at the
proximal end of the waste cartridge guide. The solid waste ejector accepts an assay cartridge 200 from the cartridge
guide 800 and stores it for operator removal. Components of the solid waste ejector may include a waste garage 874
to accept and temporarily accommodate an expended assay cartridge during ejection, a waste chute 880 to direct the
expended assay cartridge so as to avoid jamming, and a solid waste container 882 to retain the expended assay
cartridges. In some examples, the waste garage 874 and the waste chute 880 may be combined in a single component.
The solid waste container 882 can be functionally part of the waste lane 116(c), but may reside outside the waste lane.
As shown in FIG. 1(d) solid waste 92 may be stored in a waste cabinet beneath the system. The system may incorporate
features that reduce the probability of or minimize the impact of inadvertent release of contaminants. The waste cabinet
may include ultraviolet light sources, In one example, the waste cabinet is maintained at negative pressure, with incoming
air, outgoing air, or both passing through HEPA filters. Such a HEPA filter may be mounted in a manifold that directs air
flow to or from different parts of the system through different regions of a single filter. Air pressure may be monitored on
both sides of such a HEPA filter to determine if the HEPA filter needs to be changed. In some examples, the solid waste
container may be disposable. In other examples, the solid waste container may be reusable and used in conjunction
with a disposable liner. In order to help ensure containment of solid waste the system may include a bin sensor that
monitors the current capacity of the waste bin, allowing the system to notify the user when the waste bin requires
emptying. In some examples, the system includes a waste bin sensor that allows the system to notify a user of failure
to replace the waste bin in the waste cabinet after emptying.
[0466] The waste garage 874 may be an elongated hollow body, which is open at the end facing the cartridge guide
800 and which is open at the bottom where it couples to the waste chute 880. In some examples, the waste garage 874
and the waste chute 880 can be combined into a single part that is removable for easy cleaning. In some examples, the
waste cartridge carriage 872 moves the assay cartridge 200 into the waste garage 874 as the waste lane 870 drains
successive assay cartridge compartments. Once an assay cartridge 200 is fully within the waste garage 874, the waste
cartridge guide 990 no longer provides support; as a result the assay cartridge 200 falls through the open bottom into
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the connected waste chute 880. In other examples, the assay cartridge 200 is moved into the waste garage 874 without
removal of waste liquid from some or all of the assay cartridge 200 compartments, effectively combining liquid and solid
waste disposal functions and simplifying the operation of the system.
[0467] The waste chute 880 may be a hollow body forming a channel large enough to accommodate an assay cartridge
200. The walls of the waste chute 880 may turn so that the channel changes direction from substantially vertical to an
angle downward of and lateral to the direction of the waste lane 870 motion path: The angled section directs assay
cartridges 200 dropping through the waste chute 880 laterally into the solid waste container 882 disposed below. This
reduces undesirable stacking of expended assay cartridges 200 within the solid waste container 882; as assay cartridges
so directed are less likely to nest vertically with one another. This advantageously prevents assay cartridges 200 from
blocking the waste chute when the waste container is only partially full. The waste chute 880 may include a door that,
when closed, provides a barrier between the solid waste container 882 and the waste lane 870 in order to further isolate
contaminated waste.
[0468] Since an assay cartridge drops vertically once it leaves the cartridge guide 800, the waste cartridge carriage
816 of the waste lane 870 may not manipulate the assay cartridge from the normal controlled surface. As noted above,
in other processing lanes the propelling feature 303 of the cartridge carriage 816 lies within a gap defined by a controlled
surface 248 and a support tab 218 of the assay cartridge 200. In the waste lane 870 this arrangement may present a
risk of snagging as the assay cartridge 200 drops. In a preferred example, this is prevented by having the cartridge
carriage 816 push the assay cartridge 200 from the distal surface of the support tab 218. In this arrangement the cartridge
carriage 816 does not have the capacity to retract an assay cartridge 200 once it is within the waste lane 116(c), and
can only advance it. This advantageously reduces the chances of contamination or system malfunction due to inadvertent
reintroduction of a used assay cartridge 200 into the processing lanes 116 or transfer shuttle 898. The system may
further reduce the possibility of snagging by providing sufficient room within the cartridge guide 800 so that a drained
assay cartridge does not fully enter the garage. Processing of the next assay cartridge 200 in succession may then push
the previous drained assay cartridge fully into the waste garage 874 and down to the waste chute 880.
[0469] In some examples, the system has one or more accessory waste chutes that direct solid waste to the solid
waste container 882. One of the accessory waste chutes may be accessible by the sample pipettor assembly 700, and
may include a passive stripping device for removal of the film piercer 268 following piercing of the protective film overlying
the assay cartridge 200. This passive stripping device can be a rigid, bifurcate assembly that arches vertically, with the
central gap aligned with the travel path of the sample pipettor assembly 700. In such an arrangement, simple lateral
movement of the sample pipettor assembly 700 allows the passive stripping device to engage the film piercer 268 and
gently release it from the pipette mandrel 728. This advantageously permits controlled release of the film piercer, which
may have a sharp edge, into an accessory waste chute. An accessory waste chute may be accessible by the XYZ
pipettor 1142. In such an example, the XYZ pipettor 1142 can be used to dispose of used microtips 542 and used reaction
vessels 221.

N. Transfer Shuttle

[0470] FIG. 14(d) shows a perspective view of a transfer shuttle according to an example.
[0471] FIG. 14(e) shows a transfer shuttle aligned with a processing lane.
[0472] Processing of assay cartridges 200 across multiple processing lanes 116 can include a mechanism for transfer
of the assay cartridge between lanes. As shown in FIG. 1(c), in some examples, assay cartridges 200 are transferred
between processing lanes 116 using the transfer shuttle 118 at a transfer position. Some processing lanes, such as the
cartridge loading lane 116(f), may only use the transfer position to unload an assay cartridge 200. Other processing
lanes, such as the waste lane 116(c), may use the transfer position only to load or accept an assay cartridge 200. Other
processing lanes, such as an amplification preparation lane (116g), an elution lane (116e), and a wash lane (116b) may
both load and unload assay cartridges 200 at the transfer position. In some examples, the transfer position of a specific
processing lane 116 is proximate to the intersection of the transfer shuttle 118 motion path with the lane motion path of
that processing lane. The transfer shuttle 118 may be moved between lanes by any suitable means, including, for
example, a gantry system, an overhead crane, a conveyer belt, or a track with drive wheels.
[0473] The transfer shuttle 118 moves assay cartridges 200 among processing lanes 116, as discussed above. In an
example shown in FIG. 14(d), the transfer shuttle 898 may include a shuttle gantry 908 and a shuttle channel 892. The
shuttle gantry 908 supports the shuttle channel 892 and moves it among the processing lanes. The shuttle channel 892
may include alignment sensors 894 for detecting alignment, flags 900 on the cartridge guides 816 of the processing
lanes, ensuring proper alignment between the shuttle channel and each cartridge guide. Similar alignment flags 897
may also be positioned on the cartridge carriage 816 of a processing lance 116. In some examples, the alignment
sensors 894 are optical sensors. Alternatively, alignment sensors may be placed on the cartridge guides 816 of the
processing lanes 116 and alignment flags positioned on the shuttle channel 892.
[0474] The shuttle gantry 908 can be a single-axis linear transport disposed perpendicularly to the lane motion path
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of the processing lanes 116. In some examples, the shuttle gantry 908 includes a linear transport including a shuttle
track 896 that is attached to the shuttle gantry extends in the direction of travel. The shuttle track 896 may extend the
full length of the desired travel, and incorporate a shuttle drive 890. A variety of drive systems may be suitable for this
purpose, including lead screw and nut, a linear motor, or a pneumatic actuator. In some examples, the shuttle drive 890
includes an idler pulley that is attached to the shuttle track 896 near one end of travel and a fixed motor connected to a
drive pulley that is attached to the shuttle track near the opposite end of travel. A timing belt may extend between the
idler pulley and the drive pulley, and connect to the shuttle gantry 908. The distance between the drive pulley and the
idler pulley may be adjustable to simplify installation of the timing belt and to permit adjustment of the tension for optimal
performance. The shuttle gantry 908 may include a track bearing configured to rest on a portion of the shuttle track 896.
In this configuration, rotation of the motor drives the timing belt through the drive pulley and moves the shuttle channel
892 to various positions along the shuttle track 896. Alternatively, the transfer shuttle 898 may be any structure capable
of reaching each of the processing lanes such as a rotary transport, a guided track transport, an elevator, an XYZ
Cartesian transport, or an articulated arm.
[0475] The shuttle channel 892 may be a section of U-shaped channel similar to a portion of the guide channel 862
of a cartridge guide 800. As with the cartridge guide 800, the interior aspect of the lower wall of the shuttle channel 892
may support an assay cartridge horizontal web 228 on one side and the bottom surface of a cartridge flange 906 on
other side. The opening or gap in the lower wall allows the wells and vertical web 226 of an assay cartridge 200 to extend
below the shuttle channel 892. A linear spring may serve to align and retain an assay cartridge 200 within the shuttle
channel 892. In some examples, as shown in FIG. 14(e), the shuttle channel 892 includes tapering or angled lead-in
features 904. Such lead-in features 904 may serve to compensate for minor misalignments between the shuttle channel
892 and the guide channel 862 of a processing lane 116, thereby preventing damage to the assay cartridge 200 during
transfer and reducing the frequency of system failures due to misaligned assay cartridges.
[0476] In one example of how the transfer shuttle 898 can function, the shuttle gantry 908 positions the shuttle channel
892 at the transfer position in a first processing lane. The cartridge carriage 816 of the first processing lane then moves
to the transfer position to place the assay cartridge 200 in the shuttle channel 892. The shuttle gantry 908 then repositions
the shuttle channel 892 at the transfer point of a second processing lane. The cartridge carriage 816 of the second
processing lane then moves the assay cartridge from the shuttle channel 892 into the guide channel 862 of the second
lane. The cartridge carriage of the second processing lane may move to the transfer position prior to the arrival of the
shuttle channel in order to simplify transfer of the assay cartridge 200. During transfer the system may control the transfer
velocity of the transfer shuttle 898 in order to reduce splashing of the contents of the assay cartridge 200.
[0477] In another example of how the transfer shuttle 898 can function, a transfer shuttle having more than one shuttle
channel positions a first shuttle channel at a transfer position of a first processing lane. The cartridge carriage of the first
processing lane then transfers a first assay cartridge to a first shuttle channel of the transfer shuttle. The shuttle gantry
then repositions the transfer shuttle, aligning a second shuttle channel of the transfer shuttle with the transfer position
of a second processing lane. The cartridge carriage of the second processing lane transfers a second assay cartridge
to the second shuttle channel of the transfer shuttle. The shuttle gantry then repositions the transfer shuttle to align the
first shuttle channel with the transfer position of the second processing lane. The cartridge carriage of the second
processing lane then retrieves the first assay cartridge from the first shuttle channel of the transfer shuttle for processing
within the second processing lane. The shuttle gantry then repositions the transfer shuttle to transfer the second assay
cartridge to another processing lane, which may be the first processing lane. This operation may be referred to as a
cartridge switch. A cartridge switch may occur within a single operational pitch, which is described in greater detail below.
In some examples, the first processing lane is the cartridge presentation lane. In some examples, the second processing
lane is a warming lane.
[0478] FIG. 14(g) shows another transfer shuttle 898 according to one example. In this example, two shuttle channels
892 may be coupled to a shuttle gantry 908, so that two cartridges can be transported simultaneously. In yet other
examples, three or more shuttle channels may be present in the transfer shuttle. This example is advantageous, as it
can increase productivity as more assay cartridges can be transferred.

O. XYZ Transport Device

[0479] FIG. 15(a) shows a perspective view of an XYZ axis transport device according to an example.
[0480] FIG. 15(b) shows a perspective view of a portion of a Y axis transport device.
[0481] FIG. 15(c) shows a Z axis elevator for the XYZ axis transport device.
[0482] FIG. 15(d) shows an X’ axis transport device.
[0483] As shown in FIG. 1 (c), an XYZ transport device 40 is positioned to access both sample processing and sample
analysis portions of the system. According to a more specific example shown in FIG. 15(a), an XYZ transport device
1100 can comprise a number of independent motion systems. The first may be an XYZ axis transport apparatus 1132.
In one example, the XYZ axis transport apparatus 1132 can associated with (e.g., coupled to) a pipetting arm 1136. The
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XYZ axis transport apparatus 1132 can move in an X direction, a Y direction, or a Z direction. A second independent
motion system may be an X’ axis transport device 1134. In one example, the X’ axis transport device 1134 is associated
with a slide-lock manipulator 1138 that is used to access thermal cyclers 1300. Another independent motion system
may include an X-axis transport element 1133. It may include a linear track, as well as a drive device for causing the
XYZ axis transport apparatus 1132 to move in an X direction. Yet another independent motion system may include a
Y-axis transport element 1131. It may include a linear track, as well as a drive device for causing the X-axis transport
element 1133 to move in a Y direction.
[0484] The pipetting arm 1136 may move along both X and Y axes along the major planes of the system, and (as
shown in FIG. 15(c)) may includes a pump carriage 1140 that can move vertically in the Z axis. The pump carriage 1140
may include a microtip pipettor 1142 similar to those utilized in some processing lanes 116 of the system. This pipettor
1142 can be used to load and shuck microtips 542, pipette reagents between the reagent storage unit 124 and processing
lanes 116, place plugs 222 in the base of reaction vessels 221, and transfer PCR reaction vessels 221 to and from the
thermal cycler cell garage 1200. The XYZ transport can include devices that facilitate processing of reaction vessels,
including mixing devices capable of releasing air bubbles trapped against the interior of a reaction vessel. Such devices
include orbital mixers, ultrasonic devices, and devices that spin the reaction vessel. In some examples, the XYZ transport
may include multiple pump carriages, carrying pipette pumps of with different effective volume ranges.
[0485] Alternative examples of the system may utilize a dedicated device for the transfer of reaction vessels, reaction
vessel plugs, and microtips. Such dedicated devices may include a gripper configured for "pick and place" of items such
as reaction vessels, reaction vessel plugs, and microtips,
[0486] The XYZ transport device 1100 may also include positional encoders and a linear encoder reader 1104 that
provide positional information and feedback to a controller, as shown in FIG. 15(b). Examples of such encoders include
magnetic linear encoders that may be incorporated into gantries and other supporting structures and encoders that are
incorporated directly into drive motors 1112, such as optical rotary encoders.
[0487] To further refine movement and orientation on the system, the pipettor 1142 may include a sensing circuit that
signals proximity to and contact with objects or fluids, either through the pipettor 1142 or an extension of the pipettor
such as a disposable microtip 542. Such a sensing circuit is described in further detail below, and can be responsive to
conductive objects or fluids. Other possible sensing mechanisms include optical, acoustic, and radio frequency sensors.
Examples of conductive objects include conductive pipette tips, conductive plugs 222 for PCR reaction vessels, and
conductive surfaces on the system itself. This sensing circuits can provide confirmation of the presence of a conductive
pipette tip 542, plug 222, or plugged PCR reaction vessel 221 on the pipettor, and allows the use of known conductive
features on the system for calibration of the position of the XYZ transport device 1100.
[0488] FIG. 15(b) also shows air valves 1106 for controlling air flow to pneumatic systems, a home sensor 1110 for
indicating a home position for the pipetting arm 1136, as well as a carriage mount for the pipetting arm 1136.
[0489] The XYZ transport device 1100 may include additional independent motion systems that may include positional
encoders, such as an X’ axis transport device 1134 as described above and as shown in FIG. 15(a) and 15(d). Such
independent motion systems may include a slide lock manipulator 1138, which moves along an X’ axis can be used to
manipulate a slidable cover or door that lies within its motion path. In one example, the sliding cover is a slidable lid of
a thermal cycler module (see FIGS. 16(j)-16(m)).
[0490] A system according to an example may comprise a linear track, a pipetting arm coupled to the linear track, and
an actuator coupled to the linear track and configured to extend away from the linear track and retract towards the linear
track. In one example, the actuator can move independently of the pipetting arm along an X’ axis. In accordance examples ,
the X’ axis can be parallel with the long axis of the thermal cycler module garage. FIG. 15(d) shows an example where
the slide lock manipulator 1138 includes a linear actuator 1124 that terminates in a gripping feature 1142. FIG. 15(d)
also shows an X’-axis motor with a rotary encoder, a rail 1128, and a conduit cover 1122 (e.g., for covering wires and
other conduits). In an alternative example, the actuator is a slide lock manipulator that moves in concert with the pipetting
arm and is coupled to the same motion mechanism.
[0491] A pneumatic cylinder can cause the actuator 1124 to extend and retract away from and towards the X-axis
transport element 1133. The pneumatic cylinder may extend in any axis that is suitable for its function. In one example,
the pneumatic cylinder extends along the Y axis. In the example described above, this gripping feature 1142 may be in
the form of a cylinder, and may reversibly engage the slidable lid of a thermal cycler module (or other analytical unit).
In such an example, the XYZ transport can include sensors that determine the position of such a slidable lid. Movement
of the linear actuator 1124 results allows the system to move the slidable lid, thereby opening or closing the thermal
cycler module. The linear actuator 1124 can be a pneumatic cylinder, although other mechanism that provide linear
movement such as hydraulic cylinders, linear stepper motors, worm gear drives, timing belt and pulley assemblies, and
solenoids may also be used.
[0492] The gripping feature 1142 may be an expanded section of the terminus of the linear actuator 1124, the expanded
section having sufficient radius and thin enough section to engage a complementary feature on the slidable lid of the
thermal cycler module. In one example, the X’ axis transport device 1134 moves the slide lock manipulator 1138 into a
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position adjacent to the thermal cycler module. The slide lock manipulator 1138 then extends the linear actuator 1124
to engage the slidable lid with the gripping feature 1142. The gripping feature 1142 may be released from the slidable
lid by reversing this operation. The gripping feature 1124 can have an approximately circular cross-section, with a
rounded edge and a thickness that increases towards the center, however other geometries, including polyhedrons,
spheroids, conical sections, and combinations of the shapes are possible. Alternatively the gripping feature 1124 may
incorporate two or more extensions that either passively or actively engage a feature on the slidable lid.
[0493] The slide lock manipulator can be used in other examples. For example, the slide lock manipulator can be used
in a method comprising: acquiring a reaction vessel (e.g., reaction vessel 221 in FIG. 5(c)) with a pipetting arm (e.g.,
pipetting arm 1136 in FIG. 15(a)), opening the analytical unit (e.g., the thermal cycler module 1300 in FIG. 16(b)) with
a slide lock manipulator (e.g., 1138 in FIG. 15(a)), aligning the pipetting arm with the analytical unit, and releasing the
reaction vessel from the pipetting arm. Thus, the particular XYZ transport device 1100 shown in FIG. 15(a).

P. Sensor System

[0494] As noted above, the system can include a sensor system. In some subassemblies, a secondary controller may
be associated with a sensor system that includes a sensing circuit that provides feedback to the system. In one example,
a subassembly that is associated with a sensor system is a pipetting device. A sensor system according to an example
may comprise a mandrel (e.g., element 4110 in FIG. 15(e)), which may form part of a pipetting device, and a sensing
circuit configured to determine a characteristic of an extension element on the mandrel. The sensing circuit comprises
one or more sensor channels, coupled to a processor (e.g., controller 4600 in FIG. 15(e)) configured to determine the
characteristic of the extension element based on the error signal. The sensing circuit may comprise a phase-locked loop
(also known as a PLL), a plurality of sense channels, a processor or controller, and other components.
[0495] An exemplary sensing system comprising a sensing circuit (e.g., a liquid level sensing circuit) is shown in FIG.
15(e). The sensing circuit according to an example provides a signal that indicates when a portion of the subassembly
contacts or approaches a discontinuity in permittivity, conductivity or a source of electromagnetic (electrostatic) induction.
One example of a detectable discontinuity in permittivity is an air-liquid interface; for this reason, such a sensing circuit
may be referred to as a liquid sensor. An example of a detectable discontinuity in conductivity includes a good conductor
physically attaching to a material with higher resistivity. Examples of detectable sources of electromagnetic induction
include any conductive, charge holding elements in relatively close proximity to the portion of the subassembly under
discussion. These discontinuities in permittivity, conductivity or sources of mutual capacitance, either individually or
combined, modify the amount of capacitance "seen" by the circuit which results in a detectable modulation or change
in the signal. For example, a detectable modulation or change can be indicated as a PLL "error" signal.
[0496] In some examples, the sensing circuit can be a liquid level sending circuit as described in Radio Frequency
Liquid Sensor, or RFLS. One example of an RFLS is found in United States patent No. 4,912,976, which is herein
incorporated by reference in its entirety, for all purposes. It describes a capacitance-based liquid sensing circuit that
includes a reactive element that forms part of a tuned circuit in a voltage-controlled oscillator. The current example
incorporates a related capacitance-based liquid sensing circuit that includes a distributed reactive element that forms
part of a tuned circuit in a voltage-controlled oscillator. The reactive element can be coarsely modeled as a combination
of capacitance, resistance and inductance including a dielectric and terminal conductors. The reactive element need
not be continuously self-contained or localized, but can change according to the application. The properties of the reactive
element can be altered (and consequently detected) by effecting change to any of the basic constituents, e.g., changes
to the dielectric, to terminal conductors or to the mutual capacitance environment.
[0497] Changes in the local environment surrounding one terminal of the reactive element amount to a change in the
reactive element’s dielectric. When the permittivity, of the dielectric changes, the capacitance sensed by the circuit can
be altered resulting in a change in frequency. This change in frequency can be detected by comparison to a fixed
frequency reference. Such a change indicates that one of the terminals of the reactive element has, for example,
encountered a liquid.
[0498] In some examples, one of the reactive element terminals is a liquid handling probe that forms part of the RFLS
circuit. Alternatively, one terminal of the reactive element may be altered adding a conductive extension of the sub-
assembly that is discarded after use. Examples of disposable conductive extension elements include, but are not limited
to, millitips and microtips. In such an example, the sensing circuit can provide a signal that indicates the successful
attachment, and subsequent release, of a conductive millitip (220 of FIG. 6), microtip (490 of FIG. 12(b)), film piercer
(262 in FIG. 4(e)), or reaction vessel plug (222 of FIG. 5) to the pipette mandrel. The sensing circuit can also be configured
to detect different volumes of liquid in a pipette tip attached to a mandrel as well as to provide information regarding the
type of liquid.
[0499] As an example of changing the mutual capacitance environment, another example of the liquid level sensing
circuit can be used to detect the approach of a pipette mandrel (which forms one of the reactive element terminals) to
one or more conductive targets (which can form other reactive element terminals) that are placed within the path of the
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pipettor. This approach can be a patterned series of movements that comprise a search for a conductive target in 3-
dimensional space that is initiated once the pipette mandrel is brought into proximity to the conductive target. Such
information, when combined with information regarding the position of associated stepper motors, can be used for
automating alignment of the pipettor within the system. The conductive targets may be fortuitously located system
components or conductive targets incorporated into the system for this purpose. Conductive targets can include projec-
tions that extend from a system component. Examples of projecting conductive targets include substantially planar tabs
and cylindrical pins. Alternatively, a conductive target can be a hole or gap in an otherwise continuous conductive surface.
Any discontinuity or array of discontinuities in a conductive element can be used for detection purposes. The detected
modulated signal can be used to measure alignment, proximity, contact, speed, acceleration, direction and vibration in
addition to other parameters. This can be useful in characterizing a range of mechanical performance specifications.
[0500] FIG. 15(e) is a simplified block diagram of a sensor system 4000, according to one example. The sensor system
4000 may be incorporated into or associated with the pipetting arm 1136 shown in FIG. 15(a). The sensor system 4000
may be configured to perform multiple functions including liquid level detections, basic instrument alignment functions,
pipette tip (or other device detection; as described above) detections and detections of discontinuities in permittivity,
conductivity, and sources of electromagnetic (electrostatic) induction. The sensor system 4000 includes a phase-locked
loop based sensor ("PLL sensor" or "sensing circuit") 4100, a level sense channel 4200, a first alignment channel 4300,
a second alignment channel 4400, a direct current ("DC") sense channel 4500, a multiplexor ("mux") 4550, an analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) 4560, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 4570, a processor 4600, a memory block 4620, a
digital potentiometer 4640, and an input-output ("I/O") port extender 4660, all operatively and/or electrically coupled
together. The PLL sensor 4100 includes a reactive element 4110, a filter and relay block 4115, an inductive-capacitive-
resistive ("LCR") tank circuit 4120, a voltage-controlled oscillator ("VCO") 4130, a phase-frequency detector ("PFD")
4140, a reference oscillator 4150, and a filter 4160. The tank circuit 4120 includes a first set of varactors 4124 and a
second set of varactors 4122. The first set of varactors 4124 are connected to the VCO 4130 and the reactive element
4110 through the filter and relay block 4115. The midpoint of the first set of varactors is connected to the processor 3600
through the DAC 4570.
[0501] The sensor system 4000 may further comprise a plurality of sense channels. For example, the sensor system
4000 may comprise a level sense channel 4200, which includes an amplifier circuit 4210 and a filter 4220. It may also
include a first alignment channel 4300, which includes an amplifier circuit 4310 and a filter 4320, and a second alignment
channel 4400, which includes an amplifier circuit 4410 and a buffer 4420. It may further include a DC sense channel
4500, which includes an amplifier circuit 4510 and a filter 4520.
[0502] The reactive element 4110 may comprise a pipette mandrel, or a pipette mandrel in combination with an
extension element such as a pipette tip, piercer, pipette tip with liquid, etc. The reactive element 4110 may be configured
to sense changes in the surrounding dielectric and sense changes due to electromagnetic induction. Furthermore, the
sensor system 4000 may be configured to determine a characteristic of an extension element of the pipettor mandrel.
For example, the reactive element 4110 may include an extension element such as a film piercer or a reaction vessel,
each with different electrical properties, and the sensor system 4000 can determine if the extension element is present
or has changed in any way. Other reactive elements 4110 and extension elements may be used and would be known
and appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this disclosure. In certain examples, the reactive
element 4110 (e.g., mandrel) can have a resistance, a reactance (e.g., capacitive reactance or inductive reactance), or
a combination of both (e.g., an impedance).
[0503] The PFD 4140 is a multistate phase-frequency detector configured for phase-locked loop applications where
a minimum phase and frequency difference between a reference and a VCO is achieved when the loop is locked. The
PFD 4140 is further configured to compare the frequency of the VCO 4130 to the frequency of the reference oscillator
4150 (i.e., a fixed oscillator) and generate a corresponding difference voltage or error signal. The error signal is propor-
tional in magnitude and direction to the difference between the VCO and reference output frequencies. As further
described below, the PLL error signal (from PLL sensor 4100) can be used as the source of all measurement channels
(e.g., level sense channel 4200) in the sensor system 4000. The error signal generated by PFD 4140 can be fed back
to the VCO 4130 through the filter 4160, where the VCO 4130 adjusts its operating frequency until it matches the
frequency of the reference oscillator 4150. In this "locked" condition, the error voltage is relatively constant (non-changing)
and is continuously monitored by the processor 4600. In one example, the filter 4160 is an active filter to provide for a
wide range.of VCO 4130 tuning voltages. In some examples, the operating frequency of the VCO 4130 or the reference
oscillator may be multiplied or divided. In another example, the VCO 4130 operating frequency is a function of the tank
circuit 4120, the filter relay block 4115, and the reactive element 4110.
[0504] The LCR tank circuit 4120 controls the frequency of the VCO 4130 and includes the reactive element 4110.
This reactive element may be distributed; in one example such a distributed reactive element includes filter block 4115.
When the reactive element 4110 experiences a change in capacitance, the frequency of the LCR tank circuit 4120 also
changes. A change in any element of the LCR tank circuit 4120 (i.e., capacitance, resistance, or inductance) causes a
change in the frequency of the VCO 4130, thus changing the PLL error voltage monitored by the processor 4600.
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Changes in the capacitance of the LCR tank circuit 4126 may be caused by a number of events including pipette tips
touching liquid, mandrels passing in close proximity to conductive targets, and the placement of a pipette tip on a mandrel.
The LCR tank circuit 4120 includes two sets of varactors, which function as voltage controlled capacitors. The first set
of varactors 4124 is configured to adjust the sensitivity of the system 4000. The sensitivity is changed by making
adjustments to the operating point of the sensor system 4000. The sensitivity adjustment is performed by altering the
point of interplay between the first and second sets of varactors, thereby providing for very sensitive responses for very
small changes in capacitance as well as smaller responses for large changes in capacitance. For example, biasing 4124
at a high capacitance, forces 4122 to a low capacitance due to the PLL locked condition. Any required change in the
capacitance 4122 due to the operation of the PLL requires a relatively high voltage due to the position of the operating
point. This results in enhanced sensitivity. Likewise, biasing 4124 at a low capacitance, forces 4122 to a high capacitance.
Any required change in the capacitance 4122 due to the operation of the PLL requires a relatively low voltage due to
the position of the operating point. This results in decreased sensitivity. The first set of varactors 4124 is configured to
exploit the shape of the varactor characteristic curves to improve sensor performance for a wide range of applications.
The operation and exploitation of varactor characteristic curves to improve the sensitivity of the sensor 4000 would be
known and appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this disclosure. The second set of varactors
4122 is configured to provide a variable voltage input to adjust the VCO 4130 output frequency. In an alternative example,
the PLL sensor 4100 is configured to compare the phase of the VCO 4130 with the phase of the reference oscillator
4150 to generate a corresponding difference voltage. Such phase comparisons may be made using a voltage phase
detector. In one example, the VCO 4130 is configured to operate at a nominal frequency of 6MHz. In another example,
the reference oscillator 4150 is a crystal oscillator. Further examples may include different configurations of the phase/fre-
quency detector, the loop filter, the charge pump (combined with the loop filter) and the tank circuit, including additional
active or passive devices, which would be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this disclosure
[0505] The filter and relay block 4115 is configured to filter out both radiated and received radio-frequency ("RF")
energy, according to an example. The filter can be tuned to calibrate the response of the sensor 4000. Filter and relay
block 4115 further includes a relay configured to both remove any potential charge on the mandrel and provide a transient
startup pulse to the PLL loop if needed.
[0506] The filter 4160 is configured as a multi-pole filter or integrator with a charge pump function, according to an
example. The filter 4160 is configured to receive the output of the PFD 4140 and generate a DC error signal proportional
to the difference between the reference oscillator 4150 frequency and the VCO 4130 frequency. The steady-state DC
error level is fed back to the VCO varactors to maintain a minimum phase and frequency difference with respect to the
reference oscillator output frequency.
[0507] The level sense channel 4200 is configured to respond to small PLL error transients that are induced when a
pipette tip enters or exits a liquid, according to an example. The PLL error signal can be AC-coupled to the programmable
gain, single-supply amplifier circuit 4210 and through filter 4220. The PLL error signal may be characterized as an AC-
coupled phase-locked loop error voltage, which may be an example of a first error signal or second error signal. In an
example , the amplifier can be in a non-inverting configuration. In other examples, the filter 4220 may be a multiple-
stage Sallen-Key low-pass filter. The output of the level sense channel 4200 is directed to both a fully differential analog
interface (e.g., mux 4550) connected to a remote microcontroller (e.g., processor 4600) ADC and to a local ADC 4560.
The time constant of this signal chain allows the sensor system 4000 to respond to transient entry and exit liquid level
sense events encountered by a conductive pipette tip attached to a conductive mandrel (i.e., reactive element 4110).
On entry and exit events, the output signal of level sense channel 4200 is configured to produce a positive or negative
signal (relative to mid-supply), respectively. In one example, the level sense channel 4200 output signal is sent to the
processor 4600 for further processing by way of the mux 4550 and/or the ADC 4560. The processor 4600 is configured
to determine, for example, whether the reactive element 4110 (e.g. a pipette tip) enters or exits a liquid based on the
electrical characteristics of the level sense channel 4200 output signal. To illustrate, the PLL error signal operates at a
nominal value when the pipette tip (e.g., reactive element 4110) is not making contact to other objects or mediums. In
other words, the PLL error signal can be a substantially constant voltage when the pipette tip is not touching anything.
As described above, a positive signal excursion (e.g., positive voltage "spike") occurs when the pipette comes into
contact with a liquid. The magnitude of the spike depends on the various electrical characteristics of the liquid. The level
sense channel 4200 is configured to detect the positive or negative voltage spike and thus determine that the pipette
has made contact with the liquid. There are a variety of ways that the level sense channel 4200 can detect a positive or
negative voltage spike. In one example, the level sense channel 4200 compares the magnitude of the voltage spike
(i.e., contact with a liquid) to the magnitude of the nominal voltage (i.e., no contact) and measures the difference voltage.
The nominal voltage can be referred to as a reference voltage. In another example, the level sense channel 4200 may
offset the positive reference voltage slightly higher than the nominal value to filter out any small positive voltage spikes
that may occur due to noise on the channel. Similarly, the level sense channel 4200 may offset the negative reference
voltage slightly lower than the nominal value to filter out any small negative voltage spikes due to noise on the channel.
In some examples, the sensor system 400 can store the reference values (i.e., reference voltages, offset reference
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voltages, etc.) in memory block 4620. Other output signal configurations may be used and would be known and appre-
ciated by one of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this disclosure.
[0508] In certain examples, the level sense channel 4200 can also detect a fill level of an extension element (e.g., a
pipette tip). For example, certain extension elements can hold a certain volume of a liquid. The electrical characteristics
of the extension element will change depending on how much liquid is present inside the extension element. To illustrate,
an extension element with no liquid inside may have a certain reactance which may yield a certain PLL error voltage.
An extension element filled with a liquid may have a different reactance and thus a different PLL error voltage. The level
sense channel 4200 is configured to measure and quantify the difference between the two voltages (including the other
detectable water levels and error voltages in between). It should be noted that this type of measurement is different from
detecting an initial contact with a liquid. As described above, when the extension element comes into initial contact with
a liquid, the level sense channel 4200 measures a voltage spike in the PLL error voltage relative to a nominal value. In
contrast, the level sense channel 4200 is measuring the change in the nominal value as the amount of water in the
extension element changes. For example, slowly adding a liquid to the extension element would cause the PLL error
signal (i.e., the nominal value) to slowly increase or decrease depending on the electrical characteristics of the liquid.
Quantifying and/or calibrating the level sense channel 4200 to accurately measure a fill level of an extension element
based on the changing PLL error signal would be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this
disclosure. In other examples, DC sense channel 4500 may detect the fill level of an extension element (e.g., a pipette
tip) as described in more detail below.
[0509] The first alignment channel 4300 is configured to optimize the sensor system 4000 response to instrument
alignment targets, according to an example The amplifier circuit 4310 includes an AC-coupled, single supply, dual stage
amplifier with programmable gains. More specifically, the dual stage amplifier includes a high-gain and low-gain section
followed by a filter 4320. The first alignment channel 4300 is configured to receive an AC coupled phase-locked loop
error voltage, which may be an example of a first error signal or second error signal. In one example, the filter 4220
performs a simple low-pass function. The output of the first alignment channel 4300 is directed to both a fully differential
analog interface (e.g., mux 4550) connected to a remote microcontroller (e.g., processor 4600) analog-to-digital converter
("ADC") and to a local ADC 4560. The time constant of the signal chain allows the sensor system 4000 to respond to
higher-frequency transient alignment events as sensed by the motion of a conductive mandrel (e.g., reactive element
4110) in close proximity to a conductive target. In one non-limiting example, the output signal of the first alignment
channel 4300 produces a negative going response when a mandrel (i.e., reactive element 4110) approaches a conductive
target, and a positive going response when the mandrel moves away from the target. In one example, the output signal
of the first alignment channel 4300 is sent to the processor 4600 for further processing by way of the mux 4550 and/or
the ADC 4560. The processor 4600 is configured, in one non-limiting example, to optimize the sensor system 4000
response to instrument alignment targets based on the electrical characteristics of the first alignment channel 4400
output signal. In some examples, the amplifier circuit 4310 may comprise one or more amplifier stage and may or may
not include the filter 4320. In one example, the amplifier gain is set by the programmable digital potentiometer 4640.
[0510] The second alignment channel 4400 is configured to optimize the sensor system 4000 response to instrument
alignment targets, according to an example The amplifier circuit 4410 includes an AC-coupled, single supply, dual stage
amplifier with programmable gains. More specifically, the dual stage amplifier includes a high-gain and low-gain section
followed by a filter 4420. In one example, the filter 4420 performs a simple low-pass function. The output of the second
alignment channel 4400 is directed to both a fully differential analog interface (e.g., mux 4550) connected to a remote
microcontroller (e.g., processor 4600) ADC and to a local ADC 4560. The second alignment channel 4400 also includes
a programmable offset function. The time constant of this signal chain allows the sensor system 4000 to respond to
lower-frequency transient alignment events as sensed by the motion of a conductive mandrel (e.g., reactive element
4110) in close proximity to a conductive target. In one non-limiting example, the channel 4400 produces a negative going
response when a mandrel (i.e., reactive element 4110) approaches a conductive target, and a positive going response
when the mandrel moves away from the target. In one example, the output signal of the second alignment channel 4400
is sent to the processor 4600 for further processing by way of the mux 4550 and/or the ADC 4560. The processor 4600
is configured, in one non-limiting example, to optimize the sensor system 4000 response to instrument alignment targets
based on the electrical characteristics of the second alignment channel 4400 output signal. In some examples, the
amplifier circuit 4410 may comprise one or more amplifier stage and may or may not include the filter 4420. In one
example, the amplifier gain is set by the programmable digital potentiometer 4640. The gain of the second alignment
channel 4400 may differ from the gain of the first alignment channel 4300. In another example, the second alignment
channel does not include the filter 4420. The gains of each alignment channel are typically adapted for different targeting
applications.
[0511] The DC sense channel 4500 is configured to sense liquids, targets, tips and some environmental conditions,
according to an example. The channel 4500 is further configured to evaluate and track the performance of the sensor
system 4000 as it interacts with a plurality of stimuli (e.g., liquid, solid, and gaseous environments, changes in permittivity,
etc.). The DC sense channel 4500 includes an amplifier circuit 4510 that comprises a DC-coupled, single-supply, fully-
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differential amplifier configured to compare the PLL error signal to a programmable reference bias voltage and to amplify
the difference, according to one example. The resulting difference signal passes through a filter 4520. The DC sense
channel 4500 is configured to receive a DC coupled phase-locked loop error voltage, which may be an example of a
first error signal or second error signal. In one example, the filter 4520 is a low-pass filter. The output of the DC sense
channel 4500 is directed to both a fully differential analog interface (e.g., mux 4550) connected to a remote microcontroller
(e.g., processor 4600) ADC and to a local ADC 4560. The time constant of the signal chain allows the sensor system
4000 to respond to both transient events and steady-state conditions as sensed by the motion or static condition of a
conductive mandrel or probe (e.g., reactive element 4110). Furthermore, the DC sense channel 4500 produces a con-
tinuous DC output signal allowing it to sense effects which are semi-persistent such as tips installed on a mandrel, the
fill level of an extension element such as a pipette tip, etc. For example, mandrel tips may alter the electrical properties
of the reactive element 4110 thereby causing a shift in the DC channel output voltage. A DC reference bias voltage may
be programmed to compensate for such semi-persistent changes in the PLL error signal. In one example, the output
signal of the DC sense channel 4500 is sent to the processor 4600 for further processing by way of the mux 4550 and/or
the ADC 4560. The processor 4600 is configured, in one non-limiting example, to sense liquids, targets, tips, and
environmental conditions based on the electrical characteristics of the DC sense channel 4500 output signal. To illustrate,
an extension element on the mandrel with no liquid inside may have a certain reactance which may yield a certain PLL
error voltage. DAC 4570 may apply a DC reference bias voltage to compensate for the reactance of the extension
element. Upon filling, an extension element filled with a liquid may have a different reactance and thus a different PLL
error voltage. The DC sense channel 4500 is configured to measure and quantify the difference between the two voltages
(the reference bias voltage compensating for the PLL error voltage attributable to the extension element alone and the
PLL error voltage attributable to the extension element including the filling liquid). In some examples, this may include
comparing the output of DC sense channel 4500 to one or more stored reference values established by a calibration
procedure. Quantifying and/or calibrating the DC sense channel 4500 to accurately measure a fill level of an extension
element based on the PLL error signal would be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this
disclosure. Alternatively, other amplifier and filter configurations may be used and would be known to one of ordinary
skill in the art with the benefit of this disclosure.
[0512] The DAC 4570 is configured to adjust sensor sensitivity, alignment channel offset, DC channel offset, and DC
channel reference. In one example, the DAC 4570 is a 4-channel device. The local ADC 4560 is an 8-channel device
positioned on the sensor board (not shown) configured to sample the sensor signals from the various channels previously
discussed (e.g., first alignment channel 4300). The ADC 4560 includes additional functionality to generate interrupts
based on sensed events to an associated microcontroller or computer, such as processor 4600.
[0513] The mux 4550 can comprise two multiplexors configured to direct various sensor signals (e.g., from the first or
second alignment channels) to one of two analog differential buffers. These analog channels are connected remotely
(off of the PCB) to the ADC of the microcontroller (processor 4600).
[0514] The processor 4600 handles system communications and signal processing tasks associated with the sensor
system 4000 (e.g., implementing pipetting functions). Furthermore, the processor 4600 provides the interface to the
sensor system 4000 for communication and data management tasks, and the processor 4600 can be a remote or local
microcontroller. The processor 4600 may be configured to receive analog outputs (e.g., from the level sense channel
4200) through the MUX 4550 our from the digital output from the ADC 4560. The processor 4600 is further configured
to digitize analog signals and provide additional control functions to the various channels including the second alignment
channel 4400 and DC sense channel 4500, as shown in FIG. 15(e). In an example, the processor 4600 resides within
a same module as the sensor board (not shown).
[0515] In one example, the processor 4600 is configured to communicate with the memory block 4620, digital poten-
tiometer 4640, and I/O port extender 4660. The memory block 4620 is configured as local memory for data storage. The
digital potentiometer 4640 is configured to adjust measurement channel gains, as described above. The I/O port extender
4660 is configured to apply control to the multiplexers, relay block, and phase-frequency detector (connection not shown).
[0516] There are a number of advantages to examples including the use of a PLL circuit for detecting an impedance
of a probe. As described above, the impedance of the reactive element 4110 (e.g. the probe), and by extension the
impedance measured at the tank circuit 4120, determines the operating frequency of the VCO 4130. An impedance
describes a measure of opposition to alternating current (AC) which comprises a measurement of the relative amplitude
and phase of the voltage (V) and current (I). An impedance typically has a complex element which can be described as
a resistance (R) plus a reactance (X). The reactance may be, for example, a capacitive or inductive reactance. Typically,
in order to measure the impedance of the probe, an AC signal source, a source voltage measurement, and a current
measurement is needed. The current measurement can be transformed into a secondary voltage measurement (through
I-V conversion) where the resulting measurements may be expressed in vector coordinates (magnitude and phase). As
such, the PLL sensor 4100 provides a convenient structure well suited to perform impedance measurements because
it can be configured to automatically align the phase and perform a single voltage measurement to indicate, with high
accuracy, any changes to the complex impedance (R + iX) as required by the sensor system 4000.
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[0517] Examples can incorporate several features that can result in successful utilization of the distributed reactive
element in sensing discontinuities in permittivity, conductivity or sources of electromagnetic induction.

1. The sensing circuits can use both AC and DC modes of operation which enable detection of both transient and
steady-state signals. The AC mode is useful when looking only for change or transient events in the presence of
noise such as when entering or exiting a liquid. The DC mode is useful when continuous tracking of conditions is
needed. This can occur for example, when the mandrel is tracked to determine if it touches or attaches (to varying
degrees) to any conductive element. These modes can be applicable over different sensor sensitivities. For example,
the DC mode is useful in quantizing environmental effects at high sensitivity while at low sensitivity, the DC mode
is useful for tip detection.
2. The sensing circuits can incorporate methods for adjusting sensitivity without adjusting gain. This allows accom-
modation of a very wide range of sensing applications with the same hardware while providing enhanced noise
performance. It also allows the hardware to perform outside its normal expected range of application thus extending
its usefulness. This is done through voltage dependent capacitance. The voltage dependence of the spacing between
charges on the two sides of a pn junction can be used to facilitate sensitivity adjustments.
3. The realization of one terminal of the reactive element incorporates shielding in such a way as to enhance noise
performance. This imposes specific lengths on the antenna connection between the sensor and the mandrel.
4. The inclusion of an electrical switch device in this example allows several additional functions, including discharge
of the pipette mandrel and a mechanism for reliable startup of the phased locked loop.

Q. Thermal Cycler Modules

[0518] As noted above, PCR or "Polymerase Chain Reaction" refers to a method used to amplify DNA through repeated
cycles of enzymatic replication followed by denaturation of the DNA duplex and formation of new DNA duplexes. Dena-
turation and renaturation of the DNA duplex may be performed by altering the temperature of the DNA amplification
reaction mixture. Real time PCR refers to a LCR process in which a signal that is related to the amount of amplified DNA
in the reaction is monitored during the amplification process. This signal is often fluorescence; however, other detection
methods are possible. In an example, a PCR subsystem takes a prepared and sealed reaction vessel and performs a
complete real-time polymerase chain reaction analysis, thermal cycling the sample multiple times and reporting the
intensity of emitted fluorescent light at each cycle.
[0519] The PCR subsystem can comprise several subsystems including an optical excitation subsystem, an optical
detection subsystem, a PCR reaction vessel including plug, one or more thermal cycler modules 1300 and a thermal
cycler garage 1200. The PCR subsystem can be supported by a transport device such as an XYZ transport device.
[0520] In examples, a thermal cycle can refer to one complete amplification cycle, in which a sample moves through
a time versus temperature profile, also known as a temperature profile, that includes: heating the sample to a DNA
duplex denaturing temperature, cooling the sample to a DNA annealing temperature, and exciting the sample with an
excitation source while monitoring the emitted fluorescence. A typical DNA denaturing temperature can be about 90°C
to 95°C. A typical DNA annealing temperature can be about 60°C to 70°C. A typical DNA polymerization temperature
can be about 68°C. The time required to transition between these temperatures is referred to as a temperature ramping
time. Ideally, each thermal cycle will amplify a target sequence of nucleic acid by a factor of two. In practice, however,
amplification efficiency is often less than 100%
[0521] The system may comprise one or more analytical units. In some examples, the analytical units may comprise
thermal cycler modules. For example one or more thermal cycler modules can be housed in a hardware structure called
a thermal cycler garage, which provides power, communication, and chassis mounts for each. The thermal cycler garage
may house about 20 thermal cycler modules, although the number can vary depending on the throughput requirements
of the system.
[0522] A reaction vessel can refer to a plastic consumable containing RNA or DNA from a patient sample, target
sequence specific primers and probes, a "master mix" that includes nucleotide monomers and enzymes necessary for
synthesis of new DNA strands, and process control materials. Small fluid volumes facilitate rapid heat transfer, so the
total liquid volume contained in the reaction vessel is minimal. A typical volume can be 40mL to 50mL.
[0523] In general, the thermal cycler module can: (1) accept a prepared and sealed reaction vessel with sample and
reagents, (2) press the vessel into a temperature controlled thermal block, (3) rapidly cycle the block and associated
sample through a defined temperature profile, (4) expose the sample to one or more excitation light sources at the
appropriate portion of the temperature cycle, and (5) accommodate the optical collection path of emitted fluorescence
to be sent to the detector.
[0524] As shown in further detail below, a thermal cycler module for performing real time PCR within a PCR reaction
vessel can comprise a thermal block with a receptacle for receiving a PCR reaction vessel. A slidable lid can overlap
with the thermal block and can have an open position and a closed position, the slidable lid moving longitudinally between
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the open and closed positions. It may also include an excitation optics assembly, the excitation optics assembly located
beneath the thermal block. It may further include an emission optics assembly, which can be located adjacent to the
thermal block. The locations of these assemblies can be reversed in some examples.
[0525] FIG. 16(a) shows a side, perspective view of a thermal cycler module 1300. The thermal cycler module 1300
comprises an enclosure 1312 in the form of a rectangular box-like structure. The rectangular, box-like structure can
allow a large number of thermal cycler modules to be placed in a relatively small area. Although the thermal cycler
module 1300 is in the form of a box-like structure, it can be in any other suitable shape or configuration.
[0526] An excitation optics assembly 1304 is used to provide excitation radiation to a sample in the thermal cycler
module 1300. The emissions optics assembly 1302 is used to receive and transmit emissions radiation from the sample
in the thermal cycler module 1300. Both the excitation optics assembly 1312 and the emissions optics assembly 1302
are mechanically and operationally coupled to the enclosure 1312.
[0527] FIG. 16(b) shows a side, cross-sectional view of a thermal cycler module. The enclosure 1312 of the thermal
cycler module 1300 may include an enclosure recess 1312(a), which maybe cooperatively configured to receive a slidable
lid 1315. The slidable lid 1315 may comprise a body 1315(a), which may define a cavity 1341. A biasing element 1344
such as a spring may be attached to an upper portion of the body 1315(a). A compression head 1342 may be coupled
to the biasing element 1344, and may be perpendicularly oriented with respect to the orientation of the biasing element
1344. As will be explained in further detail below, the compression head 1342 can push down on a reaction vessel 221
so that it is in good thermal contact with a thermal block assembly 1311 comprising a thermal block. An electronics and
blower assembly 1313 in the thermal cycler module 1300 can heat and cool the thermal block in the thermal block
assembly 1311, thereby heating and cooling the sample in the reaction vessel 221. When a sample in the reaction vessel
221 is undergoing thermal cycling, light from the excitation optics assembly 1304 can provide light to a sample in the
reaction vessel 221. Light emitted from the sample in the reaction vessel 221 can exit the thermal cycler module 1300
through the emissions optics assembly 1302.
[0528] FIG. 16(c) shows a garage 1200 with a plurality of thermal cycler modules 1300. The garage 1200 may comprise
a number of linear garage rail structures 1200(a), and adjacent pairs of these garage rail structures 1200(a) may define
a garage port 1200(b). The rail structures 1200(a) may be in the form of inverted "T"-shaped beams, which may engage
side recesses in the thermal cycler module 1300. The garage 1200 may hold one, two, three, four, or five or more thermal
cycler modules 1300. The number of thermal cycler modules 1300 on the system can be optimized to address throughput
needs. In one example, the Thermal cycler garage 1200 contains 20 thermal cycler modules 1300. They may be aligned
with each other, and may form a compact array. In another example, the thermal cycler garage may hold thermal cycler
modules 1300 in a radial or circular arrangement. The thermal cycler modules 1300 may rest on a base 1202, which
may have a number of slots 1204 formed in it. The slots allow optical cables of excitation optics assemblies 1304 to
pass through.
[0529] As noted, the thermal cycler garage 1200 provides power, communications, and chassis mounts that secure
the thermal cycler modules 1300 (e.g., PCR cells) within the system. The number of thermal cycler modules 1300 housed
in the thermal cycler garage 1200 can be a function of the throughput requirements for the system. In one example, the
thermal cycler garage 1200 houses about 20 thermal cycler modules. The thermal cycler garage 1200 may also incor-
porate indicators (not shown in FIG. 16(c)), such as LEDs, that indicate the status of individual thermal cycler modules
1300. These indicators may provide the user with visual cues, for example color, that signify the current temperature or
portion of the temperature profile within the thermal cycler modules 1200. Power and communications are provided by
one or more printed circuit boards.
[0530] Referring to FIG. 16(b), the thermal cycler module 1300 may also include slidable lid 1315 that is normally
closed during thermal cycling, but opens to provide access to a thermal block of a thermal block assembly 1311. In one
example, the slidable lid 1315 can be a slide-lock lid that slides at the top of the thermal cycler module 1300, moving
parallel to the plane of the system. The motion of a slidable lid 1315 can be utilized to perform accessory operations
other than closing the thermal cycler module 1300. Such operation include seating of the reaction vessel 221 within the
receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311, releasing the thermal cycler module 1300 from the receptacle of thermal
block assembly 1311, manipulating an optical shutter mechanism that reduces the amount of ambient light entering the
detection optics when the sliding lid is open, and providing a fluorescent target that can be utilized for alignment of the
system’s optical subsystem.
[0531] FIG. 16(d) shows an optical shutter, which may alternatively be referred to as a shutter element 1320 that may
be incorporated into a slidable lid 1315. It includes a narrow first portion 1320(a), and a wider second portion 1320(b)
that is integrally formed with the first portion 1320(a). The narrower first portion 1320(a) is at a middle part of one end
of the wider second portion 1320(b). The thermal cycler shutter element 1320 may be made of any suitable material
(e.g., metal, plastic, etc.) that may flex and may have resiliency.
[0532] FIG. 16(e) shows a perspective view of a portion of a thermal cycler module with the shutter element 1320 in
a closed position. The first portion 1320(a) of the shutter element 1320 can be positioned between a pair of optical
elements, and can be near a thermal block assembly 1311.
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[0533] FIG. 16(f) shows an internal side view of a portion of a thermal cycler module with the shutter element 1320 in
a closed position while a corresponding slidable lid 1315 is in an open position. The slidable lid is an example of a
movable lid. Other types of movable lids, can move, but need not slide. As shown, the slidable lid 1315 may have an
internal recess 1315(c), which may receive the second portion 1320(b) of the shutter element 1320. A securing element
1321 in the thermal cycler module 1300 may secure an end of the second portion 1320(b). As a result, the narrower first
portion 1320(a) lifts up, light can pass from the sample in the reaction vessel 221 to the light emission light pipe 1401.
[0534] FIG. 16(g) shows an internal side view of a portion of a thermal cycler module with the shutter element 1320
in a closed position, while the corresponding slidable lid is in an open position. As shown, a bottom surface of the slidable
lid 1315 pushes down on the second portion 1320(b) of the shutter element 1320 so that the first portion 1320(a) is
pushed downward. The first portion 1320(a) thereafter blocks any light from entering the emission light pipe 1401. This
configuration advantageously prevents stray light from entering the downstream optical detection system (not shown)
when the thermal cycler module is open and not in use
[0535] In other examples, the shutter element 1320 prevents stray light from entering the downstream optical detection
system when the thermal block assembly is exposed, rather than when the thermal cycler module 1300 is not in use.
For instance, an open thermal cycler module 1300 may be in use to temporarily hold a reaction vessel 221 in order to
accommodate scheduling of the XYZ pipettor elsewhere on the system.
[0536] FIG. 16(h)-1 shows a partial internal perspective view of internal components of a slidable lid 1315. FIG. 16(h)-
2 shows a side, perspective view of the slidable lid 1315. The slidable lid 1315 may include a body 1315(a), which may
define an elongated aperture 1341 (one half of which is shown in FIG. 16(h)-1). The elongated aperture 1341 may house
a biasing element 1344, which is coupled to a compression head 1342. An aperture 1340 for receiving a reaction vessel
(not shown) is at a top portion of the slidable lid 1315. The aperture 1340 allows the reaction vessel to pass though the
slidable lid 1315.
[0537] FIG. 16(i)-1 shows a side, cross-sectional view of a slidable lid 1315 in a thermal cycler module, where the
slidable lid 1315 is in a closed position. As shown, a forward portion of the slidable lid 1315 fits into the enclosure recess
1312(a) of the thermal cycler module enclosure 1312. The compression head 1342, impelled by a biasing element 1344,
pushes down on the reaction vessel 221 thereby forcing it into a heat block and providing good thermal contact with the
heat block. In one example, the compression head 1342 is brought into contact with the reaction vessel 221 when the
slidable lid 1315 is closed.
[0538] FIG. 16(i)-2 shows a side, cross-sectional view of a slidable lid 1315 in a thermal cycler module, wherein the
slidable lid 1315 is in an open position. To move the slidable lid 1315 to an option position, it is withdrawn from the
enclosure recess 1312(a). As it is withdrawn, the compression head 1342 is no longer in contact with the reaction vessel
221, and downward pressure is no longer applied. Further, as the slidable lid 1315 is withdrawn, an upwardly tapered
ridge pushes up on a wider vessel plug third portion 222(c) so that it is pushed upward thereby disengaging the reaction
vessel 221 from the thermal block of the thermal block assembly 1311. Because the reaction vessel 221 may pushed
down in intimate contact with the thermal block for an extended time, it can be difficult to remove from the thermal block
after thermal cycling. The design shown in FIG. 16(i)-2 advantageously and efficiently provides for automatic separation
of the reaction vessel 221 from the thermal block.
[0539] The system may utilize an actuator with a gripping feature to open and close the slidable lid 1315. FIGS. 16(j)-
16(k) show a gripping feature that is configured to manipulate a slidable lid. The gripping feature 1350(a) may be part
of an XYZ gantry in some examples , as described above. As shown in these Figures, a gripping feature 1350(a) can
be in a retracted position in FIG. 16(j). In FIG. 16(k), the gripping feature 1350(a) is in an extended position and is
manipulated so that it is in between two thermal cycler modules. It then moves laterally to engage an end portion of the
slidable lid 1315. As shown in FIG. 16(l) and 16(m), after it engages the end portion of the slidable lid 1315, it can retract
and can also pull the slidable lid 1315, thereby separating the slidable lid 1315 from the previously described enclosure
in the thermal cycler assembly.
[0540] FIG. 16(n) shows a side, cross-sectional view of an excitation optics assembly, in position beneath a thermal
block 1311(a) in a thermal block assembly 1311. The thermal block 1311 (a) may also define a thermal block receptacle,
which may contain and be cooperatively structured with the reaction vessel 221. An excitation optics assembly may be
located beneath the reaction vessel 221.
[0541] More detailed descriptions of operation follow with reference to FIGS. 16(a)-16(n). One accessory operation
of the slidable lid 1315 can be seating a reaction vessel 221 within a receptacle in a thermal block assembly 1311 of a
thermal cycler module 1300. Thermal transfer is facilitated by close contact between the thermal block assembly 1311
and the surface of the reaction vessel 221. The conical shape of the receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311 can
provide the desired contact when a downwards vertical force is applied to an inserted reaction vessel 221.
[0542] This downward force can be provided by a slidable lid 1315 that comprises a biasing element 1344. The biasing
element 1344 can overlap with the thermal block assembly 1311. It may comprise a segment of resilient tubing, a spring,
a pneumatic cylinder, or other suitable device. In one example, the biasing element 1344 can be interposed between a
curved force director in the form of a compression head 1342, and the inner surface of the top of the slidable lid 1315.
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As shown in FIG. 16(i), the compression head 1342 and the biasing element 1344 can be positioned within the slidable
lid 1315 so that the apex of the force director is oriented towards the thermal block and is positioned over the receptacle
221 of the thermal block when the slidable lid 1315 is in the closed position. In this configuration, the compression head
1342 is impelled upwards as the slidable lid 1315 closes if a reaction vessel 221 is engaged in the receptacle of the
thermal block assembly 1311. Resistance from the biasing element 1344 asserts a downwards force against the top of
the vessel plug 222 that impels the reaction vessel 221 into the receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311, firmly
seating both the vessel plug 222 in the reaction vessel base 248 and the reaction vessel 221 in the thermal block 1331,
and holding the reaction vessel 221 in place during thermal cycling. The amount of force directed against the reaction
vessel 221 can be five or more pounds, preferably around 12 pounds.
[0543] The downwards force may be applied by other mechanisms. The slidable lid 1315 may include an inclined
plane that increases in thickness longitudinally, oriented such that the inclined plane contacts and applies force to the
reaction vessel 221 as the slidable lid is closed. The slidable lid 1315 can house a segment of linear spring, positioned
to contact and apply a downwards force against the reaction vessel 221. In another example, the slidable lid 1315 can
incorporate a linear actuator, positioned to align with the reaction vessel 221 when the slidable lid 1315 is closed.
[0544] Firm seating of a reaction vessel 221 within the receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311 is desirable for
optimal heat transfer. However, this practice can lead to difficulty in removal of a reaction vessel 221 after thermal cycling.
The motion of the slidable lid 1315 can be utilized to ensure that an inserted reaction vessel 221 can be released from
the thermal block assembly 1311 for transfer elsewhere on the system. The reaction vessel 221 may, for example, be
retrieved using the pipettor assembly of the XYZ transport device.
[0545] As shown in FIG. 16(i)-1, in one example, a slidable lid 1315 includes a lid base plate that lies immediately
above the thermal block assembly 1311. The lid base plate 1347 can comprises an elongated aperture 1341, the
elongated aperture 1341 comprising a proximal terminus, a distal terminus, and parallel edges extending between the
proximal terminus and the distal terminus. The distal terminus of the elongated aperture 1341 can be aligned with the
receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311 when the slidable lid 1315 is in the closed position. The thickness of the
lateral edges of the elongated aperture 1341 can increase progressively from the distal terminus to the proximal terminus
of the elongated aperture 1341 to form a tapered ridge 1346 that can engage a top portion of a reaction vessel 221 that
is seated in the receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311. The lid base plate 1347 can be oriented such that this
tapered ridge engages and provides an upwards impetus to the inserted reaction vessel 221 as the slidable lid 1315
moves from the closed to the open position, This impetus is sufficient to loosen the reaction vessel 221 within the
receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311 following thermal cycling, allowing the pipettor assembly of the XYZ
transport device to engage and remove the reaction vessel 221 from the thermal cycler cell 1300. A hole 1351 can be
provided in the slidable lid 1315, so that an XYZ transport device can retrieve the reaction vessel 221.
[0546] As shown in FIGS. 16(f) and 16(g), the slidable lid 1315, when closed, can serve to block exterior light that
might interfere with detection from entering the thermal cycler module 1300. When multiple thermal cycler modules 1300
are used there is the further possibility of exterior light entering through the detection optics of an open thermal cycler
module 1300 interfering with measurements being made in adjacent, closed thermal cycler modules 1300. In one example,
the thermal cycler module 1300 may further comprise a shutter element 1320, which maybe a spring shutter. The shutter
element 1320 being positioned in proximity to the detection optics assembly of the thermal cycler module 1300. The
shutter element 1320 is responsive to movement of the slidable lid 1315 and may be resilient. Movement of the slidable
lid 1315 to the open position can displace the shutter element 1320 so that it extends into the detection optics assembly,
blocking at least a portion of the ambient light from entering the detector. Movement of the slidable lid 1315 to the closed
position can subsequently allow the shutter element 1320 to retract from the detection optics assembly, permitting
measurement of fluorescence from the reaction vessel 221 during thermal cycling.
[0547] The slidable lid 1315 can have additional accessory functions that are independent of its movement. The slidable
lid 1315 may include a fluorescent target that can be utilized to calibrate the optical subassembly of the system, as
portions of it may be within range of the emission and detection optics when there is no reaction vessel 221 engaged
in the receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311. The fluorescent target can be a curved force director such as a
compression head 1342 comprised of a suitable fluorescent material. Alternatively, the entire slidable lid 1315 may
comprise a fluorescent material in order to simplify the manufacturing process. Suitable fluorescent materials include
fluorescent polymers and structural materials with fluorescent coatings. Also, the slidable lid 1315 may also comprise
a heater in some examples. Such a heater can be used to prevent condensation from forcing within a reaction vessel
221 that is engaged in the receptacle of the thermal block assembly 1311.
[0548] FIG. 16(o) shows a side perspective view of a thermal block assembly. FIG. 16(p) shows a top, perspective
view of a thermal block assembly 1311. As shown therein, the thermal block assembly 1311 can include a thermal block
1311(a), a thin film heater 1319 attached to the thermal block 1311 (a), and a lateral aperture 1362. The thermal block
1311(a) may define a receptacle 1311(b) for a reaction vessel (not shown). The lateral aperture 1362 may allow light to
pass from a sample to detection optics downstream of the reaction vessel in the thermal block 1311 (a). Temperature
sensing elements 1364 may be associated with the thermal block 1311 (a). These can be used to measure the temperature
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of the thermal block or of a reaction vessel held therein. The temperature of the reaction vessel or its contents may be
determined directly or derived from the temperature of the thermal block. Temperature sensing elements include ther-
mistors and thermal imaging devices.
[0549] In examples, the thermal block 1311(a) may comprise any suitable characteristics that support rapid thermal
cycling of a reaction vessel. For example, it may comprise a substantially planar thermal mass for transferring thermal
energy, and a receptacle for forming a thermal contact surface with a vessel. The receptacle can comprise a frustum of
a conical shape and having an upper opening and a lower opening, the receptacle being affixed to the front surface of
the thermal mass. The thermal block may be composed of a highly thermally conductive material such as copper, copper
alloy, aluminum, aluminum alloy, magnesium, gold, silver, or beryllium. The thermal block may have a thermal conductivity
of about 100W/mK or greater and a specific heat of about 0.30kJ/kgK or less. In some examples, the thermal block has
a thickness between about 0.015 inches and about 0.04 inches. It may also have a plurality of heat transfer fins. The
thermal block can also comprise a heating element that provides the heat that is transferred to the reaction vessel. The
heating element can be a thin film heater affixed to the back surface of the planar thermal mass, although other heat
sources such as resistance heaters, thermoelectric devices, infrared emitters, streams of heated fluid, or heated fluid
contained within channels that are in thermal contact with the thermal block may also be used. The thermal block may
also include one or more temperature sensors that are used in conjunction with a controller to control the temperature
of the thermal block by, for instance, a PID loop. These temperature sensors may be imbedded in the thermal block.
The thermal block may comprise an optical aperture, where the optical aperture is positioned to permit optical commu-
nication through the planar thermal mass to the interior of the receptacle. This aperture can serve as an optical window
for the detection optics.
[0550] The receptacle of the thermal block 1311(a) may also have any suitable characteristics necessary to secure
the reaction vessel and ensure good thermal contact with it. For example, in some examples, the walls of the conical
receptacle 1311 (b) have an angle of about 1 degree to about 10 degrees, an angle of about 4 degrees to about 8
degrees, or an angle of about 6 degrees. The decreasing internal radius of the receptacle ensures that as the reaction
vessel that is pressed into the receptacle of the thermal block the exterior of the reaction vessel is brought into intimate
contact with the interior of the receptacle. The receptacle of the thermal block 1311(a) may also have an upper opening
and a lower opening. The upper opening allows for insertion of the reaction vessel. The lower opening allows for reaction
vessels to fit tightly within the receptacle 1311(b) despite variation in the length of the vessel that can be a consequence
of the manufacturing process. The lower opening may also act as an optical window for the excitation optics. The thermal
cycler module 1300 can include containment features, such as O-ring seals or containment vessels that encompass all
or part of the thermal block, to reduce the risk of contamination from reaction vessels held in the receptacle 1311(b).
[0551] The thermal cycler module 1300 may also include any suitable optical components. Excitation optics may
include an optical fiber in optical communication with a light source and a lens that directs light emitted from a terminus
of the excitation optical fiber into a reaction vessel engaged in the receptacle of the thermal block. Alternatively, excitation
light may be provided by a light source that is incorporated into the thermal cycler module and is in optical communication
with a reaction vessel engaged in the receptacle of thermal block without an intervening optical fiber. Suitable light
sources include but are not restricted to lasers, LEDs, and other high output light sources. LEDs used for excitation may
emit an essentially single wavelength or emit multiple wavelengths in order to simulate white light. Multiple single color
LEDs may be used to provide excitation light at different frequencies. Detection optics may include an optical fiber that
is in optical communication with a detector located elsewhere on the system and a lens that directs light emitted from a
reaction vessel engaged in the receptacle of the thermal block into a terminus of the detection optical fiber. Detection
optical fibers from multiple thermal cycler modules may be directed to a single detector. Alternatively, detection optical
fibers may be associated with individual detectors associated with specific thermal cycler modules. In another example,
the detector may be mounted within the housing of the thermal cycler module and placed in optical communication with
a reaction vessel engaged in the receptacle of the thermal block without an intervening optical fiber. Suitable detectors
include, but are not limited to 1D CCDs, 2D CCDs, photomultiplier tubes, photodiodes, avalanche photodiodes, and
silicon photomultipliers. Detectors may also include interference filters, diffraction gratings, or similar devices for sepa-
ration of emitted light into discrete wavelengths. Detection optics may also include a shutter mechanism that blocks light
from entering the detector when the interior of the thermal cycler module is exposed.
[0552] Examples may also include optical casings for excitation and emission optics assemblies. These optical casings
serve to protect lenses, optical filters, and waveguides associated with the excitation and emission optics. The optical
casing may also include features that facilitate mounting and alignment of the excitation and emission optics in the
thermal cycler. An optical casing can have a circumferential groove in the outer surface. Such a circumferential groove
permits an optical casing to be held in place with a latching mechanism incorporated into the thermal cycler. In one
example, the latching mechanism is a spring-loaded latch. In such an example, the user can press the spring loaded
latch of the thermal cycler to remove or install an optical casing. The optical casing may be rotationally symmetrical, so
that they are not orientation specific. In one example, the excitation optical casing is a cylindrical body that incorporates
lenses, optical filters, and waveguides associated with the excitation optics, having a circumferential groove that interfaces
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with a latching mechanism of the thermal cycler, and the emission optical casing is a cylindrical body that incorporates
lenses, optical filters, and waveguides associated with the emission optics, having a circumferential groove that interfaces
with a latching mechanism of the thermal cycler. Use of such optical casings simplifies replacement of optical components
and permit cleaning of the lenses without disassembly of the thermal cycle.
[0553] FIG. 16(q) shows a thermal cycler spring latch that holds an emission optics assembly 1357 in the thermal
cycler module, as well as an excitation optics assembly 1359 that is held in place with an excitation spring latch 1339.
The spring latches 1337,1339 can be compressed, thereby removing any biasing force against the emission and excitation
optics assemblies 1357, 1359 and allowing them to be easily removed by a user.
[0554] More specifically, the spring latches 1337, 1339 may each comprise a base 1337(b), 1339(b) that is integrally
formed with a head 1337(c), 1339(c). A biasing element 1337(a), 1339(a) such as a spring may push against the base
1337(b), 1339(b) to bias the head 1337(c), 1339(c) into a groove (or other type of recess) 1357(a), 1359(a) in the emission
or excitation optics assembly 1357, 1359. To remove the optics assemblies 1357, 1359, a user may simply press down
on the bases 1337(b), 1339(b) thereby withdrawing the heads 1337(c), 1339(c) from the grooves 1357(a), 1359(a), so
that they are disengaged from the thermal cycler module 1300.
[0555] The thermal cycler module 1300 may also include one or more addressable memory units, where the address-
able memory unit stores information (e.g., optical alignment information) that is specific for the thermal cycler module.
The memory units can be I2C memory blocks, each of which with a capacity of about 32kbits. Individual memory blocks
can have different functions. For example, one memory block may be write protected memory used to store the serial
number and manufacturing test data specific for that thermal cycler module, where a different memory block may have
read/write memory that is used to store thermal cycler module calibration information, temperature overshoot and un-
dershoot information, and information related to the number of performance cycles of various components within that
thermal cycler module. Typical performance cycles may be the number of heater cycles, the number of blower cycles,
and the total number of thermal cycles completed.
[0556] There are also a number of alternative configurations of the thermal block assembly. In one example, a thermal
block assembly holds the reaction vessel near a heating device at one end and has an extended cooling "trail" region
(with or Without fins) for use in conjunction with a blower for cooling. In another example, the thermal block assembly
could hold the reaction vessels at one terminus and have an extended tail with a thin film heater on one side and cooling
fins on the other side, with a blower to direct cooling air to the non-heated side. Other examples can include a cylindrical
thermal block, with a central cavity to hold the reaction vessel, a helical arrangement of cooling fins on the outer surface,
and a helical resistive heater nestled against the surface of the cylinder that is exposed between the cooling fins. In yet
another example, the thermal block may be replaced by an array of resistive heating wires that surround the reaction
vessel, heating it primarily by radiation and convection.
[0557] While blowers directing a stream of air may be used for cooling a thermal block, in other examples , cooling
can be provided by a heat pipe that is integrated into the thermal block assembly and is in thermal communication with
a large heat sink and fan assembly located elsewhere on the system. Other examples may include the use of a relatively
large thermal mass that is moved (via pneumatic cylinder, rotary motor, solenoid, linear actuator, mechanical linkage,
or other suitable means) into physical contact with the thermal block to provide rapid cooling. Other examples can include
forced/pressurized air stream could be used in place of a blower for cooling.

R. Thermal Cycler Module Control

[0558] FIG. 17(a) shows a schematic block diagram illustrating some components of a thermal cycler module 2100
according to an example. Thermal cycler module 2100 may include a power supply 2105. In some examples, a power
supply is external to the thermal cycler module 2100.
[0559] Power supply 2105 is connected to thermal block assembly 2110. Thermal block assembly 2110 may include
components (e.g., a heater) that may provide heat. A cooling device 2112, such as a fan, may also be coupled to the
power supply 2105. An exemplary thermal block assembly 1311 has been described in connection with FIG. 16(b).
Thermal block assembly 2110 and/or the cooling device 2112 may operate in a binary fashion (being either on or
off/heating or cooling) or in a continuous fashion, whereby different applied voltages result in different degrees of effective
heating and cooling.
[0560] Voltage output by power supply 2105 may be at least partly controlled by a voltage signal received from, e.g.,
an internal processor and internal memory 2115 and/or an external source (e.g., the signal being transmitted via wireless
receiver 2120). In one example, the internal memory includes pre-determined (e.g., testing) voltage signals, which may
be transmitted to power supply 2105. In one example, a voltage signal is received from an external source (e.g., an
external computer system). In one example, an initial signal (e.g., a voltage signal or a temperature signal) is received
from a source (e.g., by from temperature measuring component 2135a), and a processor in the processor and memory
unit 2115 converts the initial received signal into a new voltage signal, which is then sent to power supply 2105. The
frequency at which temperature data is gathered may be optimized for thermal cycling requirements. A temperature
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measuring component 2135a may obtain measurements at intervals ranging from 100 milliseconds to 500 milliseconds.
In one example, the temperature measuring component 2135a obtains measurements at intervals of about 200 milli-
seconds.
[0561] Thermal block assembly 2110 may be connected to reaction vessel 2125, e.g., to heat and cool the vessel
upon receiving a voltage from power supply 2105. A sample 2130 may be placed within reaction vessel 2125.
[0562] Thermal cycler module 2100 may include one or more temperature-measurement components 2135(a) (e.g.,
a thermistor). Temperature-measuring components 2135(a) may measure a temperature, e.g., within reaction vessel
2125 and/or thermal block assembly 2110, to produce a time-dependent temperature signal. Temperature-measurement
components 2135(a) may send measured temperature signals to the processor and memory unit 2115. In some examples
a temperature measurement component may send data to an external source, for use in characterizing the thermal
cycler module 2100.
[0563] In some examples , the processor and memory unit 2115 may comprise one or more microprocessors, coupled
to one or more memory devices (e.g., computer readable media). These devices may be on the same circuit board, or
may be distant from each other, but operatively coupled to each other. The memory unit may store algorithms for
processing samples, as well as calibration information. The calibration information may include values specific for the
individual thermal cycler module or may include values common to all of the thermal cycler modules. Calibration infor-
mation can include factors for calculating the temperature of the interior of the PCR vessel from the temperature of the
thermal block.
[0564] Each thermal cycler module (e.g., within a thermal cycler garage) may be influenced by various environmental
or hardware factors affecting the precise temperature profile that it will exhibit in response to a defined voltage. One
factor that may influence a thermal cycler module’s temperature is the ambient temperature. FIG. 17(b), for example,
shows temperature measurements of a heat block and a sample, in response to an applied voltage signal, when the
ambient temperature was either 36°C or 22°C. At the lower ambient temperature, the sample and block temperature
ramping times were faster, leading to faster cycle times. Within a garage, the ambient temperature of a thermal cycler
may be affected by its relative location. For example, thermal cyclers positioned close to a perimeter of the garage may
sit at a lower ambient temperature as compared to more centrally located thermal cyclers. Thus, thermal cycles in a
garage may gradually experience phase shifts relative to each other.
[0565] Another factor that may influence a thermal cycler module’s temperature profile is the thermal cycler module’s
hardware components. For example, slight variations within each cycler’s thermal block assembly (e.g., including a fan
and a heater) may cause variable temperature profiles across cyclers. FIG. 17(b) shows temperature profiles of a thermal
block and a sample for two different cyclers. Though the cyclers include the same hardware components, minor differ-
ences in the hardware may account for the observed difference in ramping and cycle times.
[0566] The temperature-profile variation among thermal cyclers may lead to inconsistent rates of DNA amplification
across the cyclers. Thus, DNA amplification may be inconsistent across days (e.g., based on variability of a garage-
surrounding temperature) and even across cyclers within a single amplification session. Additionally, the phase shifts
caused by variable temperature profiles may make it difficult to obtain reliable fluorescent measurements of amplification.
In examples , since a reaction vessel may be assigned to any thermal cycler, variation in performance between different
thermal cyclers may contribute to overall variation in assay performance. This negatively impacts system precision and,
potentially, both the ultimate sensitivity of an assay and the accuracy of the final reported results.
[0567] In one example, control of thermal cycler performance is achieved using a PID (proportional integral derivative
controller) control loop. The thermal block is fitted with thermistors that give temperature information. A typical thermal
cycle may shift the temperature of the thermal block between about 70°C and about 95°C. To achieve a thermal block
temperature of 70°C, a fixed voltage is applied until that temperature is achieved. Temperature is then maintained using
a PID control loop and temperature data from the thermal block. To raise the temperature of the thermal block to 95°C,
a fixed voltage is again applied until the desired temperature was reached. Similarly, to reduce the temperature a fixed
voltage may be applied to a blower that directs air over the thermal block. The air supplied to this blower may be at
ambient temperature or may be chilled. Other cooling methods, such as the use of a directed stream of pressurized air,
flow of a cooling fluid through channels in the thermal block, and the use of Peltier cooling devices in thermal contact
with the thermal block may also be used. Since it is desirable to minimize cycle times voltages may be selected that
minimize heating and cooling times generating the fastest possible temperature ramping rates achievable by each
thermal cycle.
[0568] In another example, an algorithm, which can be stored in the memory unit of the processor and memory unit
2115, can be used to produce identical temperature versus time profiles across all thermal cycler modules. Such an
algorithm compensates for sources of variation in the temperature ramping rates of different thermal cyclers. Such an
algorithm may also compensate for different environmental conditions. Sources of variation can include ambient tem-
perature (FIG. 17(b)), thermal block performance, and blower performance (hardware variation; FIG. 17(c)).
[0569] FIG. 17(d) shows a flowchart illustrating a method according to an example. In the method, a plurality of thermal
cycler modules may be provided as described above (block 2005). The plurality of thermal cycler modules may be 2, 3,
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5, 6, or 7 or more.
[0570] Then, a thermal cycler module may be selected (block 2010). The selected thermal cycler module may be one
of many thermal cycler modules. The other thermal cycler modules that are not selected may form a set of thermal cycler
modules. A set of thermal cycler modules may comprise 1, 2, or 3 or more thermal cycler modules.
[0571] The thermal cycler module may be selected in any suitable manner. It can be selected as the least responsive
thermal cycler module in the array of Thermal cycler modules. For example, the selected thermal cycler module may
be the slowest ramping thermal cycler module in the array of thermal cycler modules. It may correspond to a longest
cycle time or the slowest heat transfer of a thermal cycler module. In other examples, the temperature vs. time profile
does not need to be based on the least responsive thermal cycler module, but can be based on the performance of a
different type of thermal cycler performance characteristic. Regardless of how the temperature vs. time profile is created,
these examples can address both overshoot and individual thermal cycler performance issues.
[0572] After the thermal cycler module is selected, a temperature vs. time profile is created for the selected thermal
cycler module profile (block 2015). It can then be stored in a memory unit (e.g., a computer readable medium such as
a memory chip) in the processor and memory unit 2115.
[0573] After the temperature vs. time profile for the selected thermal cycler is created, the thermal block assembly of
each thermal cycler module in the array can be adjusted using a source of variation (e.g., ambient temperature) and the
predetermined temperature vs. time profile (block 2020). This can be done by obtaining the predetermined temperature
vs. time profile associated with a selected thermal cycler module in an array of thermal cycler modules. The array of
thermal cycler modules can comprise the selected thermal cycler module and a set of thermal cycler modules. A processor
in the processor and memory unit 2115 then controls the thermal cycler modules in the set of thermal cycler modules
so that their performance matches the predetermined temperature vs. time profile. Each of the thermal cycler modules
in the set of thermal cycler modules can be controlled using a source of variation between the thermal cycler modules
in the array.
[0574] Illustratively, the least responsive thermal cycler module that gives acceptable performance in a plurality of
thermal cycler modules can be selected. A temperature vs. time profile can then be created using the selected thermal
cycler module. An algorithm is then created, and is used to control the thermal block assembly 2110 (and hence the
heat provided by to the reaction vessel) as well as the cooling device 2112. The algorithm uses the selected temperature
vs. time profile, and information about a source of variation such as the ambient temperature of the thermal cycler module
to determine how to control the thermal block assembly 2112 and the cooling device 2112. The following equation can
be used in the algorithm:

where

dB/dt = change in thermal block temperature in degrees per second;

Ta = ambient temperature (°C);

ha = thin film heater output at ambient temperature (°C/second);

k = rate of heat transfer; and

B(t) = the temperature of the thermal block at a given time t.

If B(t) is not measured directly, one can integrate and solve for B(t) to get the temperature of the thermal block at
any given time t:

where
B(0) = starting block temperature at time =0.
[0575] The processor in the processor and memory unit 2115 can control the thin film heater output (ha) by applying
modulated pulses of voltage to the thermal block assembly 2110, and can control the rate of heat transfer (k) in a similar
fashion using the cooling device 2112 (e.g., blower, a fan, or Cooling fluid). Alternate methods for modulating heater
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and fan output are also possible in examples.
[0576] In equation (1) above, dB/dt at a given time can be determined from the predetermined time vs. temperature
profile of the selected thermal cycler module, and the ambient temperature of the thermal cycler module, Ta, can be
measured by a temperature measuring component (e.g., a thermistor). The variables ha and k can be controlled inde-
pendently, and both can be varied simultaneously (i.e. the heater and the blower can be used in combination) to satisfy
equation (1).
[0577] FIG. 17(e) shows an example of block temperature measurements from 20 independent thermal cycler modules
that were programmed using the above-described algorithm. As shown in FIG. 17(e), the thermal cycler modules in the
array of thermal cycler modules perform consistently. This can be advantageously done without significant hardware
modifications or requiring narrow product specifications. Use of consistent thermal profiles among all thermal cyclers
on the system advantageously reduces variation in the PCR process due to hardware differences and environmental
factors. Use of consistent thermal profiles also produces identical thermal cycling times in every thermal cycler on the
system, permitting an accurate estimate of when thermal cycling will be complete for a given sample and simplifying
resource scheduling.

Q. Optics Systems

[0578] Examples can also include an excitation and detection subsystem (herein called detection subsystem). The
detection subsystem can be responsible for exciting the dyes in the assay and quantifying the fluorescence emitted at
each PCR cycle. Both excitation and emission can occur over a range of wavelengths. Light used to excite the fluorescent
dyes can, for example, range from 400nm to 800nm. The detector used to measure light emitted from the dyes can, for
example, be sensitive to light ranging from 400nm to 800mn. The detection subsystem includes hardware and software
components from the light source(s) through to the detection on the CCD camera. This includes all the optical components
with each thermal cycler module, the fiber optics routing from each thermal cycler module and the spectrophotometer
mounted under the PCR base plate. The dynamic range of the detection subsystem can allow for the detection of
amplified PCR products over at least 3 thermal cycles that are within the linear detectable range of the amplification
curve or having a range of fluorescence intensity of 2 orders of magnitude. The detection subsystem can detect a plurality
of emitted wavelengths from the reaction vessel and to perform the detection asynchronously across multiple reaction
vessels. In one example up to 7 different dyes can be detected asynchronously among up to 20 different reaction vessels.
[0579] The detection subsystem comprises at least the following components: an excitation light source, an assembly
or assemblies for directing excitation light to the reaction vessels, an assembly or assemblies for directing light emitted
by fluorescence occurring within the reaction vessels to a detector, and one or more detectors for measuring the emitted
light. The excitation light source can be one or more lasers that are optically coupled to an excitation fiber optic assembly.
In some examples, light from two lasers (for example a 640nm laser and a 532nm laser) is passed through line filters
to remove light that is outside of the nominal wavelength range. The beams can be made collinear (or slightly non-
collinear). Beams can be made collinear by a variety of optical devices, including a beam splitter. In another example,
the excitation laser beams are not made collinear in order to avoid crosstalk between them. The excitation laser beams
can be directed to individual excitation optical fibers using mirrors mounted in a two axis galvanometer. Each excitation
optical fiber would then direct the excitation light to an individual thermal cycler module. In one example, an assembly
of 20 excitation optical fibers would be used to supply excitation light to each of 20 thermal cycler modules. Additional
optical fibers that are utilized for other purposes may be present in the assembly of excitation optical fibers; such uses
can include optical alignment. The excitation optical fibers can be held in an ordered array, with a two axis galvanometer
directing light to the input end of each excitation optical fiber as needed. In addition, the two axis galvanometer may
direct excitation light to a neutral position where it does not enter an optical fiber. Alternatively, an optical switch may
be used to direct light from an excitation source to the optical fibers. A variety of optical fibers are suitable for this use.
In one example, the excitation optical fibers are about 200mm in diameter, and may be bundled in a 4x5 array. In some
examples, excitation and emission optical fiber bundles can include 22 (or more) fibers. Excitation optical fibers carrying
the excitation light terminate in the excitation optics assembly of the thermal cycler module, which is described above.
[0580] Although lasers are the preferred light sources in examples examples may include other light sources including,
but not limited to, tunable lasers, individual single wavelength LEDs, assemblies of single wavelength LEDs, and multi-
wavelength LEDs, white LEDs with a multibandpass filter, and an assembly of single wavelength LEDs and a multiband-
pass filter. Excitation light sources may be incorporated into the excitation optics assemblies.
[0581] Light emitted from the reaction vessel as a result of exposure to the excitation light is collected by the emission
optics assembly of the thermal cycler module, which is described above. In one examples, this directs the emitted light
to the input end of an emission optical fiber, which subsequently directs emitted light to a detector. In order to improve
coupling efficiency the emission optics assembly may focus the emitted light over an area that is smaller than that of
the input end of the emission optical fiber. For example, the emitted light may be focused as a 200mm spot on an emission
optical fiber input end having an area of 800mm. An emission optical fiber may taper to a smaller diameter beginning
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from the input end in order to improve coupling efficiency. Other features, including lenses integrated into the input end
of an emission optical fiber, can be used to increase coupling efficiency. Suitable lens configurations include ball or
spherical lenses, aspherical lenses, and graded index lenses.
[0582] The detector can be a spectrometer. The spectrometer may be a multi-channel or an imaging spectrometer,
which can permit simultaneous reading of multiple optical fibers and reduce the need for switching. The spectrometer
can include a multi-bandpass filter between the output terminus of the emission optical fibers and the detector to selectively
remove excitation wavelengths. If a single detector is used the emission optical fibers may be arranged in a bundle at
the input of the detector. Such a multi-channel spectrometer may use a CCD for detection of emitted light. For example,
20 emission optical fibers from individual thermal cycler modules can be arranged in a 2 X 10 bundle at the input of a
detector. In an alternative example, the detector may be a single photodiode, photomultiplier, channel photomultiplier,
or similar device equipped with an appropriate optical filter. Such an appropriate optical filter can be a set of optical filters
or a tunable filter.
[0583] If a single detector is used the detection system may be able to support asynchronous measurement of fluo-
rescence from each of the thermal cycler modules. One way to accomplish this is to use a spectrometer that has an
integration time that is short when compared to the point in the thermal cycle where the read event is to occur. For
example, to read during a phase of the thermal cycle that lasts approximately 15 seconds, a spectrometer capable of
making an accurate measurement within 50 msec is desirable. The annealing phase of the thermal cycle, which typically
takes place at around 60°C, may be used to take advantage of improved dye fluorescence characteristics at lower
temperatures. Excitation light can be directed to the input end of a specific excitation fiber for the required integration
time using mirrors mounted in a two axis galvanometer, then directed to another position. If a CCD-based detector is
used the CCD may be cleared between each read event. The CCD may be activated prior to directing the excitation
light to the appropriate excitation optical fiber and kept active following switching of the excitation light to a different
position in order to facilitate this. The read event can be triggered by monitoring the temperature of the thermal block of
the thermal cycler module to ensure that the contents of the PCR reaction vessel are at the desired temperature. In one
example, the read event can be triggered within a defined portion of a temperature versus time profile that is applied to
a thermal cycler, as described above.
[0584] As the throughput of a system increases the complexity of scheduling appropriate read times on a single detector
for multiple analytical units, such as thermal cyclers, that work in parallel also increases. The workflow for the system,
which is described in detail below, may advantageously simplify this task by preparing samples for reading in a serial
fashion. This ensures that each sample enters the analytical portion of the system at a different time point, greatly
reducing the probability that a significant number of samples will require that a read event be performed within the same
time interval.
[0585] FIG. 18(a) shows a detection optics functional block diagram. FIG. 18(a) shows a plurality of light sources
comprising a first light source 1522 and a second light source 1524, which can provide light to a two-axis galvanometer
and excitation bundle 1520. A control board 1508 can provide control signals to the first light source 1522 and the second
light source 1524. In one example, the first light source 1522 may comprise a 640 nm laser, while the second light source
1524 may comprise a 530 nm laser. However, the first and second light sources 1522, 1524 can provide light of any
suitable wavelengths.
[0586] The two-axis galvanometer and excitation bundle 1520 can receive light from the first and second light sources
1522, 1524, and can be controlled by a trigger circuit and delay 1514. Light is provided to one or more reaction vessels
as the light passes through the thermal block. Block 1518 depicts excitation and the subsequent emission of fluorescence
generated from one or more reaction vessels.
[0587] Fluorescence radiation from the reaction vessels in block 1518 may be captured by a collection fiber optic
bundle 1516, which may pass the radiation to a spectrometer 1510. In addition to the collection fiber optic bundle 1516,
access to the spectrometer may also be supplied for maintenance and decontamination of the spectrometer 1512,
environmental controls that maintain the spectrometer within acceptable operating conditions 1502, electrical power
1504, and communications with the system 1506. The trigger and circuit delay 1514 may be in operative communication
with the spectrometer 1510.
[0588] FIG. 18(b) shows a more detailed diagram of an optics detection system according to an example. The system
comprises a computer 1616, which can provide control signals to first and second power supply and controllers 1610,
1612. The first power supply and controller 1610 can supply power to a first light source 1606, while the second power
supply and controller 1612 may provide power to a second light source 1620. Light from the first light source 1608 may
pass through an excitation filter 1606 and may be reflected by an aluminum front surface coated mirror. Light from the
second light source 1620 may be reflected using a beam splitter. The light beams from the first and second light sources
1608, 1620 can then be collinear and can be focused by a planoconvex lens 1624, reflected by a two-axis galvanometer
mirror 1626, and directed into an excitation fiber bundle 1644 connected to a fiber bundle mount 1620. In other examples,
the light beams need not be collinear and may be angled to prevent cross-talk between them. Galiliean telescopes can
be used for collimation of the output of both light sources (e.g., lasers) and to reduce spot size for coupling to excitation
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fibers. Further, initial alignment of the light sources (e.g., lasers) can be performed manually, aligning the beams to a
target holes via coarse adjusters prior to performing automated calibration of the galvometric mirror.
[0589] In some example, the excitation fiber bundle can comprise twenty (or twenty two) 200mm core diameter fibers
(CeramOptec, p/n Optran WF, DNA=0.12) arranged in 5x4 array with 0.425 mm spacing between the fibers (CeramOptec,
p/n RSSLSMA20/20XWF200/220P12/BPGS+BPVC/1.5M/BC).
[0590] Exemplary fiber bundle specifications are as follows:

20 CeramOptec optical fibers (part number WF200/220/245P12, available from CeramOptec of East Longmeadow,
MN) with the following specifications:

a. Pure fused silica core diameter: 200 mm 6 2%

b. Dopped silica clad: 220 mm 6 2%

c. Polyimide coating: 245 mm 6 2%

d. Low OH version

e. Numerical aperture: 0.12 + 0.02

[0591] Light from the excitation fiber bundle can then pass to an excitation lens 1634 and to a reaction vessel 1630
containing a sample via a first slit 1632. Fluorescent radiation from the sample in the reaction vessel 1630 can then pass
through a second slit 1636. Once the emission radiation passes through the second slit 1636, it is focused by a collection
lens 1640 and to a collection fiber bundle 1642. The collection fiber bundle 1642 is coupled to a spectrometer 1618,
which receives the fluorescent radiation. Suitable control electronics 1614 may be coupled to the computer 1616 and
the spectrometer 1618.
[0592] FIG. 18(c) shows a perspective view of a detection optics assembly according to an example. FIG. 18(c) shows
a detector in the form of a spectrophotometer 1701 with a 2D array mounted on a plate 1708. A first light source 1703
in the form of a 640 nm laser, a second light source in the form of a 532 nm laser 1702, mount optics 1710, and a
galvanometer 1705 are also mounted on the plate 1708. Various finned heat sinks 1709, 1711 may also be mounted
on the plate 1708. An enclosure 1712 in the form of a cover can cover at least the first light source 1703, the second
light source 1702, the mount optics 1710, and the galvanometer 1705. An excitation fiber bundle 1704 can be in operative
communication with the first and second light sources 1701, 1702.
[0593] In one example, the detection optics assembly is supplied as a discrete, essentially closed unit in order to
facilitate field replacement and service. Such a detection optics assembly can include alignment targets in the form of
holes that extend through the casing of the unit, correct alignment of the light sources encased therein indicated by
observation of light transmitted through an alignment target hole. A detection optics assembly may include coarse
adjustment devices that extend through the casing of the unit to permit alignment without the necessity of opening the
unit. In some examples a final alignment of the light sources is performed in an automated fashion using a galvanometer
mirror.
[0594] As noted above, examples can use galvanometers. Alignment can be an issue with 2D galvanometer systems.
Examples provide each thermal cycler module with a fluorescent target that can be observed by the system’s detection
optics when the reaction vessel is not in the thermal block. In some examples, this is a discrete device shaped like a
reaction vessel that is either fluorescent or contains fluorescent materials. This is placed in the thermal block of a thermal
cycler module for the purpose of aligning the optics for that module, and can be removed before the thermal cycler
module is used for PCR. In other examples, all or part of the slidable lid are fluorescent, emitting brightly enough to
reflect some light off of the interior walls of the receptacle and into the collection optics. The opaque plug of the reaction
vessel blocks light to and from the slidable lid during PCR. This provides a fluorescent target that sends light down the
emission fiber associated with a particular thermal cycler module when the 2D galvanometer is lined up properly. To
align the optics with a specific thermal cycler, the galvanometer scans the beam across the excitation fibers while
recording the position of the galvanometer. When the system identifies the position that gives maximum intensity from
the collection fiber corresponding to the specific thermal cycler module, it records it as the calibrated position for that
thermal cycler. The reason this is desirable is because, while the use of the galvanometer lets one use a centralized
light source and switch back and forth among the different thermal cyclers very quickly, alignment has to be close to
optimal to get good performance. Having an automatable alignment mechanism in place reduces maintenance (manual
alignment of 20+ fibers is labor intensive) and provides consistent performance over time.
[0595] A similar process may be performed following alignment and prior to performing thermal cycling in order to
assure that the optical path to a thermal cycler is not blocked. A significant reduction intensity of the light observed by
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the detector in the absence of a reaction vessel, relative to that observed in a prior alignment observation, could indicate
an interruption in the optical path associated with a thermal cycler. The controller may then take actions such as selecting
a different thermal cycler for the determination that is in process and notifying the user of a possible fault condition.
[0596] Other examples may utilize a single detector for thermal cycler. Such a detector may be an individual spec-
trometer that is in communication with each thermal cycler. In another example, the detector could be a photodiode,
photomultiplier, channel photomultiplier, or similar device associated with each thermal cycler.

S. System Operations and Sample Handling

[0597] Many different processing examples have been described above, and are described in further detail below.
[0598] One example is directed to a method comprising loading a sample into a system, and loading an assay cartridge
into a preparation location. The assay cartridge includes a reaction well and a compartment. A reaction vessel is in the
compartment. The method also includes extracting the nucleic acid in the reaction well, transferring the extracted nucleic
acid from the reaction well to the reaction vessel, moving the reaction vessel to the thermal cycler module, and detecting
the nucleic acid in the thermal cycler module. These and other steps are described in further detail below.
[0599] FIG. 19 shows a flowchart processing methods according to examples.
[0600] The system according to an example can be designed to function in a conventional clinical laboratory environ-
ment and require minimal user intervention. FIG. 19 shows an example where normal user interaction with the system
is limited to loading of samples for analysis 1804, removing remaining samples once they are processed by the system
1812, replenishing consumables (1814, 1836, 1840), and removing waste (1828, 1850). In another example, the system
is used in conjunction with an automated laboratory system, and the normal user interaction with the system is limited
to replenishment of consumables and removal of waste. Other user interactions that are not shown include periodic
maintenance. This advantageously places a minimal burden placed on the user, in terms of both hands on time and
training, which in turn facilitates integration of the system into the workflow of a conventional clinical laboratory.
[0601] A typical workflow for analysis of a sample by the system can be described with reference to the flowchart
shown in FIG. 19, with periodic reference to previously described system components.
[0602] Analysis begins by loading a sample onto the system 1802. Samples are generally provided in sample tubes,
and may be whole blood, serum, plasma, saliva, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, suspensions of fecal material, swabs taken
from wounds or other body surfaces, or other clinically relevant fluids or suspensions. Swabs samples can be provided
as tubes containing at least a portion of the swab, with the sample collection portion of the swab immersed in liquid.
Sample tubes may have indicia that provide identification of individual tubes. Such indicia may be machine readable,
and include one and two dimensional barcodes.
[0603] In some examples, sample tubes are loaded onto the system by placing them in a sample holder (block 1802),
which can provide support for one or more sample tubes while providing features that facilitate handling. An exemplary
sample holder 616 can be found in FIG. 2(a). The sample holder 616 may have indicia that provide identification of an
individual sample holder 616. Such indicia may be machine readable, and include one and two dimensional barcodes.
[0604] Once a sample tube has been placed in a sample holder 616, it is loaded onto the system by placing the sample
holder 616 into an input queue (block 1804). FIG. 1(c) shows an example where the input queue 628 is located in a
sample presentation unit 110. Various examples and features of a sample presentation unit 110 are detailed above. The
sample tube progresses through the input queue 628 until it reaches a sample presentation area, where it is identified
(block 1806) and brought into the sample processing workflow. In some examples, the sample presentation area is a
portion of the sample presentation unit 110 and is accessible to a sample pipettor 70. For example, in some examples,
the sample presentation area may include the presentation track 624 shown in FIG. 2(a). Samples may be identified
based on the indicia of individual sample tubes, and by their position on an identified sample holder 616. In some
examples, the user may manually designate a specific sample via a keyboard 104, as shown in FIG. 1(c), or by other
suitable means. Identification of individual samples permits association of the sample with a specific patient, which in
turn provides the system with information regarding the tests to be performed on the sample. Identification of individual
samples also allows the system to associate results from those tests with an individual patient.
[0605] At the sample presentation area, in a sample presentation process (block 1808), a portion or aliquot of the
sample may be taken from the sample tube for analysis by the system. For example, referring to FIG. 4(a)-1, aliquots
may be removed from the sample tube using the millitip 220 provided with the assay cartridge 200, and then transferred
into a reaction well in the assay cartridge 200. This millitip 220 may be returned to the assay cartridge 200 following
aliquot transfer for later use.
[0606] The system may take one or multiple aliquots from a single sample tube in order to support the performance
of multiple tests. When multiple aliquots are taken, the system may first determine the level of fluid in the sample tube,
calculate the volumes required for testing as appropriate for the specified tests, and alert the user if the volume of the
sample is insufficient to complete all tests. Under such circumstances, the system may optimize the order in which
aliquots are removed in order to perform as many tests as possible, or may remove aliquots based on a test priority.
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Alternatively, performance of multiple tests may require loading of individual sample tubes for each test.
[0607] Once aliquot removal from the sample tube is complete, the sample is moved to an output queue 640 (block
1810). If the sample is held in a sample holder, transfer to the output queue 640 may be delayed until aliquots are taken
from all sample tubes in the holder. The output queue 640 may be located on a portion of the sample presentation unit
110 (see FIG. 2(a)), which is described in detail above. Once samples are in the output queue 640, they may be removed
from the system (block 1812). The user may then choose to store the sample tube for possible retesting of remaining
sample or may simply discard the sample tube. Sample may be stored in a sample holder or removed from the holder
for more space efficient storage.
[0608] As described above, sample aliquots are processed by the system using consumables. This reduces the
probability of contamination due to carryover. In a preferred example, referring to FIG. 4(a)-1, initial sample processing
is performed in a disposable assay cartridge 200. These are supplied to the system by the user, who may place them
in a cartridge loading unit for temporary storage 1814 prior to use by the system. An exemplary cartridge loading unit
112 is shown in FIG. 1(c). The user may place assay cartridges 200 in a cartridge loading unit 112 individually, or they
may simultaneously place multiple assay cartridges 200 in the cartridge loading unit 112. In one example, the linear
arrangement of the assay cartridge 200 simplifies the simultaneous grasping of multiple units, and assay cartridges may
be supplied in packaging with spacing that facilitates this. As noted above, different types of assay cartridge 200 may
be utilized. Under these circumstances, different types of assay cartridges 200 may be placed in different areas of the
cartridge loading unit 112 for selective introduction into the system workflow as they are needed. In the example shown
in FIG. 7(a), different types of assay cartridges 200 may be loaded into separate lanes (112(b) and 112(c)). Alternatively,
different assay cartridge types may carry indicia signifying the cartridge type and may be loaded at any available location
in a cartridge loading unit 112 or equivalent structure. Use of different types of assay cartridges supports the use of
different processing protocols, which in turn allows the system to both process a broader range of sample types and to
perform a greater variety of assays than could be supported by a single type of assay cartridge.
[0609] In some examples, an assay cartridge 200 is transferred from a cartridge loading unit 112 prior to receiving the
sample aliquot. As shown in FIG. 1(b), the assay cartridge 200 can be transferred from the cartridge loading unit 112
by moving the assay cartridge to the cartridge loading lane 116(f). Once in the cartridge loading lane 116(f), the assay
cartridge 200 may be brought into a position where the sample pipettor 70 can transfer the sample aliquot (block 1816).
[0610] In an example, and referring to FIG. 4(a)-1, the assay cartridge 200 can be supplied with a protective barrier
film 205 overlying the reagent wells 204, 208, 209. This film 205 can be removed or pierced to gain access to the contents
of the reagent wells 204, 208, 209. In one example, the system utilizes a piercing element end 266(a) of a film piercer
262, shown in FIG. 4(f), to pierce the film overlying the reagent wells 204, 208, 209. This film piercer 262 may be
conveniently supplied as part of the assay cartridge 200. Film piercing may take place while the cartridge is in the sample
aliquot transfer location, utilizing the sample pipettor 70 to manipulate the film piercer 262. The film piercer 262 may be
used prior to transfer of the sample aliquot to the assay cartridge 200, followed by disposal of the film piercer 262. The
film piercer 262 may have a cutting edge that slices through the film covering the reagent wells 204, 208, 209 with
minimal resistance, thereby avoiding the aerosolization of the well contents and subsequent contamination issues. In
an alternative example, the system may utilize the millitip 220 supplied on the assay cartridge 200 to pierce the film
covering the reagent wells 204, 208, 209, and supply reagents to the reaction well in the assay cartridge.
[0611] The assay cartridge 200 can also receive reagents from other sources, which may be stored in a reagent
storage unit 124 of the system as shown in FIG. 1(b), while in the cartridge loading lane. Such sources may include bulk
bottles. In some examples, this is accomplished using the XYZ transport device 130. FIG. 9(a) illustrates an example
in which such reagents are stored in a disposable multiuse reagent pack 400. As noted above, the reagent pack 400
contains liquid reagents required for the performance of a specific assay. Examples of materials transferred to an assay
cartridge 200 from a reagent pack 400 at this point in the process may include, but are not limited to, process control
materials that can indicate successful extraction of nucleic acids, enzymes that support lysis of bacteria, and magnetically
responsive microparticle suspensions. In some examples, materials from the reagent packs are added to the assay
cartridge after the sample aliquot has been added. In other examples, materials from the reagent pack 400 can be added
to the assay cartridge 200 before the sample aliquot is added. In yet another example, some materials from the reagent
pack 400 are added to the assay cartridge 200 (e.g., to the reaction well) before the sample aliquot is added while others
are added afterwards.
[0612] As noted above, the reagent pack 400 can be a consumable item. Reagent packs 400 may added to the system
by the user via loading (block 1836) into a reagent storage unit 124. An exemplary reagent storage unit 124 is shown
in more detail in FIGS. 8(a)-8(c). In operation, a user may request that the instrument provide a loading opportunity. In
preparing for the loading opportunity, the system may release selected reagent packs 400 from the reagent storage unit
10 by releasing the latch assemblies 144 associated with the selected reagent packs. During the loading opportunity, a
user may open the RSU access door 126 and view status indicators 140 associated with each loaded reagent pack 400.
The user may remove any released reagent packs 400 and insert any new reagent packs 400. The instrument verifies
the changes by reading the electronic memory associated with each loaded reagent pack 426. The reagent pack 400
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may hold sufficient reagent for a number of assays; and may be accessed multiple times while stored within the reagent
storage unit 124. During the reaction storage unit operation (block 1838), the system may monitor fluid levels within the
reagent pack 400 using a fluid level sensing circuit in order to determine when the reagent pack is exhausted. Alternatively,
the system may aggregate data related to the usage of a reagent pack 400 and relate that data to known fill volumes in
order to determine when a reagent pack is exhausted. The system may notify the user of exhausted or soon to be
exhausted reagent packs so that they can be replaced without impacting workflow (block 1844). In some examples, the
user may remove a reagent pack on request for off-board storage.
[0613] Following addition of a sample aliquot and any necessary reagents from the reagent pack 400, the assay
cartridge 200 is transferred to a processing area (block 1818). In an example shown in FIG. 1(b), the assay cartridge
20 is moved from the cartridge transfer lane 116(f) to the transfer shuttle 50. The transfer shuttle 50 shuttle moves the
assay cartridge 1818 through a series of the processing lanes 116 as directed by the protocol associated with the
aliquoted sample. A protocol may designate the repeated use of a specific processing lane at different times as the
protocol progresses. The system may subject assay cartridges to different processing protocols to extract and purify
nucleic acids. For example, the system can treat DNA assay cartridges differently from RNA assay cartridges to reflect
the physical-chemistry requirements of the different purification procedures. Further, the system may also use different
protocols for samples that use the same type of assay cartridge. For example, DNA extraction from gram positive bacteria
may require a different collection of steps to lyse the more robust walls of the bacteria than the steps required for other
DNA isolation. The system may, for example, apply heat to a DNA assay cartridge applied to extraction and purification
of DNA from gram positive bacteria. This heating step produces an extended elevated temperature that aids in lysis of
the gram positive bacterial cell walls.
[0614] The system benefits from applying different protocols by savings in time and by avoidance of incompatible
conditions. Different protocols save time by skipping unneeded steps. For example, extraction and purification of DNA
from gram positive bacteria requires a period of heating that is not required for DNA from other sources. While applying
a heating step to such sample may not be harmful, by deleting the heating step the system can process DNA from these
other samples more rapidly. This flexibility in processing reduces time to result compared to the alternative of subjecting
all samples to the same timeline. Without use of different protocols the slowest method required by any individual assay
would necessarily dictate system processing time.
[0615] Applying different protocols may avoid incompatible conditions in situations where the conditions for one ex-
traction and purification process are irreconcilable with those of another. A system might adapt a single processing
protocol and avoid some incompatibilities, such as that due to the gram positive bacteria heating step mentioned above,
by, for example, simply placing an assay cartridge in the appropriate processing lane without activating the heater.
Similarly, false reagent transfers (i.e. performed without reagent pickup or delivery) or transfers of inert reagents could
possibly allow a common processing protocol for all samples. Such adaptive methods, however, still limit the performance
of a single processing protocol system performance to that of the most restrictive method. Further, a common processing
protocol may simply not be possible when mere delay causes the incompatibility. Time delay alone may be problematic,
for example, when a protocol depends on the action of an enzyme and the length of time controls the extent of enzymatic
action. Applying different processing protocols avoids this processing bottleneck and retains flexibility to apply new or
updated methods.
[0616] The system applies multiple protocols by routing each assay cartridge through a series of processing lanes
116. Each processing lane 116 acts on the assay cartridge 200 to perform a subset of the total processing steps in a
protocol. Any given protocol may route assay cartridges 200 through some or all of the processing lanes 116. Different
protocols may use some of the same processing lanes 116. In one example, each instance of a protocol routes the
assay cartridge 200 associated with that instance through the same sequence of processing lanes 116 on the same
relative timeline.
[0617] Each processing lane 116 may accommodate only one assay cartridge 200 at a time. This advantageously
simplifies system design by allowing use of a single mechanism for transferring assay cartridges 200 between processing
lanes 116 and increases processing flexibility by eliminating resource conflicts within a processing lane.
[0618] Each instance of a protocol may use a consistent pathway and consistent timing. In this example, for a given
protocol each specific processing step uses a designated mechanism in a designated location at a designated time
relative to the start of that instance of the protocol. For example, one version of the DNA gram positive isolation and
purification protocol requires a transfer of diluent to the reaction well following addition of magnetically responsive
microparticles. In this protocol, the transfer can always occur in processing lane 2, always using the processing lane 2
pipettor 244 seconds after the start of sample aliquoting. This practice advantageously reduces assay variation by
assuring that each assay receives the same treatment by the same mechanisms. Replicates of a single mechanism,
even though products of the same design using the same manufacturing process, may not perform identically. Each
replicate suffers variations caused by deviations within manufacturing tolerances, local nonuniformities in operating
environment, wear and operating history, and from other sources beyond reasonable enumeration.
[0619] In one example, the system avoids much of the effect of non-identical mechanism performance by always using
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a designated mechanism for each particular step in each protocol. This design reduces the need to tightly match mech-
anism performance across different operative locations. For example, the processing lane 2 pipettor may transfer a
different actual amount than does the processing lane 3 pipettor with the same nominal transfer volume. Processing
lane 2 may have a slightly higher temperature in the vicinity of its pipettor than does processing lane 3. But because
each instance of a protocol uses the same pipettor for a particular operation, the differences contribute an overall bias
or systematic error rather than a random error. Such systematic variations may be corrected through calibration, but
random variations associated with different mechanisms are much more difficult to correct. The system thus gains the
benefits of improved assay precision without the expense and complexity of tightly matched components.
[0620] Assay precision may also be improved by reducing the impact of ambient temperature on sample processing
operations. In one example, this is achieved by routing all assay cartridges through a processing lane that incorporates
an assay cartridge heater as an initial process step. Bringing the assay cartridge and its contents to a controlled tem-
perature prior to the performance of temperature-sensitive processing steps improves the consistency of the results of
such steps as ambient temperatures fluctuate. The temperature of the assay cartridge and its contents may be maintained
subsequently by the use of assay cartridge warmers in other processing lanes.
[0621] The system may retain each assay cartridge 200 within a particular processing lane 116 for a fixed duration.
This duration may be the same for any assay cartridge 200 in any processing lane 116 regardless of the protocol. This
assures consistent timing for all steps in the protocol. Flexible lane-based processing ideally requires transfer of an
assay cartridge from any lane to any other lane. In practice, some transfers may never occur. For example, assay
cartridges 200 generally enter the amplification preparation lane 116(g) as shown in FIG. 1(b) only near the end of the
process, and assay cartridges 200 that enter the waste lane 116(c) may only proceed to the solid waste disposable.
[0622] In some examples, the system transfers assay cartridges 200 between processing lanes 116 using a single
transfer shuttle 50 in a random access arrangement that permits the transfer of an assay cartridge 200 from any processing
lane to any other processing lane. The transfer shuttle 50 interacts only with the source and destination lane without
interfering with any other lane. In one example, the transfer shuttle 50 may transfer only one assay cartridge 200 at time.
In this context transfer between lanes includes unloading of an assay cartridge 200 from one identified lane and subse-
quent loading of the assay cartridges 200 into another identified lane. Transfer among processing lanes 116 is a broader
term that includes transfer between identified processing lanes 116 and also includes the general process of unloading
and loading without limitation to particular processing lanes 116. The transfer shuttle 50 may have multiple positions for
carrying assay cartridges. In one example, the transfer shuttle 50 includes two or more cartridge slots 50(a), 50(b). This
arrangement permits the exchange of one assay cartridge 200 for another within a processing lane in a single step. This
arrangement may allow cartridges to be switched between different lanes within a single operational, or pitch, interval,
as described below. Two or more of such switching steps may be combined to exchange assay cartridges 200 between
processing lanes.
[0623] FIG. 20(h) shows a top plan view of a system with two cartridge slots 50(a) and 50(b) that can be used for
switching assay cartridges 200 between different processing lanes 116. The example of the instrument in FIG. 20(h)
includes many other lanes discussed in more detail above. The number and precise configurations and properties of
wash lanes 116(a) and 116(a)’ (and 116(b), which is not shown in FIG. 20(g)) and temperature stabilization lanes 116(j)
(and 116(h), which is not shown in FIG. 20(g)) may vary based on design and biological objectives.
[0624] FIG. 20(i) shows an example of a cartridge-switching process. At block 3605, a first cartridge enters a cartridge
loading lane 116(f). At block 3610, one or more samples and assay process controls are loaded into the first cartridge,
which may be performed in one or more steps. The assay process controls may include a process control composition
used to assess whether later-performed extraction and purification steps were properly performed. If a control was not
sufficiently amplified, it may be concluded that the samples in the assay cartridge did not undergo proper processing.
[0625] At block 3615, a first slot ("Slot A") 50a of the transfer shuttle 50 engages the first cartridge. At block 3620, the
first cartridge is moved by the transfer shuttle 50 to the heating lane 3116(i) and it is unloaded in the lane. The first
cartridge may be warmed for a warming interval, e.g., between about 10-300 seconds, such as about 53 seconds. The
first cartridge may be heated to a temperature of about 35-45° C (e.g., the target temperature is 35°C plus or minus
3°C). One or more of the first cartridge, contents of the first cartridge’s medium wells, contents of the first cartridge’s
large wells, and contents of the first cartridge’s reaction vessel component holders may be heated to one or more desired
temperatures.
[0626] As shown on the right hand side of FIG. 20(i), a second cartridge can be undergoing a similar set of steps,
except that it is behind in time. That is, steps 3705, 3710, and 3715 are similar to steps 3605,3610, and 3615.
[0627] At block 3625, a second slot ("Slot B") 50b of the transfer shuttle 50 engages the warmed first assay cartridge,
followed immediately by unloading of the second assay cartridge in Slot A into the heating lane 3116(i). This substantially
simultaneous transfer of assay cartridges into the out of Slots A and B improves the speed of processing, as compared
to the case where there is only one slot in the transfer shuttle.
[0628] At block 3630, the first cartridge is moved by the transfer shuttle 50 back to the loading lane 116(f). At block
3635, reagents are added to the first cartridge in the loading lane 116(f). At block 3640, the first cartridge continues to
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the next lane in a processing recipe. Blocks 3725, 3730, 3735, and 3740 are similar to blocks 3625, 3630, 3635, and 3640.
[0629] As illustrated above, the multiple cartridge slots 50a, 50b in the transfer shuttle 50 may allow for multiple
cartridges 200 to be swapped within a single lane, or even between adjacent lanes.
[0630] In other examples, the slots of the transfer shuttle may permit two cartridges to be simultaneously loaded or
heated, but not overlapping within each other in the loading lane 116(f) or the heating lane 3116(i). Thus, a cartridge
heater may be at least partly loaded and heated within a single pitch (e.g., about 100-200 s). While the time between
other processing steps may be approximately the duration of one pitch, both heating and partial or full loading may be
occurring within the same time interval. This may improve the temporal efficiency of the instrument. Additionally, by
using a two-slot transfer shuttle, a single motor may control the movement of both assay cartridges.
[0631] In some examples, protocols may diverge further from pipeline architecture. That is, some protocols including
relatively rapid processing may start later but finish earlier than other protocols including less rapid processing. This has
the benefit of providing further flexibility to support rapid protocols without significant constraint by slower protocols.
[0632] The capability for later started assay cartridges to "pass" earlier started assay cartridges is available through
the flexible capacity of the transfer shuttle. The transfer shuttle 50, as described above, may transfer an assay cartridge
200 from any source lane to any destination lane; it is not limited to transfers between adjacent lanes. Since transfer
windows are staggered, the system may, for example, launch a first protocol routing a first assay cartridge in successive
pitches to each of lanes in succession. The system may then launch a second assay cartridge in lane 1 after the first
assay cartridge transfers from lane 1 to lane 2. The second assay cartridge may in the next pitch interval transfer from
lane 1 to lane 13 where it would complete its processing. Long distance transfers of this type may occur in what would
otherwise be transfer shuttle idle time. Thus, in such examples, later started assay cartridges may finish processing
before some earlier started assay cartridges. This advantageously allows rapid processing of selected specimens.
[0633] In some examples, protocols may include conditional branches. That is, the system can process an assay
cartridge 200 in a manner where further processing includes a first set of steps if a condition is fulfilled and a second
set of step if a condition is not fulfilled. For example, the system might transfer an assay cartridge 200 to a waste lane
116(c) if some essential component were missing. In some examples, the system might repeat a wash step if washing
were determined to be inadequate.
[0634] Conditions may include anomaly sensing, efficacy sensing, external input, or a variety of other conditions limited
only by the value of altering a protocol on the occurrence of the condition.
[0635] Anomaly sensing can include detection of anomalous events such as failure to detect pick up of a millitip 220,
microtip 490, reaction vessel plug 222, or reaction vessel 221. Other examples of anomalous events include detection
of pressure that does not match an expected profile or value during pipetting and detection of reagent or sample fill
volumes outside of expected bounds.
[0636] Efficacy testing can include any test of an intermediate result during processing. For example; the system may
assess wash efficacy by measuring the amount of residual fluid after Washing using the liquid level sensor to determine
the height of fluid in the reaction well 202. Other exemplary efficacy tests include measurement of assay cartridge
temperature after exposure to a lane heater 1103 and determination of magnetically responsive solid phase dispersal
prior to transfer from the reagent well or after resuspension in the reaction well. The later may be measured by optical
or magnetic measurement of compartment contents.
[0637] External input can include operator input such as correction of a mistakenly entered sample type or sample
dilution factor.
[0638] Any yet unprocessed portion of a protocol may be subject to a branch. Branches may be limited to activities
within a pitch or may span activities between pitches. Branches may alter transfers between lanes and may combine
some or all of these variations. Protocols can include multiple conditional branches.
[0639] In some examples, conditional branches may be limited to aborting a protocol in progress if a fatal condition is
met. For example, if the system detected that no millitip 220 is present in an assay cartridge, processing of that cartridge
may be aborted immediately or at the next available transfer window. Rather than further processing an assay cartridge
200 where no test result could be determined, the system might use the transfer shuttle to move that assay cartridge to
the waste lane directly. A replacement assay cartridge could then be launched during the next available pitch interval
to start the protocol anew.
[0640] In other examples, anomalies may occur that are not fatal to further processing. For example if the system
failed to detect a resuspension buffer in a compartment of an assay cartridge 200, the system might alter the processing
protocol to provide that resuspension buffer from another compartment containing a reserve supply. Similarly, processing
may continue using resuspension buffer from another source such as a different assay cartridge 200, a reagent pack
400, or a bulk supply bottle.
[0641] In some cases, such as when reserve stocks of reagents are drawn from a reagent pack 400, the system might
route an assay cartridge 200 to another processing lane 116 to provide the reserve reagent. Depending on lane availability
and the tolerance of the protocol to delay, rerouting of an assay cartridge may occur either within a pitch interval or at
a normal pitch interval transition. Some protocols may be tolerant of delay in some operations. For example, some
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protocols may tolerate delays after washing of solid phase but before resuspension of the solid phase. This gives an
opportunity to resume processing after a delay to obtain resuspension buffer from another source. This advantageously
avoids loss of expended reagents, sample, and time when results are not at risk.
[0642] In some examples, protocols may include loops. Loops are processing activity where an assay cartridge 200
returns to a processing lane 116 used during an early pitch in a later pitch. One example of a loop is the process for
routing an assay cartridge 200 from a cartridge loading lane 116(f) to a different processing lane, then returning it to the
cartridge loading lane 116(f), as described above. In another example of a protocol that includes a loop a given assay
cartridge 200 may be routed to a processing lane X at pitch N and returned to processing lane X at a pitch N + Z, where
Z is a positive number. In some examples, protocols may include multiple returns one or more processing lanes. Loops
may include conditional branches including conditional branches that terminate or extend loops. The protocol flexibility
provided by branching and looping beneficially allows a large variety of processing, including processing developed after
the system is deployed. This assures that the system will keep current in its processing capability as new assay types
are developed.
[0643] In alternative examples a pipeline design could advance all assay cartridges within a protocol by aligning
involved lanes and displacing assay cartridges to adjacently aligned lanes. A pipeline style design may transfer assay
cartridges 200 singly or in groups. Another alternative could utilize multiple parallel shuttles attached to a common
transport. The common transport may displace the parallel shuttles by one or lane increments. This alternative allows
selective transfer of individual assay cartridges between adjacent lanes, and mass transfer of each assay cartridge to
its neighboring lane.
[0644] In the preferred random access design shown in FIG. 1(b), the transfer shuttle 50 transfers assay cartridges
200 in a time-staggered fashion in order to avoid conflicts. For any particular lane used in a protocol, the transfer shuttle
loads successive assay cartridges at fixed intervals. The interval may be the same irrespective of the processing lanes
involved. This interval, also called the pitch interval, may be of any length, but is at least equal to the product of the time
required for the transfer shuttle 50 to perform a transfer operation and the maximum number of processing lanes 116
used in an extraction and purification protocol. The time within a pitch interval may be subdivided in order to schedule
the performance of multiple operations upon an assay cartridge within a single pitch interval. For example, an assay
cartridge 200 may undergo multiple fluid transfers while held in a processing lane 116 during a single pitch interval. As
noted above, in some circumstances a pitch interval may be divided between two assay cartridges 200 using a switching
operation. The use of time-staggered transfer with a fixed pitch interval advantageously allows a single transfer shuttle
to complete all transfers while maintaining a consistent residence time for an assay cartridge in each processing lane.
The use of a fixed pitch interval also advantageously simplifies scheduling of multiple processes that are being performed
simultaneously within the system. The use of time-staggered transfer implies that operations on different assay cartridges
in different processing lanes may overlap in time. Some operations may proceed within one processing lane in the same
time interval that the transfer shuttle 50 uses to transfer a different assay cartridge from a second processing lane to a
third processing lane.
[0645] In one example, the pitch interval is 150 seconds. The length of this pitch interval may be greater than the
product of the time required for the transfer shuttle 50 to perform a transfer operation and the maximum number of
processing lanes 116 used in an extraction and purification protocol. In such an example, the transfer shuttle may be
idle at least part of the time.
[0646] The system may reserve fixed transfer windows for each possible transfer shuttle 50 operation. The preferred
length of a transfer window is approximately five seconds. If an assay cartridge 200 were present in a processing lane
116, the transfer shuttle 50 would transfer it to the next processing lane in the protocol during the window associated
with that pair of processing lanes. For example, a transfer of an assay cartridge 200 from the elution lane 116(e) to the
amplification preparation lane 116(g) may occur in a transfer window beginning 100 seconds after pitch start. If, however,
no assay cartridge 200 were present in the elution lane 116(e) during a particular pitch, the transfer shuttle 50 would be
idle during the transfer window. Depending on the distribution of assay cartridges in the processing lanes, the transfer
shuttle may be active during each transfer window, during some of the transfer windows, or during none of the transfer
windows. The last occurs only if no assay cartridges are in process.
[0647] The dedication of transfer windows within a pitch interval to pairs of lanes may require that the destination lane
for each transfer be vacant before the transfer window occurs. Each processing lane 116, except the first and last
processing lanes in a protocol, may need two transfer windows. The first transfer window allows transfer of an assay
cartridge 200, if one were present, out of the processing lane to a successor lane. The second transfer window allows
transfer of an assay cartridge 200, if one were present, into the processing lane from a predecessor lane. A consequence
of this "empty before filling" requirement is that the system dedicates the earliest transfer window in a pitch interval to
the last processing lane pair in a protocol. This creates a "hole" in the next to last processing lane. To account for this
the system may assign subsequent transfer windows in reverse order of the processing lane usage, so that the hole
propagates through processing lanes in successive transfer windows until it reaches the first lane in the protocol. The
next transfer window may then occur in the following pitch interval. In an alternative example, the use of a transfer shuttle
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50 with multiple positions for assay cartridges 200 may allow the transfer shuttle to act as temporary storage for assay
cartridges being transferred, permitting assay cartridge switching between processing lanes as described above. Such
a switching operation may take place within a single pitch interval.
[0648] As noted above, different protocols may route assay cartridges 200 through different sequences of processing
lanes. The system may transfer assay cartridges among processing lanes despite a difference in processing lane
sequence between protocols by fixing the transfer windows for transfers that are common to all protocols, by sharing
transfer windows among processing lane pairs, by delaying the start of an instance of a protocol for one or more pitches
to avoid timing conflicts, and by allocating multiple transfer windows to conflicting processing lane pairs.
[0649] Some transfers may be common to all protocols. For example, assay cartridge 200 disposal in the waste lane
116(c) may always follow amplification mixture preparation in the amplification preparation lane 116(g). Amplification
mixture preparation in the amplification preparation lane 116(g) may, in turn, always follow nucleic acid elution in the
elution lane 116(e), which may always follow a small magnet wash in the wash lane 116(b). Transfers among these
lanes need not present any special timing problems; the system may use fixed transfer windows for such transfers. The
system may also use fixed transfer windows when transferring assay cartridges among lanes used only by a single
protocol. Transfers among these lanes present no timing conflicts.
[0650] The system may share a fixed transfer window when a common source lane transfers to two or more different
destination lanes. This need not present a timing conflict, as the system may transfer an assay cartridge 200 in the
source lane to only one of these destination lanes at a given point in the protocol. The source lane can maintain a single
transfer window to unload; the destination lanes may share this single fixed transfer window to receive an assay cartridge
from the source lane.
[0651] The system may also share a fixed transfer window when a common destination lane receives transfers from
more than one source lane. This can generate a timing conflict. In one example, the destination lane maintains a fixed
transfer window to avoid shifts in timing that might propagate to subsequent transfers and create further conflicts. Since
the destination lane may receive only one transfer, the system may schedule protocol instances so that only one of the
source lanes contains an assay cartridge. This may require that the system look ahead to determine a possible conflict
and delay the start of an instance of a protocol for one or more pitch intervals to avoid the conflict.
[0652] The system may allocate multiple transfer windows when a protocol inserts the use of one or more non-common
processing lanes between lanes that are common to another protocol. These inserted lanes require at least one pitch
interval, but the subsequent return to the common lanes requires preservation of the common lane transfer windows in
order to minimize timing conflicts. Providing more than one transfer window allows the system to select among transfer
windows to minimize conflicts. The system may shift the transfer from the last common lane before the insert to the later
transfer window. The system may return to the common lane timing when the assay cartridge returns to the common
lanes. For example, the RNA protocol may insert a non-common step by transferring the assay cartridge 200 sequentially
through processing lanes 8, 9, and 10. DNA protocols may not use lane 9, but rather move the assay cartridge 200
directly from lane 8 to lane 1.0. In this instance the system may include two transfer windows to move assay cartridges
out of lane 8. The first window begins at 110 seconds after pitch start. The second transfer window begins at 115 seconds
after pitch start. The RNA protocol uses the later transfer window to move the assay cartridge from lane 8 to lane 9 at
115 seconds after pitch start. The DNA protocols use the earlier transfer window. Every protocol transfers an assay
cartridge into lane 10 at the transfer window beginning 110 seconds after pitch start. The multiple transfer windows for
lane 8 produce a dead period in the lane 8 pitch interval for the DNA protocols. During this dead period, lane 8 sits
empty. The dead period does not upset processing timing because it is consistent for each instance of the DNA protocols.
[0653] As discussed above, a switch between protocols may cause a timing conflict that the system may resolve by
delaying a protocol start for one or more pitch intervals. Such a delay may reduce system throughput. The system
minimizes the number of such delays by scheduling assays so as to minimize any delays. In some examples, the system
starts all pending assays that use the same protocol before starting any pending assays that use a different protocol.
[0654] Within a pitch interval, and subject only to the timing of transfer windows, a protocol may use a processing lane
to perform any operations of which the lane is capable. These operations may be in any sequence and may be of any
duration. The system may perform two or more consecutive sets of processing steps in a single processing lane over
multiple pitch intervals without transferring the assay cartridge 200. The system thus provides two levels of protocol
flexibility: first, a protocol may selectively route assay cartridges among processing lanes; and second, a protocol may
freely select operations within a processing lane. First and second assay cartridges may be used to process samples
according to first and second protocols, wherein the first and second protocols may be different.
[0655] As noted above, while the system may transfer an assay cartridge 200 between any two processing lanes 116
in order to accommodate a variety of sample types and assay chemistries, the general workflow of the isolation process
may be similar. This provides that certain general steps may occur in the same sequence. Nucleic acid extraction and
isolation methods are known and described, e.g., in Merel et al. (1996) Clinical Chemistry 42:1285-6; Ausubel et al.
Current Protocols in Molecular Biology (2003 ed.); Sambrook et al. Molecular Cloning (3rd ed.); Bailey et al. (2003) J.
Assoc. Lab. Automation 8:113-20. The process generally includes steps of sample treatment, binding of the nucleic
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acids in the sample to a solid or suspended particulate phase, separation of the bound nucleic acids from unbound
components of the sample, washing the solid or suspended particulate phase, and elution or release of the nucleic acid
back into solution. The purpose of these steps is to release nucleic acids from cells, nuclei, or sample matrix, to reduce
or eliminate components that may interfere with nucleic acid amplification or detection, and to adjust the concentration
of nucleic acids relative to the concentration in the original sample. Variations of the described process and other nucleic
acid isolation protocols are also within the scope. Variations may include changes in the volumes of materials transferred,
in the conditions of chemical processing steps, in the sequence of operations, in the number of wash steps, and other
changes.
[0656] In one example, the system extracts and purifies nucleic acids by mixing magnetically responsive microparticles
with an aliquot of sample and reagents under environmental conditions that favor binding of nucleic acids to the solid
phase. When extraction and purification are performed in a cartridge such as the one shown in FIG. 4(a)-1, reagents
transferred from the reagent wells 204, 208, 209 to the reaction well 202 of the assay cartridge 200 in early steps of the
protocol may provide conditions that favor binding of the target nucleic acid sequence to the magnetically responsive
microparticles. Reagents may be arranged in the wells of the assay cartridge 200 in an order that reflects their use, so
that droplets that accidentally fall during reagent delivery operations only land in previously emptied wells.
[0657] Once the nucleic acids bind to the solid phase the system may transfer the cartridge to wash lanes, such as
116(a) and 116(b) of FIG. 1(b), to remove unbound material by applying a magnetic field to the reaction mixture; magnetic
microparticles respond to the applied magnetic field by moving within the reaction mixture, thereby segregating the solid
phase from the bulk liquid. The system can then remove the bulk liquid by aspiration, leaving behind the solid phase.
An example of a processing lane that includes such a magnetic separator is shown in FIG. 10(b) and described in more
detail above. In subsequent steps, the system may wash the solid phase by adding a wash liquid, re-suspending solid
phase to form a suspension in the wash liquid, and again segregating the solid phase followed by aspiration of the liquid
portion of the reaction mixture while leaving behind the solid phase. This wash step may be repeated several times, and
may involve the use of one or wash liquids. In some examples, expended wash liquids are returned to previously emptied
wells of the assay cartridge 200 for eventual disposal. When washing (block 1820) is complete, the system may transfer
the cartridge to an elution lane 116(e) and add an eluent, which releases the nucleic acid from the solid phase and back
into solution within the eluent volume (block 1822). The system may complete the nucleic acid extraction and purification
process by transferring the cartridge to an amplification preparation lane 116(g) and again segregating the solid phase
through application of a magnetic field, followed by aspiration of the eluent volume and transfer of the eluent volume
containing the isolated nucleic acid to a reaction vessel for further processing (block 1824). In an alternative example,
the system may transfer reagents required for amplification to a reaction vessel prior to transfer of the eluent volume
containing the isolated nucleic acid to the reaction vessel.
[0658] The solid phase can be a magnetically responsive solid phase. Under these circumstances, an applied magnetic
field can act as a controllable switch to selectively anchor a magnetically responsive solid phase. If the solid phase is a
suspension of magnetically responsive microparticles these may form a distinctive "pellet" against a desired location on
the interior wall of a container on application of a magnetic field. The location, shape, and size of this pellet can be
controlled by controlling the distribution and intensity of the magnetic field, advantageously permitting the system to
generate pellets of solid phase at different locations within a container, and with desirable characteristics for avoiding
nonspecific aggregation of the particles and for resuspension on removal of the magnetic field. This advantageously
simplifies automation because the system may simply apply a magnetic field either by disposing the magnetically re-
sponsive solid phase in proximity to magnetic materials or by activating an electromagnet.
[0659] Although a magnetically responsive solid phase is preferred, other solid phases may also be suitable. For
example, the system may manipulate the solid phase by settling under gravity or centrifugation, by filtration, by size
exclusion chromatography, by optical tweezers, by electrophoresis, by dielectrophoresis, by flow cytometry based sorting,
by mechanical obstruction such as the use of solid phases too large to fit within a pipette during separation, or by any
of a number of other methods.
[0660] The magnetically responsive solid phase is preferably a suspension of magnetically responsive microparticles.
They advantageously simplify automation as the system may transfer a measured amount of solid phase by simple
pipetting, which is a well-established and repeatable process. Pipetting has the further benefit of commonality with other
liquid reagent transfers. That is, the system needs no additional devices to transfer the solid phase. A suspension of
magnetically responsive microparticles has the further advantage of improving assay speed and precision by providing
a more uniform interaction between solid phase and solvated components of the liquid reaction mixture. A dispersed
suspension of microparticles reduces the time required for nucleic acid isolation by minimizing diffusion distances between
reactants. This dispersion also improves uniformity by providing each element of the liquid reaction mixture with approx-
imately equal access to the solid phase as each other liquid element. This improved reaction uniformity directly enhances
assay reproducibility, and hence precision. Magnetically responsive microparticles are known in the art and are com-
mercially available. Microparticles for nucleic acid binding can be functionalized with various species that will attract and
bind nucleic acids, including, but not limited to, nucleic acid sequences, proteins, dyes, hydrophilic groups, hydrophobic
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groups, and charged groups.
[0661] Processing a sample in this fashion provides the opportunity to concentrate the isolated target nucleic acid in
a reduced volume. The system may adjust nucleic acid concentration by isolating nucleic acids from relatively large
sample volumes and eluting the isolated nucleic acids from the solid or suspended particulate phase in a relatively small
volume. This has beneficial effects of reducing assay time, increasing assay sensitivity, and improving assay precision.
In some examples, the volume of sample initially transferred is about 1mL and the volume of eluent added is about
40mL. In some examples, the volume of eluent transferred to the amplification vessel is smaller than the volume of eluent
added, in order to account for dead volume in the reaction vessel and minimize the chances of inadvertent transfer of
solid phase to the reaction vessel. In some examples, the volume of eluent transferred is about 25mL.
[0662] Adjusting nucleic acid concentration can advantageously reduce assay time by reducing the volume of subse-
quent reactions. PCR is dependent on cycling the reaction volume through a series of temperature changes. Small
amplification reaction volumes permit reduced thermal pathlengths, leading to more rapid thermal equilibration of the
entire reaction volume and hence reduced temperature cycle time. Higher concentrations of target nucleic acids within
the amplification reaction volume can also reduce the number of amplification cycles required for detection, as the growth
curve that characterizes successful PCR amplification will become evident earlier in the process.
[0663] As discussed above, a short thermal pathlength allows rapid thermal equilibration of a reaction volume. This
in turn enables rapid temperature changes during amplification reactions. Thermal cycling-based amplification methods
typically cycle amplification reaction mixtures through a number of target temperatures, each target temperature sup-
porting one or more phases of the amplification reaction. A typical PCR amplification may require 50 or more of these
temperature cycles. Rapid temperature changes reduce the time required for each cycle of amplification. This reduced
cycle time is especially desirable as even small time savings accumulate rapidly over multiple amplification cycles, thus
reducing the overall time required to produce answers.
[0664] Adjusting nucleic acid concentration can increase assay sensitivity by keeping the number of amplification
cycles within a reproducible range. Exponential nucleic acid amplification, such as PCR, is subject to noise and to
nonspecific amplification that may produce an erroneous signal if the reaction is allowed to continue for a large number
of cycles, even in the absence of the target nucleic acid. As a result, attempting to improve the sensitivity of a PCR-
based assay by simply extending the number of amplification cycles soon encounters a limiting condition. By including
a higher concentration of target sequences in the initial amplification mixture, a signal that is attributable to target
amplification can appear in earlier cycles, thus avoiding erroneous results from spurious amplification events. The higher
target sequence concentration attainable by adjusting the nucleic acid concentration increases confidence that signals
observed reflect the actual presence of target sequences rather than spurious events. Since assay sensitivity depends,
at least in part, on distinguishing target-based specific signal from non-target spurious signals, higher initial target
sequence concentrations improve overall assay sensitivity.
[0665] Adjusting nucleic acid concentration also improves assay precision by reducing the effect of sampling error.
Amplification based assays permit the detection of extremely low concentrations of target sequence. Some target nucleic
acid sequences may be present at such low concentrations that individual aliquots taken from the same sample may
have significant variations in the number of target sequences present. This variation establishes an irreducible minimum
of imprecision in determination of the target concentration in the aliquot. For example, where each milliliter of sample
contains 1000 copies of a target nucleic acid sequence, 5mL aliquots of such a sample would contain, on average, five
copies. Basic statistics show, however, that less than 18% of individual 5mL aliquots would contain this average number
of copies. About 3% of 5 mL aliquots would contain at least ten copies; tests on these aliquots would overestimate target
sequence concentration by a factor of two or more. A small fraction of 5 mL aliquots would contain no target nucleic acid
sequences at all, so that mere detection of the presence of the sequence would be impossible. One way to reduce the
effect of sampling error is to increase the volume of the sample aliquot. However, this would necessarily increase the
final reaction volume. For the reasons noted above, this is undesirable. Adjusting nucleic acid concentration allows use
of a large initial source sample aliquot, the nucleic acids of which are released by sample processing into a smaller test
aliquot to increase the number of target nucleic acid sequence copies in the amplification mixture, while retaining the
time savings and other benefits of small amplification volumes.
[0666] As noted above, the system may accomplish the goal of adjusting nucleic acid concentration by isolating nucleic
acids using a solid phase. This solid phase may be a particulate or microparticulate phase that can remain in fluid
suspension for a time, which advantageously simplifies handling and improves reaction kinetics. Solid phase processing
permits separation and exchange of liquid components of a reaction mixture while retaining specific reactants, such as
nucleic acids, that are bound to the solid phase. This binding may be physical or chemical, but the separation process
is mechanical. Solid phase processing is beneficial because its mechanical separation process is readily automatable,
and can provide a cleaner separation than the precipitation or liquid/liquid phase separations of conventional chemical
processes.
[0667] Although, solid phase processing is preferred, other methods of adjusting nucleic acid concentration may also
be suitable. For example, the system may precipitate nucleic acids and separate the precipitate from the remaining
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supernatant by filtration or centrifugation. Alternatively, the system may extract nucleic acids by differential solubility in
organic and aqueous phases or by separating the nucleic acids from other constituents by electrophoresis, column
chromatography, or by any of a number of other methods. In order to utilize this method to concentrate isolated nucleic
acids, the system can have the capacity to accurately dispense both large and small volumes.
[0668] Accordingly, the system may include both large volume pipettors that utilize millitips 220 provided in the assay
cartridge 200 (as shown in FIG. 4(a)-1) and small volume pipettors that utilize microtips 542 that are incorporated into
the processing lanes 116 or have access to them. Microtips 542 may be supplied in microtip racks 550, as shown in
FIG. 13(f), that are loaded onto the system by the user 1840. In an example shown in FIG. 1(c) the system includes a
microtip storage unit 120 for this purpose. A detailed description of a preferred example of a microtip storage unit is
found above and in FIG. 13(a), 13(b), and 13(c). The system may automatically deposits expended microtips 542 into
solid waste, such as the solid waste container 92 shown in FIG. 1 (d), but users may need to unload empty microtip
racks 550. Alternatively, the system may dispose of used mictrotips within the wells of an assay cartridge 200. The
multiple slots within the microtip storage unit 120 allow the system to use all microtips 542 within a microtip rack 550
without concern of running out of microtips 542; microtip racks 550 in other slots provide a reserve capacity.
[0669] Users may unload empty microtip racks 550 once the system has used all microtips 542 in a microtip rack 550.
In operation, a user may request that the instrument provide a loading opportunity. In preparing for a loading opportunity,
the system may release empty microtip racks 550 from the microtip storage unit 20 by releasing the rack clasp 554
associated with the selected microtip racks 550. During a loading opportunity, a user may open the access cover 556
and view indicator lamps associated with each loaded microtip rack 550. The user may remove any released microtip
rack 550 and insert any new microtip racks 550. In some examples, users may riot reload microtip racks previously
unloaded back onto the system. This advantageously limits the possibility of contamination from user handling of exposed
microtips.
[0670] Following isolation of the target nucleic acid, at least a portion of the elution volume containing the target nucleic
acid is transferred to a reaction vessel 221 that may be provided on the assay cartridge 200, as shown in FIG. 4(a)-1.
In some examples this takes place in an amplification preparation lane, such as 116(g) of FIG. 1(b), which may also be
accessible to the XYZ transport device 40. Other materials useful for the amplification reaction may also be added to
the reaction vessel 221. In some examples, these amplification materials are transferred to the reaction vessel 221 prior
to the transfer of the elution volume to the reaction vessel 221. Such materials may include, but are not limited to
polymerases required for nucleic acid replication, target-specific primer sequences, target-specific probe sequences,
nucleotide triphosphates, and other materials that support the amplification reaction. These materials may be stored in
the reagent storage module 10 and transferred using the XYZ transport device 40. Following the addition of processed
sample and all necessary reagents the reaction vessel 221 may be closed using a plug 222. This plug 222 can be
provided on the assay cartridge 200, and may include a handling feature 222(f) that allows it to be manipulated by the
XYZ transport device 40. Insertion of the plug 222 into the reaction vessel 221 may seal the reaction vessel for the
remainder of its time on the system.
[0671] After sealing, the reaction vessel 221 proceeds to the amplification and detection portion of the system (block
1832). Amplification phase processing centers on the reaction vessel 221 and the thermal cyclers. Processing in the
amplification phase maybe mechanically simple compared to the isolation phase. Once the amplification preparation
lane 116(g) mixes the isolated nucleic acid with amplification reagents in the reaction vessel, the system may seal the
reaction vessel 221 and transport it to an available thermal cycler module. In a preferred example, the system has
multiple thermal cycler modules, which may be arranged in a garage 1200 as shown in FIG. 16(c). The performance of
these thermal cycler modules 1300 may be matched, so that the path of the reaction vessel after leaving the processing
lanes 116 may lead to any one of the thermal cycler modules 1300. The system may then lock the vessel into the thermal
cycler module 1300 and begin the process of thermal cycling and monitoring (block 1832). The thermal cycling and
monitoring continues until the earlier of signal detection or a pre-set number of thermal cycles without signal detection.
[0672] In some examples, particularly those associated with reverse transcription of isolate RNA sequences, the
thermal cycler may heat the amplification vessel to a fixed temperature prior to initiating amplification by, for example,
thermal cycling.
[0673] In some examples, the system monitors the progress of the amplification by illuminating the reaction vessel
221 with excitation light at selected points within each thermal cycle. The instrument may select these points based on
the part of the thermal cycle and on the measured temperature in the amplification vessel. In some examples, the system
measures the signal during the same portion of each thermal cycle, but the timing within the portion may vary so that
the amplification vessel has a measured temperature equal to a preselected temperature at the time of measurement.
This has the benefit of reducing variations in measurement that might otherwise contribute to assay imprecision. In
another example, the system measures the signal within a defined portion of a defined temperature versus time profile
that the thermal cycler is directed to follow. This has the benefit of providing consistent thermal cycling times, thereby
simplifying scheduling. The system may combine measurements from multiple thermal cycles to assign one or more
values to the measured reaction (block 1834). Numerous methods of combining measurements are known in the art.
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[0674] After removal of the sealed reaction vessel 221 the expended assay cartridge may be transferred to waste. In
one example, shown in FIG. 1(b), the transfer shuttle 50 moves the expended cartridge 1826 to a waste lane 116(c).
As noted above, the waste lane116(c) may be configured so that once an assay cartridge 200 is placed within it the
assay cartridge 200 cannot be returned to the transfer shuttle 50. An example of such a waste lane is shown in FIG.
14(a), 14(b), and 14(c). The waste lane may be supplied with an aspiration probe 986 to remove remaining fluid contents
of the cartridge to liquid waste 1830. The emptied assay cartridge 200 may then be discarded (block 1848) to the solid
waste container 882. In some examples, the expended assay cartridge 200 is simply transferred to the solid waste
container 882 along with any residual liquids it may contain.
[0675] After completion of thermal cycling, the system may release the reaction vessel 221 from the thermal cycler,
and the XYZ transport device 40 may transfer (block 1850) the expended reaction vessel 221 to the solid waste container
882, thereby ending the processing of a specific sample. In some examples, the expended reaction vessel is disposed
of by transferring it to a dedicated wasted container, which may be designed to avoid damage to the expended reaction
vessel. In other examples, the expended reaction vessel is removed from the system by transferring it to an unloading
rack, where it may be retrieved by the user for further analysis.

EXAMPLES

[0676] Each of the examples below summarizes the processing steps in a protocol. The processing steps include
extraction and isolation of nucleic acids, set up of the amplification mixture, transfer of the amplification mixture to a
thermal cycler, amplification and detection, and waste disposal.

Example 1: Gram Positive DNA: Group B Streptococcus Assay

[0677]

Pitch Lane/Device Operations

1 CLU Presentation Lane Transfer sample aliquot to assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer process controls from reagent pack to assay cartridge reaction 
well (XYZ gantry)
Transfer enzyme from reagent pack to assay cartridge reaction well (XYZ 
gantry)

Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

2 70°C Processing Lane Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Temperature stabilize at 70°C (90 
seconds)
Mix paramagnetic particles in assay cartridge reagent well
Transfer buffer and paramagnetic particles from assay cartridge reagent 
wells to assay cartridge reaction well Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

3 Wash Lane 1 (Large Magnet) Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix contents of assay cartridge 
reaction well

Apply magnet
Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

4 Wash Lane 2 (Large Magnet) Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer wash buffer 1 from assay 
cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction well

Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnet
Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

5 Wash Lane 3 (Large Magnet) Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer wash buffer 2 from assay 
cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnet
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[0678] To incorporate the use of the Cartridge Warming Lane, the processing of a series of assay cartridges is inter-
leaved. Within a given pitch (X), at about 50 seconds after moving into the CLU presentation lane and receiving a sample
aliquot, the assay cartridge (N) is moved to one of the two positions of the transfer shuttle. The shuttle moves to the
Cartridge Warming Lane and retrieves the previous assay cartridge (N-1) in the series from the cartridge heater into the
remaining open position, then transfers the current assay cartridge (N) to the cartridge heater. The previous assay
cartridge (N-1) is then returned to the CLU presentation lane by the 60 second mark of the pitch (X) for further processing
through the end of pitch (X), after which it moves on to the next lane in the protocol designated for assay cartridge (N-
1) at the start of pitch (X+1). This leaves the transfer shuttle empty. A third assay cartridge (N+1) is moved to the CLU
presentation lane at the start of pitch (X+1), receives a sample aliquot, and is moved to the transfer shuttle at about 50
seconds after the start of the pitch (X+1). The assay cartridge (N) is returned to the CLU presentation lane at the 60
second mark of the subsequent pitch (X+1) for further processing after it is switched in the Cartridge Warming Lane for
the next assay cartridge (N+1) in the series, and so on.

Example 2: DNA: CT-NG Assay

[0679]

(continued)

Pitch Lane/Device Operations

Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well

Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

6 Wash Lane 4 (Small Magnet) Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer wash buffer 3 from assay 
cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnet
Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

7 Elution Lane (Large Magnet) Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer elution buffer from assay 
cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well

Apply magnet
Transfer liquid from assay cartridge reaction well to reaction vessel Transfer 
assay cartridge to shuttle

8 PCR Preparation Lane Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer PCR reagents from reagent 
pack to reaction vessel (XYZ gantry)

Transfer plug to reaction vessel and seal Transfer sealed reaction vessel 
to thermal cycler (XYZ Gantry) Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

9 Waste Lane Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer assay cartridge to waste

9 to N Thermal Cycler Amplify and monitor contents of reaction vessel

Pitch Lane/Device Operations

1 CLU Presentation 
Lane

Transfer sample aliquot to assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer process controls from reagent pack to assay cartridge reaction well (XYZ 
gantry)
Transfer dilution buffer from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction 
well

Transfer digestion buffer from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge 
reaction well
Transfer enzyme from reagent pack to assay cartridge reaction well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle
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(continued)

Pitch Lane/Device Operations

2 37°C Processing 
Lane

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix binding buffer and paramagnetic particles 
in assay cartridge reagent wells
Transfer binding buffer and paramagnetic particles from assay cartridge reagent 
wells to assay cartridge reaction well

Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

3 Wash Lane 1 (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Apply magnet

Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

4 Wash Lane 2 (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix wash buffer 1 in assay cartridge reagent 
well
Transfer wash buffer 1 from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction 
well

Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnet
Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

5 Wash Lane 3 (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix wash buffer 2 in assay cartridge reagent 
well Transfer wash buffer 2 from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge 
reaction well

Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnets
Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

6 Wash Lane 4 Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle

(Small Magnet) Mix wash buffer 3 in assay cartridge reagent well Transfer wash buffer 3 from assay 
cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnet
Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well

Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

7 Elution Lane (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix elution buffer in assay cartridge reagent 
well
Transfer elution buffer from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction 
well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnet
Transfer liquid from assay cartridge reaction well to reaction vessel Transfer assay 
cartridge to shuttle

8 PCR Preparation 
Lane

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer PCR reagents from reagent pack to 
reaction vessel (XYZ gantry) Transfer plug to reaction vessel and seal Transfer 
sealed reaction vessel to thermal cycler (XYZ Gantry) Transfer assay cartridge to 
shuttle

9 Waste Lane Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer assay cartridge to waste

9 to N Thermal Cycler Amplify and monitor contents of reaction vessel

N+1 XYZ Gantry Transfer reaction vessel to waste
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[0680] To incorporate the use of the Cartridge Warming Lane, the processing of a series of assay cartridges is inter-
leaved. Within a given pitch (X), at about 50 seconds after moving into the CLU presentation lane and receiving a sample
aliquot, the assay cartridge (N) is moved to one of the two positions of the transfer shuttle. The shuttle moves to the
Cartridge Warming Lane and retrieves the previous assay cartridge (N-1) in the series from the cartridge heater into the
remaining open position, then transfers the current assay cartridge (N) to the cartridge heater. The previous assay
cartridge (N-1) is then returned to the CLU presentation lane by the 60 second mark off the pitch (X) for further processing
through the end of pitch (X), after which it moves on to the next lane in the protocol designated for assay cartridge (N-
1) at the start of pitch (X+1). This leaves the transfer shuttle empty. A third assay cartridge (N61) is moved to the CLU
presentation lane at the start of pitch (X+1), receives a sample aliquot, and is moved to the transfer shuttle at about 50
seconds after the start of the pitch (X+1). The assay cartridge (N) is returned to the CLU presentation lane at the 60
second mark of the subsequent pitch (X+1) for further processing after it is switched in the Cartridge Warming Lane for
the next assay cartridge (N+1) in the series, and so on.

Example 3: RNA: Hepatitis C Virus Assay

[0681]

Pitch Lane/Device Operations

1 CLU Presentation 
Lane

Transfer sample aliquot to assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer process controls from reagent pack to assay cartridge reaction well (XYZ 
gantry)
Transfer dilution buffer from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction 
well
Transfer digestion buffer from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge 
reaction well

Transfer enzyme from reagent pack to assay cartridge reaction well Mix contents 
of assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

2 70°C Processing 
Lane

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix binding buffer and paramagnetic particles 
in assay cartridge reagent well
Transfer binding buffer and paramagnetic particles from assay cartridge reagent 
wells to assay cartridge reaction well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well

Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

3 Wash Lane 1 (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Apply magnet

Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

4 Wash Lane 2 (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix wash buffer 1 in assay cartridge reagent 
well
Transfer wash buffer 1 from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction 
well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction
well Apply magnet

Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

5 Wash Lane 3 (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix wash buffer 2 in assay cartridge reagent 
well
Transfer wash buffer 2 from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction 
well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well
Apply magnet

Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle
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[0682] To incorporate the use of the Cartridge Warming Lane, the processing of a series of assay cartridges is inter-
leaved. Within a given pitch (X), at about 50 seconds after moving into the CLU presentation lane and receiving a sample
aliquot, the assay cartridge (N) is moved to one of the two positions of the transfer shuttle. The shuttle moves to the
Cartridge Warming Lane arid retrieves the previous assay cartridge (N-1) in the series from the cartridge heater into the
remaining open position, then transfers the current assay cartridge (N) to the cartridge heater. The previous assay
cartridge (N-1) is then returned to the CLU presentation lane by the 60 second mark of the pitch (X) for further processing
through the end of pitch (X), after which it moves on to the next lane in the protocol designated for assay cartridge (N-
1) at the start of pitch (X+1). This leaves the transfer shuttle empty. A third assay cartridge (N+1) is moved to the CLU
presentation lane at the start of pitch (X+1), receives a sample aliquot, and is moved to the transfer shuttle at about 50
seconds after the start of the pitch (X+1). The assay cartridge (N) is returned to the CLU presentation lane at the 60
second mark of the subsequent pitch (X+1) for further processing after it is switched in the Cartridge Warming Lane for
the next assay cartridge (N+1) in the series, and so on.

U. System Control Architecture

[0683] Control and coordination of the activities of the subsystems described above is provided by one or more
computers. In one example, control of the system is distributed between a primary controller and a plurality of secondary
controllers. The primary controller may include one or more computers, which provide a user interface and transmit
primary commands to secondary controllers. Each subsystem may incorporate a secondary controller that receives
commands from the primary controller. Examples of secondary controllers include compact motion control cards, also
known as a cMCCs, and cMCC-derived control cards. A secondary controller is configured to receive a primary command
from a system computer, and then processes the primary command to generate a series of secondary commands that
are transmitted to effectors incorporated into the subsystem in order to achieve the primary command. Examples of
primary commands received from the primary controller include, but are not limited to, designation of a position of a
system component or temperature of a system component. Examples of secondary commands generated by a secondary

(continued)

Pitch Lane/Device Operations

6 Wash Lane 4 (Small 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix wash buffer 3 in assay cartridge reagent 
well Transfer wash buffer 3 from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge 
reaction well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well

Apply magnet
Aspirate liquid from assay cartridge reaction well
Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

7 Elution Lane (Large 
Magnet)

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Mix elution buffer in assay cartridge reagent 
well
Transfer elution buffer from assay cartridge reagent well to assay cartridge reaction 
well
Mix contents of assay cartridge reaction well

Apply magnet
Transfer liquid from assay cartridge reaction well to reaction vessel

Transfer assay cartridge to shuttle

8 PCR Preparation 
Lane

Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer PCR reagents from reagent pack to 
reaction vessel (XYZ gantry) Transfer plug to reaction vessel and seal Transfer 
sealed reaction vessel to thermal cycler (XYZ Gantry) Transfer assay cartridge to 
shuttle

9 Waste Lane Retrieve assay cartridge from shuttle Transfer assay cartridge to waste

9 to N Thermal Cycler Fixed temperature for reverse transcription
Amplify and monitor contents of
reaction vessel

N+1 XYZ Gantry Transfer reaction vessel to waste
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controller include, but are not limited to, speed of rotation in a specific motor, duration of rotation in a specific motor, and
voltage applied to a temperature controlling element. Examples of effectors acted upon by the secondary controller
include rotary stepper motors, linear stepper motors, resistive heating elements, and thermoelectric cooling elements.
In addition, a secondary controller may monitor feedback from the subsystem, and utilize that feedback to generate
corrective secondary commands as necessary. Examples of feedback provided to a secondary controller include, but
are not limited to, information related to actual position of a subsystem component or to actual temperature of a subsystem
component. Secondary controllers may also be used to perform analog to digital data conversion.
[0684] Tasks such as continuous generation of secondary commands, subsequent monitoring and correction of op-
erations, and analog to digital data conversion are tasks that require real time, high frequency processing. This system
architecture advantageously permits the use of secondary controllers with specialized microprocessors, for example
cMCCs and cMCC-derived control cards that are optimized for repetitive, high frequency tasks. Secondary controllers
can also utilize system on a chip, or SOC, cards that combine control and analog data conversion functions. Control
cards used in secondary controller may incorporate an onboard bus that permits expansion of the functions of the
secondary controller. Such an expansion of function could include additional inputs and/or outputs to and from the control
card, respectively. Another example of expanded function is to provide communication with an additional, tertiary control
card. The use of a primary controller with connections to secondary controllers advantageously permits accurate and
rapid control of subsystem functions while allowing the use of a general purpose computer as a primary controller to
provide functions such as data storage and a familiar interface for the user.
[0685] As noted above, secondary controllers may receive data related to the performance of their associated sub-
systems. This data may serve as feedback, used to generate corrective secondary commands. Data received by the
secondary controllers may also be transferred to the primary controller. This data can include data from position encoders,
homing sensors, automated alignment procedures, current supplied to heating elements, temperatures achieved by
heating elements, temperature profiles from thermal cyclers, and number of duty cycles for specific components. Such
data can be used to determine if a subsystem or subsystem component shows evidence of deteriorating performance.
If such a determination is made the system may notify the user in advance of the failure of a subsystem or subsystem
component, permitting the user to perform maintenance or schedule service on the system prior to experiencing an
actual system malfunction. This advantageously reduces system downtime.
[0686] In some examples secondary controllers incorporate safety features, including shutdown commands for motors,
solenoids, or heaters. A primary controller may cascade a global shutdown command throughout the secondary con-
trollers of the system. Alternatively, a global shutdown command may originate with or be communicated between
secondary controllers.
[0687] In some subassemblies, the secondary controller may be associated with a sensing circuit that provides feed-
back to the system. As described above, the sensing circuit can provide a signal that indicates when a portion of the
subassembly contacts or approaches a liquid or a surface. In some examples this sensing circuit is a capacitance-based
liquid sensing circuit as described above, which may include a reactive element that forms part of a tuned circuit in a
voltage-controlled oscillator. In some examples, the reactive element is a liquid handling probe that forms part of the
liquid sensing circuit. Alternatively, the reactive element may be a conductive extension of the subassembly that is
discarded after use. Examples of disposable conductive extensions include, but are not limited to, millitips and microtips.
[0688] A sensing circuit may also be used to detect contact with or proximity to conductive surfaces. In one example,
the sensing circuit can be used to detect the successful attachment of conductive items to a pipette mandrel that forms
part of the circuit. In such an example, the sensing circuit can provide a signal that indicates the successful attachment,
and subsequent release, of a conductive millitip (220 of FIG. 6), microtip (490 of FIG. 12(b)), or reaction vessel plug
(222 of FIG. 5) to the pipette mandrel.
[0689] In another example, the sensing circuit can be used to detect the approach of a pipette mandrel which forms
part of the circuit to one or more conductive targets that are placed within the path of the pipettor. This approach can
be a patterned series of movements that comprise a search for a conductive target that is initiated once the pipette
mandrel is brought into proximity to the conductive target. Such information, when combined with information regarding
the position of an associated stepper motor, can be used for automating alignment of the pipettor within the system. The
conductive targets maybe fortuitously located system components or conductive targets incorporated into the system
for this purpose. Conductive targets can include projections that extend from a system component. Examples of projecting
conductive targets include substantially planar tabs and cylindrical pins. Alternatively, a conductive target can be a hole
or gap in an otherwise continuous conductive surface
[0690] The primary controller may be connected to a secondary controller by a network connection. This connection
may convey information or may provide both information and power to the secondary controller. In one example, the
connection is provided by a Controller Area Network bus, also known as a CAN bus, a digital serial bus that is commonly
used in industrial environments. Alternatively, the network connection between the system primary controller and a
secondary controller can be a Universal Serial Bus, RS-485, Ethernet, or HSSI connection. Such network connections
may also be used to provide communication between secondary controllers. Wireless connections, such as Zigbee,
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Firewire, or Bluetooth may also be used to provide communication between a primary controller and a secondary
controller, or between secondary controllers. Such communication between secondary controllers facilitates synchroni-
zation of tasks throughout the system.
[0691] In one example, most of the subsystems of the system can incorporate a secondary controller. Subsystems
that incorporate a secondary controller may include, as shown in FIG. 1 (b), individual processing lanes of the sample
processing lane assembly 116, the cartridge transfer shuttle 50, the cartridge loading unit 112, the sample presentation
unit 110, the XYZ transport device.40, the sample pipettor assembly 70, the reagent storage module 10, and the thermal
cycler garage 30. In some examples, the secondary controller directs the activities of the subassembly into which it is
incorporated. Alternatively, a secondary controller may direct the activities of the assembly with which it is incorporated
and one or more other subassemblies. For example, a secondary controller incorporated into the thermal cycler garage
30 may control activity within the thermal cycler subassembly and additionally control activities within the optical sub-
system (FIG. 18(c)). In some examples a subassembly may incorporate more than one secondary controller, each of
which directs the activities of different portions of the subassembly. For example, the thermal cycler garage (30 of FIG.
1 (b)) may incorporate two secondary controllers, each responsible for the control of a portion of the plurality of thermal
cyclers housed within the thermal cycler garage. In other examples multiple secondary controllers may be used to control
a single function.
[0692] In addition to systems required for sample, consumable, and fluid handling the system may operate one or
more computer apparatuses to facilitate the functions described herein. Any of the elements in FIG. 21 may use any
suitable number of subsystems to facilitate the functions described herein. The subsystems shown in FIG. 20 are
interconnected via a system bus 775. Additional subsystems such as a printer 774, keyboard 778, fixed disk 779 (or
other memory comprising computer readable media), monitor 776, which is coupled to display adapter 782, and others
are shown. Peripherals and input/output (I/O) devices, which couple to I/O controller 771, can be connected to the
computer system by any number of means known in the art, such as serial port 777. For example, serial port 777 or
external interface 781 can be used to connect the computer apparatus to a wide area network such as the Internet, a
mouse input device, or a scanner. The interconnection via system bus allows the central processor 773 to communicate
with each subsystem and to control the execution of instructions from system memory 772 or the fixed disk 779, as well
as the exchange of information between subsystems. The system memory 772 and/or the fixed disk 779 may embody
a computer readable medium.

Claims

1. An automated analyzer comprising:

a pipettor (700);
a reagent pack (400) comprising a well (400a) containing a reagent; and
a reagent storage unit (124) configured to hold the reagent pack (400), the reagent storage unit (124) including:

a cavity containing the reagent pack (400);
a latch (144a) arranged about the cavity, the latch (144a) configured to secure and align the reagent pack
(400) within the cavity, the latch (144a) including a releasing feature (144a-2); and
a cover (128) disposed over the cavity and latch (144a), the cover (128) including a first aperture (128a),
wherein the first aperture (128a) aligns over the well (400a) of the reagent pack (400), wherein the pipettor
(700) is configured for access to the reagent contained in the well (400a),
characterized in that the cover includes a second aperture (128b) aligned over the releasing feature (144a-
2) and in that the pipettor (700) is configured for actuating the releasing feature (144a-2) to unsecure the
reagent pack (400) from the latch (144a).

2. The automated analyzer of claim 1, wherein the latch (144a) is a mechanical latch.

3. The automated analyzer of any of the preceding claims, wherein the reagent pack (400) further comprises a second
well, wherein the cover (128) further includes a third aperture, and the third aperture of the cover (128) aligns over
the second well, wherein the pipettor (700) is configured for access to the second well, wherein the first (128a), the
second (128b), and the third apertures are arranged linearly.

4. The automated analyzer of any of the preceding claims, wherein the pipettor (700) comprises a pipette tip suitable
to extend through the first aperture (128a) and aspirate the reagent contained in the well (400a).
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5. The automated analyzer of any of the preceding claims, wherein the reagent storage unit (124) is configured to hold
a plurality of reagent packs in the cavity, the reagent storage unit (124) includes a plurality of latches including
releasing features to secure the plurality of reagent packs, and the cover (128) includes apertures to access each
reagent pack and its corresponding releasing feature, and wherein the reagent storage unit (124) includes contain-
ment walls (422) arranged between the reagent packs held in the cavity.

6. The automated analyzer of any of the preceding claims wherein the reagent storage unit (124) further comprises a
fan (180), the fan (180) configured to remove heat from the reagent storage unit (124), comprising a controller
configured to adjust the speed of the fan in response to ambient temperature.

7. The automated analyzer of any of the preceding claims, where the reagent pack (400) comprises a reagent that is
specific for an assay for a specific analyte.

8. The automated analyzer of any of the preceding claims, wherein the latch (144a) comprises a fastener (144a-1)
that is configured to engage a mating feature (430) of the reagent pack (400), and wherein the system further
comprises a resilient member (194) that is interposed between the reagent pack (400) and the distal wall (148) when
the reagent pack (400) is held in the reagent storage unit (124), such that the resilient member (194) provides an
impelling force that directs the reagent pack (400) toward a proximal wall (130) of the reagent storage unit (124) on
disengagement of the fastener (144a-1) from the mating feature (430).

9. The automated analyzer of claim 8, wherein the resilient member (194) is configured to act as an electrical ground.

10. A method comprising:

aligning a consumable pack in a storage unit (124) comprising a cavity, wherein the consumable pack comprises
consumables that are manipulated using a pipettor (700);
securing the consumable pack within the storage unit (124) by engaging a latch (144a) arranged about the
cavity and having a releasing feature (144a-2) with a mating feature (430) of the consumable pack; characterized
by
releasing the consumable pack by:

aligning the pipettor (700) with the releasing feature (144a-2);
moving the pipettor (700) towards the releasing feature (144a-2); and
contacting the releasing feature (144a-2) with the pipettor (700), thereby causing the latch (144a) to disen-
gage from the mating feature (430) of the consumable pack.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the pipettor (700) comprises a pipette tip suitable to extend into the storage unit
(124) and contact the consumables of the consumable pack (400).

12. The method of any of claims 10-11, wherein the consumable pack is a pipette tip rack.

13. The method of any of claims 10-12, wherein the consumable pack is a reagent pack (400).

14. The method of claim 13, wherein
the pipettor (700) transfers an isolated nucleic acid to a reaction vessel (221) stored in an assay cartridge (200);
the pipettor (700) transfers reagents contained in the reagent pack (400) to the reaction vessel (221); and,
the pipettor (700) transfers the reaction vessel (221) to a thermal cycler.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein
the pipettor (700) transfers reagents contained in the reagent pack (400) to a reaction vessel (221) stored in an
assay cartridge (200);
the pipettor (700) transfers an isolated nucleic acid to the reaction vessel (221); and,
the pipettor (700) transfers the reaction vessel (221) to a thermal cycler.

Patentansprüche

1. Automatisiertes Analysesystem, umfassend:
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eine Pipettierhilfe (700);
ein Reagenzpack (400), welches einen ein Reagenz enthaltenden Behälter (400a) umfasst; und
eine Reagenzlagereinheit (124), welche dafür konfiguriert ist, das Reagenzpack (400) zu halten, wobei die
Reagenzlagereinheit (124) enthält:

einen Hohlraum, welcher das Reagenzpack (400) enthält;
einen Riegel (144a), welcher über dem Hohlraum angeordnet ist, wobei der Riegel (144a) dafür konfiguriert
ist, das Reagenzpack (400) in dem Hohlraum zu sichern und auszurichten, wobei der Riegel (144a) ein
Freigabemerkmal (144a-2) enthält; und
eine Abdeckung (128), welche über dem Hohlraum und dem Riegel (144a) angeordnet ist, wobei die Ab-
deckung (128) eine erste Öffnung (128a) enthält, wobei die erste Öffnung (128a) über dem Behälter (400a)
des Reagenzpacks (400) fluchtet, wobei die Pipettierhilfe (700) für den Zugriff auf das in dem Behälter
(400a) enthaltene Reagenz konfiguriert ist,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Abdeckung eine zweite Öffnung (128b) enthält, welche über dem Freigabe-
merkmal (144a-2) fluchtend angeordnet ist, und dass die Pipettierhilfe (700) dafür konfiguriert ist, das Freigabe-
merkmal (144a-2) zu betätigen, um das Reagenzpack (400) von dem Riegel (144a) zu entsichern.

2. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Riegel (144a) ein mechanischer Riegel ist.

3. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Reagenzpack (400) ferner
einen zweiten Behälter enthält, wobei die Abdeckung (128) ferner eine dritte Öffnung enthält, und die dritte Öffnung
der Abdeckung (128) über dem zweiten Behälter fluchtet, wobei die Pipettierhilfe (700) für den Zugriff auf den zweiten
Behälter konfiguriert ist, wobei die erste (128a), die zweite (128b) und die dritte Öffnung linear angeordnet sind.

4. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Pipettierhilfe (700) eine
Pipettenspitze enthält, die dafür geeignet ist durch die erste Öffnung (128a) zu ragen und das in dem Behälter (400)
enthaltene Reagenz anzusaugen.

5. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach einem der vorhergehenden. Ansprüche, wobei die Reagenzlagereinheit (124)
dafür konfiguriert ist, mehrere Reagenzpacks in dem Hohlraum zu halten, die Reagenzlagereinheit (124) mehrere
Riegel mit Freigabemerkmalen zum Sichern der mehreren Reagenzpacks enthält und die Abdeckung (128) Öffnun-
gen zum Zugreifen auf jedes Reagenzpack und sein zugehöriges Freigabemerkmal enthält, und wobei die Rea-
genzlagereinheit (124) Begrenzungswände (422) enthält, welche zwischen den in dem Hohlraum gehaltenen Re-
agenzpacks angeordnet sind.

6. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Reagenzlagereinheit (124)
ferner einen Lüfter (180) enthält, wobei der Lüfter (180) dafür konfiguriert ist, Wärme von der Reagenzlagereinheit
(124) abzuführen, und eine Regelung umfasst, die dafür konfiguriert ist, die Geschwindigkeit des Lüfters in Abhän-
gigkeit der Umgebungstemperatur einzustellen.

7. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Reagenzpack ein Reagenz
enthält, welches für eine Prüfung auf ein bestimmtes Analyt zugeschnitten ist.

8. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Riegel (144a) eine Befes-
tigungsvorrichtung (144a-1) umfasst, welche dafür konfiguriert ist in ein passendes Merkmal (430) des Reagenz-
packs (400) einzugreifen, und wobei das System ferner ein elastisches Element (194) umfasst, welches derart
zwischen dem Reagenzpack (400) und der distalen Wand (148) angeordnet ist, wenn das Reagenzpack (400) in
der Reagenzlagereinheit (124) gehalten ist, dass das elastische Element (194) eine treibende Kraft ausübt, welche
das Reagenzpack (400) bei Lösen des Befestigungselements (144a-1) von dem passenden Merkmal (430) zu einer
proximalen Wand (130) der Reagenzlagereinheit (124) leitet.

9. Automatisiertes Analysesystem nach Anspruch 8, wobei das elastische Element (194) dafür konfiguriert ist, als
elektrische Erdung zu fungieren.

10. Verfahren, umfassend:

Ausrichten eines Verbrauchsmaterialpacks in einer einen Hohlraum umfassenden Lagereinheit (124), wobei
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das Verbrauchsmaterialpack Verbrauchsmaterialien enthält, welche unter Verwendung einer Pipettierhilfe (700)
gehandhabt werden;
Sichern des Verbrauchsmaterialpacks in der Lagereinheit (124) durch in Eingriff bringen eines Riegels (144a)
welcher bei dem Hohlraum angeordnet ist und ein Freigabemerkmal (144a-2) hat, mit einem passenden Merkmal
(430) des Verbrauchsmaterialpacks; gekennzeichnet durch
Freigeben des Verbrauchsmaterialpacks durch:

Ausrichten der Pipettierhilfe (700) mit dem Freigabemerkmal (144a-2);
Bewegen der Pipettierhilfe (700) zu dem Freigabemerkmal (144a-2) zu; und
Berühren des Freigabemerkmals (144a-2) mit der Pipettierhilfe (700), wodurch der Riegel (144a) veranlasst
wird, sich von dem passenden Merkmal (430) des Verbrauchsmaterialpacks zu lösen.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Pipettierhilfe (700) eine Pipettenspitze enthält, die dafür geeignet ist, in die
Lagereinheit (124) zu ragen und die Verbrauchsmaterialien des Verbrauchsmaterialpacks (400) zu berühren.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 11, wobei das Verbrauchsmaterialpack ein Pipettenspitzenträger ist.

13. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 12, wobei das Verbrauchsmaterialpack ein Reagenzpack (400) ist.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei
die Pipettierhilfe (700) eine isolierte Nukleinsäure zu einem in einer Analysekassette (200) gelagerten Reaktions-
gefäß (221) überführt;
die Pipettierhilfe (700) in dem Reagenzpack (400) enthaltene Reagenzien zu dem Reaktionsgefäß (221) überführt;
und
die Pipettierhilfe (700) das Reaktionsgefäß (221) zu einem Thermozykler überführt.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei
die Pipettierhilfe (700) in dem Reagenzpack (400) enthaltene Reagenzien zu einem in einer Analysekassette (200)
gelagerten Reaktionsgefäß (221) überführt;
die Pipettierhilfe (700) eine isolierte Nukleinsäure zu dem Reaktionsgefäß (221) überführt; und
die Pipettierhilfe (700) das Reaktionsgefäß zu einem Thermozykler überführt.

Revendications

1. Un analyseur automatisé, comprenant :

un pipetteur (700) ;
un jeu de réactifs (400) comprenant un puits (400a) contenant un réactif ; et
une unité de stockage de réactifs (124) configurée pour loger le jeu de réactifs (400), l’unité de stockage de
réactifs (124) incluant :

une cavité contenant le jeu de réactifs (400) ;
un verrou (144a) disposé autour de la cavité, le verrou (144a) étant configuré pour fixer (secure) et aligner
le jeu de réactifs (400) à l’intérieur de la cavité, le verrou (144a) incluant un dispositif ou encore une entité
de relâchement (144a-2) ; et
une couverture ou encore un couvercle (128) disposé au-dessus de la cavité et du verrou (144a), le couvercle
(128) incluant une première ouverture (128a), sachant que la première ouverture (128a) s’aligne au-dessus
du puits (400a) du jeu de réactifs (400),
sachant que le pipetteur (700) est configuré pour accéder au réactif contenu dans le puits (400a),
caractérisé en ce que le couvercle inclut une deuxième ouverture (128b) alignée au-dessus de l’entité de
relâchement (144a-2) et en ce que le pipetteur (700) est configuré pour actionner l’entité de relâchement
(144a-2) pour libérer (unsecure) le jeu de réactifs (400) du verrou (144a).

2. L’analyseur automatisé d’après la revendication 1, sachant que le verrou (144a) est un verrou mécanique.

3. L’analyseur automatisé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant que le jeu de réactifs (400) comprend
en outre un deuxième puits, sachant que le couvercle (128) inclut en outre une troisième ouverture, et que la
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troisième ouverture du couvercle (128) s’aligne au-dessus du deuxième puits, sachant que le pipetteur (700) est
configuré pour accéder au deuxième puits, sachant que la première (128a), la deuxième (128b) et la troisième
ouverture sont disposées linéairement.

4. L’analyseur automatisé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant que le pipetteur (700) comprend un
embout de pipette apte à s’étendre à travers la première ouverture (128a) et à aspirer le réactif contenu dans le
puits (400a).

5. L’analyseur automatisé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant que l’unité de stockage de réactifs
(124) est configurée pour loger une pluralité de jeux de réactifs dans la cavité, que l’unité de stockage de réactifs
(124) inclut une pluralité de verrous incluant des entités de relâchement pour fixer la pluralité de jeux de réactifs,
et que le couvercle (128) inclut des ouvertures pour accéder à chaque jeu de réactifs et à son entité de relâchement
correspondante, et sachant que l’unité de stockage de réactifs (124) inclut des parois de confinement (422) disposées
entre les jeux de réactifs logés dans la cavité.

6. L’analyseur automatisé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant que l’unité de stockage de réactifs
(124) comprend en outre un ventilateur ou encore une soufflerie (180), la soufflerie (180) étant configurée pour
évacuer la chaleur de l’unité de stockage de réactifs (124), et comprenant une commande configurée pour ajuster
la vitesse de la soufflerie en fonction de la température ambiante.

7. L’analyseur automatisé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant que le jeu de réactifs (400) comprend
un réactif qui est spécifique pour une analyse ou encore un dosage (assay) d’un analyte particulier.

8. L’analyseur automatisé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant qu’un verrou (144a) comprend un
dispositif de fixation (144a-1) qui est configuré pour s’engager avec un élément d’appariement (430) du jeu de
réactifs (400), et sachant que le système comprend en outre un élément élastique (194) qui est interposé entre le
jeu de réactifs (400) et la parois distale (148) quand le jeu de réactifs (400) est logé dans l’unité de stockage de
réactifs (124), de manière que l’élément élastique (194) fournisse une force de poussée qui dirige le jeu de réactifs
(400) vers une paroi proximale (130) de l’unité de stockage de réactifs (124) au désengagement du dispositif de
fixation (144a-1) de l’élément d’appariement (430).

9. L’analyseur automatisé d’après la revendication 8, sachant que l’élément élastique (194) est configuré pour agir
comme une mise à terre.

10. Un procédé, comprenant le fait de :

aligner un jeu consommable dans une unité de stockage (124), comprenant une cavité, sachant que le jeu
consommable comprend des consommables qui sont manipulés à l’aide d’un pipetteur (700) ;
fixer le jeu consommable à l’intérieur de l’unité de stockage (124) en enclenchant un verrou (144a) autour de
la cavité et présentant une entité de relâchement (144a-2) avec un élément d’appariement (430) du jeu
consommable ; caractérisé par le fait de
relâcher le jeu consommable en :

alignant le pipetteur (700) avec l’entité de relâchement (144a-2) ;
déplaçant le pipetteur (700) vers l’entité de relâchement (144a-2) ; et
mettant en contact l’entité de relâchement (144a-2) avec le pipetteur (700), par conséquent
amenant le verrou (144a) à se désengager de l’élément d’appariement (430) du jeu consommable.

11. Le procédé d’après la revendication 10, sachant que le pipetteur (700) comprend un embout de pipette apte à
s’étendre à l’intérieur de l’unité de stockage (124) et à se mettre en contact avec les consommables du jeu con-
sommable (400).

12. Le procédé d’après une des revendications 10 - 11, sachant que le jeu consommable est un support pour embouts
de pipette.

13. Le procédé d’après une des revendications 10 - 12, sachant que le jeu consommable est un jeu de réactifs (400).

14. Le procédé d’après la revendication 13, sachant que
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le pipetteur (700) transfère un acide nucléique isolé à une cuve de réaction (221) stocké dans une cartouche
d’analyse (200) ;
le pipetteur (700) transfère des réactifs contenus dans le jeu de réactifs (400) à la cuve de réaction (221) ; et que
le pipetteur (700) transfère la cuve de réaction (221) au cycleur thermique.

15. Le procédé d’après la revendication 13, sachant que
le pipetteur (700) transfère des réactifs contenus dans le jeu de réactifs (400) à une cuve de réaction (221) stockée
dans une cartouche d’analyse (200) ;
le pipetteur (700) transfère un acide nucléique isolé à la cuve de réaction (221) ; et que
le pipetteur (700) transfère la cuve de réaction (221) au cycleur thermique.
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